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ABSTRACT

This study is a qualitative and descriptive investigation of teacher gestures in
EFL education. The specific aim is to describe the types, roles, and functions of
gestures that are produced by native English speaking teachers in English as foreign
language (EFL) classrooms in Japan by examining naturally occurring interactions. In
addition to teacher gesture, I included some nonverbal behaviors such as
suprasegmental features, nodding, and gaze direction so as to understand classroom
interaction and communication in EFL classrooms.
In order to accomplish these aims I employed a qualitative case study approach
in five EFL classrooms at a university in an urban area in Japan. The primary data come
from classroom interactions of a native English speaking teacher and his 26 students of
one classroom over one semester that were analyzed through a microanalysis of
videotapes of the naturalistic classroom interactions. In addition to videotapes, to better
understand the interactions that occurred in the classroom, I gathered and analyzed
observation notes from my perspective as a peripheral observer. I also collected
retrospective stimulated video recall interview data from the teacher and some volunteer
students for further analysis. Furthermore, in order to have wider understanding of
multimodal foreign language (FL) classroom interactions, I observed four more EFL
classes that were taught by two other native English speaking teachers at a university
that was situated in a municipal capital in Japan as additional observations and a
post-lesson survey with the teachers and students for additional analyses.
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My aim is not to seek causal explanation but to present plausible descriptions
and interpretations of naturally occurring interactions in EFL classrooms. Analysis
revealed that various types of teacher gesture were used by the teachers from five EFL
classrooms. They were categorized into representational, referential, emphatic gestures,
and emblems. The findings were further analyzed for the following functions: In EFL
instruction, the teacher’s speech and gestures influence the transmission of knowledge
and information as comprehension aids, classroom management, and students' affective
states.
All three teachers heavily relied on multimodal behaviors, primarily gestures.
However, they not only used gestures, but also various nonverbal behaviors. The
teachers selected a mode or a combination of modes according to their instructional
purposes and personal styles such as giving knowledge and information, and giving
directions. It was confirmed that the teachers presented visual input even when learners
were not looking at them. The teachers' awareness of their gesture use differed
individually. Whereas teacher 1 was not aware of his gesture production, Teacher 2 and
Teacher 3 were conscious about their gesture uses and intentionally used certain types
of gestures for pedagogy. Student interviews and survey suggested that the students
perceived teachers’ gestures positively.
Close analysis of the transcribed data suggests that multi-modes of
communication including gesture serve to potentially enhance meaning-making in
classroom interaction and communication. I assume that integration of these gestural
functions of teacher gesture scaffold learning to some extent although the degree of its
influence cannot be determined from this study. The teachers’ gestural and speech
v

instruction might contribute to learning, in particular to multimodal semiotic meaning
construction for the case of teacher gestures that function as comprehension aids, and
that this kind of instruction definitely contributes to classroom management and
atmosphere. Students reacted nonverbally to the teachers’ rich input in speech and
gestural explanations, and followed the teachers’ speech and gestural directions. In
addition, the classroom cohesion was promoted through the use of humor presented by
bodily motions such as mimes and the use of students. This finding was confirmed by
interview and survey results.
This study contributes to the research on gesture in second and foreign language
(L2 / FL) education, to the pedagogy of language education and subject matter education
in the first language, and possibly to the larger body of research on gesture.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The Background of the Issue
In recent years, researchers from various academic disciplines—behavioral
science, psychology, psycholinguistics, educational psychology, communication, social
interaction research, anthropology, and ethnomethodology—have shown greater interest
in human interaction than in the past (Kendon, 2004). Gestures and nonverbal behaviors
are one of their research interests. These non-linguistic elements of discourse are now
included in some analyses because researchers have realized that not only speech, but
also nonverbal actions, and especially gestures, convey a speaker’s ideas, interests,
intentions, and feelings, and affect the management of conversations and interactions.
Thus, these acts are increasingly recognized as a crucial part of the discourse processes
involved in human cognition. Further investigation of gestures and nonverbal behaviors
is needed to gain a better understanding of human communication and intellectual
activities, including the activities that are involved in FL teaching.
Kendon (2004), a pioneer of gesture research, listed four reasons for the recent
growth of interest in gesture. First, gestures play an important role in the process of
human interaction and communication as shown in research involving face-to-face
interaction analyses (e.g., Goodwin, 1986, 2000; Heath, 1984, 1992; Kendon, 1988,
1994; Streek, 1993, 1994). Second, researchers believe that examining gestures will
help them better understand speech processes because gestures and speech are
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intimately related, and they are considered products of a single cognitive process (e.g.,
McNeill, 1985, 1992, 2005). Third, researchers have shown interest in gestures because
a better understanding of gestures might reveal the relationship between commonality
across cultures and cultural differences (i.e., social conventions) of language, and the
mechanisms underlying human thinking and behavior. One example is the recent
growth of interest in studying sign languages, research that addresses the relationship
between sign and gesture (Kendon, 2004). Fourth, the investigation of gestures might
bring a new insight into the origin and evolution of language. Researchers working in
the fields of paleoanthropology, archaeology, neurology, and primate communication
have examined the idea that gestures might have constituted the first form of language
(Kendon, 2004). It is suggested that apes have a capacity to learn language if it is
presented to them by gestures (Tomasello, 1999).
Contrary to the aforementioned interdisciplinary interests, research on gestures
and nonverbal behaviors in L2 and FL learner performance and classroom interaction
has not been highlighted much in mainstream second language acquisition (SLA)
research although SLA researchers have adopted theories and practices from a variety
of academic disciplines (see the recent review and discussion by Gullberg, 2010).
Lazaraton (2004) explained that it is difficult to investigate nonverbal activities and
communication in language teaching empirically due to their complex nature. However,
only a handful of researchers have made efforts to investigate nonverbal communication
in FL education in the decades that have passed since the emergence of the SLA field.
Gullberg and McCafferty (2008) said:
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Over the last few decades, however, there has been a growing shift in linguistics,
psycholinguistics, and psychology in relation to language acquisition: away
from the competence-performance dichotomy and toward a perspective that
embraces the importance of language in use—that is, how language is
contextually situated in interaction and how this relates to internal,
psychological processes. This shift has promoted an emergent interest in gesture
as an important additional component to acquisition, both as a means of
expression and as a mediator of meaning. (p. 134)

These researchers’ interests correspond with the aforementioned reasons for research in
the field of gesture given by Kendon (2004), and their efforts produced special issues on
gestures in two journals, International Review of Applied Linguistics in Language
Teaching (2006), Studies in Second Language Acquisition (2008) and an edited book,
Gesture: Second Language Acquisition and Classroom Research (McCafferty & Stam,
2008). These accomplishments verify the importance of gesture studies in SLA and
confirm that the topic is attracting a wider audience now than before.
My interest in gestures and nonverbal behaviors accompanying speech began
while I was observing videotapes of my own instruction as a classroom observation
assignment in the master’s program at Temple University. In the process of repeatedly
viewing the videotape, I noticed my extensive uses of gestures in the classroom. Both
the frequency of the gestures and the more expansive hand and arm movements caught
my eye, and this led me to wonder whether these gestures had any meaning for
teaching; this was the beginning of this project. When I looked for literature on teacher
gesture in the late 1990s, I found a considerable body of literature on teacher talk, but
very little on teacher gesture. This situation has not yet changed.
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Through my past analyses, I speculate that non-speech behaviors such as
gestures and nods have significant roles in FL education in helping teachers and learners
construct meaning in the classroom. Note that the term gesture in the present study
refers to (a) hand and arm movements accompanying speech called gesticulations, and
(b) hand and arm movements in place of speech called emblems (e.g., thumbs up) (more
detailed explanations are provided in Chapter 2). Nods refer to lowering and raising of
the head by speakers. The actions either are or are not accompanied by speech.
Whether they are conscious or unconscious of their choices, teachers as
participants in a classroom make constant decisions on what communication modes to
use in their acts of teaching depending on the contextual needs.

Statement of the Problem
Learning, both explicit and implicit, takes place individually and socially, but a
great deal of learning takes place within communities in educational institutions, such as
in classrooms and study groups so institutional teaching plays an important role in
learning in this sense. Thus teaching, and especially classroom learning, should be seen
within the scope of the relationships between the teacher, learners, and the environment.
Moreover, there should be a consideration of how the social aspect of teaching
influences the individual aspect of learning in terms of cognition. When we examine
this dynamic semiotic system of teaching, and vice versa, observing only speech is not
sufficient. Other modes of communication and thinking, such as gestures and nonverbal
aspects, must be observed in order to arrive at a more complete understanding of how
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different modes of communication constitute the dynamism of teaching. Observing this
dynamism helps shed light on the processes of socially constructed teaching in the
classroom. However, the investigation of specific functions of teacher gesture and
learner gesture and their nonverbal acts in classroom discourse and interaction has been
overlooked both in the fields of SLA and foreign language acquisition (FLA) (Gullberg,
2010; Gullberg & McCafferty, 2008).
Regarding the above statements, I identify the following problems.
1. Few studies of language classroom discourse have examined different modes of
communication, for example, gestures, nonverbal behaviors, and tools rather than
speech.
2. Little is known about the semiotic teaching-learning process through social
interaction aided by gestures in an educational setting.
3. Little is known about the relationship between the interpersonal and intrapersonal
nature of gestures in language teaching.
4. Few gesture studies have been conducted in EFL settings rather than ESL settings.
5. Few gesture studies have reported naturally occurring discourse and interactions in
English instruction in an EFL classrooms.

Purposes of the Study
The primary purpose of this study is to investigate how the multimodality of
communication, particularly the gesture modality, contributes to classroom discourse
and interaction in a FL classroom. In order to describe multimodality in language
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teaching in the classroom, I analyze the uses of speech, gestures, nonverbal behaviors,
and tools by a teacher and learners. More specifically, I primarily analyze types of
teachers’ gestures in relation with speech and their functions in teaching English as a
FL.
Second, by examining the multimodal process of language classroom discourse
and interaction, I investigate the notion that language teaching is part of a semiotic
system of social interaction, and that semiotic construction is aided not only by speech
but also by gestures and other modes of communication in educational settings (Kress,
Jewitt, Ogborn, &Tsatsarelis, 2001; Kress, 2010). Furthermore, I study how those
different modes are chosen and used for instruction in a detailed manner.
Third, in order to investigate semiotic construction in teaching I use my findings
to describe the types and functions of teacher gesture, and to speculate on how the
interpersonal function and intrapersonal functions of gestures (see the key terminology
gloss at the end of this chapter) might contribute to language learning and teaching and
suggest studies on this in the future. In the literature on gesture, these functions have
been acknowledged, but they have not been discussed systematically (Kendon, 2004).
Last, I observe naturally occurring data of EFL classrooms because few studies
have been conducted investigating social-semiotic activities in EFL teaching. An
observation study with naturally occurring data is needed to fulfill the purposes
presented above.

6

Significance of the Study
Few details on the roles of the gestural mode and other communication modes in
language teaching are yet known. Although gesture and multimodal studies have been
given little attention to date, I believe that examining gestures in FL education is
worthwhile because all teachers inevitably produce both speech and gestures when
communicating in the target language. Therefore, by investigating an under-researched
area of teaching through videotape-observations of naturally occurring data in EFL
classrooms, I provide detailed descriptions of multimodal exchanges in language
teaching through on-site observations and video-observations. The results also include
findings from stimulated recall interviews and surveys.
Second, the descriptions will also explain the semiotic processes of language
teaching that are aided by gestures, nonverbal behaviors, and tools, as well as speech in
EFL classrooms. In other words, the present study describes in detail how teachers
established rich meanings in their expressiveness during their explanations that might
enhance learners’ comprehension; how visually-presented directions function as
classroom management; and how learners’ psychological states for learning English in
the classroom environment are affected by teacher gestures. The results can be seen as
phenomena pertinent to SLA/FLA and instruction such as teacher talk, the learners’ and
teacher’s gestural scaffolding as social learning, learners’ processing of new linguistic
information, and the promotion of group cohesion.
All these findings might provide new insight for discourse analysis and SLA
researchers who hope to understand teacher-learner classroom interactions and
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potentially their influence on SLA. Readers of this study will realize what can be
neglected unless we describe our verbal and nonverbal behaviors in detail. That is, a
single stroke of gesture or gaze direction has some kind of intention or meaning. Hence,
each small action in classroom interaction can be seen as important component in
language teaching. When it comes to considering what is important in teaching, the
teacher’s nonverbal behaviors such as gestures, gaze, and nods have not counted. This
study well describes and explains what is actually happening in teaching and what the
teacher’s effort means. The findings might also serve as a useful reference to understand
how teaching is achieved gesturally and multimodally for researchers of subject matter
education in L1. That is, the findings let us actually see in real time what is happening
during teaching in the classroom.
The findings might also provide new suggestions for pre-service teacher training
and teacher in-service training. A holistic description of multimodal classroom
interaction will contribute to our understanding of meaning-creation in learning and
teaching. Through the training, pre-service teachers and working teachers might become
more aware of the importance of gestures and nonverbal aspects of classroom
communication and interaction and be able to improve their teaching practice.

Theoretical Perspectives
I have adopted a social-semiotic perspective (Halliday, 1985) and a multimodal
perspective (Kress et al., 2001; Kress, 2010) in this study. In the social semiotic view,
language learning and teaching are part of a meaning-creation system within the social
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structure and process of communication, and different communicative modes play
important roles in carrying out the essential functions (i.e., message, representation, and
interaction) of the semantic system of communication. Kress et al. developed the
multimodal view from Halliday’s concept, and examined how these functions were
realized multimodally by observing young students learning concepts and discourse of
science in the science classrooms.
Their theoretical view corresponds with McNeill’s (2005) idea, which was
influenced by Vygotsky (1978, 1986), a pioneer of sociocultural theory. According to
McCafferty (2008), McNeill “takes a Vygotskian view of thinking and speaking,
arguing that gesturing is an integral aspect of this process as well, so that meaning
making (semiotics) in face-to-face interaction, both for self and others, is a process that
involves both visuospatial imagery (gesture) and analytic, hierarchical ordering
(language)” (p. 47). McCafferty further stated that “gesture can become the primary
modality of both thought and communication simultaneously” (p. 47).
Vygotsky's (1978, 1986), Halliday's (1985), and Kress et al.’s (2001) theories
were formulated by observations of young first language (L1) learners and how they
learn language or subject matter through their interactions with experts (i.e., caretakers,
teachers). Their concept can be applicable to investigations of how FL teaching and
learning are formed as semiotic actions. In order to understand multimodal social
semiotic construction, I examine and describe what kinds of gestures an EFL teacher
and EFL learners use during English language lessons, and what specific functions the
teacher and learners’ gestures play in teaching EFL.
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The Audience for the Study
This study focuses on FL classroom discourse and interaction and so will be of
interest to teachers, but also researchers in various fields will be able to learn some
important issues relevant to SLA and FLA and instruction, and so benefit from this
study. In addition, the study will be of interest to those who study English as well as
other languages. For all of these groups, observations of teacher gesture provide insight
into the following areas:
•

Teachers’ nonverbal behaviors including gestures expand our understanding of the
phenomenon of teacher talk especially how input and feedback are given to
learners and possibly how they influence learning.

•

Teachers’ nonverbal behaviors including gestures suggest how semantically rich
the provided input and feedback to learners is and in what communication mode
such input and feedback are presented.

•

Teachers’ nonverbal behaviors including gestures demonstrate how teachers
manifest something invisible visible to learners in order to create context that
speech alone cannot offer.

•

Teachers’ nonverbal behaviors including gestures indicate how they affect
relatedness in the classroom and how they relate to motivation for learning.

Hence educators, in addition to researchers in SLA and L2/FL education, will learn
more about the scope of gestural/multimodal instruction in language education.
Specifically, the findings and discussion of the social semiotic view will also be of
interest to educational psychologists, psycholinguists, gesture researchers, and social
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interaction researchers for its theoretical viewpoint. The results will also be useful
resources for discussing similarities and differences between L1 acquisition and
SLA/FLA. The study will also potentially help language teachers and language teacher
trainers understand the importance of gesture, speech, and other modes of
communication, and how they function in different teaching contexts. By gaining
knowledge of this area, they will be better positioned to reflect on the effectiveness of
their own teaching and exchange ideas with colleagues regarding improving their
teaching practice. In addition, they will also become more sensitive about their students’
“bodily signs” in communication.

The Organization of the Study
In Chapter 2, I present a systematic overview of existing literature of general
gesture research. Chapter 3, reviews literature on gesture research in education,
describes gaps in the field, and poses the statement of purpose and research questions. I
introduce the methods of the study in Chapter 4, and present findings in Chapters 5, 6, 7,
and 8. I provide a summary and discussion of the findings in Chapter 9. In Chapter 10, I
conclude with the theoretical and pedagogical implications of the study, offer
methodological reflections, list the limitations of the study, make suggestions for future
studies, and offer concluding comments.

11

Key Terminology
Table 1 shows the key terms and their definitions that are used in this study.

Table 1. Key Terms
Terms
emblem
gesture
interpersonal function of
gesture
intrapersonal function of
gesture
nonverbal behavior
nod

Definition
Speech independent gesture having direct verbal
translation (e.g. “thumbs-up” gesture meaning “Ok” in
the United States of America.
Hand and arm movement by speaker
Gesture performed for the sake of listeners. (e.g.,
other-directed gestures)
Gesture performed for the sake of speaker. (e.g., private
speech, thinking manifestation, compensation for
word-search)
Bodily behaviors such as pantomimes that involve large
body movements, postures, head nods, gaze direction.
A rhythmical vertical head motion
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CHAPTER 2
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND INTRODUCTION TO GESTURE
RESEARCH

In this chapter, I introduce the conceptual framework that I am adopting in this
study for analyzing the types, functions, and meanings of teachers’ gestures that I
observed in EFL classrooms. First, I examine the link between the conceptual
framework of a social semiotic view of multimodality and teacher gesture. Then I
briefly review gesture research as the groundwork for a more extensive literature review
of gesture research in pedagogy in the next chapter.

Conceptual Framework
This study concerns little explored aspects of classroom discourse in order to
present a holistic description of actual classroom interaction including gesture and
nonverbal behaviors. The reason why I focus on classroom discourse in different modes
of communication stems from my belief about the human mind. The human mind is
partly created through meaning-making processes, and learning is a part of those
processes (Halliday, 1978, 1985). Thus learning is meaning-making and can be
achieved interpersonally and intrapersonally. Teaching comes into the both parts of
learning. It is mediated by physical tools, environments, cultural artifacts (i.e., symbols
such as language, gesture, and art), and other people (Halliday, 1978, 1985; Vygotsky,
1978, 1986).
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FL classrooms offer all these conditions. They are locations where teachers and
learners constantly create meanings. Mutual dialogues between the participants in the
environment create the process of learning. Halliday (1978) stated that “the
‘environment’ is social as well as physical, and a state of wellbeing, which depends on
harmony with the environment, demands harmony of both kinds” (p. 8). To explain the
role of the environment in language learning, van Lier (2000) adopted Gibson’s (1979)
idea of affordance, which refers to “a reciprocal relationship between an organism and a
particular feature of its environment” (p. 252). Van Lier considered this notion to be
applicable to language learning. He stated, “If the language learner is active and
engaged, she will perceive linguistic affordances and use them for linguistic action” (p.
252). This ecological view of language takes quite a different stance from traditional
SLA research. Van Lier stated that “language learning is not a process of representing
linguistic objects in the brain on the basis of input received” (2000, p. 253). Rather
language learning falls within a set of sign-making systems from a semiotic perspective
(Halliday, 1978, 1985; van Lier, 2004). I take this social semiotic perspective to
understand language teaching in the classroom.
In this section, I sketch out the theoretical concepts that I am adopting in this
study. First, I illustrate Halliday’s (1975, 1985) idea of social semiotics of learning.
Second, I describe multimodality of teaching (Kress et al., 2001; Kress, 2010), an idea
that was developed from Halliday’s (1985) social semiotic perspective. The purpose of
reviewing the conceptual framework of social semiotics and multimodality is to
illustrate (a) how these theoretical propositions relate to each other, and (b) how they
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can be adopted into language teaching. Third, I state why these theoretical conceptions
are useful in this study.

The Social Semiotic View and Multimodality
In his early work, Halliday (1975) studied an L1 child’s language development
(his son, Nigel), and reported that not only the organization, sound, and form of a
language constitute language learning, but also meaning plays an important role in
language development. He stated that learning a language is “learning how to mean”
(Halliday, 1975, p. 8) and “the linguistic system is to be seen as a semantic potential. It
is a range of possible means, together with the means whereby these meanings are
realized, or expressed” (Halliday, 1975, p. 8).
Halliday (1978) proposed a functional theory about the social process involved
in language learning. He indicated that there are two complementary standpoints from
which we can observe language as a system, an intra-organism perspective (i.e.,
language as knowledge) and an inter-organism perspective (i.e., language as behavior).
Halliday attempted to observe learning “from outside the organism in order to look
inwards” (Halliday, 1978, p. 14). He acknowledged the intra-direction of language
learning, or learning language as knowledge but emphasized the aspects of social
development and cultural transmission in language learning.
In his later work, Halliday (1985) developed his functional theory into a social
theory of language and communication, which he called a social-semiotic perspective.
His idea was that language is a social act, culture is a set of semiotic systems, and
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language is part of a culture. He also explained that social-semiotics indicate the
relationships between language and social structure as one aspect of a social system.
Thus language learning is the learning of a system of semiotics (meaning). Halliday
stressed that (a) learning is a social process, and (b) a classroom is part of a social
institution.
Kress et al. (2001) took Halliday’s (1985) social theory of language and
communication as a starting point for their exploration of multimodal teaching and
learning in a science classroom. According to Halliday, the semantic system of
communication consists of three essential functions: message, representation, and
interaction. Kress et al. asked how these functions are realized in different
communicative modes in classroom interactions, for example, in the use of props,
graphs, diagrams, drawings, photographs, and gestures. Kress et al. took a multimodal
view of language and communication for teaching. In other words, participants, whether
they are teachers or students, use the representational and communicative resources
available in order to express “what the individual wishes to represent about the thing
represented” (p. 4). Individuals try to communicate in this way for a particular audience.
The idea of multimodality in social semiotic communication suggests that an
individual is a maker of meaning who is motivated to express meaning and who tries to
find the best way to express meaning to others in a given context. These
meaning-making resources derive from both the cognitive and affective motivation of
the communicators; the motivated relationship between what is referred to (e.g., book)
and what it means (i.e., the image or concept of a book) also can be seen in classroom
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interactions. Communicators attempt to distribute their communicative load (i.e.,
affordances) using different available modes, including speech, writing, action, and
visual (model, diagram, and image). Kress et al. (2001, p. 44) explained that “visual
communication, gesture, and actions have evolved through their social usage into
articulated or partially articulated semiotic systems in the same way that language has.”
Kress et al.’s (2001) idea is related to Vygotsky’s ideas (1978, 1986) of
mediation and internalization in learning with emphasis on teaching. Kozulin (1998)
proposed that cultural artifacts are unique to humans (e.g., signs, symbols, texts,
formulae) and they work as psychological tools for our perception, memory, and
attention. Creation of mind can be achieved with these psychological tools, and
mastering the use of a cultural tool (e.g., mastering certain skills). Teaching is
considered creation of mind and the use of cultural artifacts enhances instruction.
Semiotic Social View and Multimodality can be applied to SLA/FLA research
although the theories do not specifically address SLA/FLA research. These perspectives
of education are widely accepted and are applicable to classroom settings (Candlin &
Sarangi, 2001). As such, they can provide a valuable guiding framework for an
exploration of a FL classroom study of gesture in teacher-student interaction and
student-student interaction. A Semiotic Social View and Multimodality helped me
design and interpret my study a great deal, but the central part of this study involves
describing the actual multimodal classroom interaction, not building a theory. This issue
is discussed in Chapter 9. In this section, I have described my conceptual framework. In
the next section, I present an introductory review of gesture studies.
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Introduction to the Study of Gesture
Gestures are an important part of our communication system and ubiquitous in
human interaction. Consciously and unconsciously, people express intentions, interests,
feelings, and ideas with gestures as well as with words. Speech and gestures are
produced as integrated human actions that complement each other in the interlocutor’s
communicative intention. Both gestures and words represent the meaning people create;
they are different modes of thinking and communication (Kendon, 2004). For this
reason, researchers have focused on gesture in their investigations of the language
system and its relationship to human cognition and social interaction. A large number of
studies on gestures have been published indicating the potential of gestures to present
new insights into the relationships among language, thought, and interaction
(Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 1985, 1992, 2005). Similar to the
widely used and cultural aspects embedded in language, gestures also have these two
aspects (Kendon, 2004). By studying gestures, researchers can discover valuable
information that can deepen their understanding of the two aspects.
Although the study of gestures is now recognized as one research field in
communication research, studies on gesture have not yet been widely recognized in the
fields of applied linguistics or language education (Gullberg, 2010; Gullberg &
McCafferty, 2008). I believe that the integration of speech and gestures in analyses of
L2/FL discourse can help us understand more about SLA/FLA in a classroom setting as
leading applied linguists who study gestures have proposed (Allen, 1995, 2000;
Gullberg, 1998, 2006; Kellerman, 1992; Lazaraton, 2004; McCafferty, 1998, 2002).
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To fulfill this purpose, in this chapter I review what has been and has yet to be
researched on gesture in general, and more specifically as a foundation to a discussion
of why gestures are relevant to language education in the next chapter. Furthermore, in
this review, I sketch out why considerations of these human actions should be taken into
account, especially in L2/FL classroom discourse research. Although the primary focus
of this review is gesture research, studies concerned with other nonverbal behaviors are
included due to their close relationship to gestures.
In the next sections, first, I provide definitions, classifications, and classification
systems as a brief overview of L1 gesture studies in order to point out the unique nature
of gesture. Second, I summarize the methods used in gesture research. I provide an
extensive review of L1 gesture studies of subject matter education and L2/FL gesture
studies in the next chapter.

Gesture Definition, Categorization, and Classification Systems
Gestures are ubiquitous in all cultures. We observe people’s gesture as they
speak in all types of social contexts (e.g., in a dyadic talk, group talk, lecture talk, and
even telephone talk where interlocutors cannot see each other). Despite the
pervasiveness of gestures, the term “gesture” means something different in every
language and even in academic discourse. According to The Random House Dictionary
of the English Language (1987, p. 802), the term gesture defined in everyday language
as (a) “a movement or position of the hand, arm, body, head, or face that is expressive
of an idea, opinion, emotion, etc.,” and (b) “the use of such movements to express
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thought, emotion, etc.” In academic terminology, the term gesture is defined as manual
and arm movements that are produced by speakers in a general sense. However, there is
more than one gesture classification system due to the complex nature of gesture. In
actuality, gestures have multiple functions in form and use.
In this section I present an overview of researchers’ endeavors in the field of
gestures that are relevant to this study. First, I introduce commonly accepted gesture
categorization/classification systems. Second, I outline the functions of gestures. Last, I
report on methods that have been commonly used for research.
In one view, gestures are categorized into two broad groups: speech independent
gestures and speech-related gestures. The former category is also called emblems (Efron,
1941, 1941/1972; Ekman & Friesen, 1969). Emblems have been the primary focus of
cross-cultural researchers, while speech-related gestures (Gullburg, 1998; McNeill,
1985, 1992) have been the primary interest of the current mainstream gesture
researchers.
To understand the nature of gesture variation, researchers (Efron, 1941,
1941/1972; Ekman & Friesen, 1969; Kendon, 1983, 1988; McNeill, 1985, 1992, 2005)
have proposed a number of categorization and classification systems based on semiotic
and functional views. The researchers developed these gesture categorization and
classification systems primarily through the reviews of earlier studies (see Kendon,
[2004] for a detailed historical review). Ekman and Friesen (1969) categorized gestures
into four types: emblems, illustrators, manipulators, and regulators. The term emblem
was originally named by Efron (1941). As mentioned earlier, emblems are speech
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independent gestures that have a direct verbal translation. For instance, the “thumbs-up”
gesture means “OK” in American English language culture but can mean something
different in other languages and cultures. Illustrators are gestures that are used to
illustrate spoken utterances. Regulators enhance the interaction and communication
between interlocutors. Adapters are gestures that are not performed intentionally during
interaction and communication.
Decades later, Kendon (1988, 1994) classified manual and arm movements
along a continuum reflecting their relationship to speech, their degree of
conventionalization. McNeill (1992) named the categorization as Kendon’s continuum,
in his honor. This gesture category system is widely used for research (see Figure 1).
This five-part continuum, which locates manual actions according to how they are
related to speech (McNeill, 1992, p. 37), is shown below. Gesticulation refers to arm
and hand movements that deliver meaning connected to the accompanying speech. In
Kendon’s classification, gesticulation is not restricted only to arm and hand but includes
head nods. Emblems are similar to Ekman and Friesen’s (1969) characterization. They
are conventional signs that can be translated. Language-like gestures are similar to
gesticulation but are grammatically integrated in the utterance. For instance, an
interlocutor asks, “How was your test?” The other interlocutor answers, “It was OK,”
with a “thumbs-up” gesture. In this conversation, the gesture can be understood as what
the sender intended if they share the culture (i.e., American) but it may not be
interpreted as what the sender intended if they do not share the culture. In this case, the
gesture is embedded and functions as adjectival predicate. Pantomimes are sequential
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gestures that are used to tell a story. As the name indicates, sign language differs from
the gestures described earlier. Sign languages have their own linguistic structures such
as American Sign Language (ASL) and Japanese Sign Language (JSL) (Kanda &
Fujino, 1996; Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 1992; Stokoe & Marschark, 1999).

Gesticulations➡Language-like Gestures➡Pantomimes➡Emblems➡Sign Language

Figure 1. Kendon’s continuum.

McNeill (2000) has stressed that manual actions generally called gestures are of
different kinds and they should be treated differently in analyses. According to
McNeill’s (2000) explanation of the continuum, “as we move from left to right: (a) the
obligatory presence of speech declines, (b) the presence of language increases, and (c)
idiosyncratic gestures are replaced by socially regulated signs” (p. 139). In the opposite
fashion, the right side of the continuum shows a stronger relationship to conventions
and linguistic properties. Thus, on one hand, gesticulations are typically accompanied
with a vocalized message; however, the constituent elements in the manual movements
do not employ linguistic properties (i.e., morphemes). On the other hand, sign language
does not require a signer to deliver speech (a vocalized message) but conveys a semiotic
message with the hands. In sign language, hand movements can be parsed into
morphemes. Thus sign language (such as ASL and JSL) is recognized by linguists as a
complete language presented in a different communication mode (Kanda & Fujino,
1996).
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The most widely known gesture category and classification system is McNeill’s
(1992), which was influenced by Kendon’s (1988) work. McNeill made a much
narrower definition for his research. McNeill’s (1992, 2000) use of gesture is restricted
as it refers only to gesticulation (i.e., speech-related gestures). McNeill classified
gesticulation into four kinds, beats, deictics, iconics, and metaphorics, based on his
research in which he gathered narrative data from L1 speakers. Beats refer to rhythmic,
up-and-down beating actions of a hand or fingers. Beats index a word or phrase for its
discourse-pragmatic content rather than its semantic content. Deictics are pointing
gestures that indicate concrete objects or events in context, or something not objectively
presented in context. The latter type of deictic often indicates a referent in speech and
creates a narrative context. Iconics and metaphorics are imagistic types of gestures that
relate to the semantic content of speech. Iconics depict the shapes of objects or events.
Metaphorics depict pictorial contents that present abstract ideas rather than concrete
objects or events.
In addition to these four kinds, there is another kind of discourse gesture called
cohesives. According to McNeill (1992), “gestural cohesion depends on repeating the
same gesture form, movement, or locus in the gesture space: the repetition is what
signals the continuity” (p. 16). Cohesives show recurrence or continuation of a theme in
discourse, and they can be any form of gestures: beats, deictics, iconics, or metaphorics.
The recurring gestures serving cohesion are also called catchments (McNeill, 1992,
1999, 2000). According to growth point theory (McNeill, 1992, 1999, 2000), a unit
termed “a growth point unit combines imaginary and linguistic categorical content”
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(McNeill, 1999, p. 79). This theoretical unit explains the mental state of change or
growth and shows “the initial form of thought out of which a dynamic process of
development emerges” (McNeill, 1999, p. 79). By observing the speaker’s gestures, we
can understand a starting point of a thought. In this theory, a catchment is considered as
the contextual twin of the growth point. In other words, we are able to detect a common
discourse theme because catchments are visuospatial imagery of the speaker’s thought
or what the speaker is combining into larger discourses through analyzing them.
Elaborating McNeill’s classification system, Kita (2000a) explained that
gestures can be divided into two categories: Emblems, which are culturally specific
gestures, and spontaneous gestures. Spontaneous gestures are classified into beats and
representational gestures. Furthermore, representational gestures are divided into two
kinds: Deictics (concrete and abstract deictics) and depictive gestures (iconics and
metaphoric gestures).
Furthermore, Gullberg (1998) proposed further details in her discussion of
Kendon’s expanded continuum. According to Gullberg, the continuum should be scaled
by how much referential value the gesture has, and how much the gesture resembles
what it represents based on the speaker’s intention or motivation in discourse. On this
continuum, deictic gestures can be categorized into abstract deictics and concrete
deictics according to what the deixis (the locus of pointing) refers to in the discourse.
Gestures on the left end of the continuum depict abstract concepts or images in the
speaker’s mind, while gestures on the right side depict something in the physical world.
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Kendon’s expanded continuum of gesticulations (Gullberg, 1998, p. 96; see Figure 2) is
as follows:

Gesticulation

>

Mime

Beats > Abstract deictics > Metaphorics > Concrete Deictics > Iconics

Figure 2. Kendon’s expanded continuum of gesticulations.

Gestures are multi-functional in the sense that gestures can be categorized in
more than one way in form and use. Gestures have two seemingly opposite functions in
their process and production: an other-directed (interpersonal or social) function and a
self-directed (intrapersonal or cognitive) function. First, gestures communicate the
speaker’s ideas, interests, intentions, and feelings (Kendon, 2004; Knapp & Hall, 2002)
in face-to-face interaction. Gestures vary greatly in form and function, and can be
performed with and without speech in interaction. Kendon (2004) explained that “at
times they [gestures] are used in conjunction with spoken expressions, at other times as
complements, supplements, substitutes or as alternatives to them” (p. 2). Kendon (2004)
sees the relationship of speech and gestures in an integrated manner by referring to the
term “utterance.” An utterance is any action that provides information to other
interlocutors through both speech and gestures. Both exert a strong impact on
communication and interaction.
Speech and gestures should be seen globally, but how do gestures operate in
communication? The functions of gestures can be defined at different levels of
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communication. Kita (2000a) proposed three types of communicative functions. One
function of gesture is to deliver some content to others. Another function of gesture is to
regulate speech in a conversation (e.g., turn-taking). The third function of gesture is to
create affective bonds between interlocutors through synchronicity of body movements.
As noted above, gestures have a communicative function (i.e., they are produced
with the speaker’s communicative intention or with interpersonal motivation), but
gestures also have a cognitive function; they are directed to speakers themselves.
Gullberg (2006) summarized as follows:

Generally speaking, it is fair to say that gestures are multi-functional and have
both self and other-directed function, sometimes simultaneously. Interactional
functions include turn regulation, feedback eliciting, agreement marking,
attention direction (pointing), etc. Self-directed functions include things like
organizing thought for expression, enhancing some aspect of the message to be
conveyed, etc. (p. 105)

In the view of gestures for self, speech and gesture are governed as a single cognitive
process (McNeill, 1985, 1992, 2000). Self-directed or intrapersonal gestures are
considered as a window into the person’s on-line thinking and speaking processes. For
example, blind people who have never seen gestures or their listeners’ gestural reactions
still produce gestures while talking (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 1998, 2001).
Goldin-Meadow (2003) concluded that this phenomenon suggests that human beings
produce gestures not only for the sake of listeners’ communicative needs but also for
themselves. Moreover, “gestures that accompany speech may reflect, or even facilitate,
the thinking that underlies speaking” (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 1998, p. 228).
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Another example is that speakers produce gestures when listeners are not present, as in
the case of telephone conversations. Researchers have proposed that people continue to
gesture in that situation as a habit because gesture is part of the thinking process in
everyday life (Goldin-Meadow, 2003; Knapp & Hall, 2002).
It is also agreed that speakers produce gestures as memory retrieval. Woodall
and Folger (1981, 1985) reported that gestures emphasizing critical sentences and
emblems helped participants access linguistic information in recall and recognition tests.
If memory retrieval involves some kind of thinking, how do thinking and gesture relate
to each other? As for the relationship between the generation of gesture and thinking,
Kita (2000b) hypothesized that there are two forms of thinking (a) spatio-motoric
thinking (gesture) and (b) analytic thinking (the manipulation of abstract propositional
representation). The former thinking “is based on our ability to maneuver the body in
the environment” (Kita, 2000b, p. 9) and the two types of thinking operate
simultaneously.
From an ecological perspective, Kita (2000b) studied cognitively oriented
gestures from the viewpoint of affordances. An affordance refers to something in the
environment that allows (affords) an organism (an animal or human) to acquire a
meaning (see also van Lier, 2004, discussed in the Conceptual Framework section). For
instance, a teacher asks the class to self-study in the classroom. If there are some objects
such as computers in the class, students might self-study with the computers. In this
case, the object in the environment “affords” students study. Let me show another
example. If the teacher wants to explain about a screen for PowerPoint slides and if
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there is a screen in the classroom, the teacher points at it. If not, the teacher might mime
to show a screen. In this case, the screen or the teacher's body “afford” the explanations
by means of either a concrete or a mimed entity (see Excerpt 4 Chapter 5 for the latter
example).
I have given an account from existing literature of the nature and functions of
gestures, and how gestures are classified for analysis. This allows us to ask what types
of gestural data researchers are collecting and how they collect and analyze these data.
As mentioned above, gesture researchers share the same research interest although they
follow different academic disciplines. This means that gesture research methods vary
according to their academic specialization (i.e., from psycholinguists to
ethnomethodologists). However, they all require visual data for their investigations.
Thus, typical analyses today are conducted using a videotaped observation of the
speakers’ speech and gestures. The types of data vary from qualitative data to
quantitative data: natural conversation data, narrative data based on the speaker’s
memory of what she or he saw in a short movie, and experimental data. Thus gesture
research falls into both the qualitative and quantitative research paradigms. Research
methods should thus be selected according to the purpose and focus of investigation.
In summary, gestures are complex, and there is more than one way to categorize
and classify gestures. Nevertheless, the different views of gesture functions do not
conflict with each other. It is important for researchers to be aware of the formal and
functional complexity of gestures and adopt or adapt the most appropriate classification
system in their analyses.
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In the following chapter, I outline what researchers have discovered about how
these gestures function in educational contexts and what they state should be taken into
account in L1 and L2/FL educational research. I also provide the gaps in the research
field and describe the purposes of this study.
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CHAPTER 3
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE: GESTURE RESEARCH IN PEDAGOGY

Overview
In this chapter, first I report on gesture studies in L1 subject matter classrooms.
This new academic and educational interest might provide beneficial insights useful to
this study. Next, I give a historical summary of L2/FL gesture studies. Then, I present
the gaps in the SLA field that apply to my study and the research questions that guide
this work.

Gesture Research in Education: Gestures in Subject Matter Classrooms
Awareness of the important communicative and cognitive functions of gestures
has increased recently in various academic fields. Researchers began to investigate
educational gestures in the 1990s. Some researchers and educators have focused on the
communicative function of nonverbal communication and gestures in teaching as
teachers cope with disruptive classroom situations. They have described teacher-student
interactions during teacher training in order to investigate how competent and less
competent teachers differ. This research particularly addresses students’ deviant and
disruptive behaviors observed in primary and secondary schools in the United Kingdom
(Neill, 1991; Neill & Caswell, 1993).
The primary finding is that competent teachers understand the effects of various
nonverbal cues on young and adolescent students in a classroom. According to Neill
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and Caswell (1993), competent teachers look at a class intensely, use a variety of facial
expressions, including smiles, gestures, and tone of voice to show their enthusiasm and
decisiveness in teaching. Neill and Caswell explained that teachers use gestures to (a)
show enthusiasm when talking to the whole class, (b) provide complementary
information, (c) punctuate and shape conversation (thus gaining attention), (d) transmit
abstract knowledge, and (e) control the class. By using various gestures and nonverbal
cues, competent teachers can offer enjoyable but intellectually stimulating lessons with
a sense of confidence, whereas less competent teachers perform flatly, lose rapport and
control of the class, and as a result they appear unconfident. Less competent teachers
tend to use more self-adapters or self-directed gestures (e.g., touching oneself) that
function to “break off” classroom interaction. Neill and Caswell’s report was based on
their observations of subject matter classrooms at primary and secondary schools in the
United Kingdom. Although the educational contexts described differ from the ones in
L2/FL education, their suggestions are relevant and beneficial to FL teachers and
researchers.
For examining the communicative function and cognitive function of gestures in
educational settings, teacher gesture provides complementary information and transmits
abstract knowledge. Roth’s (2001) observational report is evidence of Neill and
Caswell’s (1993) suggestions on teacher gesture. Roth (2001) reported that the teacher
and guest speaker in his study often explained new scientific concepts (unknown
invisible abstract phenomena) to pupils in two modes, speech and gesture. In the science
classes, the visualization of new concepts was observed to be successful. Visual
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presentation in scientific explanation might have enhanced pupils’ decoding process of
new knowledge. For instance, a guest speaker (a biologist and environmental activist)
instructed a seventh grade class about a new concept, that of a watershed, by providing
iconic and metaphoric gestures with a map, diagram, and picture. The gestures helped
the speaker teach concepts that could not easily be explained in words.
Jewitt, Kress, Ogborn, and Tsatsarelis’s (2000) observational study of an eighth
grade science lesson on teaching blood circulation indicated that the teacher’s gestural
and bodily actions accompanied by other visual modes (e.g., images presented on a
whiteboard) required the pupils to go beyond here and now knowledge and everyday
speech. The authors stated that teaching in a multimodal environment enhances pupils’
ability to learn scientific discourse from their living discourse. They also suggested that
the idea of teaching and learning as a multimodal event is applicable to other subjects
because “all communication is multimodal” (Jewitt et al., 2000, p. 339).
Roth and Lawless’ (2002) study of fourth to tenth grade science classrooms in
Australia, Canada, and Germany echoes Crowder and Newman’s (1993) findings. In
pupils’ scientific explanations, they often used metaphoric gestures representing
abstract concepts together with perceptually available entities such as physical objects,
graphs, and diagrams. These visual modalities of communication employ a
complementary function to speech when pupils are expressing their ideas. Roth and
Lawless proposed that scientific communication is best understood as being distributed
over multimodalities of perception, gesture, speech, and other modalities; multimodal
communication eases learners’ cognitive demands, and encourages them to access the
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new form of theoretical language (i.e., scientific discourse). When the new form of
theoretical language is perceptually available, it provides semiotic resources to speakers
and listeners (i.e., the teacher and students or among students).
What is interesting in Roth and Lawless’ (2002) report is that pupils’ gestures
and teachers’ gestures were similar (i.e., iconics and metaphorics). This implies that
pupils develop their science discourse through observing their teachers; more able
persons assist novices’ achievement in their social participation in the educational
community. This process in which learners’ internalize their mental abilities can be seen
as “imitation” (Lantolf, 2000, p. 17). Newman and Holzman (1993) reported a child’s
verbal imitation (e.g., a child communicating with an adult created new knowledge
through imitating the adult’s utterances) and suggested that this act of learning was
successful because it took place in the child’s zone of proximal development (ZPD).
The ZPD, a concept based on work by Vygotsky (1978), refers to a metaphorical space
that shows “the difference between what a person can achieve when acting alone and
what the same person can accomplish when acting with support from someone else
and/or cultural artifacts” (Lantolf, 2000, p. 17). Newman and Holzman (1993) stated
that imitation in the ZPD is seen as a result of the learner’s negotiating his/her
knowledge of something old and new by a communicative being (the learner) with the
expert’s support rather than the learner’s mere copying of the expert’s utterances. In
sum, Roth and Lawless’ findings suggest that not only speech but also gestures assist
learners to move beyond their present level of knowledge.
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From longitudinal observations of students’ learning development of the
“person-in-situation,” Roth (2003) proposed hypotheses about students’ gestures. First,
students explain scientific phenomena gesturally although they have not yet acquired
appropriate scientific language. Second, their deictic and iconic gesture explanations
precede speech explanations. Third, language takes on a more important role when
students become more familiar with the concept, and their gestures coincide with the
speech.
The studies on gesture and learning in the subject matter classroom that I have
reviewed plausibly apply to events happening in FL classrooms. It is worthwhile
examining whether these hypotheses can be applied to FL education classroom contexts
because L2/FL language learners are often unable to fully comprehend linguistic input
and express what they wish to say in the target language; for these reasons,
low-proficiency learners in particular need to rely heavily on multimodal instruction and
communication using and understanding gestures and perceptual entities. Kress et al.
(2001), who investigated multimodal teaching and learning in the science classroom,
also mentioned this point.
To relate information in this literature review to my study, I next review
empirical and non-empirical reports in language education of gestures and nonverbal
behaviors in order to establish what SLA researchers have achieved up to the present.
Through the review, I describe the historical background of SLA gesture studies and
confirm thematic strands of gesture studies in the field. I then describe what seems to be
a gap in the research that needs to be filled in order to improve L2/FL education.
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Gesture Research in Language Education
To date, attention to gestures has been largely overlooked by mainstream SLA
researchers (Gullberg & McCafferty, 2008; Gullberg, 2010). Nevertheless, “the study of
gesture in applied linguistics is just beginning to come of age (McCafferty & Stam,
2008, page x). Among the existing literature, especially, at the time this research area
flourished, the predominant view was that gestures especially emblems should be taught
and learned. It has been argued that target language gestures as cultural artifacts should
be taught in L2/FL language instruction, especially in the L2 setting (Green, 1968,
1971; Hassanain, 1994). Researchers in the area of communicative competence have
expressed concern about the roles of nonverbal behaviors as components of L2
competence, although they are viewed as complementary elements (Bachman & Palmer,
1982; Canale, 1983; Canale & Swain, 1980).
One line of studies concerns how gestures demonstrate learners’ L2/FL
development in relation to mainstream SLA research topics such as transfer,
interlanguage, and communication strategies. Another line of studies is concerned with
typical teacher gestures produced in the classroom. In this study, I focus on the latter
topic of research but I provide an overview of literature of the former interest in order to
present an overall picture of SLA gesture studies.
In the following section I address gesture research in the field of SLA. The
purpose of this section is to (a) describe what has been investigated in the field of SLA,
(b) identify the research themes from the literature, (c) acknowledge contributions to
teaching, and (d) reveal the gaps in the field. To begin this exploration, I initially focus
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on teaching target language gestures, how the idea of teaching gestures is incorporated
in L2 communicative competence models, and the potential risks in teaching target
language gestures. I then address gesture production by learners, which provides
evidence of language development and various types of teacher gesture.

Target Language Gestures
One view is that target language gestures (i.e., emblems) should be taught and
learned in L2/FL classrooms. This idea, which is particularly emphasized in the ESL
settings where learners are immersed in the target culture, is related to the notion of
L2/FL communicative competence and to learner’s beliefs about cultural identity. This
idea also leads to a question about whether teaching authentic gestures influence a
learner’s cultural identity.
In this section, I present a review of SLA studies on communicative competence
focusing on teaching authentic gestures and nonverbal behavior. Second, I provide an
overview of the literature on teaching L2 authentic gestures and nonverbal behavior.
Third, I consider issues involved with teaching gestures in L2/FL classrooms.

Target language gestures as part of L2 communicative competence. In recent
years, a pedagogical goal of language education has shifted to learners’ attainment of
practical knowledge and skills in the target language; learners are expected to use the
language accurately and appropriately for the accomplishment of communicative goals
a trend that has led to Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) (Ellis, 1985). This
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shift has been largely influenced by the notion of communicative competence, which
refers to a speaker’s ability to understand and produce language correctly, and to know
when, how, and with whom to use the language, as well as social demands from
globalization. In the 1980s, several L2 communicative competence models (Bachman,
1990; Bachman & Palmer, 1982; Brown, 1980; Canale, 1983; Canale & Swain, 1980)
were proposed for designing curricula and evaluating learners’ FL performance based
on Hymes’s (1974) notion of communicative competence.
Hymes’s (1974) notion of communicative competence was proposed as a
reaction against Chomsky’s (1965) distinction between competence and performance.
Chomsky defined competence as the idealized language knowledge (i.e., grammar) of a
fluent adult speaker and performance as the specific utterances, including grammatical
mistakes and non-linguistic features such as hesitations, accompanying the use of
language. Chomsky used the terms competence and performance in reference to fluent
L1 adult speakers; however, Hymes took language learners into consideration in his
discussion of competence. Hymes asserted that learners must master not only grammar
but also how sentences are actually used and then be able to use the language
appropriately according to situations. Hymes, unlike Chomsky, developed his idea of
communicative competence considering its application to education from a
sociolinguistic viewpoint.
Although it is not widely acknowledged, gestures and other nonverbal behaviors
are considered part of communicative competence in L2 communicative competence
models (Brown, 1980; Canale & Swain, 1980; Rivers, 1983; See also Al-Shabbi [1993]
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and Pennycook [1985] for reviews). According to Rivers (1983), FL learners who are
competent nonverbally should know when and how to use appropriate gestures and
nonverbal behaviors.
Canale (1983) and Bachman (1990), the theorists who developed the two most
widely accepted communicative competence models, also mentioned nonverbal
competence. In Canale’s (1983) model, (a) grammatical competence includes mastery
of paralanguage (prosody), (b) sociolinguistic competence includes mastery of
appropriate use of body movements and space, and (c) strategic competence comprises
mastery of nonverbal strategies. Bachman and Palmer (1982) discussed skill modalities
(i.e., receptive/productive, and oral/visual skill modalities) in their communicative
competence model. Bachman (1990) separated language competence into two larger
categories, organizational competence and pragmatic competence, in his
communicative-language competence model. The first category consists of grammatical
competence (knowledge of vocabulary, morphology, syntax, phonology, and
graphology) and textual competence (knowledge of the conventions for joining
utterances together to form a text; which are typically known as cohesion and rhetorical
organization; textual competence includes both written and spoken language). The latter
category consists of illocutionary competence (knowledge of speech acts and language
functions), and sociolinguistic competence (sensibility to differences in dialect and
register, sensibility to naturalness, ability to interpret cultural references, and figures of
speech). Bachman (1990) acknowledged the important role of nonverbal manifestations
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of strategic competence in his review of Canale’s (1983) idea of strategic competence.
However, Bachman did not deal with this topic extensively.
The notion of nonverbal competence is strongly related to appropriateness of
target language use (i.e., authenticity). Speakers need to know whether their utterances
are suitable for a particular situation (i.e., language as use) and they need to produce
grammatically correct utterances in the L2/FL (i.e., language as knowledge). According
to Brown (1980), nonverbal competence is the “knowledge of all the varying nonverbal
semantics of the second culture and an ability both to send and receive nonverbal
signals unambiguously” (p. 202). This idea reflects the notion of “second kinesic
acquisition” (von Raffler-Engel, 1980a, 1980b).
At the practical level of language education, researchers have stressed the
importance of nonverbal competence instruction. For example, Jungheim (1995)
reviewed the use of nonverbal behaviors of Japanese learners of English using
Bachman’s (1990) communicative competence framework, and reported that gestures,
gaze, and facial expressions were observed as textual competence, in which
interlocutors organized and performed the turns in conversational discourse, such as
backchanneling or turn-taking signals. In particular, gestures were used for both
sociolinguistic purposes (recognizing appropriate use of gestures) and strategic purposes
(using gestures to compensate for insufficient target language knowledge).
Regarding the other party’s recognition, researchers have reported that learners
who can use strategic gestures effectively are perceived as fluent speakers by native
speakers of the FL. In Gullberg’s (1998) report, native speakers assessed learners of
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French and Swedish who had lower linguistic ability but who produced gestures
strategically as more fluent speakers than learners who had higher linguistic ability but
who used gestures ineffectively. Other researchers also made attempts to judge L2/FL
learners’ nonverbal competence in oral interview evaluation. Neu (1990) conducted an
interactional analysis of informal oral interviews of two ESL students whose L1s were
Japanese and Arabic at an American university. Neu reported that the use of nonverbal
behaviors (body and head movements, facial expressions, hand gestures, and eye gaze)
influenced native speaking raters’ assessment of the interviewees’ speaking ability;
learners who were fluent verbally but who had not acquired nonverbal competence were
perceived as being less fluent than they actually were. The author concluded that the
following nonverbal behaviors are regarded as indications of communicative
competence in an L2; (a) the appropriate use of meaningful gestures, (b) gesture use in
aid of speech difficulties, (c) gestures appropriately synchronized with the verbal
channel, and (d) the degree of synchrony between interactants.
Similar results were obtained in Jenkins and Parra’s (2003) report based on an
analysis of eight test takers’ video-taped oral interviews in English. The test takers were
teaching assistants at a university in the United States who spoke Spanish and Chinese
as an L1. The authors concluded that (a) nonverbal competence assumes importance
when the test takers’ linguistic proficiency is limited, (b) test takers who demonstrate
shared nonverbal communicative interpretation are successful, and (c) evaluators
instinctively react to such test takers’ “nonverbal leakage” (Ekman & Friesen, 1969).
Nonverbal leakage referred to a form of nonverbal behavior. Nonverbal leakage occurs
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when a speaker utters something, but s/he does another nonverbal behavior that delivers
a different message from the utterance. In other words, this kind of mismatch imparts a
wrong impression to the listener and can result in a misunderstanding between them.
Thus, nonverbal competence might be a critical skill for borderline test takers to
demonstrate in order to pass oral interviews successfully.
The researchers who have conducted interview studies have demonstrated the
importance of raising L2/FL learners’ awareness of the vital role nonverbal
communication has in face-to-face communication (Gullberg, 1998; Jenkins & Parra,
2003; Neu, 1996). They have also stressed the importance of including nonverbal
abilities as assessment components in oral proficiency tests for learners’ benefits. Thus
researchers’ suggestions about teaching target language gestures/nonverbal abilities
should be kept in mind by L2/FL instructors. Nevertheless, adopting the suggestions
also requires educators to be sensitive to learners’ cultural backgrounds and their
willingness to accept the cultural norms of the target language. This issue is discussed
in detail below, but first, I look into how communicative competence theorists regard
the issue of authenticity in L2 learners’ non-linguistic human behaviors.

Teaching target language gestures. In the early days of SLA research,
cross-linguistic studies, such as transfer and error analysis, were conducted frequently
(see Ellis, 1985, for an extensive review). The predominant view was that learners
should acquire native-like language as well as the social norms of a target language.
Reflecting this idea, as early as in the 1960s and the 1970s, Green (1968, 1971)
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proposed that it was essential for teachers to identify key emblems of a target language
and teach them to L2 learners. To fulfill these requirements, Green stressed the
importance of developing gesture inventories of Spanish and incorporating kinesic data
into teaching materials.
Nevertheless, the research on gestures and nonverbal communication did not
progress much, whereas research into SLA advanced remarkably in the next decade. In
the 1980s, von Raffler-Engel (1980a) stated, “Verbal and nonverbal behaviors are
necessary components of human communication and thus should be conceived of as
inseparable elements when teaching a foreign language” (p. 235). Von Raffler-Engel
(1980a, 1980b) further proposed the notion of “second kinesic acquisition” that
corresponded to the notion of “second language acquisition.” The author questioned,
“Second kinesic acquisition is an area that has hardly been touched by research. The
usual dichotomy applies here, too. How is nonverbal behavior taught and how is it
learned?” (von Raffler-Engel, 1980b, p. 107 [italics added]). Three decades have passed,
but the question has not yet been answered. A number of articles on communicative
competence (e.g., Bachman & Palmer, 1982; Canale, 1983; Canale & Swain, 1980)
were published around the time von Raffler-Engel proposed her idea on second kinesic
acquisition. It was in the 1980s and 1990s when some researchers (Antes, 1996, in
French; Carels, 1981; Pennycook, 1985, in English) began to consider what
gestures/nonverbal behaviors should be taught, and how and why they should be taught.
Along with the above inquiry, researchers stressed the need to instruct students
explicitly in target language gestures in L2/FL education because gestures are used in
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everyday communication (Antes, 1996; Carels, 1981; Pennycook, 1985). For instance,
Hassanain (1994) asserted that teaching Arabic nonverbal behaviors especially in
greeting rituals is important because a violation of the local rituals can cause a
communicative conflict and serious negative consequences in life. Lawrence (2003)
also emphasized the need to teach cross-cultural nonverbal behaviors to learners who
encounter cross-cultural differences in the current multi-ethnic/lingual business world.
Kellerman and van Hoof (2003) suggested that appropriate gestural acquisition of a
target language should be taken into account when researchers and teachers discuss how
people become bilingual.
For the sake of learners’ needs and benefit, some teaching suggestions have been
made in L2/FL education although their instructional effects have not been confirmed
yet. A common suggestion is to the use target language video materials for teaching
authentic gestures (see Al-Shabbi [1993], Lörscher, [1986], and Soudek & Soudek
[1985] for a discussion of ESL/EFL contexts and Antes [1996] for a discussion of FL
education). For instance, a teaching resource book called Video in Action: Recipes for
Using Video in Language Teaching (Stempleski & Tomalin, 1990) includes activities
designed to allow learners to notice various features of nonverbal communication in
detail.
Al-Shabbi (1993) suggested that ESL/EFL teachers observe and correct students’
gestural production in pair work or group work, and consolidate it by demonstrating
authentic gestures in the group as a whole when debriefing the activity. For integrating
learner’s receptive and productive activities, Brunak and Scarcella (1979) suggested that
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native speakers and non-native speakers perform the same role plays for video
recording. Learners can then watch the videos and identify the differences between the
ways the two groups act in a particular situation in the target language culture.
Although several papers were published about why gestures should be taught
and how they are taught, very little has been published on learners’ gestural acquisition
when instruction is provided. However, Jungheim (1991) investigated the effect of
explicit gesture instruction on the acquisition of English emblems among Japanese
learners of English in Japan. The results indicated that deductive teaching is more
effective than inductive teaching for EFL learners’ understanding of target language
gestures.
The suggestions gleaned from the above studies were based on the idea that
authentic gestures are teachable. In contrast, the following studies reported that learners’
natural exposure to the target language gestures was more effective than explicit
instruction. Mohan and Helmer (1988) examined preschool pupils’ understanding of
English speakers’ gestures, contrasting native speakers of English with that of L2 pupils
in Canada. Thirty-six emblems and representational gestures were decoded by 20 native
speakers and 20 ESL speakers (age four to five). The results showed that
native-speaking children’s comprehension of English emblems was better than ESL
child learners’ comprehension. The ESL learners understood about half of the gestures.
The results of this study suggested that learners need to acculturate the target culture
when learning emblems as cultural artifacts in a target language.
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McCafferty and Ahmed (2000) investigated whether exposure to different L2
conditions influenced adult learners’ appropriate use of speech-related gestures and
other nonverbal behaviors in a target language. The participants in the study were eight
advanced Japanese speakers of ESL who lived in North America for more than three
years and ten Japanese advanced speakers of ESL exposed to the language largely
through instruction-only contexts. The results indicated that Japanese L2 English
learners who had natural exposure to an L2 by tutoring in the ESL situation acquired
and used more appropriate American forms of gestures than instruction-only Japanese
L2 English learners in the EFL situation.
This initial empirical evidence indicates that it is not as easy for EFL learners to
master target language gestures as it is for ESL learners due to the different learning
circumstances. Some EFL teachers say that EFL students should not be required to learn
authentic gestures because these students are not likely to use English outside the
classroom or outside their home country (Kusanagi, 2003). Further discussion is
necessary in future studies on the following issues:
1. Who needs to learn target language gestures?
2. If most students will not use them outside the classroom, what should instructors be
teaching?
3. If the majority of English speaking and teachers in the world today are so-called
nonnative speakers of English, what gestures are they expected to use and teach?
As noted above, historically, teaching emblems has been a major interest among
language educators who favor such instruction. The need to acquire target language
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gestures is stronger in ESL than in EFL contexts. However, the number of nonnative
speakers of English has risen due to the acceleration of the global network. Changes in
the population growth of English speakers in the world might influence the needs and
adoption of target language gestures by nonnative speakers.

Gestures Used by Teachers
In the previous section I introduced cross-cultural interests of L2 gesture
instruction in SLA research. This section is focused on studies investigating L2/FL
language teaching through observations of learner gesture and teacher gesture from
cognitive and interactional perspectives. First, I focus on previous studies investigating
learners’ gestures as a window of language development in a L2/FL. Second, I review
literature on teachers’ gestures and nonverbal behaviors. Through this review, I wish to
demonstrate that teaching, human cognition, and social interaction are interrelated and
that gesture is part of this dynamic process. In the next section, I take up teacher gesture
and its functions from the two orientations.
Teacher gesture. As studies of L2/FL language learners’ gestural production are
relevant to traditional SLA research, so are L2/FL studies of ESL/EFL teachers’
gestural production. Research primarily focusing on teacher gesture began to appear in
the late 1980s and the 1990s and is the focus of this study. However, many foundational
studies from the past are based on teacher talk. In this section I first provide a historical
account of those studies and then present recent research on teacher gesture.
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Teacher talk and teacher gesture. Teacher talk refers to a kind of linguistic
register; it reflects a teacher’s effort to accommodate his/her speech with learners who
have low linguistic competence. Teacher talk research was developed from research of
caretaker talk and foreigner talk in sociolinguistics (see Ellis, 1985 for a review). Many
of the characteristics of these types of accommodations and those of teacher talk share
something in common (Ferguson, 1975; Gaies, 1982; Snow & Ferguson, 1977).
In foreigner talk, native speakers make strategic efforts to confirm if a nonnative
speaker understands the topic of conversation by discourse repairs, for instance, to
repair communication breakdown or the speaker’s effort (Long, 1983). Attempting to
identify the structure of communication breakdown, Gass and Varonis (1994) developed
a model called “non-understanding routines” by examining how sequences of discourse
are constructed.
Traditionally, as researchers of caretaker talk and foreigner talk, researchers of
teacher talk have investigated teacher talk in L2/FL classrooms that focused on the
teacher-learner verbal discourse in the classroom and the various ways that teachers
simplified their speech. The research is focused on (a) the teacher and the effectiveness
of his/her teaching method (i.e., an interactional aspect), and (b) learner achievement
(i.e., a cognitive aspect) (Henzl, 1979). In early studies of competent language teachers,
researchers recognized that teachers altered their nonverbal behaviors in addition to
altering their speech. However, the main focus of these studies was to investigate
teachers’ changes in their speech (see Chaudron, [1988], for a review of studies on
teacher talk in the ESL/EFL classrooms; see Henzl, [1979], for teacher talk in the Czech,
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German, and English classrooms at various educational institutes in America; see
Moskowitz, [1976], for studies of teacher talk in French and Spanish classrooms in
North America). An instance of teachers altering their speech can be found in
Moskowitz’s (1976) work. Moskowitz reported that outstanding high school teachers of
French and Spanish in North America exhibited more nonverbal behaviors than typical
teachers. According to the report, the outstanding teachers (a) provided little L1
explanation, (b) used more instructional gestures than personal gestures, (c) showed
more nonverbal praise, and (d) smiled more.
At the time when foreigner and teacher talk research was done the nonverbal
aspect of teacher talk was not researched empirically, but some researchers published
articles in which they discussed the gestural mode of teacher talk, or teacher gesture. To
summarize these articles, teacher gesture is used to (a) illustrate vocabulary and
structure (Antes, 1996; Carels, 1981), (b) instruct phonetics and intonation (Antes,
1996), (c) avoid the use of learners’ L1 (Antes, 1996; Carels, 1981), (d) give directions
(Barnett, 1983; Carels, 1981), and (e) build rapport and reduce learners’ anxiety
(Barnett, 1983; Seaver, 1992). Similar functions were found in an observational study I
conducted in Japan (Kusanagi, 2003, 2005a).
More recently, researchers have shown an interest in teacher gesture along with
the shift toward viewing classroom interaction as a whole process. Hauge (2000) stated
that teacher gesture and teacher talk are twin strategies in teaching. In this view,
language teachers’ nonverbal accommodation is their attempt to make language more
understandable to learners. Although the term “teacher gesture” is used in SLA gesture
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studies, it is not widely recognized in mainstream SLA research. For instance, the term
is not included in the third edition of Longman Dictionary of Teaching and Applied
Linguistics (Richards, Platt, & Platt, 1992). As for the term “non-verbal teacher
behaviour,” it was newly introduced when the dictionary was revised ten years after the
second edition was published (Richards & Schmidt, 2002). This fact indicates that
applied linguists have finally begun to recognize these issues.
Next, I discuss one of the functions of teacher gesture; how teacher gesture
works as input to language learners, and how it can aid comprehension and memory
retrieval.

Gestures as input: Comprehension aid and memory retrieval. One of the main
functions of teacher gesture is to complement speech in classroom discourse. Teacher
gesture is an effective “paraphrasing” device that can be used to clarify complex or
ambiguous language to learners who have low linguistic proficiency; gestures
complement speech, reinforce or attenuate the speech, and help users avoid redundant
or excess speech explanation (Antes, 1996, in French instruction). A teacher can also
illustrate concrete and abstract words, and concepts gesturally without using the learners’
L1 when other visual resources are unavailable (i.e., realia, photographs, illustrations,
and films). Thus, teachers can cope with moment-to-moment needs for unplanned
explanations of vocabulary, grammar, and other teaching topics through the use of
gestures (Lazaraton, 2004; Lazaraton & Ishihara, 2005). Lazaraton reported that a
teacher of a beginner’s class explained twelve lexical items with gestures, two lexical
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items without gestures, and two lexical items with other nonverbal behaviors. The same
tendency was observed by me (Kusanagi, 2003); a teacher of a beginner’s class and a
high beginner’s class at a Japanese university constantly explained vocabulary and
grammar using gestures. In other words, the use of gestures is a teacher strategy used to
make instruction clearer and more efficient (Carels, 1981). Lazaraton (2004) also said
that such teachers’ effort is “a fundamental aspect of TE’s [teacher’s] pedagogical
repertoire that must be taken into account when ‘input’ is of interest” (p. 107) because
learners receive verbal and nonverbal input simultaneously.
Two recent observational studies exemplify the use of gesture during instruction
with L2 students. An observational study in a quasi-instructional setting of an English
speaking tutor and a Korean graduate student teaching vocabulary in an American
University (Belhiah, 2013) revealed that the instructor’s gestures reinforced the
meaning of verbal utterances, clarified ambiguity of lexical items, and built gestural
cohesion in discourse in order to provide the student with understandable input.
Another observational study of a second grade ESL classroom in the United
States of America by Rosborough (2014) explored the use of gestures as mediational
tools for teaching mathematics in a sheltered ESL context. The observation of the
teacher and a focus student revealed that the teacher’s and student’s gestures depicted
concrete and abstract ideas to overcome the student’s language challenges to make input
comprehensible and helped her to develop new knowledge.
On one hand, the gestures described above are produced for interactional and
pedagogical purposes. On the other hand, the message presented by a teacher’s gestures
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can enhance learners’ encoding of linguistic input. In this respect, teachers’ interactional
activity can be transformed into learners’ cognitive activity. According to Gullberg
(2006): “…gestures are interactional phenomena with rich semiotic affordances to all
interlocutors involved… Gestures therefore also constitute input—to NSs [native
speakers], teachers and learners alike—both in—and outside the classroom” (p. 115).
Researchers have reported that teachers’ gestures promote learners’ listening
comprehension and understanding of the FL (Harris, 2003; Kellerman, 1992). Based on
a review of literature, Kellerman stated that L2/FL learners benefit from visual
information because they suffer from a lack of linguistic proficiency. In his review,
Harris took a position similar to Kellerman’s (1992) and proposed
consciousness-raising instruction for how speech and gesture relate. Harris said,
“Attending to illustrative gestures may compensate for underdeveloped listening
comprehension skills, and perhaps more so where the gestural meaning is synonymous
with its lexical affiliate” (1992, p. 185).
Because the focus of SLA research shifted from comprehensible input to
interactional modifications in the 1980s (see Gass & Varonis, 1994; Long, 1983), the
investigation of gestures as one type of interaction modification was of interest to
gesture researchers in the field of SLA. Cabrera and Martínez (2001) investigated the
effect of interactional modifications, including verbal repetition, comprehension checks,
and gestures on fourth grade Spanish speaking students’ listening comprehension of a
story in English at a state school in the Canary Islands. Significant differences were
found between a group provided with linguistic adjustments only and a group provided
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with both linguistic and interactional adjustments. They concluded that linguistic
adjustments providing comprehensible input did not enhance FL learning when it was
not accompanied by interactional adjustments including gestures that illustrated some
words in the story. Furthermore, they argued for the need for gestural aids in L2
learning, especially for helping pupils grasp the meaning of words and follow the main
story line.
For learners to benefit from complementary gestures, experienced teachers
present more gestures to lower proficiency learners than to advanced learners. Hauge
(2000) said, “As with teacher talk, language level is the main factor in teacher gesture
variation” (p. 234). The author observed the ESL classrooms of seven teachers in the
United Kingdom focusing on the use of emblems, and reported that, “The use of the
twin strategies was particularly marked in classes with lower levels of English” (Hauge,
2000, p. 234). Similar to Hauge’s finding, I reported that teacher gesture production in
the higher class (high beginner level) was only 56% of the one in the lower class
(beginner level) in an observational case study conducted in Japan (Kusanagi, 2003).
This occurred, according to a post-lesson interview, despite the fact that the teacher was
unaware that she produced more gestures in the lower proficiency class. Although the
teacher could not recall in which class she used gestures more frequently, she stated that
gestures used for explaining vocabulary and pronunciation were based on her belief that
gesturing helps learners understand learning objectives better than when teachers
present them with speech alone. A teacher’s voice from Lazaraton’s (2004) study also
represents teachers who teach low proficiency learners. The ESL teacher commented, “I
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personally like to give a priority to learners’ better understanding of the content matter
over authenticity for beginning and intermediate levels in an ESL setting” (p. 108). As
this teacher mentioned, teachers’ gestures tend to be exaggerated for lower proficiency
students in the belief that they can understand the language being taught with the aid of
visual input.
Based on his larger scale study (Kida, 2008) using a face-to-face condition and a
non-visibility condition for conversations between one native speaker of French and
eight French learners of Japanese speakers, Kida reported that L2 learners take
advantage of a number of gestures accompanying L2 speech. Such a gestural
contribution to understanding is all the more important when a learner’s linguistic
proficiency is low. As reviewed above, anaphor—“an expression that appeared in a
preceding context, sometimes materialized by a pronoun or sometimes without any
linguistic marking” (Kida, 2008, p. 149)—is difficult for learners to comprehend in L2
discourse. The results showed that comprehension of anaphor seems to be somewhat
affected by visual deprivation. The unmarked localization or reference in speech
delivered by the native speakers caused a problem for learners’ comprehension, and the
native speakers’ visual cues were used as an interpretation strategy by the learners.
Although more investigations are needed, Kida concluded that, “Gesture input
involving the iconic and topological dimension of discourse could be an important
source for acquisition” (Kida, 2008, p. 150).
How then do learners perceive teacher gesture? In a case study I conducted of
different level EFL classes at a Japanese university taught by the same teacher
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(Kusanagi, 2003), 100% of the students in the beginning level class and 96% of the
students in the higher beginning level class responded in a questionnaire that the
teacher’s gestures helped them understand the lessons; 86% of the beginners and 58%
of the lower-intermediate learners responded that gestures accompanying explanations
of grammar, vocabulary, expressions, and pronunciation were helpful. Students’
self-report such as questionnaire results does not promise the accuracy of classroom
observation, but the results show an overall tendency.
Likewise, in a Japanese as an L2 (JSL) classroom at a graduate school in Japan,
I found that the teachers produced representational gestures for vocabulary explanations
constantly as well as presenting other visual modes such as texts on the blackboard and
photographs. As for learners’ reactions, 100% of 15 intermediate learners responded
that teacher gesture helped their understanding (Kusanagi, 2005b). These studies
indicate that language learners welcome gesture input. Similarly, according to Sime’s
(2006) interview study of stimulated recall of lessons with 22 learners from five EFL
classes at a Scottish university, the learners believed that teacher gestures and nonverbal
behaviors played an important role in their language learning.
Along with the learners’ self-reports, learners’ retrospective responses and
comments provide some evidence that teacher gesture influences students’ cognitive
processes and that it can be a useful pedagogical tool. Nevertheless, some researchers
and educators object to the use of such instructional gestures because they believe
teacher gesture provide inauthentic input. For instance, Al-Shabbi (1993) stated that
gestures as a pedagogic tool can be artificial because they are more exaggerated than
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real-life gestures, and learners can acquire and use inauthentic gestures while speaking
in an L2. Olsher (2008) raised the possibility that over-gesture could prevent grammar
and discourse learning for ESL/EFL learners despite of the benefits learners would
receive from teacher gesture. According to Olsher, this might happen because “the use
of gesture is often accompanied by a reduction in the complexity of discourse” (2008, p.
151). Counter to this view, the ESL teacher in Lazaraton’s (2004) study focused more
on increasing learners’ understanding and providing a non-threatening situation than on
providing authentic gestures to the learners.
The EFL teacher in my study (2003) mentioned that she avoided using or
teaching emblems because she was anxious that the learners might use them in English
speaking countries without knowing the real meanings. The choice of maintaining or
enunciating speech and gesture authentically is made by each teacher both in the ESL
and EFL settings. Practically speaking, Seaver (1992) suggested that teachers should
observe students closely and make decisions regarding what gestures to present and
how to present them based on the students’ reactions and understanding.
Suggestions about learning gestures in the target language also have been made
for non-native speaking teachers. Lazaraton and Ishihara (2005) investigated the ESL
classroom discourse of a non-native teacher of English. They suggested that non-native
speaking teachers need to reflect on their teaching behaviors and adjust their gestures to
the target language because gesture production is usually subconscious. Non-native
teachers might produce gestures from two languages with the result that such mixed
gesture input might confuse learners. Native speaking teachers with a lot of experience
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in their L1 context of their learners might also use gestures from both languages and
cultures. Kida (2008) raised a concern about teacher gesture pointing out both benefits
and drawbacks as follows:
Certainly, gesture assures better mutual understanding between teacher and
learner, but it is also true that the use of gesture is often accompanied by a
reduction in the complexity of discourse. Such reduction may not promote
grammar and discourse acquisition. (p. 151)

Both native and nonnative speaking teachers should be aware of strengths and
weaknesses in the use of gestures for instruction. What else teachers should be aware
of? Saitz (1996) also suggested that non-native speaking teachers can learn target
language gestures through their observations of native speakers in dramas and movies.
At the same time, the extent to which non-native speaking teachers adopt target
language norms depends on their desire to do so. Here again, further discussion on the
same question should be asked; What do we expect from nonnative speaking teachers in
terms of using and teaching gestures that might not be natural to them? How authentic
should the input the teacher offers be?
To the best of my knowledge, few studies have been conducted to investigate the
development of learners’ gestural repertoires and the influence exerted by language
teachers in the classroom context. One exception is McCafferty’s (2002, 2004)
longitudinal studies on an ESL learner and his foreign partner’s establishment of
common ground, or shared context, through the partner’s scaffolded actions and the
learner’s assimilations of his partners’ gestures.
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I have reviewed numerous studies of teacher gesture. Does teacher gesture
enhance learners’ learning? Some gesture researchers attempted to conduct post-test
research on comprehension as mentioned below. Allen (1995) examined the impact of
teachers’ gestures in learners’ recall of French sentences elaborated with emblematic
gestures in first semester French classes at an American university. The statistical
results indicated that when target expressions were presented with gestures, and then the
gestures were used by the students themselves, the students showed significantly greater
recall on a posttest than students in a non-treatment group and a comparison group.
Students in the experimental group also showed significantly better results on a recall
test given eleven weeks after the treatment, but all groups, including the experimental
group, made little progress on recall of the expressions. The treatment helped the
learners understand new expressions presented in the lesson, but not necessarily after
several weeks. These results imply that visual input provided by gestures has a
short-term effect on learners’ memory retrieval.
Based on Allen’s study (1995), Tellier (2008) investigated the effect of gestures
on comprehension of ESL children of French speaking (average of 5.5 years old) by
providing two conditions: Watching an instructional video that used only English words
in sound or a video with only gestures. The latter group of pupils was also instructed to
gesture while reiterating the words on the video. The results showed that the group that
received gesture excelled in memorizing and producing L2 lexical items. Tellier
claimed that “when produced, gestures not only act as a visual modality but also as a
motor modality and thus leaves a richer trace in memory” (p. 219). This statement
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corresponds well with Kita’s (2000b) spatio-motoric mode of thinking that was
discussed earlier.
Similar to Allen’s (1995) experimental design, Sueyoshi and Hardison (2005)
examined the effect of gesture and facial expressions on learners’ comprehension by
showing a lecture video to low and high proficiency ESL college students in the United
States. Each level of students was assigned to one of the following groups: a video with
a) only sound, b) sound and face visible, and c) sound, gesture, and face visible. They
conducted a multiple-choice test to measure students’ understanding and a questionnaire
asking about their preference. As results, visual cues were found to improve students’
comprehension. The low proficiency students gained their highest scores in the
audio-visual-gesture condition, while the high proficiency students obtained their
highest scores in the audio-visual-face condition. The questionnaire results indicated
that both groups of students favored the visual cues. These results suggest that visual
input including gesture and facial expressions is more helpful in learning for
lower-proficiency learners than for higher-proficiency learners.
Dahl and Ludvigsen (2014) conducted a modified replication experiment of
Sueyoshi and Hardison’s (2005) study with native and nonnative speaking children in
the EFL setting. 28 native speaking of English children were 7th and 8th graders in the
United States of America. 46 nonnative speaking EFL children in the same age group in
Norway also participated in the study. The participants watched an instruction video
with or without gestures and did a reproduction task of drawing. Dahl and Ludvigsen
believed that the multiple-choice comprehension task cannot access learners’
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comprehension accurately because they can choose correct answers by guessing. What
they argue is true but learners’ drawing skill differs from person to person. Native
speakers produced the most accurate drawings, whereas nonnative speakers could
produce drawings within the native speakers’ range when gestures were presented;
however, they could not do the task without gestural presentation.
To investigate the benefits of different gestures, Kang, Hallman, Son, and Black
(2013) conducted an experimental study of 41 participants of graduate students (34
native English speakers and 17 non-native speakers). The participants watched three
instructional videos (two gesture videos with beats and representational gestures and no
gesture control) on Mitosis, the process of cell division twice, and took two types of
post-test, a) answering questions and b) drawing. The results indicated that native
speakers are benefited from representational gestures but beat gestures did not influence
their understanding. However, for non-native speakers not only representational
gestures but beat gestures also helped them understand the concept explanations that
were given in the videos. Kang et al. concluded that non-native speakers received more
learning benefit from representational gestures than native speakers because they were
able to compensate for difficult information that was given in the videos.
Memory retrieval is another important research topic for studying the process of
how input becomes intake and how understood entities are stored in memory. In relation
to this interest, the literature also suggests that teacher gesture can work as a memory
retrieval device to some extent. Carels (1981) introduced one teaching technique from a
German class. A teacher first narrates a story using gestures to illustrate new vocabulary.
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At the end of the activity, the gestures are performed again to reinforce memory of the
newly learned words in the expectation that gestures, a type of visual stimuli, enable
learners to access the newly stored information. Although Carels (1981) did not test the
effectiveness of this teaching activity, this study suggests the teacher’s gestures might
affect the learners’ memory retrieval.
In short, teacher gesture has possibility to play an important role in teaching and
learning by providing learners with comprehensible input; gestures also act as helpful
adjustments and as an aid to accessing memory. In one view, gestures produced by
teachers are the teacher’s communicative effort to instruct learners. In another view,
such gestural actions influence learners’ cognitive processes and development. Both
interpersonal and intrapersonal functions are presented at once in the processes of
teaching and learning a L2/FL. Next, I discuss another major function of teacher gesture,
gestures as classroom management.

Gestures used for classroom management. Another key function of teacher
gesture is classroom management: Gesture can be used when teachers give directions
and control student interaction. This type of teacher gesture is motivated interactionally.
Barnett (1983) discussed these gestures from her knowledge of teaching French;
teachers’ directive nonverbal signals (a) drew students’ attention to the teaching point,
(b) eliminated the need for excessive verbal explanation and thereby increased student
talk and practice in the target language, and (c) directed student participation.
According to Allen (1999), “nonverbals may be used to: 1) vary the tempo, 2) control
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participation, 3) signal changes, 4) indicate who is to respond, 5) cue choral response, 6)
mark beginnings and ends of lessons, and 7) give students an idea of what to expect” (p.
474).
To summarize reports by Barnett (1983) and Allen (1999), teachers’ gestures
and nonverbal signals can lead to more efficient interaction in the classroom and
thereby create a context more conducive to instruction. In the case study I did (Kusanagi,
2003), the EFL teacher frequently used depicting and deictic gestures as directive
signals as Barnett reported. In a retrospective interview, the teacher said that she
intentionally used gestures for classroom management (e.g., calling on learners, giving
directions, demonstrating how to fill in a sheet, and starting and stopping activities). She
believed that instruction is speeded up and the teacher’s speaking time is reduced
through the use of gestures. However, the teacher commented that she could not know
whether her gestures were well received or not. As for the learners’ reactions,
approximately 75% of the students responded in a questionnaire that the teacher’s
directive gestures were helpful.
Gestures are also used for regulating speech and giving feedback to students. In
Sime’s (2006) study, ESL learners in Scotland expected teachers to be responsible for
leading and organizing classroom interaction. The learners reported that teachers often
used deictic gestures to nominate a student to answer or speak in lessons. I also reported
that the teacher’s gestures were used for controlling the floor, responding to students’
utterances such as evaluation, confirmation, and feedback (Kusanagi, 2003); 75% of
beginners and 68% of high beginners reported that they noticed and received such
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gestures positively. Gullberg (1998) also reported that native listeners used gestures to
encourage learners to speak more and to correct their speech. As a teaching technique,
Schachter (1981) developed a hand signal system for providing corrective feedback
when students produced grammatical errors orally. Her study showed that hand signals
enhanced learners’ ability to notice their errors, and self-correct without disrupting the
flow of conversations.
In addition to the function of controlling classroom instruction, Neill (1991)
reported that teachers discipline learners nonverbally. Sime (2006) stated that teachers’
walking around the classroom involving body shift and gaze direction was an indication
of monitoring the class. One respondent in Sime’s study mentioned that her teacher
used gaze direction to keep students under control and maintain discipline in the class. I
also observed that the teacher used deictics as directives with students who were
unfocused in the lessons (Kusanagi, 2003).
In summary, teacher gesture can increase teaching efficiency. When gestures
and other nonverbal behaviors are presented appropriately, teachers can orchestrate
lessons smoothly; gestures can be used to mark the opening and closing of tasks, control
and give the floor, give directions for tasks, give feedback to learners, and discipline
learners when necessary. Above all, gestural exchanges between teachers and learners
provide a better learning environment and promote positive interaction and thereby aid
language learning. When classroom interaction has a positive relationship, they affect
both the teacher’s and learners’ psychological states as well. Therefore, understanding
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teacher gesture offers cognitive and affective aspects for analysis. Next, I discuss how
teacher gesture influences the invisible side of classroom interaction.

Gestures influencing learners’ emotional state. As stated above, the literature
suggests that teacher gesture can be conceptualized as teachers’ strategic efforts to help
learners comprehend input and to manage the classroom. In addition, teachers’ gestures
and nonverbal behaviors can influence learners’ affective states, according to learners’
reports in numerous studies.
Teachers’ efforts to communicate with students and instruct them using gestures
and other nonverbal behaviors can build rapport among the teacher and learners and
reduce the learners’ anxiety (Barnett, 1983; Quinlisk, 2008). I reported in a previous
study that approximately half of the EFL learners responded in a questionnaire that the
teacher’s gestures made them feel more relaxed in the classroom (Kusanagi, 2003). In
Allen’s (2000) study, the learners said that the teacher’s gestures were stimulating and
fun. Thus, one function of teacher gesture is to attract learners’ attention and keep their
interest on lessons. Seaver (1992) explained this phenomenon from the standpoint of
teachers’ psychology; when teachers mime, especially if they perform another persona,
learners perceive the teachers as non-authority figures, so the lesson becomes
non-threatening.
Sime (2006) also stated that learners he studied perceived that teachers’ gestures
and nonverbal behaviors are the products of their enthusiasm for teaching, their desire
to invite students to interact, and their acknowledgement of students’ utterances. Sime
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proposed that the emotional functions of teacher gesture are to help learners build (a)
self-confidence, (b) engagement in the lesson, and (c) group cohesion. Toyama (1993)
and Kita (2000a) similarly concluded that one of the key functions of gestures is to
build positive relationships between interlocutors in face-to-face interaction.
The psychological impact of nonverbal communication is considerable. Ward
and von Raffler-Engel (1980) observed alignment between the teacher and learners.
When teachers acted lively and showed enthusiasm for teaching, the learners behaved
the same way; however, when teachers acted inactively and did not involve in
classroom interactions willingnessly, the learners became bored and disinterested.
In sum, teacher gestures and nonverbal behaviors not only help provide input
and interactional modifications and increase instructional efficiency, but also influence
learners’ affective states. Positive affect is believed to be an important factor for better
instruction and learning.

Gestures as mediation in classroom interaction. Next, I present how the three
functions of gestures (gestures used for input, gestures used for classroom management,
and gestures that influence psychological states) work as mediation in L2/FL teaching
and learning. In a social semiotic view, learning and development occur in conjunction
with interpersonal and intrapersonal activities. In other words, learning can be fostered
through mutual interaction of self and others in the environment, and through the use of
language, signs, and symbols including gestures. Teaching can provide this condition.
In this section I review literature that explores how gestures and nonverbal behaviors
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work in our semiotic system in classroom discourse and how this dynamic process
enacts the teaching and learning of L2/FL languages.
As stated above, teachers’ gestures can be responses to learners’ utterances and
help control the floor in some classroom scenes. At the same time, teachers also use
gestures for scaffolding. In classroom interaction, teachers scaffold in three modalities:
speech only, speech and gesture, and gesture only. Wang, Bernas, and Eberhard (2001),
although not studying SLA, reported that Down Syndrome pupils were more responsive
and focused in the classroom when speech and gesture scaffolding and gesture-only
scaffolding were provided. According to the authors, one of the difficulties for Down
Syndrome pupils is central processing for classification and memory. The authors
believe that teacher gesture helps such students pay attention and understand more.
Although L2/FL learners are not affected by cognitive deficits like Down Syndrome, it
is assumed that L2/FL language learners need more support in processing the new
language and expressing themselves in the target language than they do in their L1 due
to their limited linguistic proficiency.
In relation to scaffolding, McCafferty (2002, 2004) proposed that native
speaker-student interactions accompanied by gestures can build the ZPD (Vygotsky,
1978, 1986). In his observational study, McCafferty (2002) found that (a) the native
speaker, who had been an English teacher before the study was conducted, often helped
the ESL learner with gestures when the learner was involved in a lexical search, (b) the
ESL learner repeatedly imitated the native speaker’s gestures when he uttered the word
he had searched for, and (c) the learner repeatedly used the gestures in later sessions
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over time. McCafferty (2002) asserted that imitation is a key aspect of learning and by
drawing on Vygotsky’s (1978) ideas, he concluded that such co-constructional
interaction with gestures creates a common ground, or “a sense of shared context and
interpersonal rapport” (2002, p. 199). Further, McCafferty (2008) stated, “Imitation also
leads to the development of intersubjectivity and joint attention” (p. 151). I believe that
McCafferty’s findings provide evidence of communication being a form of joint action
or collaboration between interlocutors.
Similar gestural interaction was confirmed between a teacher and learners in a
JSL classroom in an observational study I conducted (Kusanagi, 2005b). During the
teacher’s vocabulary explanation, learners tried to understand the newly introduced
word by listening to the teacher’s speech and watching the teacher’s gestural
explanation, and they imitated the teacher’s gestures. Learners’ gestural imitations
indicated their process of understanding or hypothesis testing. This is a good example of
building the ZPD because less proficient learners can understand and use a language
item with the aid of a more proficient person’s aid. In this case, the teacher’s gestures
and gestural exchanges between the teacher and learners supported the negotiation of
meaning for the language item.
In another example of how the ZPD works in conjunction with gestures, a
naturalistic classroom observation study focusing on catchments (recurring gestures
serving cohesion) by Smotrova and Lantolf (2013) introduced examples of the ZPD
observed in two Ukrainian college classrooms that were taught by two EFL teachers
who were nonnative speakers. Students mirrored the teachers’ gestures and their
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gestures turned into catchments. This phenomenon indicated that gestures served as a
mediational tool in the process of learners' understanding lexical items. At the same
time, teachers can understand learners’ understanding by observing their gestures such
as mirroring gestures. Similar phenomena were observed in Peltier and McCafferty’s
(2010) report: two types of mirroring each other’s emblematic gestures between a
teacher and a student.
Gestures that are provided by a teacher also mediate learners’ language
production through error correction. Examining repair strategies, Olsher (2008)
investigated repairs employed in response to repair initiations of the “what?” or “huh?”
variety in talk among a pair of novice-level Japanese L2 learners of English. The
interlocutor’s gesturally enhanced repeats of lexical items explained or enhanced the
meaning of the repeated language for a trouble-source turn when her addressee
encountered a listening or comprehension problem during the prior talk. This type of
repeated language accompanied by gestures is thought to constitute input in a
multi-modal format; such input provides a rich environment that affords semantic
meaning to learners, especially in project-learning.
Another study shows examples of how FL learners have chances to learn
language as a form of self-correction through teachers’ gestural scaffolding.
Taleghani-Nikazm (2008) investigated how FL teachers used gestures as repair
strategies showed the following results. Native speaking teachers of German and
Persian as a FL initiated repair with gestures and they gave students a chance to
self-correct. The teachers also presented the correct form of the language by iconic and
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deictic gestures as cues for self-repair to students provided by experts of the target
language (i.e., teachers). In such ways, teachers’ gestures function as scaffolds for
learners’ speech production with repair.
As reviewed above, mediation in language teaching and learning has
interpersonal and intrapersonal dimensions, and both dimensions relate to SLA/FLA.
When learners observe a teacher’s gestures, the gestures are transformed into new
L2/FL knowledge by the learners. When learners have difficulty in speech production in
the target language, the learners’ gestures can help them access alternative ways of
thinking.
In sum, learner and teacher gesture have various functions. Sime (2006, 2008)
proposed three types of functions that teacher gesture plays: cognitive, organizational,
and emotional. Cognitive types of gestures can serve as input to learners. Organizational
types of gestures can serve a classroom management function, and can be used for
giving directions, providing discipline, and promoting speech regulation. Emotional
types of gestures can influence learners’ affect and develop solidarity among the group
(between a teacher and learners, and between learners). Note that I reached a very
similar conclusion in earlier studies about the functions that teachers' gestures carry
(Kusanagi, 2003, 2005a, 2005b).
Although gestures and nonverbal behaviors are seen as secondary modes of
communication and cognition, these nonverbal behaviors revealed how learners of a FL,
including ESL/EFL learners, develop the target language and how language teachers
enhance learners learn language through multimodal teaching. By observing and
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analyzing these multimodal activities (i.e., speech, gestures, and other nonverbal
behaviors) in teaching, researchers can identify how different modes complement each
other according to the needs or aims of an interlocutor.
In this review of the literature, I have discussed how and why gesture and
nonverbal communication studies are relevant to L2/FL research. I conclude this
chapter by identifying gaps in the field, and presenting the purposes and research
questions that guide this study.

Gaps in the Field
Having reviewed the SLA literature on gesture and nonverbal behaviors, I now
can identify the following gaps:
1. Few researchers have conducted language classroom studies with an integrated and
holistic view of different modes of communication (i.e., speech, gesture, other
nonverbal behaviors, and tools).
2. Little is known about a semiotic teaching process through social interaction aided by
gesture in educational settings.
3. The majority of the gesture studies have been conducted in ESL settings rather than
EFL settings.
4. Few gesture studies have described naturally occurring teacher gesture for
instructional purposes in ESL/EFL settings.
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Purposes and Research Questions
The main purpose of this study is to illuminate an under-researched aspect of
teaching English, in particular, one that reveals how a nonverbal mode of
communication contributes to the semiotic processes of EFL classroom teaching. In
order to achieve this aim, I conducted an in-depth study of one EFL classroom through
videotaped-observations in order to describe naturally occurring instructional
interactions, with a particular focus on the teacher. In addition, I observed two more
EFL classrooms instructed by other teachers. I used in-class observation data for
understanding the instructional discourse structure and instructional activities. In the
analysis, I investigated the types of gestures the teachers used and how the teachers used
them for the instructional purposes. I then closely examined the roles of the teachers’
gestures and other nonverbal behaviors as communication modes in the particular
Japanese EFL setting that I studied. Note that the approach I am taking is observational,
and the primary focus of the analysis is the teachers’ gestures; however, other notable
nonverbal elements of the participants and prosody, and the use of tools were included
in the analysis. The following research questions guided this study:
1. What kinds of gestures does a teacher use during EFL classroom instruction?
2. What specific functions does teacher gesture play in teaching EFL?
3. What do other modes communication contribute to teaching EFL in relation with
gestures, for example, bodily actions such as gaze direction, nods, and the use of
people or things available in the classroom environment?
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Following this literature review, I illustrate what methods I adopt in this study in
Chapter 4. I next present findings from observations of EFL classrooms in Chapters 5, 6,
and 7, and findings from interviews with participants in Chapter 8. The findings
chapters are followed by Chapters 9 and 10, Discussion and Conclusion.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

In this chapter I present the methods adopted for this study. First, I describe case
study. Second, I describe the research sites, contexts, and participants of the study.
Third, I present the research procedures. Fourth, I introduce the kinds of data I analyzed.
Fifth, I provide details about the data analysis. Last, I discuss the criteria for evaluating
the study.

Approach: Case Study
In this section, I provide an overview of case study research. Stake (1998, p. 86)
said, “Case study is not a methodological choice, but a choice of object to be studied.
We choose to study the case.” Case study refers to a research approach in which the
object of inquiry is unique (Creswell, 2007). According to Bassey (1999), “case study is
the examination of an instance in action” (p. 24). In other words, it offers an instance of
things occurring as the characteristics of the individual units (McDonough &
McDonough, 1997; Stake, 2000; Yin, 2003). By conducting a case study, researchers
can understand the situation and its participants in detail within a dynamic bounded
system. In language education research, a case can be a learner, a teacher, a classroom,
or phenomenon in the classroom. In this study, I investigated five EFL classrooms that
were taught by three speakers of English at two Japanese universities using two types of
naturalistic and descriptive observation: observing the class as a researcher, and
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observing characteristic events in classroom interactions through microanalysis.
Interview data from the primary research site and survey results from the secondary
research sites are also analyzed for understanding teachers’ gestural and nonverbal
behavior production in instruction.
The aim of case study research is to seek something particular about the case
from the situation, and the final report usually presents something unique (Stake, 1998).
As for the investigation of uniqueness, adopting Stake’s (2005) idea, Casanave (2010)
explained, “We assume that there is something unique about the case we choose to
investigate, and are interested in the particulars of what makes the case special, not
necessarily what makes it representative of larger processes or groups of people” (2010,
p. 67). One of the reasons I conducted a case study is that an educational case study can
be considered a subset of theory-seeking research when the researcher works with “the
purpose of trying to describe, interpret or explain what is happening without making
value judgments or trying to induce any change” (Bassey, 1999, p. 40). Moreover, a
case study should benefit others or contribute to larger bodies of study in the field.
Although conducting a case study allows researchers to project complex social
phenomena as real life events in a holistic and meaningful manner, case study research
has been disregarded by some researchers who believe that it has “insufficient precision
(i.e., quantification), objectivity, or rigor” (Stake, 1998, p. xiii). However, unlike case
studies using statistical data, case studies using qualitative data expect readers to arrive
at a “naturalistic generalization” (Stake, 1995) that results from “conclusions arrived at
through personal engagement in life’s affairs or by vicarious experience so well
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constructed that the person feels as if it happened to themselves (Stake, 1995, p. 85).
Casanave (2010, 2015) suggested that case study researchers should present their
reports in a detailed and accessible way so that readers can be transported into the world
of the case in some sense. These issues on evaluating a case study are discussed further
in the last section in this chapter.

Research Sites, Contexts, and Participants
The criterion of participant selection of this study was for observing native
speaking teachers’ gestural behaviors in classroom interaction. This decision was made
in order to exclude the effect of compensatory uses of gestures to make up for L2
incompetency that nonnative speaking teachers might have. As discussed earlier in the
literature review, speakers produce self-directed and other-directed gestures in
communication and interaction. The former type of gestures can be compensatory
gestures for teachers. For this reason, I decided to focus on native speakers in this study.
The data collection was completed before the dissertation proposal had been
defended in July, 2006. The main reason for collecting data at that time is that I was
unable to find any other instructors that would permit the use of video cameras despite
my effort to contact a number of high schools and universities in Japan. Although I was
welcomed to observe high school classrooms, take notes, and collect audio data as pilots
(one-shot observations for two non-native teachers of English language, one-shot
observations for two native teachers, and a one-semester observation for one native
teacher), I was not permitted to collect video data from these institutions. The Japanese
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Government enacted a Kojin Jōhō Hogohō (Private Information Protection Law) in
2005, and this new law caused educational administrators to be sensitive to outsiders,
especially researchers conducting observations with video cameras, in the classrooms.
Finally, one institution gave me permission to conduct this project. I sought out
classes that were taught by native speaking teachers for the above-mentioned reason.
Those classes needed to be matched with my availability. First, I contacted several
teachers in person and found a few teachers who allowed me to come in to their classes.
Only one of the teacher’s lesson schedules was convenient for me. Then I contacted the
institution for permission to conduct my research in the teacher’s classroom. Thus, the
classroom I visited was the only available site for this project.
The main research site was an intermediate EFL classroom at a large private
university in an urban area in eastern Japan. The class, Intensive English, was an
elective course, run for one four-month semester. It was designed to help students
increase their awareness of culture. The goals set for the students were to (a) be able to
read and discuss topics related to intercultural communication, (b) learn how to make an
effective presentation about an issue concerning intercultural communication, and (c)
practice reading and conversational strategies to enhance their English proficiency. The
class met twice a week in Spring 2006, for 90 minutes per lesson. I visited the class
once a week due to a schedule conflict I had (I had to work on the other class meeting
day). See Table 2 for the visiting schedule.
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Table 2. Research Schedule for Data Collection at the Main Research Site
Date

Activity

September, 2005

Planned methods and data collection

March, 2006

June 1, 2006

Looked for a research site
Contacted the institution and the teacher. Obtained permission from
the institution and the teacher
Preliminary class visit (trial observation notes only). Obtained oral
permission from the students
Obtained written consent from the teacher and students. Classroom
observation (videotaping: whole class)
Classroom observation (videotaping: Groups 2 and 4). Conducted a
group interview with four students in Group 4
Conducted a teacher interview

June 6, 2006

Classroom observation (videotaping: Group 1)

June 1, 2006

Classroom observation (videotaping: Group 3)

June 20, 2006

Classroom observation (videotaping: Group 5)

June 26, 2006

Classroom observation (videotaping: Groups 2 and 5)

July 4, 2006

Classroom observation (videotaping: student presentations)

July 11, 2006

Classroom observation (videotaping: student presentations)

July 19, 2006

Conducted student interviews with S14 and S23

July 21, 2006

Conducted student interviews with S14 and S24

July 24, 2006

Conducted a teacher interview, a student interview with S14

July 31, 2006

Conducted interviews with S16 and S22

March & April, 2006
May 6, 2006
May 16, 2006
May 30, 2006

The participants were a male native speaker of English teacher from the United
States (Teacher 1) and 26 undergraduate students (7 male and 19 female students) from
different faculties: Community and Welfare, Tourism, and Film Studies and Physical
Arts. The teacher was in his mid-thirties, had an MA in TESOL from an American
university, and had four and a half years of experience teaching social studies at high
schools in the United States. He also had a total of five and a half years of teaching
experience in an ESL program in the United States and at a high school and universities
in Japan at the time of data collection. He was a lower intermediate learner of Japanese,
and understood and spoke basic Japanese for daily conversations, but English was the
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language we usually communicated in. He tried not to use Japanese in the classroom
that I observed for the sake of students’ learning English. I did not observe him
speaking in Japanese in the classroom except for his use of some Japanese slang at the
lexical or phrasal levels as a joke.
In the English Program at the university, Intensive English was open to
sophomores, juniors, and seniors. However, freshmen who were exempted from taking
required freshmen courses took the class because of their high placement test score.
Twenty of the students were freshmen and six were juniors. Twenty-three students were
nonnative speakers of English (one Korean national and twenty two Japanese nationals)
and three students were Japanese-English bilinguals. Some of the nonnative speaking
students were returnees from Australia, Costa Rica, Indonesia, Kenya, Singapore,
Switzerland, and the United States. Some other students had a short-term homestay
experience in English-speaking countries. Because of their English proficiency, cultural
backgrounds, and participation in the class (this course is considered challenging by
students of the university), and because the class was an elective, I assume that most of
the participants were motivated to study. Not every student had taken proficiency tests,
but seven students reported their TOEIC scores ranged from 601 to 755 of a total
possible score of 990, two students reported they passed Pre-1st grade examination for
EIKEN (a certificate by the Society for Testing English Proficiency), and one student
passed IELTS 6.0. Some more students reported that they passed lower grades of
EIKEN (nine students for 2nd grade, one student for Pre-2nd grade, two students for 3rd
grade, and two students 4th grade)1; however, many of them took these examinations
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several years prior to the time they took the course, so these results did not reflect their
levels at the time. Considering these test results declared by the students, the average
English proficiency of the class was intermediate. The class seemed relaxing and the
students were focusing on learning English in general.
Lessons were taught only in English. A textbook was not provided; instead the
teacher produced handouts and used authentic materials such as English newspaper
articles and English TV programs (see Appendices A and B as examples). The students
were required to speak only in English during the lessons. I observed that a few students
spoke with each other in Japanese for a short time when they wanted to confirm the
meanings of some English, but they did so only a few times during the semester. The
teacher placed the students in five groups of five or six students for discussions and
projects in every lesson throughout the semester. A typical lesson began with the
teacher’s explanation about the activities following group discussions, short oral reports
by the students on what they had discussed, and consolidation by the teacher. The
students were required to use the four skills in and outside the classroom for weekly and
final assignments. The last two lessons were spent on student pair-presentations of their
final projects. Students were assigned to be in small groups. See the seating
arrangements in Appendices C to E.
In order to arrive at a better understanding of what is happening in other FL
classrooms especially in terms of the use of gestures by the native speaking teacher, I
observed one lesson each in four classrooms at other research sites. These observations
were carried out for another research project I had conducted (part of findings were
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reported in Kusanagi, 2003). I made a decision to include the already-obtained data due
to the difficulty in finding other research sites as I mentioned before. These additional
research sites were four beginning EFL university classes taught by two teachers who
were native speakers of English in the undergraduate program at the same private
university in a provincial capital in Japan. All classes were required four-month courses
of the faculties of Welfare and International Communication in the spring semester and
were designed to help students improve their speaking skills through integration of
listening, reading, grammar, and vocabulary. The students were at the absolute beginner
and false beginner levels in both teachers’ classes.
One of the teachers was a male, a native speaker of English and German from
Canada (Teacher 2). He was in his early-thirties, had a TESOL Certificate and an MA in
Teaching from a North American university, and had two years of English teaching
experience at English conversation schools, four years of English teaching experience at
high schools, and two years of English teaching experience at universities in Japan at
the time of data collection. He was a basic Japanese user. He, his teaching assistant, and
I communicated in English in and outside the classroom. In his lessons, he did not speak
any Japanese.
The classes he taught were required courses called Oral English I and Oral
English II. They were evening classes. Oral English I, the absolute beginner class, had a
teaching assistant who was a nonnative speaker of English whose nationality was
Japanese. The course goal was to improve students’ speaking skills, but the lesson I
observed included tasks designed to develop students’ listening, reading, grammar, and
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vocabulary skills in an integrated manner. The textbooks were English Firsthand Access
(Helgesen, Brown, Kahny, & Rost, 1999a) for the absolute beginner class and English
Firsthand Success (Helgesen et al., 1999b, Pearson Longman) for the false beginner
class. The teacher spoke mostly in English. The students in the absolute beginner class
were 12 first-year students majoring in Welfare (7 males and 5 females). The students in
the false beginner class were 21 first-year students majoring in Welfare (9 males and 11
females). All of them were Japanese nationals.
The second teacher was a female, native speaker of English from the United
Kingdom (Teacher 3). She was in her early fifties, had Diplomas in Social Sciences and
TEFL, MSSc in Russian Studies, MA in Applied Linguistics, and PhD in Applied
Linguistics from British universities. She had been teaching and administrating various
courses since 1973 (ESP courses, a university preparatory study skill courses, teacher
training courses that she headed, and university courses for native/nonnative speaking
students in the United Kingdom; she was also head of English education courses at
universities in Oman and Japan). She had lived in Japan several years at the time of data
collection. She was also a basic Japanese user. We communicated in English both in
and outside the classroom. I observed her using simple Japanese words or phrases (e.g.,
“Kaite kudasai” that means “Please write”) from time to time in the absolute beginner’s
class.
The classes that she taught were required courses called Oral English I and Oral
English II. The course goal was to improve students’ speaking skills but the lesson I
observed included tasks designed to develop listening, reading, grammar, and
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vocabulary skills in an integrated manner. The textbooks were True Colors 1 and True
Colors 2 (Maurer & Schoenberg, 1999a, 1999b). The teacher spoke mostly in English,
but spoke Japanese occasionally. The students in the absolute beginner’s class were 12
freshmen majoring in International Communication (7 males and 5 females). The
students in the false beginner’s class were 23 freshmen majoring in International
Communication (9 males and 14 females). All of them were Japanese nationals.
In all classes of the secondary observation sites, the students sat where they
wished and the desks were arranged traditionally—the students faced the teachers, who
stood in front of the blackboard (see Appendices F to I). The students occasionally
worked in pairs during the lesson.

Procedure: Data Collection and Data
Primary Analysis
In order to find a main research site, I contacted the institution and the teacher in
March and April 2006. I was permitted to observe and videotape the class. Once
permission had been granted by the institution and the teacher, the teacher talked to his
students about my project. On May 9th, 2006 I visited the class, told the students about
the project, and received oral consent from them at the beginning of the lesson. I took
observation notes after receiving their oral consent.
On May 16th, the teacher signed the consent form outside the class (Appendix J).
When I visited the class on that day, I told the students about the research project
presented them again, with a written consent form, answered their questions, and
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obtained a signed consent form from them allowing me to collect data in the classroom
(See Appendix K for the Japanese form and Appendix L for the translated form). In
preparing the consent form, I consulted the APA Ethical Principles (American
Psychological Association, 1992). Having obtained informed and written consent, I
began videotaping the class. I brought three digital video cameras and set them on
tripods on the side of the classroom. One video camera (Sony Handycam DCR-HC30)
focused on the teacher and the whole class. I set up the video cameras prior to the lesson
during the break on each day. I waited to begin recording the video for the first several
minutes of lesson instead of excluding the first several minute video recording for
analysis as Duncan and Fiske (1977) suggest. I believe that the decision might not affect
the sample of data that I collected because the first several minutes were always spent
setting up the lesson and my presence as a camera person and observer became a regular
event.
I followed the teacher’s movements by panning the video camera. I visited the
class seven times after May 16th (see Table 2 for the schedule). I focused on a different
group of students each day because it was not possible to record all five groups
simultaneously. Two other video cameras (Victor GR-DF590) recorded a focus group
from different angles from the back corner of the room. The video data were collected
in the same way throughout the semester except during the lessons devoted to the
students’ presentations at the end of the semester. On the presentation days, two
cameras were focused on the presenters from different angles at the back of the
classroom, and one video camera was positioned in a front corner of the room to record
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audience reactions. I gave the teacher copies of all video recordings in order to respond
to his request that was a part of the consent (see Appendix J).
The total length of video recordings for regular lessons is approximately nine
hours. The total length of video recording for student presentations is approximately
three hours. I had professional transcribers who were native speakers of English
transcribe the whole lessons. For the analysis in this study, the scenes of the teacher
addressing the whole class were inspected in order to elucidate the semiotic system of
the teacher’s uses of gesture, so I selected the transcription segments for those scenes.
Then I watched the videos repeatedly and completed the transcriptions by adding
transcription conventions, gestural descriptions, and comments for analysis. The final
transcriptions were checked by my advisor. Note that I did not use McNeill’s (1992)
system for coding gestures but took them into consideration to understand the forms and
the meanings of the gestures observed for my analysis.
I also kept observation notes to record (a) the classroom configuration, (b) the
configuration of the video cameras, (c) instructional activities, (d) the teacher’s actions,
(e) students' actions, and (f) comments concerning other issues such as the classroom
atmosphere. The observation notes were kept according to the sequence of the lesson. I
added further comments after the lessons. I referred to the records while transcribing
and writing the descriptions for the findings chapters for confirmation. Note that my
positionality of an observer was peripheral, an “observer” in Spradley’s (1980)
definition or a “passive observer” in Glesne’s (2006) definition because I was not
already a member of the observation site.
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In addition to classroom observations (videotapes and observation notes), I
collected Stimulated Video Recall Interview data. I interviewed the teacher and nine
students from the primary observation site (a group of four students and five students
individually) who volunteered to be interviewed during the semester. Before conducting
the student interviews, I distributed a simple survey that asked their availability for the
interviews outside the lesson hours at the end of the semester in the class and collected
the sheet. I contacted these volunteer students to make arrangements by e-mail. I
excluded the group interview results of four students because this interview was
focusing more on their own gestural productions during a group discussion: therefore, I
used the interview data of the rest of the five students (see the five students’ profiles in
Chapter 8).
I could not interview all the students because of a schedule conflict. First- and
third-year students at Japanese universities often have to attend several lectures a day
and many have a part-time job after school, so many of the participants had to move to
another lecture or a part-time job immediately after the lesson I observed. For this
reason, I conducted interviews with only five students (two males and three females)
who volunteered from different groups. I interviewed each student once at a convenient
location outside the classroom (e.g., at the university cafeteria, a café near the university,
an empty classroom) after the semester. All student interviews were conducted in
Japanese. The first phase of the interview was to ask their English learning backgrounds.
The second phase of the interview was to show some video excerpts that I used for
analysis in the finding chapters and ask them about their perceptions and ideas about the
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teacher’s gestural production. The interview was semi-structured with a set of questions
that were prepared beforehand.
As for teacher interviews, I arranged interviews with the teacher in person
outside the lesson hours. I conducted interviews with the teacher in English outside the
classroom on campus. The first interview was to ask the teacher’s educational and
professional backgrounds, teaching philosophy, and the course that I observed. The
second interview was conducted to inquire about the lessons of the semester in general
and show the same video excerpts that I showed the five students. In these interviews, I
also provided a set of questions before conducting the interviews.
I asked the interviewees about their English learning experiences and the class in
Japanese. All interviews were audio-recorded with an MD player (Panasonic
SJ-MR50-S). I conducted semi-structured interviews with the teacher twice in English.
After each lesson, we had a casual conversation for 10 to 15 minutes about such topics
as the activities used on that day, the upcoming activities for the next week, and the
students themselves, but these casual conversations were not recorded.
As for student interviews, I asked them about their learning experiences, their
beliefs and goals about language learning, and their perceptions of the lesson activities
to obtain their personal profiles in the individual interviews. After that session, I
showed short videotaped segments in order to ask them about their perceptions of the
teacher’s gestures to the students and their peers’ co-constructed gestures with the
teacher for interview analysis. I interviewed them after the semester was over. I
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conducted the student interviews in Japanese with the belief that they could express
their ideas in greater detail in their native language.
I did not inform the participants of the teacher and his students that the primary
interest of my study was the teacher’s awareness of his own gestural production and the
students’ awareness of their teacher’s gestures because I believed that telling them
might affect their gestural production (nor did I when I explained to the participants the
research purposes when I requested their permission). Instead, I carefully phrased the
purposes in a general way by saying that I wished to (a) investigate how Japanese
university students engage in the classroom, (b) investigate how a university teacher and
students interact verbally and nonverbally while engaging in various classroom tasks,
and (c) describe the roles and functions of typical classroom interactions (see
Appendices J to L). By doing so, I could avoid deception.
I transcribed the teacher’s interviews in English. The transcriptions were
checked by my advisor. I had a professional transcriber transcribe the students’
interviews in Japanese. Then I made more refined transcriptions to be used for analysis
by listening to the audio data multiple times and adding transcription conventions
(Appendix M) to complete the Japanese version of the student interview transcriptions.
Next I had a bilingual native Japanese speaker who used to be a professional translator
translated the Japanese transcriptions into English, and they were checked by another
bilingual person who is an English native speaker, my advisor, and myself. The
transcribed data were used to (a) describe the course, the lessons, and the participants,
and (b) triangulate the classroom observation data and videotape data.
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Complementary Analysis
The decision to include data from other teachers was made in order to obtain
another perspective on teacher and learner gestures. As stated above, I encountered
difficulties finding a research site that would allow me to collect visual data. For this
reason, I decided to add one-shot lesson observation data I had already obtained in
earlier studies focusing on teacher gesture in other university EFL classrooms. The way
the data were collected was similar to the procedure that I took for the primary data
collection. Note that the data from the sites were collected for my previous study
(Kusanagi, 2003) that was investigating teacher gesture, and I later used part of the data
set for this study.
Prior to the data collection, I had contacted the institution and the teachers
through a research colleague and was permitted to observe and videotape the classes.
Once permission had been granted by the institution and the teachers, the teachers
talked to their students about my visits. On July 11th, 2001 I visited Teacher 2’s class
(the absolute beginner and false beginner classes) and Teacher 3’s classes (the absolute
and false beginner classes). The following procedure was taken in each class. First I
explained the study to the students, answered their questions, and received oral consent
from them at the beginning of the lesson. After obtaining informed and oral consent, I
began videotaping the classes. I brought a video camera and set it on a tripod in the
back of the classroom. The video camera (Sony Handycam DRC-HC30) was focused on
the teacher and the whole class. I followed the teacher’s moves by panning the video
camera. The total length of video recordings for each lesson was approximately 70
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minutes. I also took notes to record (a) the classroom configuration, (b) the
configurations of the video cameras, (c) instructional activities, (d) the teachers’ actions,
(e) students’ actions, and (d) comments on other noticeable phenomena. I recorded the
notes according to the sequence of the lessons and added further comments after the
lessons. When the lesson ended, I asked the students to complete a consent and
questionnaire form and I obtained consent from every student (see Appendices N and
O). In preparing these forms, I consulted with a professor at Temple University.
I was not able to visit another class that Teacher 2 taught (the false beginner
class) in person because of my work schedule and the distance involved (visiting the
site required me to travel by plane). Therefore, my research colleague who was teaching
at the university visited the class and collected data as I had done in other classes (he
assisted me when I collected the data so he knew how the procedures should be carried
out). He worked as a teaching assistant for Teacher 2’s absolute beginner class. I asked
the teachers to complete consent forms and questionnaires (Appendices P and Q)
immediately after their lessons and to mail them to me because Teacher 3 had another
lesson after the classes I observed, and Teacher 2 finished his lesson after 8 p.m. As was
the case at the main research site, I did not inform the participants that the primary
interest of my study was their gestures and nonverbal behaviors because I believed that
informing them might influence gestural production, nor did I explain to the participants
the research purposes when I requested their permission. Instead I rephrased the
purposes in a general way by telling them that I was planning to (a) investigate teachers’
talk, and (b) investigate how the students engage in the classroom.
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Analyses
Primary Analysis: Microanalysis of Video and Transcribed Data
This study is an investigation of gestural behaviors produced during naturally
occurring events in the EFL classroom. Naturally occurring talk is defined as “spoken
language produced entirely independently of the actions of the researcher” (Potter, 1997,
p. 148). Unlike experimental data, naturally occurring data can be considered “as an
arena for interaction in its own right” (Potter, 1997, p. 149). In order to analyze the
teachers’ gestural and nonverbal behaviors during the language instruction in the video
recordings, I adopted microanalysis (Erickson, 1992, 1996; Erickson & Shultz, 1982;
Lazaraton, 2004), “the most commonly used method of qualitative analysis specific to
video data” (Ratcliff, 2003, p. 121). Microanalysis has been developed through
contributions made in the fields of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis for
analyzing nonverbal and verbal phenomena together (Erickson, 1996). I conducted a
microanalysis in conjunction with transcriptions of video data.
The microanalysis is conducted following Erickson (1992) and Ratcliff’s (2003)
procedures for video data analyses. First, I watched the video recordings without
pausing, then used slow motion to identify typical gestures (recurring patterns) in
teaching, and to identify prominent gestures (unique or rare acts). I took notes while
watching the video and selected possible excerpts for analysis. Second, I selected
segments that represent typical and distinguishing interactions from the main research
site. This involves identifying the major boundaries between events. At this stage, in
order to conduct the microanalysis, the video recordings were digitized on Windows
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Media Player software. The data were handled digitally on the computer for the precise
analysis of gestures and of the association between speech and gesture. Then I used
Aplayer software for closer analysis. This software enabled me to view the speaker’s
motions repeatedly at different speeds. During this stage of the analysis, I took notes.
The third stage involved transcribing the data. After making video clips, I made
transcriptions for further analysis (see the preparation of raw transcriptions in the earlier
section). I transcribed closely only selected segments. First, I transcribed the speech
including prosodic features. Second, I added gestural marks to the speech data in the
transcriptions. I included nonverbal descriptions such as head nods when they were
crucial to the analysis. I also provided short notes to describe other observations such as
the use of space, laughter, or any characteristic nonverbal features and classroom
atmosphere. For recording the gestural description in the transcription, I adopted some
of McNeill’s (1992) gestural classifications such as beats and deictics, but I did not code
each gestural motion according to his gestural classification system. Rather, I paid more
attention to the aspect of what the purpose seemed to be and how the teachers’ gestures
were used in each classroom scene in the analysis.
The video clips and transcriptions form the video corpus of the observation sites.
Throughout the above processes, I kept observational notes together with the
transcriptions. Looking at the data closely by transcribing speech while I viewed the
videos allowed me to notice and interpret important phenomena. I compared the
segments from the corpus to determine their degree of representativeness and
uniqueness (i.e., symbolizing gestures and speech that create meaning as teaching), and
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added other segments for further comparison. Last, some visual images were illustrated
by a university student who was majoring in art education to present together with the
transcriptions in the finding chapters. In the process of making illustrations, I chose
some gestures from excerpts. The selection of which movements should be illustrated
was made by the need for clarity in the descriptions of the teachers’ gestures. The
illustrator and I watched videotape segments for the excerpts closely and repeatedly,
and she drew by hand. Due to the massive number of gestural descriptions that are
presented in the finding chapters, I provide illustrations only for the gestures whose
descriptions are difficult to understand without visuals or the unique or common
gestures in my data.

Complementary Analyses: Observation Notes and Interview Data
As stated above, the microanalysis is designed to describe teachers’ speech and
gesture interaction (actions and process) in detail, and identify the purposes and the
meanings of the interactions. Together with the microanalysis data, I include classroom
observation notes and survey data in the analyses because they allow me to observe the
class across the segments examined in the microanalysis. I made two versions of
observation notes. I jotted down what I observed in the classroom and rewrote the notes
in a more detailed way after the lessons. I referred to the latter notes in order to confirm
the lesson topic and structure, the seat arrangement, the materials that were used in the
lessons, and classroom atmosphere while I observed the video and wrote the analysis.
Multiple types of data also make the data and descriptions rich and detailed.
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Triangulating different data sources of information reduces the likelihood of
misinterpretation (Stake, 1998) and builds a coherent justification of themes in a
qualitative case study. I referred to the data (observation notes and interview transcripts)
while I was conducting the microanalysis of video recordings and transcripts. I include
findings from all these data sources in the discussion of the results.

Criteria for Evaluation
In this section, I discuss the issues of research evaluation, validity. Validity
“refers primarily to accounts, not to data or methods” (Maxwell, 2002, p. 42). Validity
relates to the relationship between the accounts and the phenomena that the accounts are
about (something outside of those accounts, but not presumed to be objective or correct)
(Maxwell, 2002). In qualitative research, validity determines whether the findings and
conclusions are accurate from the standpoint of the researcher and the participants, and
believable from the point of view of the readers (Creswell & Miller, 2000).
In this study, I applied strategies to enhance the validity of the findings by
checking credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba,
1985). Credibility refers to how believable the descriptions are. To enhance credibility, I
used multiple strategies. First, I present detailed descriptions. I also use methodological
triangulation of the qualitative data (videotape data, observation notes, interview data,
and survey data). In other words, the use of triangulation enabled me to look at the
phenomena of interest from multiple angles. Second, I clarified my standpoint, and
described “negative or discrepant information that runs counter to the themes” (if any
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occurs) rather than presenting only positive or relevant information to add to credibility
(Creswell, 2003). Third, I collected data from multiple class visits. The amount of data
obtained and my understanding of the research sites and participants, and the instruction
enhance credibility (Creswell, 2003). Fourth, I asked my advisor to review unfinished
manuscripts of the proposed data regularly for suggestions and asked external auditors,
professors and students at Temple University who are familiar with and new to this
research theme at study group sessions and people at a conferences and study meetings
to review the work in progress (Creswell, 2003). I believe that these procedures enable
readers to understand the contexts and the phenomena described and make a judgment
of the factual accuracy of the accounts (Maxwell, 2002).
The second strategy, transferability, refers to how the obtained results can be
applied to other groups or contexts. Because this study comprises case studies based on
the idea of particularity (specific events in the situation), it does not meet the definition
of generalizability in a positivistic or statistical sense. Rather, the goal is to present a
credible account. As Maxwell (2002) argued, “Intersubjective agreement could easily
be achieved, given the appropriate data” (p. 46). Therefore, I provided clear and detailed
descriptions of the outcomes so that readers can judge whether what is described is
applicable to their own educational contexts (what Stake, 1995, calls naturalistic
generalization).
The third strategy is dependability, which refers to the consistency of a research
design. As stated earlier, this study has a descriptive and inductive nature. The research
design should be flexible enough to deal with changes especially during the period of
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data analyses. I consulted with my advisor (qualitative researcher) to verify the
consistency of the design (appropriate research methods, interpretations of data, and
making of conclusions).
The last strategy is confirmability, which refers to whether other researchers are
able to confirm and obtain the same results and interpretations. I have recorded what
was observed carefully and the transcribed data for analyses are presented in this work.
Interested readers can contact me if they wish to see complete transcript file so that the
readers can consider what results and conclusions they can draw from my data, and
compare their conclusions with my conclusions.
In this chapter, I have described the methods and procedures I have adopted for
this study. In the next chapters, I present the findings on teacher gesture for
comprehension aid and classroom management, and teacher gesture that influences
students’ affective state.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS ON COMPREHENSION AIDS

This chapter and the following chapters present three types of functions of
teacher gesture found in this study. Chapter 5 illustrates the findings on teacher gesture
that serve as comprehension aids for learners. Chapter 6 reports the findings on teacher
gesture used for classroom management. Chapter 7 presents the findings on teacher
gesture influencing learners’ affective state through humor. In these chapters, I report
some results of common and unique examples observed in the primary observation site
and the secondary observation sites (see the information on the teachers and the classes
in Chapter 4). Please note that although I present teacher gesture data with the
categories presented above, there are some exceptions and overlaps (e.g., an excerpt can
record cases of both comprehension aids and classroom management) due to the nature
of the data. In addition, the data occurred naturally, and for this reason it is difficult to
exclude utterances that serve untargeted categories within a short excerpt.
The present chapter provides the results of the analysis of linguistic and gestural
records of three EFL teachers as they were engaged in instructional activities in five
classrooms at two different private universities in Japan. First, I examine Teacher 1’s
lessons as a primary observation in the form of close and in-depth transcription in order
to describe what was actually happening. Then, I present observations from four
secondary site classrooms that were taught by two teachers, Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 to
identify if any noticeable or comparable phenomena exist in instruction across teachers.
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In the primary observation site, Teacher 1, a Caucasian American male taught a
lower-intermediate level university English class whose theme was cross-cultural issues.
In the secondary observation sites, Teacher 2, a Caucasian Canadian male taught a true
beginner level and false beginner level conversation classes. He taught the former class
with an assistant teacher who is a native speaker of Japanese. Teacher 3, a Caucasian
British female taught true beginner and false beginner classes. Teacher 1’s classes were
instructed at a private university in an urban area of Japan, whereas both Teacher 2’s
and Teacher 3’s classes were instructed at a private university situated in a prefectural
capital city in a rural area of Japan.
The data are presented as a form of transcription to make the teaching processes
understandable (see Appendix R for transcription conventions). Then the transcribed
data are further analyzed with other supplementary data (interview and survey data) in
Chapter 8. Note that there is a limitation in the quality of the video recording. The video
camera was focused on the teacher and therefore could not capture every student in the
classroom. In some cases, only the teacher was recorded for the purpose of studying
teacher gesture and additional video cameras recorded a focus group. Some illustrations
are provided with the excerpts in the following sections. Some of these illustrations aim
to describe a single gesture, whereas some other illustrations describe a series of
gestures as continuous actions in one illustration. It is not possible to present them for
all the gestural descriptions; therefore, some of the gestures that are unique in their
functions or gestures that are difficult to describe in words are selected for display in
this study. See Chapter 4 for a description of how the illustrations were made.
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Teacher Gesture Used for Comprehension Aids
This chapter shows evidence of gestures used for comprehension aids, including
the function of complementing the meaning of a word, message, or intention of the
utterance expressed in speech during instruction. However, sometimes teachers do not
or cannot use gestures for complex ideas, although they can use them for more concrete
things in their explanations. The assumption is that the cognitive load for FL learners
when the instruction is given in a target language is heavier than if instruction were in
their L1 (Kang et al., 2013; Kida, 2008). In order to support students' comprehension,
language teachers distribute communication across a variety of modalities to present a
message or information or to guide an interaction. Gesture is one of those multiple
communication modes to enhance students’ understandings. Teachers select an
appropriate mode or a combination of communication modes for the instructional
purposes (Kress et al., 2001).
In this section, the results are shown according to the classroom situations to
offer better understanding of the classroom contexts and what is actually happening in
the situations. Note that the right-left directions illustrated in the following excerpts are
recorded from the character’s (teacher’s) viewpoint. In some cases, interlocutors
produced gestures only. In this case, the behaviors are still recorded independently and
given a line number (i.e., gestural behavior without speech delivers either information,
message, or intention as speech does) in the following descriptions.
In the next section, the results on gestures as comprehension aids were obtained
from the primary observation classroom (see Chapter 4 for the class information and
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Appendices C, D, and E for the seating arrangement). The following sections are
presented according to classroom activities and scenes.

Observations from the Primary Observation Site
This section reports observation results from the primary classroom that was
instructed by Teacher 1. The teacher is a Caucasian American male teacher. The lessons
were designed to discuss and learn cross-cultural issues (see the information on the
teacher and the class in Chapter 4). Note that I include both successful and less
successful efforts of the teacher’s gestural uses in this section for the sake of readers’
full understanding of what I observed.

Explaining a group video project: The primary classroom. The following
examples were taken from a scene of the teacher explaining one of the course
assignments, a film-making group project in the fifth week of the semester. In small
groups, students were requested to plan the theme and the plot of a short clip, and then
to film to create a clip of a short story or an infomercial (a short television program in a
form of commercial) on a cross-cultural issue. In this 90-second segment of teacher’s
explanation, the teacher was sitting at a table together with students talking to the whole
class (see the seating arrangement in Appendix C). He was holding handouts and was
reading them aloud to the classroom. The same handouts were distributed prior to this
talk and all the students were reading them during the teacher’s talk.
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Excerpt 1 shows examples of emphatic gestures, or beats. Beats do not represent
the specific meaning of speech; however they play a significant role pragmatically in
discourse. The simple motion of finger or hand movements produced in a repetitive
manner usually emphasizes an aspect of the topic in speech. In this excerpt, the teacher
reinforced some parts of his utterances. That is, verbally emphasized parts were also
emphasized gesturally. This excerpt also introduces an example of a gesture for “here
and now” by the teacher’s producing a referential gesture (i.e., pointing to the physical
space).

Excerpt 1

May 16, 00:34:50-00:35:20

01

T

|look.|( . ) in this class, we are going to use a video project, ( . )
|{beats RH slightly}|

02

T

and while you–while you |think about| your video project, ( . )
|{open RH and beats}|

03

T

|we have to do ( . ) some discussions| ( . )
|{moves RH to the right slightly}|

04

T

|<BECAUSE>| we CANNOT video ( . )
|{beats RH}|

05

S23

06

T

|all videos in the small class.| |right?|
⊔
|{beats BH x3}| |{moves BH to the sides}|

07

T

|and we don’t have| |many videos here| |on campus,| ( . )
|{moves RH to the right slightly}| |{beats RH| |{moves BH to
the sides}|

08

T

so, if you have a video cam, ( . ) |please come to me| after class,
|{moves RH very subtly}|

⊔
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09

T

|if you think you can get one,| |at home,| or if you have one ( . )
|{beats RH x2}|
|{beats RH}|

10

T

and maybe that will |speed up| the process. ( . )
|{lifts up RH a little}|

In Line 01, the teacher tried to draw students’ attention to himself by saying, “look” and
emphasized his utterance by beating actions. In Line 02, he emphasized the phrase
“think about” by opening his hands. This action can also be considered welcoming
students to do something (i.e., to think about their video project). In Line 03, the shift of
hand positions might be depicting an action students would do for a project in the future.
In my observational study of an English teacher (Kusanagi, 2001), the teacher pointed at
different loci representing different points of time; the “left-right” spaces as “past-future”
tenses and the “front-behind” spaces as “future-past” tenses. The same gestural
production was reported in Gullberg’s (1998) study of observations of learners’ gestures
when learners were speaking in their target languages. In this sense, the gestures can be
considered metaphorical gestures as well.
In Line 04, the word, “BECAUSE” was stressed both vocally and kinetically.
The auxiliary verb “CANNOT” in this utterance was not accompanied by any gesture
(cf., Line 07 for negation) but it was emphasized vocally as “CANNOT.” In Line 06,
the phrase was stressed by beating hand movements. Then the teacher made a
confirmation check saying “right?,” nodding, and opening his hands towards the class.
One of the functions of speaker’s nod is to emphasize the speech (Kondo, 2005). By
showing the emphasis, the contents of speech can give a strong impression to listeners.
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In Line 07, the hand movements accompanying the phrase “and we don’t have”
complement negation, and the beating action emphasized the phrase “many videos.”
The teacher referred to the physical space by saying the utterance “on campus?” and
showing gestures indicating the space (i.e., the campus). In Line 07, the teacher moved
his right hand slightly and beat it. This action created rhythm. In Line 08, the phrase
“please come to me” was emphasized a little with a subtle hand movement, and the
phrases “if you think you get one” and “at home” were emphasized with beats in Line
09. In Line 10, the phrase “speed up” was also stressed with a subtle hand lifting
gesture.
As for students’ reactions to the teacher’s talk and gesture, only a few students
were looking at the teacher at the beginning of the excerpt (note that only ten students
were recorded in this scene due to the angle of the video camera). They were mostly
listening to the teacher and reading their handouts. Student 23 glanced at the teacher
responding to the work “look” and went back to his handouts placed on the desk. The
student looked at the teacher again when the teacher began to emphasize his words “we
CANNOT” in Line 04, and then the student nodded in Line 05. Then he opened his
hands to the side. This action represented “here and now” (i.e., on campus) to the class.
In Line 08, another student (Student 19) began to look at the teacher when he made a
request “so if you have a video cam. please come to me after class.”
This case revealed that teacher gesture does not always draw students’ focus on
it. Observing the recording, I noticed that the teacher’s emphatic vocal expressions were
more effective than gestures in terms of drawing students’ attention. In this scene, the
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teacher was sitting with students at the desk so that his gestures were rather small in
action, and it is rather difficult to judge if his gestures were other-directed or
self-directed as self-regulation. A speaker’s gestural production has dual orientations.
Gestures can be self-initiated and other-initiated (Kita, 2000a, 2000b). Nevertheless,
they are difficult to separate. This case does not represent a typical example of gestures
that aid learners’ comprehension, but I present it here to introduce an example of the
teacher’s gestural behaviors that showed the teacher’s enthusiasm in his instruction
despite students’ inattentiveness to their teacher while listening. According to some of
his students, the teacher’s enthusiasm improved the classroom atmosphere and their
motivation in learning in the classroom (See Chapter 8 for the affective function of
teacher gesture).
The next excerpt followed after the teacher’s explanation of the video-making
project observed in Excerpt 1. Immediately after the previous excerpt, the teacher
continued to read aloud from the handouts. After his explanation, the teacher showed a
video of a short story to the class as an example of a project work so that students would
get some idea of what they were expected to do for the project. This excerpt depicts an
introductory explanation before the teacher showed the video. The teacher still used the
handouts for explanations by paraphrasing what was written. The seating arrangement is
the same as for Excerpt 1 (see Appendix C). The length of the scene is 47 seconds.
Excerpt 2 introduces examples of (a) emphatic gestures, beats, (b) iconic
gestures of numbers, and (c) referential gestures using different spaces to indicate
different referents.
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Excerpt 2

May 16, 00:36:43-00:37:30

01

T1

TODAY, I am going to show you u-um a short video? <of> ( . )

02

T1

and-I want you to notice ( . ) <how,> ( . )

03

T1

the video, the news story <is arranged,> ( . ) how it’s set up.
⊔⊔⊔

04

T1

okay so–so |it will help you to create the video.|
|{touches chin with RH}|

05

T1

ANYWAY, |then you MUST DO A NEWS STORY|
fig
|{moves RH from chin and beats it x3 vigorously}|

06

T1

|AND| |you have a choice.|
fig
fig
|{moves RIF to the left}| |{shows right index and middle fingers}|

07

T1

|you can either do infomercial,| |or a short report.|
fig
fig
|{points to the left with RIF}| |{points to the right with right thumb,
touches chin with RH}}|
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08

T1

|an infomercial| |is–is like a drama.|
{moves RH to the left front}| |{moves RH to the right}|

09

T1

|and then you have some tips| |for how to make| like
|{revolves RIF x3}|
|{touches chin slightly with RIF}|

10

T1

|the drama is about a problem.|
|{revolves RIF x3}|

11

T1

|and then later| you are going to show ( . ) A TIP.
|{revolves RH}|

12

T1

how to make it better.

The opening mark, “TODAY” in Line 01 was not accompanied by a gesture. At
the beginning of the talk (Lines 01-03), the teacher did not produce any gestures, but in
Line 03, the teacher nodded three times in a small action when saying “it’s set up.”
Kondo (2005) says that an interlocutor tends to produce nods to accent his/her utterance
when the interlocutor is more engaged in his/her talk. The teacher’s engagement in his
talk is also observed as his gestural production. After nodding, every utterance was
accompanied by gestures (Lines 04-11). According to Kondo, nodding also punctuates
the end of a clause or a sentence. Line 03 is a case of this as well. The teacher touched
his chin when he stumbled over his words in Line 04. In Line 05, “ANYWAY” worked
as a marker (i.e., a sign indicating to listeners that the speaker is shifting a conversation
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topic) and was not accompanied by gesture. The phrase following the marker, “MUST
DO A NEWS STORY,” was emphasized verbally and gesturally. The teacher moved
his right hand vigorously. In Line 06, the conjunction, “AND” was stressed verbally.
The teacher moved his right index finger to the left side. When the phrase “you have a
choice” was uttered, the teacher showed a numeral gesture of two by raising an index
and middle fingers. This iconic gesture represented an “infomercial” and a “short report”
expressed in Lines 07 and 08. Interestingly, the gestural message preceded the message
expressed in Lines 07 (there are two choices, an infomercial or a short report).
According to Kita (2002), gesture emerges before speech is produced (see another
example in Excerpt 8). In Line 07, the teacher pointed to the left side of the space from
his viewpoint to refer to one choice, an infomercial, and pointed to the right side space
to refer to another choice, a short report. By doing so, he clarified the existence of two
choices visually. This type of visual clarification possibly enhances students’
comprehension. In Line 08, the teacher kept pointing to the left side of the space when
explaining about an infomercial. This type of recurring gesture is called a catchment.
Catchments contribute to coherence in discourse. Thus, listeners might unconsciously
have been able to perceive which referent was mentioned by looking at the locus of the
abstract deictic the teacher produced.
In Lines 09, 10, and 11, the same revolving gestures were used for emphasis.
Repetition of the same form of gesture might have created rhythm in the talk. The
rhythm created by revolving gestures might or might not have occurred while the
speaker became more absorbed in his talk. This type of rhythm might draw students’
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attention to what the teacher was saying. In any case, the conversational rhythm that
was created by speech and gesture presumably affects students’ comprehension if
drawing students’ attention was successful.
In Lines 04 and 09, the teacher produced self-directed gestures called
self-adaptors (touching his chin). In earlier studies of gestures, this type of gesture is
said to be produced to satisfy the interlocutor’s physical needs (e.g., scratching one’s
head for itchiness), so the gesture was not actually performed for communication with
listeners; however, in a more recent discourse study of gestures, Fujii (2002) reported
that an interlocutor often does this action when looking for words.
Similar to Excerpt 1, this excerpt is a case in which the students were mostly
reading the handouts that had been distributed. Two to four students out of nine students
who were recorded were paying attention to the teacher by focusing their gaze on him.
Other students might also have been paying attention, but were not looking at the
teacher. However, this supposition cannot be confirmed by the method of observation.

Explaining how to prepare for an oral presentation: The primary classroom.
This section presents the results of teacher gesture produced in the situation where the
teacher was giving explanations on how to prepare for a video-making group project
and an oral presentation at the end of the semester. See the seating arrangement in
Appendix D). The explanations were given in the tenth week of the semester. Every
student of the class was expected to give a 15-minute pair-presentation as a part of the
course assignment. The presentation theme was supposed to be a cross-cultural issue,
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which is a typical stereotype of females and males. First, the teacher presented the basic
requirements of a presentation such as the number of presenters, the length of a
presentation, the assigned topic, visual aids, how to prepare a presentation, and so on. In
his explanation, the teacher gave directions multimodally; he referred to the lesson
handouts as a guide of explanations, but he frequently inserted improvisational
explanations in two communication modes, that is, speech and gesture. Note that all the
students were reading the same handouts the teacher referred to.
In Excerpt 3, the teacher reminded the class of the video-making group project.
This 16-second excerpt introduces an example of ellipses demonstrated by gesture.

Excerpt 3

June 20, 01:06:21-01: 06:35

01

T1

<this is the la:st project and I’ll be honest ( . )
((passes handouts to a student))

02

T1

I’m a little nervous |about.| ( . ) |we don’t have a lot of time.| ( . )
((raises RH holding handouts))
|{pats handouts with LH x2}| |{pats them}|

03

T1

|and, I’m trying I’m hoping that you can finish this before| ( . )
|{pats handouts with LH x3}|

04

T1

|the end of the semester.|>
|{pats handouts with LH}|

In Line 01, the teacher gave a declaration with raised voice and slower
articulation to draw attention to himself. In Line 02, the teacher touched the handouts
saying “about.” (Similar gestures of tracing sentences in the handouts were observed in
Excerpts 6 and 10. Similarly, in the secondary observation sites, Teacher 2 and Teacher
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3 also pointed at the words, sentences, or charts that were being explained. See Excerpt
6 in Chapter 6). This action referred to what was omitted after the utterance “about” and
emphasized the ellipsis (i.e., it or the last project). After a pause, the teacher repeated
the gesture when saying the next phrase “we don’t have a lot of time.” The function of
this gesture is the same as the previous phrase, that is visualizing the ellipsis (i.e., we
don’t have a lot of time for it = the project). In Line 03, he produced the same gesture to
show the ellipsis (i.e., project) for the determiner, “this” in the phrase. In Line 04, he
continued to use the same gesture of touching the handouts.
In the video recording, the teacher’s gestures were produced in large actions but
only two students out of five students who were recorded looked at the teacher, and
three other students were mainly looking at the handouts that had been distributed right
before his talk. This fact suggests that although a teacher might establish a visual
presentation of clearer discourse, students who do not look at the teacher cannot benefit
from such audio-gestural scaffolding (see the discussion in Chapter 9).
Excerpt 4 (32 seconds in length) introduces how the teacher attempted to
complement the meanings of the contents of his message, instruction in the presentation
requirements, by presenting a variety of gestures for a task explanation in the forms of
emblematic and iconic gestures.
Excerpt 4

June 20, 01:13:15-01:13:47

01

T1

anyway, |presentation,| (1.0) |presentation requirements|
|{points at the handouts with RIFx2}|

02

T1

|you must have uh|
|{touches left forehead with LH}|
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03

T1

|13| to |15 minute speech|
|{raises LA, looks at the watch}| |{touches his left forehead with LH}|

04

T1

|two people ( . ) so it’s about 7 minutes,| (2.0) |7 minutes each.| (1.0)
fig
fig
|{flips over LH x3}|
|{flips over LH x 3}|

05

T1

|no reading.| ( . ) |no PowerPoint.| ( . ) º |no PowerPoint.| º
fig
fig

fig
|{throws LA forward}| |{throws LA forward}| |{swings RIF}|
((opening his eyes wide when saying “no reading.”))

06

T1

|I did that last year|
fig
|{shows LIF}|

07

T1

|and everyone had-EVERY EVERYTHING was on the PowerPoint|
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fig
|{shows an imagined screen by waving LH x2}|
((opening his eyes wide when saying “EVERYTHING.”))

08

T1

|click,| then |click,|
fig
fig
|{mimes clicking a mouse}| x2
((looking at the imaginary screen in the air when saying “click.”))

((looks at the imagined screen illustrated by the gestures))
09

T1

|_________|
|{moves LIF side to side to show the imaged screen}|

10

T1

|they didn’t look at the audience,| | no PowerPoint.| |º okay? º|
fig
fig
|{moves LH back and forth in front of face x3}| |{shaking LIF x2}|
|{touches his left cheek with LH}|
((opening his eyes wide when saying “look,” shaking his head when
saying “no PowerPoint.”))
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In this segment of teacher’s instructional language, some typical gestural behaviors can
be found. First, the teacher visually referred to the handouts on the presentation. He held
and showed them to the class as described in an earlier excerpt (Excerpt 3). This deictic
gesture was made to indicate the topic of the talk visually and to draw students’
attention to the topic. Note that students were looking at the same handouts that the
teacher referred to through this segment of discourse.
Second, he demonstrated a mimed action with his hands such as the “click” of a
mouse observed in Line 08. This was an announcement of what students did the
previous year as a negative example, in other words, what the teacher does want them to
do. His explanation with gestures was produced as a form of reported speech illustrating
what to do; this type of iconic gesture can be simply replaced by the corresponding
word in speech. Thus the message is delivered double to listeners in two modes of
communication. In Line 07, the gestures visually presented a PowerPoint screen in the
air as if there had been a screen in the context. The third phenomenon is very similar in
its function to the former one. Gestures can present something that does not exist in the
physical space but is mentioned in the message (the imaginary PowerPoint screen) as
seen in Line 09. McNeill (1992, p. 23) says that “gestures and speech are semantically
and pragmatically coexpressive.” This can be an example of coexpressive nature of
gesture.
The fourth type is also similar to the first phenomenon. The message expressed
in speech is also delivered by an emblematic gesture of negation as found in Lines 05,
06, and 10. As explained earlier, gestures are multi-functional. For instance, the
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emblematic gesture observed in Line 06 (i.e., raising an index finger meaning, “Look!”
or “Attention!” and “Important!”), drawing listeners’ attention might be stressing the
importance of and thus emphasizing the message. The gesture was an emblem of
negation expressing “no PowerPoint.” In this utterance, the teacher was economically
commanding the class not to use PowerPoint slides and at the same time asking for
confirmation at the end of his explanation. Note that emblematic gestures and facial
expression of opening eyes wide co-occurred with negation and vocalic emphasis.
In the last part of Line 10, the expression, “okay?” was expressed with a
self-adapter. This kind of a tag question might indicate a strong preference for a positive
response (i.e., agreement); however, the teacher said this very softly and the utterance
might have been said for himself as a preparation to the next utterance in this case.
Therefore he produced a self-adapter.
Fifth, a gesture can present something abstract that is difficult to show into
concrete forms visually, for example, time as recorded in Lines 03 and 04. Sixth,
gestures are used for emphasizing the meaning in the message as shown in Line 06.
Unlike showing something invisible in visible form, a pointing gesture (pointing at
something or somebody existing in the physical space) was produced. This gesture was
made in order to refer to the thing in the message, a PowerPoint slide in this case as
observed in Line 10. In this case, the gestures transmit dual meanings. The students
were pointed at to refer to the audience because they were listening to “the presenter”
(i.e., the teacher). However, what the locus of the teacher’s pointing referred to would
be shifted according to the points of view and time and the roles expected of students in
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the explanation (i.e., the students were expected to be the audience on the presentation
day).
In most cases, the teacher’s utterances were accompanied by gestures. However,
there was a case when the teacher presented gesture without speech (Line 09). In Line
09, a similar form gesture produced in Line 07 was reproduced (i.e., representing the
imaginary PowerPoint screen). Therefore, what was meant to be explained could be
presented gesturally.
In the main video recording, only one of the students who were sitting in front of
the teacher (Student 14) was captured on camera. She looked back and forth from the
teacher to the handouts. The recording of the focus group (five students of Group 5)
indicated that the group was not focused on the teacher’s talk. They were
communicating with each other with gestures perhaps because it was toward the end of
the 90 minute-lesson and they were tired. However, they reacted to the negative words
“no reading. no Power Point.” Hearing the words, four students began looking at the
teacher, while one student looked up and listened to the talk.
After the teacher explained generally, the student who was sitting in front of the
teacher (Student 14) asked a question. This next 15-second excerpt records the teacher’s
answer to the question and explained further. Characteristic gestures observed in
Excerpt 5 are referential gestures accompanying the word “you” in the discourse. I
mainly focus on this type of gesture in this section.
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Excerpt 5

June 20, 01:13:47-01:14:44

01

S14:

do we have to memorize it?

02

T1

|um,|
|{touches chin LH}|

03

T1

|I don’t|– |I don’t want you to|–|I don’t think you have to memorize it|
|{raises LH and beats}|x2
|{extends BA to sides}|
((looking at S14))

04

T1

|–I don’t think. but,| |you should know| ( . )
|{touches the forehead with LH}| |{stretches LA forward, palm open}|

05

T1

|your level of English is GOOD| ( . )
|{raises LH above head}|

06

T1

I DON’T think you have to memorize things.
|{moves LH forward}| ((shifts the handouts from RH to LH))

07

S14

08

T1

09

T1

10

S14

⊔
((S14 nods))
I think you should have |a clear idea| of |your organization,|
fig
fig
|{points at the left side of his head with RIF}| |{raises RH, moves it
down x4}| ((shifting his gaze direction to his right side))

|and then you present,| ( . ) |you can ¿ |( . ) |present easily.|
⊔ ⊔
fig
fig
|{moves RH forward}{moves RH up and down}| |{moves RH up and
down}|
((T nods))
⊔⊔
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11

T1

|I’m not looking for perfect English.| |I’m not.|
fig
fig
|{extends BA to sides}|
|{extends BA a little further}|
|((shrugs shoulders; raises his eyebrows))|

12

T1

|I’m looking for you to be comfortable,|
fig
|{extends BA to sides}|

13

T1

|making your topic interesting,| |for the audience,| (3.0)
⊔⊔⊔
fig
fig
|{moving LH forward}|
|{circles LH toward Ss in the focused
group}| ((raises his eyebrows when saying “interesting,” looks to the
left when saying “for the audience”))
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14

T1

|most important,| (2.0)
|{raises LH}|
|{touches his face}|

15

S26

⊔⊔
((S26 looks at her handouts and nods, then looks at the teacher when
the teacher finishes his utterance.))

16

T1

|you can use a word map,| |40-50 words maybe?| (2.0) only. (2.0)
fig
fig
|{circles LH, shows a square shape}| |{scratches head with LH}|
((looks to his right, then looks at his handouts when saying “40-50
words maybe,” looks up when saying “only,” and shifts his gaze
direction to his right))

17

S26
⊔⊔⊔
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18

T1

|to help you ( . ) understand your organization.| ⊔ ⊔
|{moves LH high and low x3}|

19

T1

but – |and you can have charts,|
fig
|{makes a square shape}|

20

T1

|you can write the question down| on your charts, |a:nd| |your data,|
fig
fig
|{moves RH side to side x2}|
|{beats up BH}| |{circles LH x2}|
((looks at S14 again))

21

S14

⊔

⊔ ⊔
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⊔

⊔ ⊔

⊔

22

23

T1

|so all your information will be there,| |just practice explaining it.| ( . )
|{circles LH x3}|
|{circles LH x3}|
⊔

S14

In Line 08, the gesture of pointing to the teacher’s head represents “idea.” The next set
of gestures of moving his left hand down three times visualizes the imagined outline of
a speech draft, that is, the introduction, body, and conclusion in the space. This set of
iconic gestures elaborates the teacher’s verbal explanation of what a speech
organization looks like. Another possible meaning of the gesture moving away or
outward from his head is the mastery of contents in the head and “then you present.”
In Line 09, the teacher moved his left hand toward the learners while saying
“and then you present.” This simple quick gesture indicates different loci describing
different times. First, this motion indicates the referent, you (i.e., the listeners) in the
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phrase. This locus is equivalent to the physical world where the teacher and the learners
are. Thus it refers to the present time (i.e., here and now). Second, this action signifies
the time shift of present to future. Thus, this gesture also indicates that students in the
physical world can be seen as presenters on the presentation day in the future. Language
teachers often use the spatial areas around them in order to refer to the tenses. Third,
this hand and arm action represents “present” as giving information to people in a
formal way. Because in an oral presentation the speaker is giving information to the
people in front of him/her, the referent, the people equals you, the same gesture form is
used. In this utterance, the teacher nodded twice while saying “you can.” These nods
might have functioned to reinforce the verbal information or show his simple
acknowledgement or encouragement to the class. The teacher’s nods occurred at the end
of his speech. Speakers frequently nod to claim for turn-end and affirmation (Maynard,
1987).
The observed excerpt shows that the teacher’s pointing gestures to listeners (i.e.,
moving his hand and arm forward or toward the listeners) have a duality in terms of
representing what is being referred to. In the teacher’s verbal explanation, he illustrated
the different states or roles of the learners by using different deictics for the learners
who were listening to his explanation in the physical space, and the learners who are
giving oral presentations and who will prepare their presentations based on this talk. A
single action of gesture often contains more than one meaning, or different levels of
discourse, and this nature of gesture enables teachers to deliver multiple pieces of
information, presumably to aid comprehension. In Line 11, the teacher shrugged his
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shoulders and raised his eyebrows, both English emblems (a culturally used gesture, see
Chapter 2 for more information) of negation to complement negation expressed in the
speech. According to Morris (1994) shrugging shoulders means “I don’t know” and
raising one’s eyebrow means questioning.
In Line 12, although the teacher used a word and syntactic structure (negation or
affirmation), the meaning of the phrase is similar to the meaning of the phrases in Line
11. For this paraphrase in speech, the teacher used the same form of gesture (i.e.,
extending both of his arms to the sides a little further) to reinforce the message he had
delivered. This excerpt can be a good example of gesture used as a cohesive device that
makes the discourse semantically meaningful. As the excerpt indicates, these repeatedly
produced gestures also contribute to coherence in the discourse. If learners receive only
parts of information that are scattered in a discourse, they might have difficulty
integrating the information into a theme or topic coherently by listening. By presenting
the information redundantly but with visual presentation of gesture, it is assumed that
the teacher might be able to help students track what is being said, and organize the
auditory and visual input more coherently. Such coherence presumably aids students’
comprehension.
The gestures in Line 12 refer to the referents of you and the audience. At the
moment when the utterance was produced, the listeners were addressed as you being in
the physical situation, and the listeners will become the audience on the final
presentation day later. Again, the same-form gesture transmits dual meanings or the
different roles of the learners that they were expected to have at the different points of
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time during the semester. The teacher nodded three times following the utterances and
gestures to confirm his meaning in Line 13 during the silence as catchments.
In Line 14, the gesture of raising a hand emphasized the utterance “most
important.” This gesture might have drawn the listeners’ attention to what was being
explained. The gestures in Line 16 represented an image of a word map in the space.
The teacher’s utterance of “maybe?” was accompanied by a self-adapter, scratching his
head, possibly to indicate puzzlement or uncertainty. In Line 18, the same form of
gesture referring to “organization of a speech” produced previously in Line 08 was
repeated with the word “organization.” Similarly, the illustrative gesture was produced
to visualize imagined charts in Line 19.
In the next utterance (Line 20), the teacher mimicked the motion of writing by
moving his right hand side to side. The emphatic gesture of beats accompanied by the
emphatic utterance “a:nd and “idea” was displayed on the imagined charts that were
visually presented in the space previously. Similar actions were made in Line 22.
“Information” presented in the imagined charts were shown in the space as mentioned.
The gesture representing “a word map” in Line 16, “speech organization” in Line 18,
“charts” in Line 19, were recycled from the previous explanations observed in this
excerpt. Repetitive use of the same or similar gesture could function as “markers” for
learners who have language disadvantage (Sunaoshi, 2002). Such gesture production
also creates cohesion in the discourse (i.e., catchments).
As this short example showed, the teacher gesture in this segment reveals that
speech-accompanying gestures complement speech or the semantic message of the
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speech and reinforce the message with a visual representation. To this end, the teacher
relied heavily on the aid of gestures as a tool or resource in instruction. The same
phenomena were reported in Hood’s (2011) observational study as follows.
A general verbal reference to students as ‘you,’ for example, might be
committed with additional meaning of specificity in particularization and
delineation in gesture. (Hood, 2011. p. 38)

This observation illustrates the teacher’s ecological effort of teaching by making full use
of something available (in this case, gestures, the learners, and the space) as
instructional resources in the environment in order to establish common ground between
the teacher and learners. Creating common ground makes it possible for learners to
realize the important points and organize the information. Thus they are able to follow
and understand what has been said.
In the video recording of the teacher, only a few students were recorded with
him. The student who asked a question (Student 14) and the student who was sitting
next to her also kept looking at the teacher most of the time. When answering the
question, the teacher was also looking at Student 14 but he distributed his gaze from left
to right after Line 07. His behavior indicated that he was answering the question from
Student 14 but was talking to the whole class at the same time or using it as a
confirmation check of the whole class. Student 14 nodded in Line 07. At the time, two
students out of five in the focus group started to look at the teacher. In Line 09, the
teacher looked at Student 14 again, and nodded when saying “you can” and Student 14
nodded back immediately after the teacher’s nods. After this utterance, Student 14
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sometimes looked down but kept watching him most of the time till the end. In Line 14,
when the teacher said “most important,” the student sitting opposite Student 14 (Student
26) nodded while looking at her handouts, but looked at the teacher in the next utterance
in Line 15. The teacher looked at Student 14 and the student nodded in a small motion
while listening and watching the teacher in Line 21. She nodded largely once when the
teacher ended his explanation. Then she shifted her gaze to her handouts. The teacher’s
talk in this excerpt began to respond to the student. We understand that the teacher
addressed the whole class while he was explaining but went back to his focus on
Student 14 at the end of his talk by observing their gaze directions. Not every student
paid attention via direct gaze to the teacher, but more students looked at him when he
was addressing a particular student, a negative word “no” was uttered, and larger
motions were presented. All of Student 14’s nods occurred immediately before the end
of the teacher’s utterances. Listeners show affirmation by nodding.
Excerpt 6 was taken from the continuous discourse of the previous excerpt. This
20-second excerpt presents cases of gesture of personal referents that are similar to the
cases observed in Excerpt 5.

Excerpt 6

June 20, 01:14:47-01:15:52

01

T

look at–|I–I have here,| |I have here some ideas for your presentations,|
|{points at handout with RIF}|x2 |{traces sentences on handouts}|
((shows handout))

02

T

on–on the ( . ) fourth–uh, |the third page,| (4.0)
((trying to turn pages)) |{touches lips with LH}|

03

T

|again stereotypes and advertisements| |among females and males| ( . )
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fig
|{traces sentences on handouts}|

|{touches chin with LH}|

04

T

using a questionnaire, |the questionnaire|
fig
|{points to the left side of the space with LIF}|

05

T

|I showed you, advertisements. You can use that.| (2.0)
|{lifts up pinched LH high as if he is pinching and raising an imagined
questionnaire}|

06

T

a:nd you know |20 males,| |20 females| ask.
|{points to the handouts in RH with LH}| |{moves LH to left}|

07

T

|go down| after lunch one day |ask people| |or even people in the class,|
|{moves LH forward}| |{circles RH x2}| |{circles RH widely}|

08

T

|people in your other classes.| (3.0)
|{circle RH}|

09

T

|the use of language among females and males,| you can–uh, two
|{points to handouts, traces sentences}|

10

T

TV dramas using direct observation, watch |two| dramas
fig
|{shows RIF and middle finger}|
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11

T

|º for about 20 minutes, for 20 minutes, and then write down what
fig
|{mimes writing on handouts with RH}|
they-what happened. º|

12

T

|that’s it.| |not very long.| (4.0) |you should record it though.| (1.0)
⊔⊔⊔
fig

⊔
fig

|{shrugs shoulders}| |{moves BH to the sides}| |{circles RH}|

In Lines 01 to 05, the teacher raised the handout and pointed at it to make his
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explanation clear to the learners by drawing the listeners’ attention to the content of the
handouts. Students also have the same handouts (see also Excerpts 3 and 10).
In Line 06, the teacher pointed to the right side of the class, from his vantage
point saying “20 males” and pointed to the left side from his view point saying “20
females.” What these gestural actions mean is that the teacher visualized the two
different referents (i.e., 20 males and 20 females) and placed them in the different
spaces so that the listeners might have been able to recognize the referents in both
communication modes, the auditory and visual modes. It is assumed that delivering the
information in dual modes makes the input more comprehensible for foreign language
learners.
As for deictics, according to McNeill (1992), deictics are classified into two,
concrete deictic and abstract deictic. Concrete deictic refers to pointing at an object or
person in the physical space. Abstract deictic refers to a conceptual meaning and is
represented by a gesture that does not refer to anything that exists in the immediate
space. Deictics in Line 06 are of these kinds. McNeill (1992) says that the latter type of
deictic gesture is a metaphoric image that the speaker creates and delivers to the listener
(see Chapter 2 for more information). In this discourse, 20 males and 20 females are not
in the right-left spaces in the real situation. The gestures represent these referents in the
metaphoric spaces for the sake of the learners’ recognition of key words as well as for
the sake of speaker’s speech production.
For the phrase ask people, the teacher referred to the students to represent people
in general in Line 07. Then in Lines 07 and 08, the teacher uttered “or even people in
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the class” and referred to the students who were in the class. Further, the teacher
referred to the students to represent “people in other classes.” The teacher used the class
likening them to different people by changing the viewpoint in the discourse.
The teacher further explained what was written in the handouts and pointed to
and traced the specific lines in the handouts that he was mentioning verbally in Line 09.
By doing so, he helped listeners receive input from his instructive language in two
communication modes. In Line10, a numeral gesture that illustrates “two” by showing
raised index and middle fingers was produced (see also other examples of numeral
gesture by Teacher 2 in Excerpt 10 in Chapter 6). The teacher mimed “writing” in Line
11 (see also Excerpts 5 and 6 by Teacher 1, and Excerpt 15 by Teacher 3 in this chapter
for the same kind of gesture). When the teacher finished his explanation, he showed an
English emblem of shrugging his shoulders and raising his eyebrows, which signaled
negation. The teacher also nodded saying the phrases “that’s it. not very long” to end his
talk. The first set of nods was produced at the end of the teacher’s utterance. The next
nod was accompanied by the word “very.” These nods were made for emphasis. This
excerpt also shows the case of a self-adapter in Line 02. The teacher seemed to be
looking for words to say. Then after a short pause he touched his lips and a long pause
of four seconds followed his utterance.
The same video recordings from the previous excerpt were used for this scene.
The student who was sitting in front of the teacher (Student 14) glanced at the teacher
when he said “look” in Line 01, and the student sitting across from Student 14 looked at
him when he mentioned the page number and showed the page in Line 02. In the focus
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group (Group 5), four students out of five students turned to the page the teacher
mentioned. In utterance 07, one student looked up and looked at the teacher, and
another student did the same when the teacher said, “you should record it though” in
Line 12. The tendency of students’ attention to the teacher was basically same as in the
previous scene.
The next 24-second excerpt occurred when the teacher was explaining to the
whole class how to prepare a final oral presentation at the end of the semester by
introducing a fictional episode on the concept of beauty. This excerpt reports the use of
referential gestures to point to a particular direction in the space and the use of
emblematic gestures. Students’ listening behavioral reactions indicating whether they
were following along with their own handouts or focusing on the teacher differed.

Excerpt 7

01

T1

02

T1

03

S4/S17

June 20, 01:15:55-01:16:20
((holds a handout in RH))
|THE CONCEPT OF BEAUTY| (1.0)
|{beats the RH slightly}|
among older and younger generations, ((walks toward left))
|maybe there’s a big change| of what is – what is beauty.
fig
|{moves both of extended arms alternately x3 }| ((stops walking,
passes handouts to LH))
⊔⊔⊔
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04

T1

|maybe, you know, I was thinking| |cosmetic surgery|
fig
|{extends BAs to sides}|
|{circles the RA/RH 3 times}|

05

T1

|showing pictures of women in cosmetic surgery|
fig
|{revolves opened RH on handout in the right side of the space x3}|

06

T1

|with different noses now,| (1.0) right?
fig
|{points at nose with right index finger}|
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07

T1

08

T1

09

T1

you know, |eyes, eyelids,| (2.0) right, |lips.|
fig
fig
|{points at right eye}|
|{pinches lips with RH}|

does the |older generation think that’s cute?| |I don’t know.| (1.0)
⊔⊔
fig
fig
|{passes the handouts to RH form LF, pulls them over shoulder}|
|{shrugs shoulders}| ((raises his eyebrows))

((holds the handout with BHs, shifts it to LH))
and then, uh, gestures and expressions used to |describe things,|
|{points to the sentences with right index finger}|

Line 01 indicates a move of a topic. The teacher declared the topic shift by stating,
“THE CONCEPT OF BEAUTY” with a short pause. The topic shift was also
introduced by beating gestures of emphasis. In Line 02, the gesture of extending arms
outward indicated “a big change” stated in speech. In Line 04, the gesture was repeated
when the phrase “maybe you know, I was thinking.” It can be assumed that a repeated
gesture such as this case creates visual coherence in the discourse. In the utterance, the
object of the sentence (i.e., cosmetic surgery) was shown to the listeners by gesture. The
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teacher referred to the words by indicating the right side of the space from the teacher’s
point of view by turning his right hand and arm three times. In Line 05, the same phrase
(cosmetic surgery) was repeated in speech. So was the gesture. The gesture was not a
typical pointing gesture, however; it is rather considered as an abstract deictic to refer to
something actually invisible. As observed earlier, gestures in the same form were
repeated for the phrase that delivered the same information (i.e., the same referents).
This can be another example of a gestural cohesion to create coherence in discourse.
Concrete deictics were observed in Lines 06 and 07. The teacher simply pointed
to or touched parts of his face when he uttered. In Line 08, “older generation” was
indicated by showing the space described as “past,” over his right shoulder. In the
interview with an ESL teacher, the teacher stated, “I step backward” when talking about
past tense (Hudson, 2011). This type of metaphoric co-speech gesture that is produced
in the front-behind space can often be indicator of the present-past tense in discourse
(Gullberg, 1998; Muramo, 1999; See also Excerpt 1). The following phrase “I don’t
know” was accompanied by an emblem of uncertainty in the form of a shrug. In Line
09, the object of the sentence “to describe things” (i.e., pointing to the handouts), was
also produced gesturally as the same phenomenon that was described in Line 04. In
Line 09, the teacher pointed to the sentences in the handouts to focus students’ attention
(see also Excerpts 3 and 6).
The video recording of the teacher did not capture students around him and their
reactions could not be confirmed for this reason. In the focus group, two students
(Student 17 and Student 4) looked at the teacher when a new topic was introduced by
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the teacher with the phrase “THE CONCEPT OF BEAUTY” in Line 01. Student 4, who
was positioned to the left side of the teacher, could see him easily. This student soon
looked back at the handouts but nodded while listening to the teacher in Line 02.
Student 17, who was positioned kitty corner to Student 4 kept looking at the teacher
throughout the scene and also nodded at the same time that Student 4 did. This nod is a
response of affirmation to the main information delivered in the speech. Student 18 who
was sitting next to Student 4 seemed rather unfocused but looked at the teacher and the
handouts alternatively. Student 1 and Student 25, who were sitting next to Student 17
and had their backs, turned to the teacher, kept looking at the handouts throughout the
teacher’s talk.
The following 13 second-excerpt occurred in an explanation of the presentation
topic, stereotypes, immediately after the teacher tried to demonstrate a scene of an
imagined situation using students (Student 2, female; Student 10, male) who were
present in the classroom situation.

Excerpt 8

June 20, 01:17:03-01:17:16

01

T1

|>not-not tha-that’s< very difficult for| – for S2 and S10 to do that
|{turns BA toward S2 (female) and S10 (male)}|

02

T1

|>funny<| in front of everyone, right?
|{extends BA while bending knees}|

03

T1

but, >if this is |just for one-on-one| |with you| and
|{moves RH sides x2}| |{moves RH to left}|

04

T1

|your friends or people you know<| ( . ) |you can do that| (1.0)
|{extends BA}|
|{points at floor with left index finger}|
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05

T1

and |>see these differences< between males| and |females| ( . ) for that.
|{points at S10}|
|{points at S2}|

In this excerpt, the teacher selected two students, one male student (Student10) and one
female student (Student 2) to represent males and females for the explanation. The
teacher pointed to them. Speech and gesture are usually produced simultaneously.
However, it is known that pre-verbal thought is expressed by gesture before it is
verbalized (Kita, 2002). Line 01 is an example of this case (see also Excerpt 2). In the
adjacent clause, the teacher did not utter the students’ names but the accompanying
gestures referred to the students who were nominated in the following clause.
In Line 02, the word “funny” was emphasized by a bodily action of bending
knees and widening arms (see also Excerpt 1 in Chapter 7 for the adjacent interaction
that includes a joke). The teacher was giving a demonstration of interviews by acting
out by himself like a one-man stage play using the immediate environment including the
people who were present in the situation. As observed in Excerpt 5 (approximately two
minutes and thirty seconds before this utterance), there are multi-perceptions of “you”
in Lines 03 to 05. The students as listeners can be listeners of the teacher’s explanation,
the imagined persons to interview, and actual persons to be interviewed. The word
“you” has only one meaning at the phonetic and literary levels, but contains more than
one meaning at the semantic level according to the context. Gesture makes it possible to
distinguish the different meanings mentioned more clearly to listeners.
In this scene, all the students sitting in front of the teacher, including Student 2
and Student 10, looked at the teacher. They were smiling after the funny mimes were
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performed by Student 2 and Student 10 (See also Excerpt 2 in Chapter 7). In the focus
group (Group 5), three out of five students were looking at the teacher.
The next 30-second excerpt (Excerpt 9) was taken from a scene in which the
teacher was demonstrating an example of a short video clip that students were going to
make for an assignment. This excerpt reports emphatic gesture production including
inversion and miming gestures.

Excerpt 9

June, 20, 01:17:16-01:17:32

01

T1

also, |even simple things| |like even music.| ( . ) what would, maybe
|{revolves LH over handout on desk}| |{revolves LH}|

02

T1

|S2 will do a guitar| and |I will do a flute.| ( . )
fig
fig
|{mimes playing the guitar}| |{mimes playing the flute}|

03

T1

|you know again getting the stereotypes of what instruments people
play| ( . )
fig
|{revolves BH alternatively x 5}|
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04

T1

and so on. anyway, |very interesting stuff| you can choose.
|{moves BH, palms down to sides alternately x3}|

05

T1

|think about it for the next class.| |we’ll get into groups next class.|
|{moves BH, palms down to sides alternately x3}| |{revolves BH x4}|

06

T1

|we’ll find your pair| (0.1) and |we’ll talk about it.| (1.0) Okay?
⊔
⊔ ⊔
|{revolves BH}|
|{revolves BH}|

07

T1

08

T1

we’ll set it all up. ( . ) Anyway, |if you have a pair now,| (1.0) do it.
|{makes wide movement of RH right to
left}|
you can start talking about it.
⊔
⊔

In Line 01, the teacher produced emphatic gestures of revolving his left hand along with
the speech. In Line 02, miming actions depicted the speech, “do a guitar” and “do a
flute.” In Line 03, the teacher reproduced the revolving gestures to stress the phrase. In
Line 04, at the sentence structural level, inversion was observed. Inversion usually
occurs when an interlocutor wishes to emphasize the information expressed. At the
gestural level, the inverted phrase, “very interesting stuff” was also stressed. Revolving
gestures were reproduced throughout from Lines 05 to 06. In Line 06, the teacher’s
nodding preceded the teacher’s confirmation check, “Okay?” The nods stressed the
words, “talk about it.” In Line 07, the teacher moved his right hand from right to left
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from his viewpoint to indicate “a pair of students” visually. This form of gesture is one
of the typical classroom gestures used by teachers. This type of gesture is further
discussed in Excerpts 5 and 6 by Teacher 2, and in Excerpts 13 and 15 by Teacher 3
observed in the secondary observation sites in Chapter 6. In Line 08, the teacher nodded
again for emphasis as the nods observed in Line 06.
As for students’ reactions, the students sitting in front of him were looking at the
teacher but seeing the teacher pointing at the handouts placed on the desk, they looked
at their handouts on their desk in Line 01. In Line 02, Student 10 and Student 14 looked
at the teacher immediately after the teacher started to mime in expansive actions. This
fact might indicate that the teacher is in the range of the students’ vision although they
were looking at their handouts on the desk or at their hands, or they might have sensed
the teacher’s gestural behaviors. Nevertheless, the focus group that was seated behind
the teacher did not look at the teacher. Instead they were chatting with each other and
took turns gesticulating the Japanese emblems such as beckoning to listeners in the
group (miming a beckoning cat’s paws and gesture: moving a fist up and down
repeatedly). A beckoning cat is a traditional lucky charm of welcoming a fortune by the
gesture and the paws. Furthermore, the gesture students made is considered cute
(pointing at the both sides of cheeks with index fingers with a smile). See also Except 2
in Chapter 7 discussing humor.
This section described the scene in which the teacher explained how to prepare
for an oral presentation. The observation revealed that whether students looked at the
teacher or not was idiosyncratic. Some students appeared to concentrate on listening to
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the teacher’s explanation as they looked at their handouts, while others tended to watch
the teacher and listen,. Although this was not captured in the video, probably most of
them did a little of both. Students who were physically closer to the teacher were also
observed to have better concentration. Among the listeners, a few students might have
been listening, but with distraction.

Explaining the speech structure: The primary observation classroom. The
next two-minute excerpt was taken from the classroom scene in which the teacher was
explaining the structure of a speech for a pair presentation that the students were going
to give in the eleventh week of the semester. The directions for the presentation were
written in the handouts, and the teacher gave the handouts to the class and started to
give details (see the seating arrangement in Appendix E).

Excerpt 10

June 26, 01:00-03:00

01

T:

|and then overview.| (1.0) |AN OVERVIEW|
|{traces the line with LIF on the handouts sharply}| |{opens left fist
and beats x2}|

02

T1

|IS INTRODUCING ( . ) <EACH (.) OF YOUR MAIN IDEAS.> |
fig
|{moves down half-closed LH on the handouts and repeats this set of
gestures x3}|
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03

T1

|YOU DO THAT IN YOUR INTRODUCTION.| ( . ) |DON’T WAIT,|
fig
|{points at the upper part of handouts with LIF, beats x2}| |{moves
down half-closed LH to the bottom of handouts x2}|

04

T1

( . ) |I THINK JAPANESE| |IS KIND OF OPPOSITE.> |
fig
fig
|{moves LH to the left space, turns LH –counter-clock wise}| |{moves
LH over handouts in the right space, turns LH oppositely—clock
wise}|

05

T1

|the overview is usually <in-in the conclusion,| ( . ) |BUT NOT HERE.|
fig
|{moves down half-closed LH on the handouts, beats x2}| |{points at
the upper part of handouts with LIF, moves to sides slightly &
repeatedly}|
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06

T1

( . ) make your overview.> |TODAY,| |WE ARE GONNA TALK
ABOUT|
|{opens LH and shows it to Ss}||{points LIF at Ss}|

07

T1

|THIS, THIS, THIS, THIS.| (2.0) |like that.|
|{shows numeral gestures of 1,2,3,4}| |{touches chin}|

08

T1

|you can use the gestures, you do that.| ( . ) |all right?|
|{showing counting gestures with LH}|
|{touches chin with LH}|

09

T1

|MAIN IDEA| |NUMBER 1, 2, and 3.|
|{points to the handouts with LIF}| |{points to the handouts with
LIFx3, The locus pointing moves down along 1, 2, 3 with beats}|

10

T1

|THREE IDEAS ARE INCLUDED ENOUGH,|
|{raising left three fingers}|

11

T1

|YOU CAN HAVE,| ( . ) |TWO IS TOO LITTLE,|
|{moves LH from left to right}| |{waving LH x3}|
((shaking head while waving LH))

12

T1

|FOUR IS maybe, getting it too much. |
⊔ ⊔
|{turns LH from inside to outside x5}
⊔ ⊔

13

S26

14

T1

|SO, THREE| |or THREE IDEAS is probably enough,|
|{points at handouts with LIF}| |{touches chin with LH}|

15

T1

|YOU CAN HAVE ONE HYPOTHESIS| |and LOOK FOR IT|
|{Shows LIF and beats it x5}| |{opens LH half}|
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16

17

T1

T1

|in three different ways.| (1.0)
|{moves down LH x3}|
|<You can have one hypothesis||and look for it||in three different
ways.>|
|{shows curled LIF}| |beats LIF}| |{moves down half-cupped LH x3}|

18

T1:

( . ) OR |you can have three different hypotheses.| ( . ) all right?
⊔
⊔
⊔
|{beats half-closed LH on the handouts in RH}|

19

T1

|and then, present your data.| ( . ) |and A:LSO in each idea, |
|{points to the handouts with LIF}| |{beats half-closed LH on
handouts}|

20

T1

|>explain like| what was |interesting| or |surprising| ( . )
|{places LH on left chest}| |{moves LH to left}| |{moves LH to left}|

21

T1

|about the information you found,<| ( . )º all right? º
|{turns body with the upheld LH/LA from left to right}|

22

T1

|THAT’S–THAT’S| probably the most important thing. ( . ) all right?
|{moves LH toward Ss x2}|

23

T1

|what were your expectations| ( . ) |ºyour hypothesis,|
|{points at handouts with LIF}| |{points at handouts with LIF}|

24

T1

a:nd |what| was the–|what actually happened?| okay? º
|{points to the handouts with LIF}| |{opens LH and beat it x2}|

25

T1

|and in conclusion, I want you to give a quick summary. ( . ) <of|
|{points to the handouts with LIF}

26

S22

27

T1

|what you thought was| |important| or interesting to argue about
|{moves LH to left}| |{moves LH to left}|

28

T1

|your topic?| ( . )
|{points to the handouts x2}|

29

S22

30

T1

⊔ ⊔ ⊔

⊔ ⊔
|and then I WANT you to talk about| |something that,| ( . )
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|{beats LH x2}|

|{moves down LH}|

31

T1

|the–the CLA:SS SHOULD REMEMBER,|
{turns LH widely towards Ss x2}

32

T1

|about your–your presentation.| ( . ) okay?
((puts handouts on the desk))
|{holds handouts with LH and beats x2}|

33

T1

and you can always go>like this |SO REMEMBER,| (2.0)
|{hits right fist against left palm}|

34

T1

|__________________________
|{hits right fist against left palm}|

35

S

((hits fist against palm)) –only the sound is recorded

36

T1

so remember MEN don’t smile as often as women,| (1.0)
⊔ ⊔ ⊔
keeps the position from Line 031 and beats slightly}|
((Ss laugh)) ((Then T laughs and picks up handouts from the desk))

37

T1

so, anyway, make–you know, and |have fun| and–and–and
⊔
|{beats RH}|
THAT’S IT. ((talks laughingly))

38

T1

and I am gonna come around later

39

T1

and I am gonna ask you abou:t the order of presentations. ( . )

40

T1

I think S22-the second-year students <should still go, ( . )º first.º>
(1.0)

41

T1

but, we’ll do it |from Tuesday.| ( . )
|{points down the RIF}|

42

T1

so a WEEKEND to worry about it, right? Okay.

43

T1

the rest of the class it is yours,

That’s all,

In Line 01, the teacher traced the line of the handouts where he was mentioning
in the handouts (see also Excerpts 3 and 6 for a similar gesture that was observed). Then
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after a pause of one second, he emphasized the word “AN OVERVIEW” both in speech
and gesture. The speech continued in Line 02. He kept emphasizing the phrases vocally.
Simultaneously, the teacher used a gesture to show the three main ideas located in an
introductory paragraph in space as if there had been a projection of the paragraph on the
screen as observed in Excerpt 5. We see a link between this lesson and the last lesson by
observing the teacher’s repeated gestures. Then in Line 03, he pointed at the handouts to
refer to the introduction of the speech draft with beats for emphasis. The half-closed left
hand form complemented the topic. The movement of the gesture from the top to the
bottom supplied the possible missing phrase, “till the end” of the paragraph after the
speech, “DON’T WAIT.” In Line 04, the teacher used the left space from his point of
view to refer to the English rhetorical style and the right space to refer to the Japanese
rhetorical style for comparison. In Line 05, the teacher depicted the location of the
conclusion of an imagined speech draft and emphasized the message by beating actions.
This is an example of metaphorical gestures. The utterance, paraphrased, was “but the
overview is not here in the conclusion in English” and the gestures produced for the
speech showed the location of the conclusion at the bottom part of the handouts by
likening the handouts to a speech. The phrase “but not here” referred to the conclusion
and it was vocally emphasized. The gestures indicated the bottom part of the handouts
to show the contrast between the Japanese and English rhetorical styles visually. At the
same time, small beating actions were made for emphasis. Negation was reinforced by a
small emblematic gesture (i.e., shaking an index finger side to side).
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In Line 06, the phrase “TODAY” was emphasized by speech and the hand
action. The next phrase, “WE ARE GONNA TALK ABOUT” was also stressed by
speech and gesture. The teacher pointed at the class referring to “we” instead of “you”
in order to address the students, and the choice of this pronoun might have affected
intimacy. In Line 07, the teacher demonstrated what he expected in an overview of a
presentation by numeral gestures showing one, two, three, and four by extending his
index finger, middle finger, third finger, and little finger in order. This counting gesture
was in a Western-American style. The longer pause of two seconds and self-directed
gesture (i.e., touching his chin) might indicate that the teacher was thinking about what
to say next.
In Line 08, the teacher suggested that students should use gestures in their
presentations. The accompanying numeral gestures might have been recycled from Line
07. This could be an example of mismatched gestures accompanying speech in which
the gestures delivered additional information, but speech did not. Then the teacher
touched his chin. This self-directed gesture might indicate a topic shift or that the
teacher was thinking what to say next in the coming phrase. In Line 09, the teacher
pointed to the handouts to refer to the assigned topics explained in the handouts. Then,
he gesturally indicated in the air the list of three main ideas including in the introduction.
These gestures were similar to the gestures that indicated the main points on an
imaginary PowerPoint screen the teacher depicted in the air in the previous lesson (see
Excerpt 5). The utterances were also stressed by speech. In Line 10, the teacher
continued to stress his utterances vocally and tried to draw listeners’ attention to the
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“three ideas” by showing a numeral gesture of three fingers (his index, middle, and third
fingers). For numeral gestures, see also Excerpt 2. In Line 11, the teacher maintained
his vocal emphasis. He seemed to stop his utterance before completing it with a hand
movement followed by a pause of one second. Then the teacher repeated what he had
said again and presented an emblematic hand gesture and head movement for negation
expressed in the comment “two is too little.” The teacher might have expected students’
acknowledgment or understanding of his explanations. In Line 12, “FOUR” was
stressed vocally and the entire utterance was emphasized by repeated hand gestures. The
teacher tried to receive listeners’ acknowledgment on the partial negation “too much”
by an emphasis of head nods, and Student 26 nodded simultaneously for affirmation.
This case shows another example of using different communication modes (verbal
mode: speech and vocal mode; nonverbal mode: hand gesture and bodily movement) as
the means of the speaker’s attempt to make his ideas comprehensible. In Line 14, the
teacher stressed key words in his utterance vocally again, and pointed to the handouts
again. This pointing gesture form was repeatedly produced in this excerpt as catchments.
He touched his chin when saying “probably enough.”
In Line 15, the teacher stressed his utterance vocally and also stressed the
number “ONE” with a numeral gesture of a raised index finger, with beating actions for
emphasis. He also emphasized the following utterance “and LOOK FOR IT” vocally
and gesturally. In Line 16, the teacher delivered gestures that complemented “three”
with the gestures already used previously. In Line 16, the teacher repeated what he had
explained in speech and gesture and made a pause for one second. In Line 18, the
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teacher showed an alternative way to plan a speech. He stressed the word “or” vocally
and the emphasized the entire phrase with beating actions. The half-cupped hand
gesture depicted a hypothesis. The teacher also stressed what he uttered by head nods.
The head nodding might also have been made to draw students’ acknowledgement. In
Line 19, the teacher repeated the formally produced gestures of pointing at the handouts
referring to “your data” as a synonym of a topic or idea expressed in the handouts and
an idea appearing in the speech draft, visually presented in the air (see also Excerpts 3
and 6). In Line 20, the teacher placed his hand on his chest when hedging his speech
saying “like” and emphasized adjectives “interesting” and “surprising.” Then in Line 21,
the teacher addressed students for acknowledgment by turning his body and hands from
left to right prior to asking for acknowledgement in speech. In Line 22, the teacher
addressed the class by moving his hands toward them with stressed speech,
“THAT’S-THAT’S.” This nonverbal action to students was made prior to the
acknowledgement produced in speech again. In Lines 23 and 24, the same types of
gestures used in Line 19 were pointing at the handouts.
As observed in this excerpt so far, the teacher’s gestures could have been
functioning as gestural accents in a longer talk of two minutes. The teacher presented
information not only with speech but also visually with gestures. In this segment, the
teacher illustrated numbers and organization of a presentation gesturally. Listeners tend
to lose their focus on the talk when the talk is dense in quantity or in the kinds of
information explained, the talk is rather difficult, or the talk gets long. If this happens,
and listeners lose their attention to the talk, the visual presentation of the topic or
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information might contribute to listeners’ noticing and refocusing (see students’
comments on this issue in Chapter 8).
In Line 25, the teacher referred to the explanation of the conclusion expressed in
the handout by pointing to the handouts. In Line 27, the phrases and word were
emphasized by gestures. In Line 28, the teacher produced the same deictic (pointing)
gesture referring to a topic as in Lines 19, 23, and 24. In Line 30, the teacher stressed
the word “WANT” verbally and the whole phrase gesturally, with beats. The teacher
continued to stress his speech vocally. At the same time, he addressed the class by
turning his hand toward them in Line 31. In Line 32, the teacher tried to draw students’
attention to the handouts explaining about a presentation. In Line 33, the teacher
emphasized the phrase “SO REMEMBER” verbally and gesturally, hitting his right fist
into his left palm (see also Excerpt 2 in Chapter 7 on teacher gesture that influences
affect). In Line 34, he again hit his right fist against his left palm and this action made
the sound of hitting. Following the teacher’s actions, one student mimicked the
teacher’s hitting gesture as a joke (note that the student was outside the video camera’s
frame but the sound of hitting was recorded) in Line 35. The teacher spoke immediately
after that. He kept the hand position (covering his right fist with his left hand) and beat
his hands slightly to emphasize the phrase. In the phrase, the word “MEN” was also
emphasized verbally. The teacher also nodded for acknowledgement from the listeners.
The action of the teacher and students hitting their hands for emphasis brought about
students’ laughter (reviewed in the discussion of humor in Chapter 7). In Line 37, the
teacher continued to nod and stressed the phrase “have fun” with beats. The last phrase
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“that’s it” was emphasized only verbally. After the teacher explained about the speech
structure in detail, the utterances were mostly delivered in the mode of speech (Lines 38
to 43). The moment when the teacher hit his fist against his palm, the teacher-student
gestural interaction in Line 33 to 35 was considered the climax of this excerpt. After the
post-climax in Line 36, the frequency of gestural production greatly decreased as the
teacher’s speech came to an end.
Regarding students’ responses, of the five students in Group 3 around the
teacher who were video-recorded (one of them was not recorded throughout the scene),
I observed that these five students looked at the teacher throughout the scene and two of
them reacted to the teacher’s talk by nodding as affirmation while listening to the
teacher’s explanation in Lines 12, 25, and 28 (Student 26 in Line 12 and Student 22 in
Lines 25 and 28).

Summary of observations of Teacher 1 from the primary classroom.
Observations in this section revealed that both the teacher’s talk and gestures were
redundant in meaning-making, and that his gestures were embodied in the semiotic
processing in the teacher discourse. The following instructive efforts were confirmed
that presumably contributed to the comprehensibility of his instructional messages. First,
at the language level, the teacher frequently paraphrased the written language presented
in the handouts. Paraphrasing made it possible for him to deliver the information simply
and redundantly. Second, texts (handouts in this case) were often used. The teacher read
aloud the texts and showed the lines in the handouts by pointing at them. Third, at the
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paralinguistic level, the teacher sometimes spoke loudly and slowly. This behavior was
observed at the boundary of comments as markers (i.e., topic shifts) and when key
words were presented. Fourth, the teacher used the spaces around him to visualize time
and reference that were embedded in the discourse. Fifth, students who existed in the
physical space (i.e., the classroom) were used as props in the discourse. Last, gestures
were constantly used along with the above elements, which could often be connected to
speech without the gestures. In some cases, only a gesture itself was used for a
pedagogical purpose.
With regard to the degree of students’ focus on teacher gesture, students paid
more attention to the teacher in the following order, from least to most attention: when
the teacher was presenting a) monotonous speech (i.e., reading aloud handouts), b)
comments that paraphrased handouts, c) improvisational funny comments or humorous
bodily actions. Table 3 reports the types of gesture observed in this section. Due to the
nature of this study, it is not possible to report the cause and effect relationship of an
impact on learning; however, the impact can be inferred and analyzed for the
pedagogical contribution of teacher gesture.
In the main part of this chapter, we have seen teacher gesture production in the
primary observation site where many kinds of gestural functions seem aimed to aid
students’ comprehension. In the next section, I briefly present several more cases of
teacher gesture from the secondary observation sites.
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Table 3. Teacher 1’s Gestures that Presumably Aid Comprehension
Types of gestures
Forms of gestures
Purposes
Emphasizing learning
Emphatic gestures
Beats, opening hands
points
Referential gestures

Deictics

Indicating learning points
Indicating "here and now"
Indicating tenses
Differentiating referents
Showing objects being
referred to

Representational gestures

Iconics

Complementing a word
Showing something
invisible
Showing something
invisible
Complementing a word or
an action
Showing a learning point
Showing “no”

Metaphorics
Mimes
Emblems (including
numeral gestures)

Observations from the Secondary Observation Sites
In this section, results on teacher gesture that was observed in four classrooms
taught by Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 in the secondary sites are reported (see the
information on the teachers and classes in Chapter 4).

Observations from the secondary classrooms by Teacher 2. This section
reports on teacher gesture that I observed in the secondary observation sites in order to
examine gestures that seemed intended to influence learners’ comprehension. The
following excerpts were taken from lessons that were taught by Teacher 2, a Caucasian
Canadian male teacher of an absolute beginner and false beginner conversation classes
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at another private university in Japan. See the seating arrangement in Appendices F and
G.

Choral practice: The absolute beginner class. This 17-second excerpt was
taken from a scene of choral pattern practice provided for students to become familiar
with key sentences and words. In this segment, the teacher focused on the /r/ sound. He
pronounced the sound repeatedly with the word “rock” and explained, but did not
demonstrate with his own tongue and mouth the form of the tongue inside the mouth.
Note that the teacher presented the /r/ sound gesture a few more times in this lesson and
in another class when students could not pronounce the sound properly.

Excerpt 11

July 10, 00:08:27-00:08:45, The Absolute Beginner Class
((T2 holds a textbook in his hands, reads aloud the dialogue from the
textbook, and circulates the classroom.))

01

T2

what kind of music do you like?

02

Ss

what kind of music do you like?

03

T2

rock.

04

Ss

rock.

05

T2

rock

06

Ss

rock (6.0)
((T goes to the blackboard and writes “rock” with his left hand.))

07

T2

you see r. |your tongue is curled like this. rock.|
fig
|{curls RIF, closes other fingers and thumb and moves RIF twice.}|
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08

Ss

rock.

09

T2

|rock|
|{keeps the right hand position from Line 07 and moves RIF once}|

10

Ss

rock

11

T2

rock

12

Ss

rock

13

T2

rock music

14

Ss

rock music

15

T2

all right?

In the phonetic system of Japanese language, /r/ sound does not exist. Thus it is one of
the difficult sounds for Japanese speakers. In this choral practice, the teacher noticed
some students’ had difficulty in pronouncing the sound and called students’ attention to
it by writing the word “rock” on the board first. Then he used his finger to present the
shape and movements of the tongue inside the mouth when pronouncing /r/ by gesture
in Line 07. The teacher showed the same gesture again in Line 09. This is a gesture that
demonstrates something invisible (i.e., tongue positions). This is also an example of a
gesture use to reinforce learners’ meta-knowledge. Perhaps for this type of explanation,
visual explanation is more understandable than verbal explanation for learners. In this
scene, the teacher presented the written information and gestures, but did not
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demonstrate how to make the sound with his tongue. The gesture and explanation can
also encourage students to physically move their own tongues in an attempt to replicate
the sound.

Choral practice: The false beginner class. At the beginning of the lesson, the
teacher called on some volunteer students to write their homework answers (i.e.,
comparative sentences from a textbook exercise) on the blackboard. While the students
were writing on the board, he checked the answers on the board and circulated in the
classroom to answer students’ questions individually. After the correction and feedback
time, the teacher began a choral practice with these sentences.
Similar to the last, the teacher presented a gesture depicting the tongue position
inside the mouth in order to explain how the phoneme, / ð / for the spelling of “th” to be
pronounced visually during the choral practice in this 10-second excerpt.

Excerpt 12

July 14, 00:18:25-00:19:35, The False Beginner Class

01

T2

the Pacific Ocean ( . ) is |larger than the Atlantic Ocean.|
|{goes to the blackboard and points at the sentence with LIF}|

02

Ss

the Pacific Ocean is larger than the Atlantic Ocean. (2.0)

T

|{points at the sentence on the blackboard and traces it from left to
right with LIF}|
((circles the words “than,” “the,” and “the” in the sentences on the
blackboard with a chalk.))

T2

okay. be careful with them. TH right at the |beginning of the word,|
|{beckons RH, palm up}|

03
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04

T2

|your tongue sticks out,| |the|
fig
|{moves RIF forward in a quick motion, other fingers closed, palm
up}| |((shows his mouth and tongue))|

05

Ss

the

06

T2

|the|
|{beckons RH, palm up x2}|

07

Ss

the

08

T2

the Pacific Ocean

09

Ss

the Pacific Ocean

10

T2

|the Pacific Ocean|
|{points at the phrase on the blackboard with LIF}|

11

Ss

the Pacific Ocean

12

T2

|is larger than the Atlantic Ocean.|
|{points at the word “is” on the blackboard with LIF and traces the
phrase to the right side quickly}|

13

Ss

is larger than the Atlantic Ocean.

14

T2

|<than the>|
|{points at the words “than” and “the” on the board with LIF}|
((T pronounces the words separately and slowly.))

15

Ss

than the

16

T2

|remember| |your tongue. It’s sticking out you (tracked it) in the.|
|{touches his tongue with LIF}| |{extended LIF toward Ss, other
fingers closed, palm up; and moves LIF back and forth x2}|

17

Ss

the
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18

T2

|<than the>|
|{points at the words “than” and “the” in order with LIF x2}|
((T pronounces the words separately and slowly.))

19

Ss

than the

20

T2

than |the Atlantic Ocean.|
|{revolves LH x2}|

21

Ss

than the Atlantic Ocean.

22

T2

Atlantic Ocean.

First, the teacher pointed to a key phrase of a comparative sentence on the
blackboard in Line 01. Then he traced the sentence from the beginning to encourage
students to read it aloud in Line 02. After students finished saying the sentence, the
teacher circled the words that contain the /ð/ sound with a chalk to draw students’
attention to it. In Line 03, the teacher drew students’ attention to his speech “beginning
of the word” by beckoning gestures. In Line 04, the teacher’s depicted the position of a
tongue (i.e., sticking out) by showing his right index finger, and said the word “the” by
showing his own mouth and tongue to the class. Students repeated saying “the” in Line
05. The teacher said “the” again and asked for an elicitation to students by beckoning
gestures in Line 06. These classroom management gestures made the choral practice
smooth and students repeated after the teacher in Lines 07 to 09. In Lines 10, 12, and 14,
the teacher pointed to the phrases that should be read aloud. In Line 16, the teacher
explained the phoneme, /ð/ again by touching his tongue and showed similar gestures as
the ones presented in Line 04. In Line 18, the teacher selected only the key words, “than”
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and “the” to practice the target sound and pointed to them on the blackboard. In Line 20,
the teacher added the phrase “Atlantic Ocean” with revolving gestures for emphasis.
This excerpt introduced the cases of gesture uses of representing the mechanical
system of pronouncing English phonemes that worked as comprehension aids to
learners. This excerpt also reported cases of gestural elicitation for classroom
management. See Chapter 6 for these types of gesture.
The next excerpt introduces the teacher’s gesture that was used for phonetic and
grammatical explanations on comparison. The teacher continued to read aloud the
sentences and students repeated after the teacher. Then the teacher started to introduce a
list of adjectives that take “er” and “more.”

Excerpt 13

July 14, 00:28:25-00:29:24, The False Beginner Class
((T shows his textbook to the class.))
|down here we have three columns.| ( . ) three columns, ( . )
|{points at a table in the textbook with RIF, moves RIF from the top to
the bottom on each three columns.}|

01

T2

02

T2

we have |short words?| |short words? short words.|
fig
|{shows opened RIF and right thumb}| |{keeps showing his book to
the class with his left hand and places RIF on the column that he
mentions.}|

03

T2

with short words, we add ER.
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04

T2

for example, fast, |FASTER,|<slow, slower. ( . ) loud, |louder, >big,
bigger,<|
|{throws RIF to Ss, palm up}| |{points to the words “loud-louder” and
“big-bigger” on the textbook with RIF.}|

05

T2

|<smaller.> larger, taller, shorter, longer, lighter, cuter, smarter.|
|{points to the words “smaller, larger, taller, shorter, longer, lighter,
cuter, smarter” in the textbook with RIF.}| ((T looks at the textbook
and looks up at Ss when saying the last word, “smarter.”))

06

T2

|those are short words,||we’re adding ER.|
{shows opened RIF and right thumb}| |{writes “ER” in the air with
RIF}|

07

T2

|okay? ( . ) the next is, two syllable words that end in Y, okay? (1.0)
change Y to I and ER. (1.0) for example, friendly. friendlier. pretty.
prettier.|
|{points at the column in the textbook}|

08

T2

ugly. uglier. ( . ) funnier, funnier looking. heavy. heavier. ( . )
((T shifts the textbook to his left hand and looks at it for himself .))

09

T2

noisy, noisier.

10

T2

((T shows the textbook to the class again pointing to the page with
RIF))
|and long words,| ( . ) |we add ‘more’ in front of it.|
fig
fig
|{extends his RH to the right side of him widely.}| |{points at the
textbook with RIF}|

11

T2

>more beautiful, more dangerous,< more intelligent, more interesting.
((T looks at the textbook, puts his RH into a pocket, and walks to the
front.))

12

T2

okay?
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During the choral practice, the teacher was looking at a textbook in his hands.
Then he showed his textbook to the class and pointed to the adjective columns of
comparison that the teacher was mentioning in speech in Line 01. Then he started to
explain the rule of comparison and introduced shorter adjectives that take “er.” In Line
02, the teacher depicted “short” by showing his opened right index finger and thumb for
the speech “short word.” Then the teacher continued to show his textbook to the class
with his left hand and pointed to the column with his right finger. In Line 03, the teacher
stated, “with shorter words, we add “er.” In Line 04, the teacher emphasized “faster” by
throwing his right index finger toward the class, and pointed to the base form verbs and
inflected verbs in the textbook with his right index finger. The teacher continued to
point at the target words in the textbook in Line 05. He restated the rule for the words
taking “er” with the same gesture representing “short” that was produced in Line 02 and
made a gesture of spelling “er” with his right index finger in the air in Line 06. In Lines
07 and 09, the teacher explained the rule of changing the spelling of “y” into “i” when
adding “er” in the case of a two syllable word by pointing at the column in the textbook,
and then practiced the target words.
In Line 10, the teacher pointed to the new column on the page with his right
index finger and explained another rule of making comparisons, adding “more” to a
longer adjective. The teacher depicted “large” by extending his right arm. Then he read
aloud the target phrases listed in the textbook in Line 11. The gestures observed in this
excerpt also served to instruct phonetic features of English language as Excerpt 13
reported.
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Excerpt 11 was taken from an English song practice called “Getting Up.” The
teacher wrote the first sentence of the lyrics providing some blanks on the blackboard
(e.g., __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ ?) The teacher played and stopped the song several
times. Students were supposed to dictate a sentence taken from the song. The teacher
filled in the blacks with students’ ideas (i.e., Do you like getting up __ going to school?)
but students could not come up with one word between the phrases. This scene lasted
for 30 seconds. It introduces examples of numeral gestures, iconics, and miming of the
listening-command for managing this activity.

Excerpt 14

July 14, 01:19:52-01:20:22, The False Beginner Class

01

T2

okay, |the word has three letters.| (4.0)
|{shows his right index, middle finger, and third finger and wiggles
them}|
((T goes to the blackboard and draws three short lines under the line
for a blank. “Do you like getting up _____going to school.))

02

T2

|the word has three letters.|
|{shows his right index, middle finger, and third finger}|

03

T2

|but you can only hear| |two of them.| (4.0)
|{puts his right index finger and middle finger on his right ear}|
|{touches under the line of the blanks on the blackboard with RH}|
((T puts his right hand into his pocket.))

04

T2

that happens in English, right.
((T begins to walk toward the class.))

05

T2

|speaking quickly,| |and sometimes words are shortened.|
|{revolves RH around the shoulder.}| |{shows opened right index
finger and thumb, moves them inside a little}|

06

T2

right or they are |silent.| |silent letters.| (1.0) |let’s listen again.|
|{moves BH downwards, palm down}| |{moves RH downwards, palm
down.}| |{lifts up RIF}|
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((T plays the tape again for listening.))

In Lines 01 and 02, the teacher showed a numeral gesture of three by showing
his right index, middle, and third fingers to complement the phrase “three letters.” In
Line 03, the teacher showed a command gesture of “listen” by putting his right index
and middle fingers on his ear for the phrase “hear.” Then the teacher touched two of the
lines of blank letters (i.e., the answer should be a n d. The word “and” was pronounced
/ən/. The /d/ sound was dropped for linking). In Line 05, the teacher produced revolving
gestures around his shoulder and they represented “speaking.” The quick motions
complemented the word “quickly.” The hand form of opened his index finger and
thumb depicted a “word” and the motion of putting them together slightly
complemented the verb “shorten.” In Line 06, a gesture of moving his hands down
represented the word “silent.” The teacher lifted his right index finger to draw students’
attention. This is a recurring gesture from Excerpt 13. With this type of recurring
gestural input, learners can become familiar with English phonetic and grammar
systems gradually.
The excerpts in this section introduced some examples in which the teacher used
gesture to point to the key information written on the blackboard or textbook. Those
deictic gestures clearly illustrate what is being referred in speech visually for instruction.
I observed that students followed the teacher’s instruction without failing in general. In
this sense, simple pointing gestures work as complementing in their function. See also
Excerpts 3 and 6 for similar examples. The excerpts also reported cases of gestural
explanations on phonetic and grammatical systems.
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Summary of observations from the secondary classrooms by Teacher 2.
Observation of Teacher 2’s classrooms revealed similarities and differences between
Teacher 1 as Table 4 shows. On one hand both teachers constantly produced gestures
redundantly to help learners understand what they were explaining. Moreover, both of
them frequently used deictic gestures to show learning points that were presented in a
handout, textbook, and on the blackboard in the instructive discourse. On the other hand,
Teacher 2 used gestures for instructing the language that Teacher 1 did not use at all.
For example, Teacher 2 used a variety of representational gestures for teaching
phonology, grammar, and vocabulary. For this type of gesture, Teacher 2’s students
responded to the teacher in general. It seemed that Teacher 2 had a set of gestures for
teaching the language because he used particular forms of gestures for particular
purposes (e.g., iconic gestures made to explain the phonemes of /r/ and /ð/. These
gestures are iconic gestures, gestures that represent what is being presented in speech;
however, they can be considered as “classroom emblems” when the teacher introduces
them repeatedly and the gestures are well recognized by the students. The gestures I
observed might be such kinds of gestures, but unfortunately my claim cannot be proved
due to the small number of observation I made in Teacher 2’s class. However; such
gestures were also confirmed in Muramoto’s (1999) observational study of Japanese as
an L2 classroom at the first-year level. She termed them “pedagogical gestures.”
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Table 4. Teacher 2’s Gestures that Presumably Aid Comprehension
Types of gestures
Forms of gestures
Purposes
Emphasizing a learning
Emphatic gestures
Revolving hands
point
Referential gestures

Deictic gestures

Showing a learning point
Instructing grammar

Representational gestures

Iconics

Instructing grammar
Instructing phonology
Instructing grammar
Instructing phonology

Mimes
Emblems (including
numeral gestures)

Instructing grammar
Instructing vocabulary

Observations from the secondary classrooms by Teacher 3. This section
reports on teacher gesture observed in the secondary observation site taught by Teacher
3 that seems intended to influence learners’ comprehension. This 55-second excerpt was
taken from another true beginner class that Teacher 3 (Caucasian British) taught (see
Chapter 4 for the class information, Appendix H for the seating arrangement).

Giving directions for a filling-a-gap activity: The absolute beginner class. This
section presents Teacher 3’s gestures from a 55-second excerpt in the secondary
observation site that I speculate serve to aid learners’ understanding. After the teacher
explained two questions and their model answers (i.e., Which season do you like best?
Spring. When’s your birthday? In spring.) with written information on the blackboard,
students wrote these dialogues and asked each other in pairs. The teacher then tried to
draw students’ attention to the next activity, a filling-a-gap in a textbook. The teacher
held up a textbook and showed the opened pages to students, and explained what they
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were supposed to do. Each student had his/her copy of the textbook. In this activity, the
teacher read aloud a textbook script for the event information. Students listened to the
teacher and took notes for the information as answers to the exercises in the textbook.
This excerpt introduces some miming gestures, numeral gestures, and pointing
to the teaching materials to draw listeners’ attention. All of these types of gestures were
also observed in the primary observation site.

Excerpt 15

July 10, 01:03:10-01:03:57, The Absolute Beginner Class
((T goes back to the front space, looks at her watch, and positions herself
standing at the teacher’s desk to read the textbook))

01

T3

RIGHT LADIES AND GENTLEMAN,
((looking down the textbook at the desk.))

02

T3

let’s look at. | (2.0) ºwe are going to|
((picks up the textbook, moves to the left space, near S2.)) |{shows the
open textbook to Ss}|
((S6 & S7 looks at T and T’s textbook.))

03

T3

|at page forty three,| |the box. º|
|{points at the page number, looks at the page.}| |{circles the
box in the page with LH, looks at Ss.}|
((S6 & S7 look at T’s textbook. S2 is looking at T))

04

T3

and |listen,| ( . ) listen,
|{puts her LH behind her left ear, looks at S2.}|
((S2 keeps looking at T, & looks down at her page.))

05

T3

|you have a day. >sunday monday tuesday wednesday thursday
friday saturday.|
|{points at the box on the page with LH, looks at the page.}|
((S2 looks at T))

06

T3

|you have EVENTS.|
|{points at the events written on the page with LH, looks at the age,
but looks at Ss quickly when saying “events.”}|
((S7 & S8 also looks up to T simultaneously.))
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07

T3

for example |movies,| |plays,| |concerts,|
⊔
⊔
⊔
|{looks at Ss, shows left thumb with a small nod.}| |{T added left
index finger to show with a small nod.}| |{T added left middle finger
to show with a small nod.}| ((S2, S3, S6, S7 looks at T))

08

T3

and you have TIME, |nannji.|
“and you have time, what time.”
((looks at the page.)) ((T looks at Ss)) |{lifts up her LH and beats it.}|
((S2, S3, S6, S7 looks at their textbooks on the desks. S6 takes notes.))

09

T3

ºOK?º

10

T3

so |LISTEN| |LISTEN |and WRITE.|
fig
fig
|{puts hand behind ear with LH, looks at Ss}| |{puts her
LH on chest.}| |{moves LH to sides in small actions of writing}|
((T looks at Ss.)) ((S6, S7 looks at T))

11

T3

OK?
((T looks down the desk.))

12

T3

LISTEN, and WRITE.
((T looks down.)) ((T looks up, stands on tiptoe.))

13

S6

14

T3

|LISTEN| |and WRITE.|
|{holds up LH and shows her palm to Ss.}| |{extends LH, LA to point
to S8.}|

15

T2

|OK,| |LISTEN,| |and| |WRITE.| (2.0)
|{returns LH, LA to her in a large action.}| ((T puts her textbook on
the desk, looks down.)) |{points to her ear with LH}| |{picks up her

⊔⊔⊔
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((S6 looks at T & nods.))

pen from the desk and opens the cap with LH.}| |{holds up the pen
with RH and moves it to the right}|
16

T3

are you ready? (2.0)
((T looks at the textbook on the desk.))

17

T3

OK. here are events of the week.|

In this video clip, simple examples of gestures for demonstration are observed.
One type of gesture is to point to something referred to (e.g., pointing at what is being
explained in the textbook) in Lines 03, 04, 05. Another type of gesture is miming
actions or emblematic gestures depicting the action being explained. In Lines 04 and 10,
the teacher showed an emblematic gesture of listening by placing a hand behind her ear.
In Muramoto’s report (1999), a similar gesture was performed for error correction by
the teacher. For listening, she also pointed to her ear in Line 15. In Lines 10 and 15, the
teacher presented miming gestures of writing. The teacher also stressed the words,
“listen” and “write” vocally. Emphasis was made not only by speech and gestures but
also by physical movements. She extended and showed her left thumb, index finger, and
middle finger in order. In Line 07, the teacher was naming some events as examples,
and she nodded in small actions when uttering each word along with producing numeral
gestures of one, two, and in the Western-British way (extending a thumb in first, an
index finger second, and middle finger last). In the case of Line 12, the words, the
teacher stood on her tiptoes when uttering the word, “WRITE.” Students reacted to this
type of action by gazing (Lines 04 and 13). In general, the four students who were
recorded in the video kept looking back and forth between the teacher and their
textbooks in this excerpt. It was observed in Line 13 that Student 6 reacted to the
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teacher’s instruction by nodding as affirmation.
This excerpt indicated that representational gestures such as miming actions of
“listen” and “write,” and numeral gestures, and adjectives such as short and long also
complemented the meaning connoted by speech, and they were presented for gestural
explanations on phonetic and grammatical systems as well as a directional purpose for
beginners of English. Thus, this excerpt and former excerpts indicate that the teacher
gesture is multi-functional. Although the excerpts were presented as examples of
comprehension aids in this chapter, they can also be produced for classroom
management.

Summary of observations from the secondary classrooms by Teacher 3. As
Table 5 indicates, Teacher 3 used less variety of comprehension aid gestures among the
three. The same as the other teachers, Teacher 1 also made frequent uses of deictic
gestures for introducing a learning point with a textbook and blackboard. The teacher’s
gestures of this kind were more similar to Teacher 2’s than to Teacher 3's, maybe
because of the similarities between their classes. Their classes were taught in the same
institution, levels, goals, and textbooks. In the observed data, Teacher 1 mainly used
gestures for introducing a learning point no matter the types or forms were. As for
reception of teacher’s gestures for comprehension aid, her gestures were not necessarily
successful on all occasions. A few students did not focus on the lesson despite of the
teacher’s instructional effort (see also Chapter 6 for disciplining the students).
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Table 5. Teacher 3’s Gestures that Presumably Aid Comprehension
Types of gestures
Forms of gestures
Purposes
Referential gestures
Deictic gestures
Showing a learning point
Representational gestures

Mimes
Emblems (including
numeral gestures)

Showing a learning point
Showing a learning point

Summary of Observations from All Classrooms by the Three Teachers
This chapter introduced the results of gestures used by the three teachers’ that
potentially serve as comprehension aids for EFL learners. The observations revealed
that the roles and functions of gestures can overlap and multiple functions were
occurring even within a short segment of classroom interaction. The structure of the
classroom discourse of one scene is not simple. The results of teacher gesture suggest
that the semiotic system of discourse is a multi-layered system of different modalities.
The three teachers almost always produced several kinds of gestures while talking as
Hague’s study (2000) reported, and their gestures seemed to be very redundant, and thus
potentially contributing to learners' comprehension. Particularly, the observations of
Teacher 1’s lessons revealed that the teacher’s gestures were not simply complementing
the meaning of what was said in speech such as substituting a word or phrase visually.
The teacher’s gestures had a significant role in presenting gestural referents or
cohesions that demonstrated clear coherence in the teacher’s discourse as a monological
explanation or a narrative. Teacher 1 sometimes presented the same types or forms of
gestures within the same discourse. Such gestures especially contributed to cohesion.
Those repetitive uses of gestures were sometimes observed across the boundary of
discourse or lessons to explain or point out an important issue by the teacher. In such
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cases, the repeated gestures might connect to previous points to help students recall
what they listened to or saw previously from the teacher.
Teacher 2 and Teacher 3, who taught much lower classes than Teacher 1,
presented more gestures than did Teacher 1 to teach the target language learning
components such as grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary. The teachers’ gestures
also worked as visual explanations without using the learners’ L1, other visual aids (e.g.,
a photograph, illustration), or realia. The same as Teacher 1, the teachers were able to
present the substitutes of the visual aids when those learning aids were not available for
them. Gestures were a very convenient teaching tool for a moment-to-moment demand
in teaching. The two teachers also repeatedly used some types of gestures for learners
including metalanguage gestures. In this case, the repeated gestures might also
contribute to reminding the learners of the learning points. It might be easier for them to
recall what had been explained earlier. In this sense, teachers’ gestures potentially
lighten learners’ cognitive load in learning English as a FL, and economize teachers’
energy in teaching. The observations indicated that the teachers’ gestures were part of a
process of their efforts and enthusiasm in their instruction.
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CHAPTER 6
FINDINGS ON CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

Teacher Gestures Used for Classroom Management
This chapter presents some examples of teacher gestures used when teachers try
to control classroom interactions in their instructions such as giving directions or
commands, appointing a student, giving the floor, and disciplining a student. Teachers
need to provide understandable lessons, and control and manage the classroom for
efficiency at the same time. Gestures are useful strategic tools for this purpose. First, the
findings from the primary observation site are presented. Second, the findings from the
secondary observation sites are reported. The following sections are organized
according to classroom activities.

Observations from the Primary Observation Site
This section shows some results of observations from the primary classroom that was
taught by Teacher 1. The teacher is a Caucasian American male teacher. The lessons
focused on cross-cultural issues through discussions (see the information on the teacher
and the class in Chapter 4).

Explaining how to prepare for an oral presentation. This section introduces
the results of teacher gestures that were produced in the situation where the teacher was
explaining to students how to prepare for an oral presentation at the end of semester. In
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this situation, the teacher selected a concept word “cute” to give an example topic for
cross-cultural analysis between English culture and Japanese culture (see also Excerpt 2
in Chapter 7 for the analysis of effect of humor and see Appendix D for the seating
arrangement). The following excerpt occurred immediately before Excerpt 9 reported in
Chapter 5. In this excerpt, too, the teacher was explaining how to prepare for an
end-of-semester oral presentation. While the teacher was explaining, he appointed
Student 2 (female) as a representative student when giving an example situation. A
deictic gesture for nomination and beats for emphasis and encouraging student to utter
(gesticulate in this case) were observed.

Excerpt 1

June 20, 01:16:33-01:17:01

01

T1

I like this one. ((T places the handouts on the desk))

02

T1

example, |like you would ask someone| like S2, umm,
|{turns to S2, raises BHs, moves LH toward S2}|

03

T1

S2, |<give me a gesture or expression for cute.>|

º Yeah º.

⊔⊔
|{raises fists, beats them toward S2 x3}| ((T looks at S2; S2 looks at
teacher; T nods to S2))
04

S2

(2.0) |____________|
|{points at her cheeks with index fingers, tilts head to left side}|
((Ss burst into laughter))

In Line 02, the teacher chose Student 2 (a female) as a model for an explanation
and pointed to Student 2 to nominate her. In Line 03, the teacher emphasized his request
in speech with beating actions to encourage Student 2 to show her classmates a gesture
representing “cute” in Japanese culture. The teacher further encouraged Student 2 to
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produce a gesture by gaze direction with her. When Student 2 looked at the teacher,
perhaps for confirmation, the teacher nodded back to her for acknowledgment. In Line
04, Student 2 hesitated to gesticulate in front of her classmates for two seconds, but
managed to show a typical emblem that connotes “cute” in Japanese culture (pointing at
both cheeks with index fingers). In Japanese culture, this form of gesture is considered
childish and comical. For this reason, other students who were observing her burst into
laughter. Here is an example of speech-gestural direction that causes a physical reaction
on the part of a student.
Directional bodily actions such as deictics and gaze direction served to nominate
the student speaker and to give the floor. The teacher’s nods were also observed in the
process of negotiation for giving and receiving the floor in regulating the classroom
interaction. In this excerpt, his nods were made as a strong encouragement for the
student to perform the action because the student was hesitant to do the action.

Explaining an assignment. This excerpt occurred when the teacher ordered
students to finish their group discussions and listen to his directions about a course
assignment, a video-making group project for the semester in which students were
requested to participate. This scene occurred immediately before Excerpt 3 reported in
Chapter 5. In this 20-second excerpt, another type of deictic use was observed. A deictic
was used for disciplining students who were not listening to the teacher and for giving a
command to the students to focus on the teacher.
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Excerpt 2

June 20, 01:06:00-01:06:20

01

T1

OK. good.

02

T1

all right I wanna– (2.0)
((starts talking to the whole class))

03

T1

|you can hear me say this again| so you can talk about your video (
)
|{points to Group 5 with RA/RH}|
((moves to Group 5) table to get handouts, gives them to the group))

04

T1

|just try to schedule (
)|
{circles RH toward the group x2}|
((moves away from the group and passes handouts to another group,
Group3))
((Ss are still talking in groups))

05

T1

look. the-the others are. THIS IS-SHHH SHH.
((The students are talking))

06

T1

<this is the la:st project and I’ll be honest ( . )
((T keeps distributing handouts)) ((some Ss glance or look at T))

In Lines 01 and 02, the teacher interrupted students’ group discussions saying
typical markers that made structural moves in the classroom interaction, “OK” “good”
and “all right.” These verbal markers were intended to send a message to the class that
this was the time to move from one activity to another. These markers were also
signaling to students that the teacher had the floor and wanted the whole class to focus
on him. In Line 03, the teacher pointed to one group (Group 5). The students in the
group were still talking at the time. In Line 04, the teacher referred to the same group by
making revolving gestures toward them. In Line 05, the teacher tried to stop some
students’ talking by saying “SHHH SHH.” In Line 05, the teacher did not produce any
gestures because his hands were occupied with handouts to distribute to the class.
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However, he raised his voice more loudly and spoke more slowly instead of using
gestures.
This excerpt is an example of the teacher's unsuccessful attempt to use gesture to
draw attention to him before starting to talk to the whole class. The vocal sign, “SHHH
SHH” was more effective than using gestures. For other examples of disciplining, see
also Excerpt 11 by Teacher 2 and Excerpts 12, 13, and 16 by Teacher 3 in this Chapter.

Summary of observations from the primary classroom. In my observations
from the primary classroom I identified deictics that were used by the teacher to
nominate a student for elicitation. Nonverbal behaviors such as gaze direction and nods
as well as emphatic gestures were produced by the teacher when he was giving the floor
to a student in his instruction.
As the number of excerpts in this section indicates, examples of instructive
gestures for classroom management were smaller in number than the examples of
gestures for comprehension aids. This is because the observed lessons were
student-centered and did not offer a traditional type of instruction in which the teacher
asked students questions to answer or to repeat after the teacher. Please see Table 6 for a
summary of types of teacher gesture and nonverbal behaviors in the primary classroom.
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Table 6. Teacher Gesture and Nonverbal Behaviors Observed for Classroom
Management from the Primary Classroom
Types of gesture observed Forms of gesture observed
Purposes
Emphatic gestures
Nominating/ giving the
floor / causing or
Beats
encouraging an action to
be performed
Referential gestures

Representational gestures

Deictics

Nominating/ giving the
floor / causing or
encouraging an action to
be performed

Nods /gaze direction

Giving the floor

Observations from the Secondary Observation Sites
This section presents the results of teacher gesture used for various kinds of
classroom management that was observed in four classrooms that were instructed by
Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 at the secondary sites (see the information on the teachers and
classes in Chapter 4).

Observations from the secondary classrooms by Teacher 2. This section
reports the results of teacher gesture produced in two classrooms, a beginner’s and false
beginner’s classes taught by Teacher 2 at the secondary observation site. Note that the
teacher is left handed, and that he had a teaching assistant (TA) who was a Japanese
native speaker in the absolute beginner class. The TA’s jobs were assisting the teacher
by repeating the teacher’s explanations in Japanese if necessary. The teacher and TA
also demonstrated a model conversation in English instead of using an audio tape. The
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following excerpts were taken from the scenes where the teacher was addressing the
class without having any assistance from the TA.

Giving directions: The absolute beginner class. This section shows the results
of teacher gesture that was produced in the beginner’s lesson by Teacher 2. In the
following excerpts, the teacher was giving directions to the class for listening exercises.
Students tried to answer the textbook exercises while listening to a tape. Excerpt 3
lasted eight seconds and introduces a case of numeral gestures that were often used for
giving directions.

Excerpt 3

July 10, 00:02-00:10, The Absolute Beginner Class

01

T2

we’ll be listening to the conversation maybe about |three| or |four
times.|
fig
fig
|{showing his right index and middle finger}| |{showing his right
index, middle, and third finger}|

02

T2

|first time| |we’ll listen to the whole conversation.| |all right?|
|{showing his RIF}| |{moves his RIF from left to right}| |{puts both
hands together}|
((T2 plays a tape recorder)) ((Ss listen to the tape))
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This eight-second excerpt shows numeral gestures that were used for classroom
management to set up the activity. See also other examples of numeral gestures used for
comprehension aid in Excerpts 6 by Teacher 1 in Chapter 5, Excerpt 10 by Teacher 2,
and Excerpt 16 by Teacher 3 in this chapter. In Line 01, the teacher used numeral
gestures of three and four to connote “three or four times.” In Line 02, another numeral
gesture of one was presented to the class when saying “first time.” The next stroke of
gesture involved moving his right index finger from left to right as he referred to “the
whole conversation” to be setting up the activity in order to manage the activity
smoothly. As recorded in Chapter 5, these gestures produced in this excerpt also
function as a comprehension aid in terms of representing numbers visually. This
example shows that functions of teacher gesture overlap. This phenomenon can be seen
as a general characteristic of gesture.
The next five-second excerpt introduces a mime of listening that is used for
classroom management. The teacher was circulating the classroom to monitor students
as they completed a dialogue by filling blanks with the words shown in the textbook.
Then the teacher announced that he would read aloud the conversation with the TA. In
this excerpt, miming was used as a command in instruction.

Excerpt 4

July 10, 00:06:49-00:06:54, The Absolute Beginner Class
((T stands in the right side of the classroom and TA stands in the left
side of the classroom in the front space. T is facing the class but TA is
standing with his back to the class. Both of them are holding their
textbooks in their left hands.))
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01

T2

|let’s listen to| |the conversation between us.|
fig
fig
|{puts RH behind his right ear}| |{moves his RH back and forth
between himself and TA around his chest x2}|

02

T2

and then |we are going to do some listening| and yeah.
|{T puts RH behind his right ear}|
((T and TA begin to read aloud the dialogue as a demonstration.)) ((A
few students look at T and TA and looks at the dialogue written in
their textbooks on their desks.))

In Line 01, the teacher placed his right hand behind his ear to complement
“listen” as a directive act. The same form of gesture was reported for error correction in
Muramoto (1999)’s observational study of a Japanese language teacher at an American
university. Then he depicted “conversation” by the directional hand movements
between himself and the TA. The “listening-directive” mime described here was
repeatedly observed in the lessons taught by this teacher (see Excerpts 9 and 11 by the
same teacher in this chapter and Excerpt 16 by Teacher 3 in Chapter 6), and the mime
seems to be one of the teacher’s gestural repertories for giving directions. The teacher
and the TA were standing face to face and perhaps they were looking at each other.
Excerpt 5 occurred after the teacher explained how to pronounce the /r/ sound
(see Excerpt 11 in Chapter 5). It represents a typical teacher gesture for appointing
students to pair up for pair work. The scene lasted five seconds.
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Excerpt 5

July 10, 00:08:56-00:09:01, The Absolute Beginner Class

01

T2

all right. okay, let’s get together with a partner.

02

T2

03

T2

|you two together,| go through one time, and switch one time.
|{points to two students respectively with RIF}|
((T moves to the left where other students were sitting.))

04

T2

all right? |you together,|
|{points to other two other students respectively with LIF.}|
((T circulates saying the same phrases and producing the same set of
gestures. TA translated what T said and said it aloud.)) ((Ss look at T,
their assigned partners, and other Ss who are appointed for pairs.))

05

TA

pātonā no hito to, ima no kaiwa ( . ) o? renshū shite kudasai. ikkai
owattara A to B yakuwari o kawatte (kudasai).
“Please practice a conversation with your partner. Switch your roles
when you finish once.”
((Ss stand up or look each other to make pairs.))

let’s go through the dialogue |one time, then switch.| |one time,| okay?
fig
fig
|{shows RIF over his shoulder, crosses RA and LA on his chest}|
|{shows RIF over his shoulder}|
((T moves to the right where students were sitting.))

In Line 02, the teacher presented a numeral gesture of one that accompanied
with his speech “one time” and mimed with crossed arms to represent the speech
“switch” (see other cases of numeral gestures in Excerpts 6 by Teacher 1 in Chapter 5,
Excerpt 3 and 10 by Teacher 2, and Excerpt 16 by Teacher 3 in this chapter). In Lines
03 and 04, the teacher nominated students for pairing up by speech and deictic gestures.
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Speech and gestures that were used for nominating a student or a pair/group of students
usually caused a physical action on the part of students, who interpreted the
speech-gesture combination as a command. See also Excerpt 1 by Teacher 1 in this
chapter for deictic gesture use for nomination. The gesture was intended to cause a
physical action on the part of students, and so they looked for their partners for pair
work. Immediately after the teacher spoke, the TA gave the same direction in Japanese.
Students turned around and had gaze direction to make pairs. A few students who were
sitting apart from each other stood up and sat together.
The following 10-second excerpt also reports the teacher’s gestures that were
used for pairing up students and directing them to begin pair work. The observed
gestures are very typical in language classrooms. These types of gestures were observed
several times in this teacher’s lessons. See also Excerpt 10 by Teacher 2 and Excerpt 15
by Teacher 3 in this chapter.

Excerpt 6

July 10, 00:21:29-00:21:39, The Absolute Beginner Class

01

T2

all right. |let’s get together| with your partner.
fig
|{revolving both hands from the outside to inside twice around his
chest, holding a textbook in LH}|

02

T2

|let’s go through the dialogue again.| |include, uhh. ( . ) these words
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here too.|
fig
fig
|{shows his textbook to the class, points to the dialogue illustrations in
the textbook with RIF}| x2

03

T2

|let’s do.| uhh. ( . ) those words around, okay let’s do it.
fig
|{flips RIF}|

04

T2

|with your partner| |let’s start. okay,| (4.0) ((T starts to walk.))
|{puts both hands together in front of him}| |{points to two students
who are sitting to the left side of him with LH}|

05

T2

|with the same partner as before.|
|{point to two other students who were sitting to the right side of him
with revolving RIF}|
((T circulates and nominates students to make pairs. TA circulates and
monitors.)) ((Ss work on pair work rather reluctantly.))

In Line 01, the teacher gave directions for making a pair by saying “let’s get
together” and showed gestures of revolving both his hands from the outside to inside
twice around his chest. This set of gestures is one of the frequently observed gestures in
this teacher’s classrooms. Thus it is also considered as central to his instructive gesture
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repertory. In Line 02, the teacher indicated the activity by pointing at what students
should refer to in their textbook. The teacher emphasized the utterance “let’s do” by
flipping his right index finger. Then the teacher encouraged students to make pairs with
their peer students. In Line 04, the gesture of putting both hands together depicted that
two students were to pair up. Then the teacher appointed students by pointing in Lines
04 and 05. This pointing gesture for classroom management was also frequently
observed in Teacher 2’s classrooms. This time, students began pair work without the
Teacher Assistant’s encouragement but students worked rather languidly.
The next 30-second excerpt shows the common use of gestures for nomination
and giving directions for group work in the classroom.

Excerpt 7

July 10, 01: 01:36-01: 02:16, The Absolute Beginner Class

01

T2

okay. we need some volunteers. (4.0) ((T looks around and looks at
both sides of the class))

02

T2

I’d like some volunteers to answer a couple of questions, all right?
((T looks at all the students.))

03

T2

okay. let’s do it, ( . ) let’s have these volunteers here.
((The students remain seated. They look at each other and smile wryly.
One student covers his face. ))

04

T2

|volunteers right here, stand up.| (1.0) yeah. (2.0)
fig
|{points to the students who were in the left row from the teacher’s
position with LIF}| ((The students in the row are not standing up.))
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05

T2

|this row over here you stand up.| (3.0) remember what we did before?
fig
|{points to the students in the same row with BH}| ((The students in
the row are standing up.))

06

T2

I’ll ask a question. (1.0)
((The students in the row stand up.))

07

T2

|first person that puts up their hands and answers it correctly,|
fig
|{raises RH high}| ((T says “and answer it correctly” as if singing.))
((Other students are looking at T or the students who are standing.))

08

T2

|can sit down,| okay? all set?
fig
|{put RH down, add LH for the motion}|
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09

T2

|and if the last person standing does not answer the question,|
|{shows LIF, moves LIF slightly}|
((T looks at the students who are standing.))

10

T2

|their row will stand up.|
|{moves LIF from left to right widely toward TA}|
((TA is standing to the right to T.))

11

TA

mae to onaji yō ni ichiban saigo ni, anō kotaeta hito ga, so-soko no
retsu no hito ga tatte yaru.
“As you did before, the last person who answer in th-that row will do.”
((T reads out a card and begin the activity with the students.))

In Line 02, the teacher asked the class if anyone would volunteer for a
question-answer activity, but no one volunteered so he nominated the students who
were sitting in the left row from his position by saying, “stand up” and pointing at them
in Line 04. The students did not stand up despite his command made by speech and
gesture so the teacher repeated the speech and gesture in Line 05. This time, the
students responded to the teacher and stood up. The gesture of raising his right hand in
Line 07 might have represented the action that a winner usually does when playing a
game. The gesture of moving hands down depicted a motion of students’ sitting down
in Line 08. The gesture of showing a left index finger gave emphasis in Line 09. In Line
10, the locus of the deictic gesture indicated the students were supposed to stand up
when the last person could not answer the question for this game-like activity. The
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gestures caused a physical action of students, sitting down and standing up in this case.
So the teacher’s speech and gestures worked together to cause students’ physical
reaction.

Giving directions: The False beginner class. This section presents examples of
giving directions in the false beginner’s class that were instructed by the same teacher,
Teacher 2. In the next 15-second excerpt, the teacher asked the volunteer students to
write homework answers on the blackboard.
This excerpt introduces the use of beckoning gestures for encouraging students
to begin an activity and the use of deictics for commanding students to start an activity.

Excerpt 8

July 14, 00:07:50-00:08:05, False Beginner Class
((T writes a model answer for No. 1 and provides blanks for No. 2 to
No. 8. Then T stands in front of the blackboard.))

01

T2

|let’s get some volunteers come up to the front,|
|{moves BH alternately toward himself}|

02

T2

|Write answers on the board.| (2.0)
|{points to the blackboard with LIF}| ((T moves away from the
board.))

03

T2

okay, volunteers. Yeah okay. volunteers come to the board.
((T picks up a chalk box and gives chalks to students.))

04

T2

write some answers on the board all right. (
)
((Ss go to the blackboard and write homework answers.))

In Lines 01 and 02, the teacher was standing in front of the blackboard. The
teacher moved his hands alternately towards him to encourage student to go to the
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blackboard. Then he pointed to the board to encourage them to write their answers on
the blackboard. Responding to the teacher’s encouragement, several students went up to
the blackboard and wrote their homework answers on the board. As observed in Line 01,
Teacher 2 often used revolving gestures when uttering “Let’s” for encouragement or
giving a command to students. This set of gestures seemed to be part of his instructional
gesture repertory for classroom management. See also Excerpts 6 and 9 observed in the
absolute beginner class. After the students finished writing their answers, the teacher
checked them and asked the class to pronounce the sentences that were written on the
board repeating after the teacher. The procedures were repeated for checking another
homework.
The next 15-second choral practice scene (Excerpt 9) occurred immediately after
the teacher and students checked the second set of homework answers. This scene
introduces the teacher’s a) miming gestures that depict the action of listening and that
were used as a directive (see also Excerpts 4 and 11 by the same teacher, and Excerpt
12 by Teacher 3 in this chapter), b) beckoning gestures, or moving a fist up and down
repeatedly for encouragement, and c) deictics for commanding.

Excerpt 9

July 14, 00:18:05-00:18:20, The False Beginner Class
((T goes back to the front space.))

01

T2

okay, |let’s go through these answers.|
|{beckons widely with his RA/RH}|

02

T2

|let’s go through it all,| |uhh, from the beginning, right to the end.|
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|{puts his RIF on his right ear}| ((T holds his textbook with both hands
and shows it to the class.)) |{points to the textbook and traces his RIF
from the top to the bottom on the page.}|
03

T2

|let’s do listen| |and repeat through all of it,| okay.
|{puts his RIF on his right ear.}| |{beckons with his RA/RH}|

04

T2

let’s go through this stuff.
((T moves to the blackboard and stands next to the sentences.))

05

T2

|okay.| number one. a cat is smaller than a cow. |let’s go through it.|
|{points to the No.1 sentence on the blackboard.}| ((T faces the class.))
|{beckons with RA/RH}|

06

T2

|
|
|{puts his RIF on his right ear.}|

07

Ss

a cat is smaller than a cow.

This beckoning gesture observed in Line 01 can be considered another variation
of encouragement or command accompanying “let’s.” In Line 02, the teacher said “let’s
go through it all.” The gesture he produced (i.e., putting his right index finger on his
ear; see also Excerpt 4 in the absolute beginner class by Teacher 2, and Excerpt 12 in
the false beginner class by Teacher 3) implied that the next practice would involve
listening. His pointing at the textbook indicated to students that the exercise was based
on the textbook. Then in Line 03, the teacher said, “let’s do listen” with the command
gesture of “listen” again. The next beckoning gesture encouraged students to start the
activity. The teacher walked to the blackboard that showed some sentences to be
practiced and he stood right next to the sentences. In Line 05, the teacher pointed to the
model sentence to start a choral practice. The beckoning gesture directed students to
begin the activity. In Line 06, the teacher did not utter but showed only his mime of
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“listen.” This kind of gestural command without speech might have increased the
efficiency of instruction (see also the similar type of instructional gesture made by
Teacher 3 in Excerpt 12 in this chapter). Note that the scene of Excerpt 12 in Chapter 5
follows after this scene (Excerpt 9).
The next 15-second excerpt was taken from a scene in which the teacher was
giving directions for pair work. This excerpt introduces the teacher’s iconic gestures to
indicate what students are expected to do and numeral gestures for an explanation. It
also shows an example of deictics for command and directions.

Excerpt 10

July 14, 00:36:55-00:37:10, The False Beginner Class

01

T2

okay. |let’s get together with a partner,| uh, |let’s do it one time,|
fig
fig
|{shows opened right index finger and thumb}| |{shows RIF}|

02

T2

|Partner A, think of| |an animal,| |you’ve got six guesses.|
fig
fig
|{puts RIF on his head}| |points to the animal words in the textbook
and circles over the page}| |{points to the page of the textbook}|
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03

T2

|and then switch| with Partner B.
figs
|{raises half-opened right index finger and thumb and twists it.}|

04

T2

|let’s do, let’s get together with some partners,| okay?
|{points the right side}| ((T walks to the right side.))

05

T2

let’s do it. play together together.
((T goes outside the camera angle.))

06

T2

okay together |you guys. you guys. you guys. you guys.| okay?
((T circulates.)) |{points to two students one by one with index and
middle finger}| x2 ((T walks to the students sitting in the left side
space.))

07

T2

|you guys are partners, partner, partner, these two.|
|{points to two students one by one with right index finger and middle
finger}|x3

08

T2

So let’s do. okay?
((Ss start pair work immediately after the teacher’s direction.))

In Line 01, the teacher showed his opened right index finger and thumb towards
students for the directive, “let’s get together with a partner.” The index finger
represented one person and the thumb represented another person to get together. Then
the teacher showed his right index finger to depict “one time.” In Line 02, the teacher
put his right index finger on his head to complement the word “think of.” Then the
teacher referred to the animal words printed in the textbook by pointing. In Line 03, the
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teacher repeated the gesture depicting a pair that he produced in Line 01 and flipped his
hand to depict the word “switch.” In Line 04, the teacher pointed at the students who
were on his right side for a command of making pairs. In Line 06, the teacher pointed at
six students to command them to make pairs. By using gestures, the teacher could give
commands to particular students in an efficient manner.
The next eight-second excerpt shows a case of gesture use for discipline. In the
middle of choral practice, the teacher disciplined a student for not participating in the
choral practice.

Excerpt 11

July 14, 00:28:02-28:10, The False Beginner Class

01

T2

yeah, you don’t have a book.
((T looks at a student on the right side.))

02

T2

|you should be looking with,| uhh, |look at a partner’s book,| |okay.
|{points to the student who does not have a textbook}| |{points to the
student’s partner}| |{shows the textbook that is being used and points
to the page}|

03

T2

|you should share.| yeah,| make sure you (sound okay),|
|{points to the student’s partner}| |{puts RIF on his right ear}||

In Line 01, the teacher verbally pointed out that the student had no textbook. In
Line 02, the teacher pointed at the student and the person next to him. In Line 03, the
teacher indicated the student's peer by a deictic along with saying, “you should share.”
Then the teacher said, “make sure you (sound okay).” This phrase might indicate that
the student did not sound right because he did not have a textbook to refer to. The
gesture of a command to “listen” complements the word “sound” and warns the student
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to listen carefully at the same time. See also Excerpt 2 by Teacher 1, and Excerpts 12
and 16 for the use of gesture for disciplining produced by Teacher 3 in this chapter.

Summary of observations from the secondary classroom by Teacher 2. In
observations from the secondary classrooms instructed by Teacher 2, I identified how
deictics were used by the teacher to nominate a student for elicitation, command
students to perform an activity, and to conduct simple discipline.
Comparing the number of excerpts in the former section and this section, I note
that directive gestures to regulate or control a class were produced more in lower
proficiency classrooms due to the nature of classroom activities. In lower conversation
classes, simpler activities such as reading aloud after the teacher and reading aloud with
a partner student were the most frequent tasks that did not involve something abstract.
Thus various types of gesture production occurred for the purpose of classroom
management as Table 7 indicates.

Table 7. Teacher Gesture Observed for Classroom Management from the Secondary
Classroom by Teacher 2
Types of gesture observed Forms of gesture observed
Purposes
Emphatic gestures
Beats
Giving the floor
Referential gestures
Giving the
floor/nominating/
Deictics
disciplining/giving
commands/ directions/
causing physical action
Representational gestures Numeral gestures
Giving directions
Iconics
Encouraging/directing
Mimes
Commanding
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Observations from the secondary classrooms by Teacher 3. This section
introduces some results of gestures that were intended to manage a lesson by Teacher 3,
a Caucasian British teacher (see the teacher’s background in Chapter 4 and the seating
arrangements in Appendices H and I).

Introducing the topic: The absolute beginner class. The following excerpts
mainly introduce the scenes when the teacher was giving a direction. In this excerpt, the
teacher opened the lesson by reviewing the context of a story that was introduced in the
previous lesson by asking the characters’ names. Because it was the beginning of the
lesson in the morning, some students were late and came into the classroom one by one.
In this excerpt, teacher’s deictic gestures were used for disciplining, drawing
students’ attention to what was being explained (note that similar gestures were also
reported in Chapter 5), and nominating a student. The excerpt also shows an example of
the teacher’s gesture functioning as a speech act: a command of listening in this case.

Excerpt 12

July 10, 00:06:15-00:07:05, The False Beginner Class

01

T3

right. okay. let’s look. let’s look at uh page fifty, ( . )

02

T3

03

T3

|so: la:st week.| (.) all right¿ last week. We talked about (2.0) who.
who.
|{T beats her LH.}|

04

T3

|hon wa?| |hon wa?| |issho ni.| ( . )
“Your book? Your book? Let’s share this book together (with him).”
|{points at S12 with her LH.}| |{points at S13 with her LH.}| x2

page fifty one. page fifty. fifty one. (5.0)
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((S12 nods and moves to sit next to S13))
05

T3

so last week we talked about who. ( . ) Sam, and Dolice. ya?
((walks around the classroom.))

06

T3

|So EVERYDAY¿| |everyday.| (2.0)
|{revolves her LH hands}| x2 ((writes “everyday they” on the
blackboard.)) ((S12 and S13 were looking at T.))

07

T3

everyday. do you remember? they ( . ) |whatever.|
|{points at the blackboard and moves her LH forward.}|

08

T3

they. like their job. yes? they work=

09

T3

=can you: tell me something |about Sam?| (8.0)
⊔⊔⊔
|{T points at S with RH quickly.}|
((S is outside the camera frame.)) ((T goes back to the board and
underlines the phrase “everyday they”))

10

T3

|Sam.| (1.0)
|{points at the S with both hands and bends knees at the same time}|

11

T3

|so page fifty.| (8.0)
|{points at S13’s textbook}| ((circulates and monitors other Ss)|

12

T3

page fifty¿ (1.0) page fifty. page FIFTY. º page fifty º
((comes back to S13 and S12))

13

T3

okay,

14

T3

15

S

SO tell me |something about Sam,|
⊔
⊔
|{points at S with her RH.}|
(detective agent)
((The student was outside the camera frame and was not recorded.))
((T walks toward the S))

16

T3

|sorry?|( . ) |he’s a detective¿|
⊔⊔⊔
fig
fig
|{places her hand behind her ear and nods slightly}|x2
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(2.0)

17

T3

|

|
fig
|{places her LH behind her ear.|}

18

S

(detective agent)

19

T3

|e? |
“what?”
fig
|{places her LH behind her left ear and leans toward the S.|}

20

S

he’s a=

21

T3

=UH huh huh huh,
⊔⊔⊔
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((nods slightly and goes back to the front space and writes “He works
in a detective agency” on the blackboard.))
22

T3

so (3.0) he works in a detective agency. right?

The teacher opened the lesson by announcing the textbook page to the class in
Lines 01, and 02. Then the teacher spotted one student who did not have a textbook. She
gave him advice to share a textbook with his classmate in Japanese in speech and
gesture (pointing to the student) and pointed at another student (S12). Then the teacher
went back to the point, reminding students what they had learned in the previous lesson
from Lines 05 to 08. In Lines 09 and 10, the teacher asked the class about Sam, the
character who was introduced in the textbook as a reminder. When she said, “about
Sam.” the teacher nodded for emphasis. This type of nodding was also repeated later in
Line 14. She emphasized the phrase “about” by nodding. The teacher found that the
student had still not opened the textbook and told him the page number in Lines 11 and
12. She said “okay” after having confirmed that the student had opened his textbook in
Line 13. In this scene, deictic gestures were used or disciplining as Teacher 2 did. For
some other samples of disciplining with gestures, see Excerpt 2 by Teacher 1 and
Excerpt 11 by Teacher 2 in this chapter, and Excerpt 13 by Teacher 3.
Then the teacher nominated another student to draw some information on the
character by pointing and nodded to emphasize the word “about” again and to the
student for encouragement in Line 14. In Line 15, the student answered something but it
was not audible. In Line 16, the teacher put her hand behind her ear because she could
not hear what the student said. This miming gesture showed the student that she could
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not hear and requested that the student say again as well. Thus the teacher’s gesture
functioned as a speech act although she did not utter it in the form of speech. In the
same utterance, the teacher corrected Student 15’s speech as “he’s a detective” and
nodded three times for a clarification request. In Lines 17 and 18, she repeated the
asking gesture (placing her left hand behind her ear). Further, the teacher asked, “e?”
that meant “what?” in Japanese to the student. In Line 20, the student said something
and the teacher reacted to the student’s utterance immediately and wrote “He works in a
detective agency” on the blackboard in Line 21 while saying, “UH huh huh huh” with
nods. It is said that speakers tend to nod to add an accent to the speech when the speaker
is drawn into a conversation (Kondo, 2005). By observing this, I speculate that in Lines
15 and 16, the student might have answered something like, “He is a detective agency.”
If so, the teacher’s utterance in Line 22 can be considered as an other-repair. As
mentioned earlier, a Japanese language teacher used the same form of gesture for
correcting students’ error (Muramoto, 1999).

Giving directions for pair work: The false beginner class. This excerpt occurred
approximately five minutes after Excerpt 12. The teacher was giving a direction for an
activity of completing a short dialogue with three questions and answers. This excerpt
shows an example of a combination of an emblem and pointing used for disciplining.

Excerpt 13

July 10, 00:11:57-00:12:13, The False Beginner Class

01

okay. right. so, |A-A asks the question.| and |B answers.|
fig
fig

T3
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|{moves her BH toward her chest}| |{T moves her BH toward Ss.}|

02

T3

un |I’m a policemen.|
fig
“Yeah.” |{T puts BH on her chest.}|

03

T3

|okay?|
fig
|{places her index finger on her mouth, points at S, and puts her index
finger in front of mouth again}|
((The S is outside the camera frame.))

Another student from Excerpt 12 was warned by the teacher. I observed that the
teacher warned the student a few more times later in the lesson. The teacher used the
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same gestures, pointing at the student and showing an emblem of “Be quiet” (placing
her index finger on her mouth).

Giving directions for writing: The false beginner class. This excerpt occurred
after Excerpt 13. The examples of this excerpt indicate that a pointing gesture was also
used as an illocutionary act, the speaker’s intention in producing an utterance with a
certain purpose in mind.

Excerpt 14

July 10 00:12:37-00:14:13, The False Beginner Class

01

T3

okay. so. in your notebook¿ ( . ) let’s write some questions.

02

T3

|the first question is| d d d d d¿
|{points at the blackboard with her LH from the distance.}|
(43.0)
((writes another answer “He is a high school teacher.” on the board. ))

03

T3

okay. let’s try B, (2.0)

|let’s try B.| (2.0)
|{T beats her LH.}|
((B refers to one of the speakers in the dialogue.))

04

T3

|so the question.| first question, A is I’m a policeman.
|{points to S11’s textbook}|
((A refers to another speaker in the dialogue.))

05

T3

okay. the next question. the answer (.) is he’s a high school teacher.

06

T3

he’s a high school teacher. so? (15.0)

07

T3

hai. |so write the question.| okay?
“Yes”.
|{points to S11’s notebook}|

she’s a teacher, too.

The blackboard had textual information as below.
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A: ____________________?
B: I’m a policeman.

In Line 01, the teacher directed students to write some questions in their notebooks. In
Line 02, she indicated the first question that was written on the board by pointing. Then
the teacher extended the dialogue that was written on the blackboard like this:

A: ________________________?
B: He’s a high school teacher.

In Line 03, the teacher drew students’ attention to the question in B’s turn on the
blackboard by beats. In Line 04, the teacher said, “so the question,” an uncompleted
sentence. The possible sentence could have been “so the first question’s answer is ‘I’m
a policeman.’” The teacher’s pointing action can be considered as a directive speech act
of a command, “What is the question?” The locus of the deictic gesture was aimed at
only one student but the direction was possibly made for all the students in the
environment as the action was expected to be seen by the class. The teacher produced
the same gesture in Line 07, but this time she said, “so write the question” clearly.

Giving directions for choral practice: The absolute beginner class. This excerpt
was taken from the same lesson but approximately 34 minutes after Excerpt 14 occurred.
After the students practiced the key sentences by writing, the teacher directed the class
to practice the adjunct pair in the form of choral practice of “When’s your birthday?”
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and “It’s …” Simple pointing gestures were observed to nominate students to make
pairs.

Excerpt 15

July 10, 00:48:02-00:48:37, Absolute Beginner Class

01

T3

right. we’re going to do the same. so |A B|
⊔
|{T points to S1 and S2 with her LH.}|

02

S2

03

T3

|A B|
⊔
|{points to S2 and S3 with her LH.}|
((S2 nods))

04

T3

|A B|
|{points to S3 and S4 with her LH.}|

05

T3

|A B|
|{points to S4 and S5 with her LH.}|

06

T3

|A B|
|{points to S5 and S6 with her LH.}|

07

T3

|A|
|{keeps her LH high.}|

08

T3

so question.

09

T3

|A B| |A B| |A B| |A B| |A B| |A B|

10

T3

(

11

T3

hai. okay. let’s begin.

⊔

|A B| so.
“That’s right”
|{points to S1 and S2 with her BH.}| |{claps hands and points to S2
and S3 with her BH}| |{claps hands and points to S4}| |{claps hands
and points to S6}| |{claps hands and points to S8}| |{claps hands and
points to S10}| |{claps hands and points to S12}|
((S5 and S6 laugh.))
) right? very easy. when’s your birthday, IN:::: |_____|
|{T points to and knocks on the blackboard with her LH.}|
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“Yes.”

This excerpt introduces a typical direction of nominating students for making
pairs for a choral chain practice. In Line 01, the teacher pointed to Student 1 and then
Student 2 with her left hand for making a pair. In Line 02, the teacher pointed to Student
2 and Student 3 with her left hand. In Lines 01 and 02, the teacher also nodded along
with her speech for confirmation. She repeated her speech and gestures of this kind
through Lines 04 to 06. For the second occasion of giving directions, the direction itself
was the same but the teacher pointed at only one student of each pair in Line 09 to
increase economy. In this scene, the students who were recorded on the videotape were
looking at the teacher, and Student 2 reacted to the teacher’s direction by nodding for
affirmation.
In the next excerpt, at the beginning, the teacher initiated a choral chain practice
by pointing at students one by one to indicate the order. Then she began the activity.
Once again, the examples of economical nomination of students for a choral practice
and discipline with deictic gestures are presented below.

Excerpt 16

July 10, 00:42:55-00:43:47, The Absolute Beginner Class

01

T3

okay. ( . ) let’s-let’s try |ladies?|
|{points to S1 with her LH.}|

02

T3

>|one||two||three||four||five||six||seven||eight||nine||ten||eleven||twelve|<
|{points to students with her LH.}|x12
((S1 and S2 are giggling.))
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03

T3

|ready? (. ) ready?|
|{raises her LH.}|

04

T3

|hai|
“Yes.”
|{points to S1.}|

05

S1

february

06

S3

february
((Student who was not supposed to is speaking. This student is outside
the camera frame.))

07

T3

|shh shh shh|
|{points to the student who was not supposed to speak with her RH.}|

08

T3

>|january| |february| |march| |april| |may| |june| |july| |august|
|{points to S1 with her LH}| |{points to students one by one with her
LH}|x7

09

T3

|september| |october| |november| |december| <
|{points to students one by one with her LH}|x4
((Ss are talking and they are a little noisy.))

10

T3

hai
“Yes.
|{points to Student 1 and bends her knees.}|

11

S1

(january)
((S1 is giggling and other students are a little noisy.)

12

T3

|shh shh shh. listen¿ listen¿ january.|
⊔
|{raises extended arms and widens them.}|
((S1 and S2 are leaning forward on their desks and are still giggling.
Then they look up T.))
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13

T3

|listen¿ January.|
|{T raises her LH next to her left ear.}|

14

T3
|ja nua ry.| |ja nua ry.| |ja nua ry.|
S1, Ss january. january. january
|{moves down her LH and beats it}||{shows her left index finger,
middle finger, and thumb and beats her LH.}| |{beats her LH.}|

15

T3

right?

16

S1

january.
⊔

17

S2

april.
((Students laugh.))

18

T3

|shh:|
|{points to S1 who is giggling but she is not looking at S1. She is
looking at S3.}|

19

S

(may)

20

T3

|yes.|
|{points to S4.}|

21

S

( . ) june

21

T3

|______|
|{points to S.}|

22

S

july.

23

T3

|______|
|{points to S.}|

24

S

august

25

T3

|______|
|{points to S.}|

26

S

september

27

T3

|______|
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|{points to S.}|
28

S

october

29

T3

|______|
|{points to S7.}|

30

S7

november

31

T3

|right.|
|{places her LH on her chest with a smile.}|
((Some students are giggling.))

Immediately before this segment, the teacher and the students had another choral
activity to practice the months. In this practice, the teacher corrected one student’s
pronunciation of the word “January.” The teacher pronounced the word several more
times to the class. Somehow, the sound of the word or the teacher’s repetition of the
word was perceived as funny by the students and laughter was observed in this scene.
In this segment, the teacher addressed the female students who were sitting at
the front desk (Student 1 and Student 2) in Line 01, and pointed to students one by one
with her left hand to show the order of the choral practice in Line 02. In Line 04, the
teacher began the practice by pointing at Student 1. In Line 05, Student 1 was supposed
to start saying the first month, “January” but instead she said, “February,” the sound of
which the class had worked on before. Perhaps it was a joke made by the student.
Another unidentified student repeated the word, too. The teacher stopped the activity by
saying, “shh shh shh” and pointed the student in Line 07. In Lines 08 and 09, the
teacher tried to direct the practice with the words and deictic gestures of nomination. In
Line 10, the teacher pointed to Student 1 and bent her knees for encouragement.
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Answering the teacher’s nomination, Student 1 said a month in Line 11, but it was not
audible on the videotape. The student was giggling and other students were noisy. In
Line 12, the teacher warned students by saying, “sh sh sh.” For this reason, the student
might have said another month as a joke but it was not confirmed. The teacher reminded
students of the month she wanted as a start (i.e., January) in Lines 12 to 14. The teacher
also stressed the month she wanted by nodding. In Line 13, the teacher tried to draw
students’ attention by an emblematic gesture of “listen.” In Line 14, the teacher
presented the word “January” by stressing each syllable by saying each syllable
separately, and counting gestures. With the teacher’s acknowledgement in Line 15,
Student 1 said, “January” with a nod of affirmation this time in Line 16, but Student 2
said, “April” as a joke in Line 17, so the teacher warned the student who was giggling
(Student 1) by saying, “shh:” As the teacher warned the student, she carried on the
activity by nominating the next student by pointing at the student in Line 18. The choral
practice went more smoothly after this utterance, and the teacher’s nomination by
gesture worked well and effectively. The teacher’s gestures thus caused a physical
response on the part of students. This is another example of how gesture functions as an
illocutionary force to accomplish an intended act.

Summary of observations from the secondary classroom by Teacher 3. The
findings from Teacher 3’s classrooms were identified as being very similar to those
from Teacher 2’s classrooms with regard to the gesture function of classroom
management as Table 8 indicates. Deictic gestures were frequently used and they were
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produced for nominating a student for choral practice of the key expressions, giving
commands or directions to students, drawing students’ attention to the key information
on the blackboard or a textbook, and disciplining students.

Table 8. Teacher Gesture Observed for Classroom Management from the Secondary
Classroom by Teacher 3
Types of gesture
Forms of gesture
Purposes
observed
observed
Emphatic gestures
Beats
Giving directions

Referential gestures

Deictics

Nominating/disciplining/
giving commands or
directions/causing a physical
action

Representational
gestures

Numeral gestures

Showing syllables

Emblems

Disciplining, error correction

Mimes

Commanding

For disciplining, deictics were used often, but an emblem of “Be quite” was also
observed. As was the case for Teacher 2, a mime of “Listen” was also produced by
Teacher 3. Considering the same use and the form, this mime might be considered as a
classroom emblem because of the frequency and the use across teachers. Something
particular about Teacher 3 was a numeral or counting gestures that occurred when the
teacher was presenting the syllable pattern of a target word. The type and form of the
gestures were different but Teacher 2 also explained the phonetic mechanism of English
sounds with gestures. In this sense, the purpose or motivation of producing such
gestures was the same for the two teachers. This type of gesture was not observed in
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Teacher 1’s classrooms. That could be because of the differences of class levels, and the
goals of instruction between Teacher 1’s, and Teacher 2’s and Teacher 3’s classrooms.

Summary of Observations from All Classrooms. The results of the analysis of
the three teachers’ instruction revealed that teacher gestures that are intended to manage
the classroom differ according to the language level of the class and activity type. In the
classrooms of elementary or beginner level students, both of the two teachers produced
more gestures for the function of classroom management than for the function of
comprehension aids. It was also observed that compared with Teacher 1, Teacher 2 and
Teacher 3 spent more energy for disciplining the students who were not motivated in
learning, and the teachers’ efforts were made by both speech and gesture. It is presumed
that the teachers needed to make more efforts for lower level students to make their
students understand effectively when they explained a learning point and gave
directions for an activity than for higher proficiency students. In my interpretation, it
seemed that the teachers sometimes struggled in explaining things to lower proficiency
students in English, that is the learners’ FL. Consciously or unconsciously, the teachers
might have felt that they needed to use all the channels of communication in order to
increase the learners’ understanding on the explanations they made for setting up the
activities in an effective and economical manner. In such a situation, gesture can be a
very useful mode to accompany the speech.
The tendency of frequent use of teacher gesture in the secondary observation
sites was observed to be the same for the two individuals (Teacher 2 and Teacher 3).
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The reason for this similarity might be that what language teachers feel about “a lack”
in the classroom could be shared. In addition to this point, the institution, the language
levels, the type of course, and the goals were the same in the two teachers’ classrooms.
More observations of various teachers considering idiosyncrasy are necessary for
further analysis.
In the next chapter, I present some findings on the participants’ perceptions of
the teacher’s gestures that were produced by Teacher 1 from the primary observation
site.
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CHAPTER 7
FINDINGS ON THE EFFECTS OF HUMOR ON ATTENTIVENESS IN
THE CLASS

This chapter presents some examples of teacher gestures that influence learners’
affect in the educational setting of the EFL language classroom. This type of gesture
contributes to the classroom atmosphere. It is considered that teacher gesture influences
the relationships between a teacher and students, a student and student, and students and
students as a class (Neill, 1991; Neill & Caswell, 1993). Furthermore, positive
relationships built by group cohesion affect students’ motivation in learning (Dörnyei,
2001). This chapter reports the findings from the primary observation site, where most
of the gestures involving humor were observed. The following sections are introduced
according to classroom activities and scenes. In this section, I report on three classroom
scenes observed from the primary observation site.

Showing an Example of a Video-making Project
This 90-second excerpt was taken immediately after the scene described in
Excerpt 2 in Chapter 5 (the ninth lesson of the semester). After his explanation of a
course assignment of a video project by reading aloud handouts, the teacher started to
give an unplanned improvisational episode by acting out a scene like a one-man stage
play by referring to two male students (Students 11 and 25). As reported in the previous
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chapter, the teacher was seated together with students at students’ desks, which were
arranged in squares. See the seating arrangement in Appendix C.
This excerpt shows how the teacher referred to someone who existed in the
physical space (i.e., the two students), and mimed to describe an imaginary situation in
the narrative style. In this scene, exaggerated mimes drew students’ laughter. This action
can be considered as humor in the classroom setting. Various types of gestures were
observed such as concrete deictics, iconic gestures, mimes, and face gestures. In this
scene and the following scenes in this chapter, some gestures possibly help students’
comprehension and thus overlap with the evidence presented in Chapter 5. Nevertheless,
what I observed in this chapter were the results of natural interactions and the behaviors
that are interwoven with other chapter themes cannot be separated in the recordings.
Note that the primary interest in this section is to observe gestures related to humor,
which greatly influences emotions and presumably motivation.

Excerpt 1

May 16, 00:37:39-00:39:08

01

T1

(2.0) very briefly infomercial example is I am a foreigner,
((Teacher leans forward; Student 23 looks at Teacher)

02

T1

|someone, Student 11 and I are in that, we are actors,|
((Teacher touches Student 11’s arm, the student sitting at the right of
the teacher; Student 11 looks at Teacher))

03

T1

|we are doing the video,|
|{moves to the RH right and left between the teacher and Student 11
x2}|

04

T1

>Student 11 |is Japanese,| |I am a foreigner,|<
|{pointing Student 11 with RH}| |{positioning BH in front of him}|

05

T1

|and we are eating lunch,| >|and I have never used chopsticks.| <
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|{opens RH toward Student 11 }| |{opens RH toward Student 11}|
((Student 19 leans forward and turns to the teacher and keeps looking
at the teacher after this))
06

T1

>|and I say oh, Student 11 can I stick|< my chopsticks in the rice,
fig
|{holds up RA with a fist, extends it forward vigorously and lets it}|

07

T1

|and Student 11, ( . ) huh?| |he can't believe it.|
fig
|{opens his mouth and eyes widely}| |{opens BH slightly in front of
him}|
((Some students laugh))

08

T1

|and now–now we have this big culture problem.|
|{raises BH little by little and beats them vigorously x2}

09

T1

|so again, again| in your video you can make it funny,
|{lifts BH a little and beats them x2}|

10

T1

|do a close up of| |(2.0) Student 11’s face and freeze it|
|{points at Student 11 with BH, raises RH and holds it}||((opens mouth
and eyes widely and freezes his facial movement))|
((More students laugh at teacher’s mime))

11

T1

you know, you know, |and then you know make it|
|{revolves BH x2}|

12

T1

use some language to make it funny |if you want to| |avoid|
| {lifts up BH and open them to the sides}| |{revolves BH x2}|
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13

T1

|this kind of situation.|
|{opens BH to the sides}|

14

T1

|and then again now comes Student 25.|
|{points at Student 25 who is sitting at the left side of the teacher with
BH}|

15

S25

16

T1

⊔
((nods broadly once))
|hello, everyone. please this should not happen to you if you come to
Japan.|
|{raises LIF and moves it forward with extended LA and shakes it to
the sides vigorously many times } ((speaks with lower voice tone))

17

T1

|make sure you know the rules of| |using chopsticks.|
|{shakes LIF to the sides}| |{lifts up opened RH and closes it}|

18

S19

19

T1

|and then another,|
|{lifts LH up and down x2}|

20

T1

|someone else could come out|
|{moves LH from left to right}|

21

T1

|with like a chart and you can go through|
|{raises RH in the high position and moves LH over RH, palm inside
toward LH in the zigzag motions from top to the bottom}|

22

T1

|some basic etiquette,|
|{throws BH forward}|

23

T1

|and then later on Student 11,| they could bring in,
|{points at Student 11 with BH}|

24

T1

|Student 11 and I are having lunch again,|
|{points at Student 11 and the teacher with RH respectively}|

25

T1

|and we are laughing having a good time,|
|{leans back and lifts up BH and opens them to the sides}|

⊔
((S19 is nodding; looking at the teacher))
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26

T1

|and I am setting my chopsticks on the–the|
|{turns to the right; put RIF and thumb together and moves toward the
table}|

27

S19

⊔ ⊔ ⊔ ⊔
((Student 19 is nodding; not looking at the teacher))

28

T1

|because I know the rules.|
|{lifts up BH and opens them to the sides}|

29

S19

30

T1

|and in the alternative camera,| |I go like this.|
((turns to the left)) |{lifts his right thumb up in a large motion}|
((some students laugh at the teacher’s mime))

31

T1

anyway, you make it funny, you can have fun |with this.|
|{lifts up BH and opens them slightly}|

32

T1

be creative. again, chopsticks are a very simple example.

33

S19

⊔
((Student 19 looks at the teacher and nods vigorously))

34

T1

you can use some others, |more creative ones.|
|{lifts up RH}|

35

T1

|they are all around you. cultures, all around you.|
|{moves RH from right to left in a large circular motion}|
((moves his face from side to side in small motions)

36

T1

|choose one aspect of it and do it.|
|{repeats the same gesture in a smaller motion}|

⊔

⊔

Line 01 begins with a two-second pause. The teacher might have been planning the
story that he was going to tell during this short pause. In Line 02, the teacher mentioned
a male student (Student 11) who was sitting next to him and touched his arm to indicate
that he was mentioning the student. Perhaps the student was chosen because he was one
of the available resources in the classroom environment for the narration. The pointing
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gestures in Lines 03 to 05 referred to “we” (the teacher and Student 11). In the latter
phrase of Line 05, a mismatched gesture was observed. This is an example of the
message connoting the following phrase or sentence being expressed before the phrase
is mentioned in speech. In this excerpt, the gestures occurred along with the speech
“and we are eating lunch” represented the following phrase “and I have never used
chopsticks.” In Line 06, the same phenomenon was observed. When the teacher was
saying “can I stick,” the gesture was depicting the object of the sentence “my chopsticks
in the rice?” as the teacher held imaginary chopsticks in the center of his fist vertically
and was sticking them into imaginary rice that was served in a rice bowl (this is a taboo
manner in Japanese culture; see the inserted figure). In Line 07, the teacher opened his
eyes and mouth widely to illustrate the speech “huh?” (see the inserted figure and the
next phrase “he can’t believe it.” When he said the latter phrase, the gesture of slightly
opened hands emphasized the utterance).
After the teacher’s performance, he commented by saying “and now-now we
(have) this big cultural problem.” The phrase was stressed by a large motion of beats in
Line 08. The phrase “so again, again” was accompanied with beats. In Line 10, the
teacher pointed at Student 11 and reproduced the same face gestures from Line 07. In
Lines 11 and 12, the teacher emphasized a phrase or a word by revolving gestures, and
encouraging students by opening both arms and hands to the side. These two types of
gestures were repeatedly used (see also Excerpts 2 and 9 by Teacher 1, and Excerpt 12
by Teacher 2 in Chapter 5); thus they can be considered catchments that contribute to
cohesion in discourse.
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After commenting, the teacher started to perform again to suggest a new scene.
In Line 14, the teacher referred with a deictic to another male student (Student 25) who
was sitting to his left side. In Line 16, the teacher was saying Student 25’s words in the
drama, “hello, everyone. please this should not happen to you if you come to Japan” in a
different tone of voice. For this line, the teacher produced two co-speech gestures within
the flow of his gestural motion to the class. The first one was to raise his left index
finger to draw listeners’ attention, and the second one was shaking the index finger to
the sides, which indicated negation. On observing the teacher, Student 19 gave a large
nod once. In Line 17, the teacher shook his left index finger from side to side. This
gesture emphasizing negation was reproduced from Line 16. Although the utterance
was affirmative at the grammatical level, the actual message of the statement “make
sure you know the rules of using chopsticks” is to “make sure you do not stick
chopsticks into rice.” The gestures accompany the latter phrase “using chopsticks” and
the following phrase “and then another” in Line 19 are difficult to interpret; because of
the subtlety of the motions, we cannot be sure whether they represented actions of using
chopsticks.
In Line 20, the teacher moved his left hand from left to right in order to depict
the action for “someone else could come out” to visualize the narration. In Line 21, the
teacher raised his right hand to present an imaginary chart (the hand itself can be seen as
a chart) and the zigzag motion of his left hand over the right palm depicted the listeners
as reading the chart (i.e., they were considered as readers in the narrative). This set of
gestures clearly indicates that the teacher was producing gestures for the sake of
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listeners because the position and the direction of his right hand were from the side of
the listeners (the teacher was producing his gestures from the listeners’ point of view).
Throwing both of his hands forward to the class in Line 22 he addressed students for the
purpose of encouraging them. In Lines 23 and 24, the teacher mentioned Student 11 and
himself in speech and gesture again. In Line 25, the teacher leaned back and lifted up
his hands and opened them to the sides to show that he was in a performance role, that
he was relaxing and having a good time. In Line 26, the teacher performed the action of
setting chopsticks on the table in the imagined situation. While listening, Student 19
was not looking at the teacher but kept nodding. In Line 28, the teacher continued to
perform. Then he turned to the left and raised his right thumb to the imaginary camera.
This gesture can be interpreted as an English emblem meaning “Yes, I did it” or “OK.”
As described, the teacher produced a great many iconic gestures for the narration.
In Line 30, the teacher went back to the commentary mode from the
performance mode. Short phrases in Lines 28 and 31 were stressed by beats. In Line 30,
Student 19 looked at the teacher and nodded vigorously. In Lines 34 and 35, the teacher
illustrated the phrase “all around you” by moving his right hand from right to left in a
large circular motion.
Observing the teacher’s utterances in Line 09 (“you can make it funny”) and
Line 31, (“you make it funny”), we could conclude that the teacher considers humor as
a necessary or at least an important component of a video production as the observation
shows that his classroom interaction style conveys the sense that he believes that humor
is important. This observation corresponds with the teacher’s belief about the use of
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humor expressed in the interview (see Excerpt 29 in Chapter 8 for what the teacher
stated on his use of humor).
As for students’ reactions to the teacher’s gestures, at the beginning of the scene,
most of them were looking at the handouts that were distributed prior to this scene. The
teacher was reading aloud as part of his explanation, and only three students out of ten
students were looking at the teacher (the video camera recorded only half of the class
due to the camera angle). However, when the teacher started to perform while acting out
an imaginary narrative (from Line 04), gradually more students paid attention to the
teacher; moreover, most of them were looking at the teacher after students’ laughter
occurred. One student, Student 19 who was sitting at the same desk as the teacher’s
desk, leaned forward and turned left (otherwise it was difficult for him to see the
teacher’s gesture from his position) when the students’ names in the narrative story
were called and laughter occurred. He occasionally nodded while listening or while
listening and looking at the teacher (in Lines 15, 17, 29 and 30).
As observed in this segment, nodding without speech functions as
back-channeling for Japanese speakers, and production of nods is idiosyncratic
(Miyazaki, 2009). In addition, according to Kondo (2005), there are three roles of a
listener’s nods of Japanese speakers, a) affirmation, b) a signal as a continuer, and c)
taking a turn while affirming. In this excerpt, the students’ nods can be considered as
affirmation of what the teacher was saying.
The teacher constantly used gestures both in the context of regular explanation
and the context of improvised narrative explanation; however, the degree of students’
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attention and concentration differed according to the context. The latter context received
more attention and concentration on the teacher and the amount of attention from
students was maximized when laughter occurred in Line 30. This example shows that
preference of students for watching the teacher or not while the teacher was speaking.
Their preference was confirmed to be idiosyncratic.

Showing an Example for an End-of-Semester Presentation
This 90-second excerpt occurred immediately after a scene illustrated in Excerpt
5 in the first section of Chapter 5. In that excerpt, the teacher was explaining to the class
how to prepare the final presentation and what was expected of them when presenting
as an embodied instruction of criteria for evaluating the presentations. Then the teacher
introduced some ideas for the presentation topic written on one of the handout pages by
tracing the sentences on the handouts that he referred to in his speech (students had the
same handouts and read through them along with the teacher’s reading-aloud
explanation). After that scene, the teacher improvised an imaginary narrated story. In
this narration, he chose Student 2 (female) and Student 10 (male) to be involved in the
story. See Appendix D for the seating arrangement.
This excerpt reports the teacher’s and students’ speech and the teacher’s gestural
nomination of students who were to produce gestures (Japanese emblematic gestures
that were perceived as funny) instead of the teacher’s producing them. In this scene,
both the teacher and the students who performed were collaborators in the amusing
classroom interaction, which produced laughter.
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Excerpt 2 June 20, 01:16:26-01:17:00
01

T1

I like this one. ((puts handout on desk))

02

T1

example, |like you would ask someone| like S2, umm,
|{turns to S2, raises BHs, moves LH toward S2}|

03

T1

S2, |<give me a gesture or expression for cute.>|

º Yeah º.

⊔
fig
|{raises fists, beats them toward S2 x3}|
((looks at S2))

04

S2

((looks at teacher)) (2.0) |____________|
fig
|{points at her cheeks with index fingers, tilts head to left side}|
((Ss burst into laughter))

05

T1

yeah, good. |
| good.
|{points at S2 with left index finger}| ((T utters laughingly))
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06

T1

|and then| ask a man. S10, |give me an expression| |for <cute.>|
|{revolves RH x2}|((looks at S10)) |{claps hands on chest}| |{extends
BH, then clasps hands}|
((Ss looks at S10, smile and giggle))

07

S10:

cute?
⊔
((looks at teacher)) ((smiles indicating S10 is feeling little awkward))

08

T1

yeah. (2.0)

09

S10:

kyū:to? ((leans upper body to right, scratches head with RH)) (0.2)
⊔
“Cute?”

10

S10:

ū:n. |________________|
figs
|{places fists on cheeks}|
“Umm.”
((Ss burst into laughter, clap hands))

11

S10:

⊔

12

T1

|__________| well, okay, excellent.

⊔

|{thumbs up with RH to S10}| ((Smiles))
In Line 02, the teacher nominated Student 2 (a female) by pointing. The teacher was
giving the floor to her by means of a concrete deictic. The teacher encouraged Student 2
by emphasizing gestures of beats and concrete deictics. The negotiation of giving and
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receiving the floor was made by gaze direction and nodding without a verbal interaction
observed in Lines 03 and 04. These nonverbal behaviors might indicate a claim for
turn-transition to the student (Maynard, 1986, 1987, 1990). The silence of two seconds
indicated Student 2’s hesitation or embarrassment, but Student 2 produced a Japanese
emblematic gesture of “cute” (i.e., pointing at both sides of her cheeks with index
fingers and tilting her head to one side), which is considered rather childish and girlish.
This comical gestural action made the class laugh. In Line 05, the teacher said “good”
and pointed at Student 2 to acknowledge her action.
In Line 06, the teacher nominated Student 10 (a male). In Lines 07 to 09, the
negotiation of giving and receiving the floor was also made between the teacher and
Student 10 nonverbally (i.e., speech, eye gaze, and nodding). The silence by Student 10
was also two seconds. This silence can be seen as his hesitation because silence of two
seconds or longer is considered long in a conversation. His hesitation was also
expressed in facial expression, leaning back posture, and scratching of his head. These
kinds of nonverbal behaviors are produced for the interlocutor himself. The scratching
gesture can be a self-adapter. The student then asked for confirmation with the utterance
“cute?” These reactions and utterance indicated his shyness, hesitation, or puzzlement.
In addition, the code-switched utterances of English to Japanese saying “kyū:to?” (i.e.,
cute) in Line 09 and “ū:n” (i.e., umm) might have been produced for the interlocutor
himself, and might have the same function as other self-adapters indicating his
hesitation. In Line 10, Student 10 reproduced a variation of Student 2’s gesture (i.e.,
Japanese emblematic gesture of cute) and his action also drew the peers’ harder laughter
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and clapping of hands (see the inserted figures). In fact, the class’s reactions to Student
10 were even bigger than the ones to Student 2 because the produced emblem was
considered girlish and so was comical when produced by the male student. The recycled
gesture in the same form in the sequential dialogue can be considered gestural cohesion,
but these gesture productions can also be seen as non-verbal synchronicity between the
interlocutors (Knapp & Hall, 2002). This type of intimate nonverbal synchronicity
reinforced the learners’ relationships with each other and the teacher. Moreover, these
gestural interactions were humorous and thus relaxing. Sharing positive emotions
among learners might have contributed to building positive group cohesion (how well a
group holds together) and gestural interactions might influence this group cohesion.
Dörnyei (2001) pointed out that one of the teacher behaviors that is conducive to
learners’ motivation is behavior that provides fun and a supportive or non-threatening
classroom atmosphere. The use of humor to achieve this purpose can be a powerful tool.
In their discourse analysis of a lecture, Greatbatch and Clark (2003) reported that humor
and laughter are good elements to strengthen group cohesion.
In Line 11, Student 10 nodded back at his classmates’ reactions (laughter) to his
humorous gesture in Line 10 for acceptance and a request for acknowledgement.
Consecutively, in Line 12, the teacher showed an English emblem meaning good (i.e.,
thumb up) and smiled at Student 10, and uttered, “Well, excellent.” to acknowledge
Student 10.
In the case of this excerpt, the learners’ gestural behaviors that were requested
by the teacher brought a touch of entertainment such as humor or comical performance
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into the classroom. Excerpt 1 in the previous section showed how the teacher also acted
out such comical mimes in the classroom to the same group of students. According to
Greatbatch and Clark’s study (2003), the audience in a lecture paid more attention to
and concentrated more on what was being presented by the lecturer, and they were able
to memorize more of the information and messages delivered by the lecturer when
humor was introduced appropriately and effectively. The five learners of this class I
interviewed at the end of the semester also evaluated their teachers’ comical gestural
interactions positively because they rarely felt bored in those lessons, and instead felt
intimate feelings toward the teacher. See Chapter 8 for details.
Regarding the students’ reactions to the teacher-student(s) interactions, most of
the members of the video recording of the focus group of the lesson (five students in
Group 5) looked at the interactions and reacted to them. See the seating arrangement in
Appendix E. However, the students who were sitting behind the teacher in Group 5, and
the students who were nominated to perform gestures in Group 3 (see Appendix E) did
not look at the interactions all the time due to their positions. Prior to this scene, the
teacher was explaining with the handouts and the students in the group were mostly
listening and looking at the handouts that had been distributed. Then when the teacher
called their classmate’s name (Student 2), three students in the group began to look at
the teacher and Student 2. When the teacher requested Student 2 (a male) to show a
gesture meaning “cute” in Line 03, Student 4 (a female) leaned forward and smiled as
did Student 18, who was sitting next to Student 4. Then Student 4 gesticulated the
identical gesture (Japanese emblematic gesture of cute) to the one Student 2 produced
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simultaneously. Seeing Student 2’s gesture, the class burst into laughter. Student 1
(female), who was sitting right behind the teacher and actor, missed the scene and
looked at Student 18 (a female), who was seated opposite her, for help. Student 18
reproduced the gesture to her. After that, Student 1 turned around and observed the
continuing scene (Lines 06 to 12). Although four out of five students in the group
focused on the teacher and actors from Line 06, one student (Student 25, a male) did not
pay attention to them.
The teacher shifted to present another example story with active miming, but the
students in this group were still excited about the gestural exchanges between the
teacher and Student 2 and Student 10, who performed the Japanese emblem of cute.
They were chatting and produced the emblem of cute and another comical gesture of a
Japanese emblem of beckoning, raising an arm with a fist and knocking it down twice to
listeners; this gesture mimics a beckoning cat’s paw, which is a symbol of welcoming
good luck (see Figure 3). This paw or gesture is considered cute. The students were not
paying attention to the teacher but they were still following the topic of “cute.”

Figure 3. A beckoning cat.
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Explaining the End-of-Semester Presentation
This excerpt begins from in the middle of the teacher’s explanation that was
given at the beginning of the lesson in the eighteenth lesson of the semester. First, the
teacher was explaining about the requirements of a presentation such as the use of
English and visual aids. Then he went on to explain about the structure of a presentation,
the introduction, the body, and the conclusion. Because this was a part of the beginning
part of the lesson, the teacher was reviewing what he had explained about the final
presentation in the last lesson. In his explanation, the teacher had handouts in his hands.
Students also had handouts on their desks. The length of the excerpt is 17 seconds. See
the seating arrangement in Appendix E.

Excerpt 3

June 26, 00:31:09-00:31:46

01:

T:

on this side. ( . ) |I have just an outline of the presentation.|
((flips handouts and shows)) |{points at handouts with LIF, moves LIF
horizontally x2}|

02:

T:

|I want you to give this to me,| |fill this out and give it to me.|
|{points to the handout and, and moves his finger down}|x2

03:

T:

|introduction is like| |>I want YOU to say WHAT your topic is,<|
(1.0)
|{continues to point at handouts with LIF}| |{moves LH forward &
opens LH to Ss}|

04:

T:

|<and say it in an interesting way,| |don’t say that>| º |my topic is.| ( . )
|{moves LH left to right}| |{turns LH forward & beats it}| |{beats LH}|

05:

T:

|gestures| (1.0) all right? º |_____|
fig
|{beats LH}| |{opens mouth, closes eyes, moves his head down
slightly to his left diagonally and sluggishly}|
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((Ss burst into laughter))

In Lines 01 to 03, the teacher mentioned the outline of the presentation and told
students about the submission of the presentation outline later by pointing to the
handouts.

In Line 03, the teacher stressed “YOU” and pointed at the class. Then he

vocally emphasized “WHAT your topic is” and opened his left hand toward the class.
He also emphasized the phrases he said with gestures in Line 04. In the same utterance
in Line 04, and the next utterance in Line 05, he suddenly said “my topic is. ( . )
gestures” softly. In Line 05, the teacher emphasized the word “gesture” with beats. He
addressed students asking “all right?” and suddenly moved his head down to his left
diagonally slowly and sluggishly, like a doll's head dropping down (see the inserted
figure). Because his action of moving his head down in an action that mimicked falling
asleep was sudden and unexpected, it was perceived comically by students. They burst
into laughter. What the teacher wanted to say by speech and gesture was that students
were supposed to announce their topic in a logical but interesting way in instead of
saying simply “my topic is gesture.” In this scene, a single and small action attracted
students’ attention and caused great amusement.
It is noteworthy to mention that this head action might also indicate the teacher’s
negative assessment of this kind of shallow presentation in students’ oral speech. In
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other words, students tend not to explain the topic deeply enough in their speeches as
they simply say “my topic is gestures.” Such performance goes against the teacher’s or
listeners’ expectation. The next three-minute excerpt occurred immediately after
Excerpt 3 and shows how the teacher and students’ gesture and sounds made by
gesturin is an example of humor that helped create positive affect in the classroom. A
more extensive part of this excerpt was reported in Excerpt 10 in Chapter 5.

Excerpt 4

June 26, 00:0218-00:02:44

01:

T1

|and then I WANT you to talk about| |something that,| ( . )
|{beats LH x2}|
|{moves down LH}|

02

T1

|the–the CLA:SS SHOULD REMEMBER,|
{turns LH widely towards Ss x2}

03:

T1

|about your–your presentation.| ( . ) okay?
|{holds handouts with LH and beats x2}|
((puts handouts on the desk))

04

S22

⊔
⊔
((S22 is looking at the teacher and nods))

05:

T1

and you can always go>like this |SO REMEMBER,| (2.0)
|{hits right fist against left palm}|

06:

T1

|_____________________
|{hits right fist against left palm}|
[
|_____________________|
|{raises her left hand and shakes it several times}|

S22
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07:

S

((hits fist against palm harder than the teacher; the hitting
sound is much louder, only the sound is recorded ))

08:

T1

so remember MEN don’t smile as often as women,| (1.0)
⊔
⊔
⊔
keeps the position from Line 05 and beats slightly}|
((Ss laugh)) ((Then T laughs and picks up handouts from the desk))

09:

T1

so, anyway, make–you know, and |have fun| and–and–and THAT’S
IT.
⊔
|{beats RH}|
((Teacher talks laughing a little))

In Line 01, the teacher stressed the word “want” verbally and the whole phrase
gesturally. In Line 02, he addressed the class by turning his hand toward them. In Line
03, the teacher tried to draw students’ attention to the handouts explaining about their
presentation. The teacher put his handouts on the desk. In Line 05, the teacher
emphasized the phrase “SO REMEMBER” verbally and gesturally. In Line 06, the
teacher hit his right fist against his left palm and this action made the sound of hitting
(see the inserted figure). He repeated this action of hitting his fist in his palm as an
exaggerated expression. Simultaneously, Student 22 (female), who was sitting to the
teacher’s right front, raised her left hand as if she was mimicking the teacher’s action,
according to my observer’s eyes. Then, she shook her left hand several times. It is
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difficult to say whether she partly mimicked the teacher’s gestures or produced a
self-adapter. It was clearer to see that, following the teacher’s actions, one student
mimicked the teacher’s hitting gesture as a joke (the student was unidentified because
the student was outside of the frame of video-recording; only the sound of hitting a fist
against a palm was recorded) in Line 07. The teacher simultaneously produced his
comment in Line 08. The teacher’s gestural action in Line 06 could have created
tension; however, the student’s imitating the teacher’s gesture produced a laugh and
made the class atmosphere relaxed. The teacher kept the hand position (covering his
right fist with his left hand) and beat his hands slightly to emphasize the phrase. In the
phrase, the word “men” was also emphasized verbally. The teacher also nodded for
acknowledgement to the listeners. Then the teacher and student’s action of hitting hands
for emphasis brought about students’ laughter. In Line 09, the teacher continued to nod
and stressed the phrase “have fun” with beats. The last phrase “that’s it” was
emphasized only verbally. The series of the teacher’s and students’ gestural exchanges
can be seen as co-construction of interaction or interaction synchrony. According to
Knapp and Hall (2002), “we engage in matching (reciprocated) behavior when our
partner’s behavior is perceived as moderately congruent with our expectations and
involvement preferences” (2002, p. 254). In either case, the observed moment showed
affective exchanges emerging between the teacher and students.
With regard to students’ reactions to the teacher’s gestures, four students were
recorded together with the teacher (see the seating arrangement in Appendix E). Three
out of four of them kept looking at the teacher (one student, Student 14, was lying on
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her arms on the desk and was looking out of the corner of her eyes at the teacher).
Student 22 nodded while listening to the teacher in Line 03. Student 26 was not looking
at the teacher but responded to the sound the teacher made and looked at him in Line 05.
When an unidentified student repeated the teacher’s action of hitting his fist into his
palm by making a hitting sound, Student 14 raised her upper body from the desk and
looked at the student with a smile and laughed. Student 26 also looked at the student
and smiled. Some students including Student 14 laughed on hearing what the teacher
said in Line 08. In this utterance, the teacher nodded three times at the end of his phrase.
According to Kondo (2005), there are three functions of a speaker’s nodding, (a) giving
a turn, (b) giving accent or rhythm to the speech, and (c) punctuating the speech. Kondo
said that nods as punctuation often occur at the end of phrase of the utterance.
Observing a pause of one second, the teacher might have punctuated his speech to end
his utterance. Then in Line 09, he started a new utterance to conclude this discourse.
As I observed and as has been observed by others, smiles and laughter brought
by humor had a social function in the language classroom. Morita (2008) stated that
laughter and humor loosens tension or enhances the building of rapport in classroom
contexts. According to Martin and Baksh (1995), a teacher’s authority over students
creates tension in the classroom, and humor is a tool to release students’ predicted
frustration toward such a power relationship. In the data presented above, the teacher
used a student or students in the classroom setting as characters of a humorous story, or
both the teacher and students collaborated to create such a story. By bringing humor
into his explanations, the teacher lowered his authoritative status (see the students’
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perception on this issue in Chapter 8). This type of teacher use of humor shows his
intimacy with the class. Thus it reduces tension and facilitates self-disclosure (Gorham
& Christophel, 1990). As a result, a positive affective environment for learning such as
rapport was reinforced.

Summary
This chapter reported on how humor affected the atmosphere of the classroom
community by documenting teacher gestures and student gestures, and gestural
interaction between the teacher and student that influence students’ emotions. Table 9
shows the primary types of gestures and nonverbal behaviors related to humor observed
in these interactions.
According to Wanzer and Frymier (1999), humor is a kind of immediacy
behavior. They introduced categories of humor used in the classroom: personal
anecdote related to the subject matter, personal anecdote that is not directly related to
the subject matter, jokes, and physical or vocal comedy. Observing the main classroom
in this study, I confirmed improvised anecdotes with physical and vocal comedy, and
simple physical comedy. Wanzer and Frymier's review of studies on humor in
educational settings reported that when humor is used, students (a) learn more, (b) give
more positive evaluation to their teachers, (c) participate in class more positively, d)
have less anxiety, (e) build or dissolve boundaries of a group, (f) have creativity, (g) are
more motivated, and (h) control conflict and relieve stress. For these reasons, humor,
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created in great part through gesture and vocal features, can be an effective tool to
regulate the relationships and atmosphere in the language class.
Observations of the three teachers’ lessons revealed that the gestures used by
teachers that are related to humor are idiosyncratic. Among the three teachers, I
observed such gestures only in Teacher 1’s video recording data. This observation
might have resulted from the teacher’s personality, teaching policy, or his chemistry
with the students. This issue is discussed with the interview data in Chapter 8.

Table 9. Observed Teacher Gesture and Nonverbal Behaviors Related to Humor
Emotion
Types of gesture
Interlocutor
Positive (excitement,
liveliness, playfulness,
Humorous mime (facial,
Teacher
relaxation)
nodding)

Humorous mime (manual;
iconics, emblems)

Emphatic gesture

Positive (excitement,
liveliness, playfulness,
relaxation)
Negative & Positive
(surprise, tension,
playfulness,
stress-release,
relaxation)
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Teacher, student

Teacher, student

CHAPTER 8
FINDINGS FROM STUDENT AND TEACHER INTERVIEWS AND
SURVEYS: THEIR PERCEPTIONS OF INSTRUCTIONAL GESTURES

Interviews and Surveys
This chapter reports the results of student and teacher interviews that were
conducted in the primary observation site, and the results of a student survey that was
conducted in the secondary observation site for the purpose of understanding what the
participants self-reported on their teachers’ instructional gestures. The next section
indicates how the interviews were conducted and the interview results that were
extracted for the topic on teacher gesture.

Interviews with Participants in the Primary Observation Site
This section reports the results of student and teacher interviews. The interviews
with five students and the teacher were conducted in their native languages except in the
case of an international student. The international student was interviewed in her second
language, Japanese. The rest of the students were interviewed in Japanese and the
teacher was interviewed in English as we watched short selected videotaped segments
outside the classroom at the primary observation site during the semester. Note that I
had not told the participants that my main research interest was observing instructional
gestures until I asked questions on their awareness of the teacher’s gesture uses during
the interviews (see Chapter 4 for the interview procedures). The first section presents
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the student interviewees’ comments. The second section provides the teacher’s
comments from retrospective interviews.
In the excerpts presented in the next sections, “I” stands for the interviewer (me,
the researcher), “S” stands for the student interviewee. See Appendix M for the
interview transcription conventions. Any words, phrases, or sentences indicated in
capital letters show emphasized utterances by the speakers.

Students' comments. In this section, I present some comments regarding the
students’ awareness of teacher talk, their reactions to the teacher’s talk, whether they
listened to or watched the teacher, their understanding of the teacher’s explanations, the
helpfulness of the teacher’s gestures, and their perceptions of humorous gestures.
The five student interviewees were two male students (Student 16 and Student
23) and three female students (Student 14, Student 22, and Student 24). Student 16 is a
returnee from Australia. He stayed in Australia for 18 months and went to a local
elementary school. Student 23 went to the East Coast of the United States as an
exchange student sponsored by a large insurance company for three weeks when he was
a second year student at a senior high school. Student 14 is a returnee from the United
States. She lived in Kentucky for six years between the ages of five and eleven. Student
22 is an international student from Korea. She stayed in the Philippines for volunteering
and learning English for eight months before coming to Japan. She is an advanced
learner of Japanese and the oldest among her classmates. Student 24 had not been to
foreign countries and is a typical Japanese student in this sense.
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Students’ perceptions of the teacher’s talk. The five students commented that
the ways the teacher talked differed in and outside the classroom. They said that the
teacher talked slower and louder to the class so that his talk was easy to understand.
Student 23 said, “I also noticed he talked slowly and loudly. Of course, THAT’S VERY
IMPORTANT, ISN’T IT? Umm, the explanation can be easily remembered because of
this.”
Student 14 emphasized that it is typical that teachers modify their way of talking
when teaching, and the teacher’s talk was easy to understand (see the literature review
on teacher talk and teacher gesture in Chapter 3).

Excerpt 1
S14:

I:
S14:

でも、やっぱ誰も、誰もかれも変わるんじゃないですか。やっ
ぱり大きい声でみんなに向けてしゃべろうと思うと、やっぱ口
調も変わるし。でも、全然聞きやすいですよ。いろんな人の英
語を聞いてきたけど。
ISN’T THAT THE CASE FOR EVERYBODY? You know, if you’re
talking to everybody in the class, your tone of voice will change as
well. But it’s far easier to understand. I listened to English spoken by a
variety of people.
ああ、先生の英語は。
Oh, how about the teacher’s English.
先生の英語は聞きやすいですねー。
His English is easy to listen to.

Student 16 also noticed that the teacher modified his talk when students did not
understand his explanations well.
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Excerpt 2
I:

S16:
I:

S16:

I:
S16:

でー、ちょっとここは、説明が長いところだから、Student 16 君
がいないので、このビデオ（にも）いないんだけれども。うー
ん、Teacher 1 は、みんなにこの説明をしているときって、みん
なに分かりやすく、伝わるように話していると思います？
Then, this is a part where the explanation gets long, and you are not
there, not in this video. Do you think, well, Teacher 1 is talking in a
way easy to understand for everybody?
そうです。
He does.
そういう努力をしていると思う？うん、そういうのは、どうい
うところから、いつも感じますか。
Do you think he’s trying to explain clearly? Umm, how do you feel his
trying to do so?
やっぱりみんなが分からないな、というふうな空気を出してい
るときは。
You see, when we are implying to him that we don’t understand.
うん。
Yeah.
もう一回分かりやすく言ったりとか、あと、やっぱり大きな声
で説明してくれるから。すごく聴き取りやすいし、話す速度も。
早過ぎないから。分かりやすいですね。聞き取りやすい。
He explains again more understandably, or speaks louder. His way of
talking is quite easy to listen to and not too fast. It’s very easy to
understand.

Student 24 mentioned, “He is talking in a way that is very easy to understand.”
According to Student 22, “…the way he talks gets softer when he has a one-to-one
conversation.”
None of the students had knowledge of teacher talk as a linguistic phenomenon;
however, they noticed the qualitative differences between the teacher’s instructional talk
and non-instructional talk. The next section introduces what they said about their
responses to the teacher’s talk.
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Students’ reactions to the teacher’s talk. As Chapters 5, 6, and 7 presented, in
general Japanese students do not show their understanding or lack of it by saying so or
asking questions in the classroom. One possible way the teacher can confirm their
understanding is to observe their nonverbal reactions. The international student, Student
22, said the classroom culture is very different from the one in her home country. I
observed her to be very active in group discussions and she often had a leading role in
the group, and was generally attentive to the teacher’s talks.

Excerpt 3
S22:

I:

S22:

I:
S22:

I:

ちょっと日本の学生は先生の話を聞いているのかなーと思うぐ
らい反応がないし、あんまり、こう。
Japanese students have so FEW REACTIONS. They make me wonder
if they are actually listening to the teachers.
反応がない。反応はどういうふうに先生におっしゃいます？
そういう、韓国ではどうですか。
No reactions. How do Koreans react to the teacher then?
韓国、だと先生は、あの、先生はみんなどうこう、自分が、あ
の、計画立ててきたプログラム、この、その、レジュメを見な
がら話すと、学生はそれを聞いて、先生が「これはどう？」っ
て、あの、聞いたら、学生も「ああ、いいですね」とか、あの、
話し合って。それで先生は「じゃあ、今からちょっと見る時間
与えるから」っていうふうに言ったところで見る。
In Korea, teachers speak while looking at the handouts they’ve
planned and prepared, and ask their students, “How do you like them?”
Then the students give feedback saying, “Uh, that looks good.”
They-they talk with the teachers. Then the teachers say things like,
“Well, I’ll give you some time to go over the handouts.”
うん。
Uh-huh.
これ、先生しゃべっているのに聞いているのかいと思うんです
よ、だって。
[In Japan] I wonder IF THEY ARE TRULY LISTENING TO THE
TEACHER.
うん。そこがちょっと文化としての違い。
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S22:

Yes, I guess it somehow shows a cultural difference.”
違う。あの、先生……先生もアメリカはそうじゃないと思うん
ですよ。アメリカ人も積極的に口きいてゆく。
NO. Well, teachers....teachers are not like this in the US as well.
American students are more willing to speak up.

From classroom observations and video recording, I observed that Student 16 was often
inactive in the lessons (see the next section on the teacher interview results for what the
teacher and I thought about the students’ attitude). His posture was rather leaning back
and he refrained from looking at the teacher while listening to the teacher’s talk. Unlike
the teacher’s and my perceptions, Student 16 stated that he was deeply focused on what
he was listening to. Therefore, he could not show physical reactions to the teacher.

Excerpt 4
I:

S16:
I:
S16:
I:
S16:
I:

例えば、あのー、先生がみんなに、Student 16 君を、に、を含め
て、話、説明しますよね。で、それを聴いてて、で、自分では
発言はしないんだけれど質問をしたりとか。で、聴いてますよ
ーというのは、先生に伝えようと…普段はしていると思いま
す？
Say, the teacher explains to everybody including you S16, and as you
listen, you may not speak up yourself, but think of questions. Then, do
you think you’re trying to convey the message that you’re listening to
the teacher?
いや、あんまできていないですね。
No, not very much.
あんまりできていない。
Not very much.
はい。
“No.”
うん。そういうふうに、じゃあ、しようというような気持ちは。
Uh-huh, well then, do you ever feel you should?
なんか結構…。
Well, you know…
うん。
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S16:

I:
S16:

I:

S16:
I:
S16:
I:

S16:

Yes.
いや、あの…見ながら、ハンドアウトを見ながら聴いて、どう
いうことを、これからやるのかというのを、うん。
Well, I’M LOOKING AT THE HANDOUT WHILE LISTENING to
figure out what we are supposed to do. Yes.
すごい集中しているから。
You are quite wrapped up in what you’re doing.
すごい必死で。結構、あんまり先生の目を、見たりする余裕が
なかったっていうのが、実際。
Yes, I was trying (to follow him) very hard. Actually, I couldn’t
afford to look at the teacher’s eyes directly.
うん、うん、そうか、そうか。ま、人によってはちょっとうな
ずいていたりとかしているので。
Oh, yes, I understand. I noticed that some students were nodding a
little while listening.
ああ。
Oh.
あのー、まあ、自分で、こう、納得しているのか＝
Well, I wonder it’s more like, they are nodding to themselves=
＝あ、まあ、うなずいたりはしますけど＝
=Well, I NOD MYSELF at times=
＝あのー、うん、先生に「分かっているよ」という風に言って
いるのか、うん。まあ、そういうような、こともしなくはない
と。
=You know, yes, you may be showing the teacher that you are
following him. Let me see, maybe that’s possible. You may do it?
はい。
Yes.

In the interviews, not all students commented on their verbal or non-verbal reactions to
the teacher’s talk. Two students mentioned their reflection. Student 16’s comments
indicated that Teacher 1’s and the researcher’s perceptions (of nonverbal messages)
were not always correct. We do not know students’ intra-person processing unless we
ask. Perhaps even if we ask, we might not know the truth. The next section reports on
the students’ comments on their comprehension.
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How much was understood? How much the interviewees understood of the
teacher’s explanations during the lesson differed according to students. Student 14, one
of the most fluent speakers in the class said that she understood almost all of what the
teacher explained. She is not a representative student because she had a six-year
experience in the United States. However, Student 24 showed that her full
understanding was limited saying, “I can understand when the teacher is speaking very
slowly.” Student 23 also said so and introduced a typical conversation with peer
students as follows:

Excerpt 5
S23:

I:
S23:

分からないときがある。だから、それで、もう一回「どういう
意味？」とか聞きに行ったりとか。
There are times I don’t understand him. So then I asked him questions
like, ‘what do you mean?’
ああ、授業が終わったあと？
Ah, I see after the lesson?
そうそう。結局、そこでグループ内で、「え、今のどういうこ
とだったの？」「分かんなかったんだよ」「分かんなかったん
だよ」って。
Yeah, yeah. After all, in my group, (we ask each other to get
confirmation),’What? What did he mean?’ ‘I DIDN’T GET IT.’ ‘I
DIDN’T GET IT.’

For Student 22, an international student, the teacher’s explanations were difficult to
understand so she needed her group member’s (Student 17, female) supports in order to
do her assignments as the following excerpt indicates.
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Excerpt 6
I:

S22:
I:
S22:
I:
S22:

I:
S22:
I:
S22:

で、その先生の説明というのは、大体、何パーセントくらい理
解してますか。
So, how much do you understand his verbal explanations after all his
[the teacher’s] written explanations?
あー、30 分－30％しかできない。
Oh, of 30 minutes-I only understand only 30 %.
そう？
Is that right?
うん。
Yeah
うん。
Yeah.
それ、Student 17 に。いつも、あのー、Ｅメールとかで聞いたり、
資料なんかちょっと見せてもらったりするんですけど。そうで
すね、早いし、ちょっと、なんか相手の、そのスピードについ
て行けない。こ、このところを理解しようとする。相手は、あ
ー、あっ、あっちに行っちゃうから話はどんどん、どんどん行
っちゃうから、速いし、理解しづらい…まだ。
That’s, Student 17. Well, I always ask her questions through e-mails
or to show me the materials. You see, when the teacher is going fast,
and I can’t catch up with his speed. When I’m trying to understand
this part, but then he’s already gone ahead and keeps going. His talk is
too fast to follow for me...yet.
うん、まだ。
Uh-huh, as yet.
そうです。
That’s right.
そのときも結構、Student 17 さんに、再確認を。
In which case, you confirm the points again with Studnet 17.
Student 17 はインドネシアで、6 年間英語の勉強をしてきたから、
ベテラン。((笑))
Student 17 studied English in Indonesia for six years. She’s an expert.
((laughter))

This section introduced some comments the interviewees made on the degree of their
comprehension in which they indicated that the two students thought teacher talk was
rather difficult to understand, but another student felt it was not. The next section
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describes their comments on how they focused on the teacher, by listening to or
watching the teacher.

Listen to or watch the teacher? Students 14, 16, 23, and 24 reported that they
would rather look at the handouts that had been distributed than look at the teacher
when the teacher was addressing the class for explanations. The following excerpt is an
interview segment with Student 14.

Excerpt 7
I:

S14:
I:
S14:
I:

S14:

今の、あの、まあ、ちょっと 30 秒ぐらい見てた感じでは、ずっ
とこう、ハンドアウトを。
Although you were watching the teacher for 30 seconds or so, you
were looking at the handout all throughout.
はい。
Yes.
説明のハンドアウトを。説明のハンドアウトを。
At the explanation. The explanation on the handout.
ずっと、こう、見てた。
Looking at it all the while.
うん、一生懸命見て、先生の話を聞いてるかんじだった
んだけども。
Uh-huh, I got the impression that you were looking hard at it while
listening to the teacher.
はい。
Yes.

Although S14 stated that she focused to look at the handout, I observed that she
sometimes looked at the teacher while listening to the teacher’s explanation. For
example, after she asked the teacher a question about a final presentation after the
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teacher’s explanation, she looked at the teacher and nodded. See Excerpt 5 in Chapter 5
for this example.
Student 16 stated as below:

Excerpt 8
I:

S16:
I:
S16:
I:

うん、ゆっくりめで。うん。でー、うん、少し、あの、そうね。
こういうような場面で、自分が教室にいたとしたら、先生のほ
うには注目して、いつも聴くかな。それとも、
If you were in this situation and in the classroom, would you turn your
eyes to the teacher attentively or…
なんか、
Well,
それとも、ハンドアウトを見ながら
Or would you look at the handouts and…
ハンドアウトを見ながら耳を傾けて聴いている感じですね。
It’s like I’d listen to him WHILE LOOKING AT THE HANDOUTS.”
うーん、うん、なるほど。うん、今気が付いたかどうか、 あの
ー、結構 Teacher 1、いろいろ手を動かしたりとか。
Yeah. Well, as I see it, he is also making gestures and when he gives
handouts, he uses the same gestures to show that he has such handouts.

Student 24 commented as below:

Excerpt 9
I:

S24:

で、Student 24 さんはいつもこういう場面だとしたら、先生が説
明するとすると、ハンドアウトをずっと見て聞いているとか、
それとも先生のほうを見て話を聞くタイプか。あまり意識は、
もちろん普段ないと思うんだけれども。
Then, assuming Student 24, you’re always in this situation, do you
look at the teacher while he is giving explanation, or do you look at
the handout all the while. Which do you tend to do? I assume you are
not usually conscious of this.
読んでるんだと思う。
I guess I read the handout.
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I:
S24:

読んでる。
You read.
うん。
Yeah.

By reading Student 23’s words in the next excerpt, we understand that he was aware of
the teacher’s effort of providing scaffolding to students by paraphrasing the texts
prepared in the handouts. Student 23 relied on his ears for deeper understanding of what
was explained by the teacher.

Excerpt 10
I:

S23:
I:

S23:
I：

S23:
I:
S23:

例えば、んーと、いつもこういう感じだと思うんですけど、え
ー、説明するときに紙を渡していますよね、ハンドアウト。
For example, let me see, I think it was like this, umm, he explains
while distributing the handouts.
はい。
Yes.
それで説明しながら、みんなが紙を見るという感じなので。で、
Student 23君はどうだろう？ここにはちょっと…＝
As he explains, the students are kind of looking at the handout, and
how about you Student 23? You are not on the tape here…=
＝このへんですね。
= I was over there, yes?
映ってないんだ。((笑))端っこのほうだから映ってないんだけ
れども。こういう説明をしているときは、先生のほうを、いつ
も注目して見て、聞きながら見ているかな？それとも…
You are not on the video recording. ((laughs)) You aren’t there
because you were sitting at the back but did you pay attention to the
teacher by watching him and listening to his explanation?
ああ…
AH…
視線を送らずに聞いているだけなのかな？
Or did you only listen to him, not looking at him?
大体、ハンドアウトをぱらぱらと見て、
I USUALLY skim through the handouts,
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I:
S23:

I:
S23:

うん。
Uh huh.
あ、ちょっと分かんないと思ったら、もうちゃんと話を聞くよ
うにして。
AH, IF I FEEL I DON’T UNDERSTAND EVEN A SMALL THING,
I try to listen to him more carefully.
うん、集中して話を聞くようにして。うん。
I see. You try to concentrate by listening. I see.
やっぱりプリント…よりも、要は、かみ砕いて必要なポイント
だけは教えてくれているので、それを頭に置いておけば、もう
一回見たときに分かるかなって。
You know, it’s more than just the handouts. The point is that he
teaches us the most necessary points only by paraphrasing. I guess I
can understand his points when I see the handouts later again if I can
remember his explanations.

On the video recording, I could not confirm that Student 23 looked at the teacher. While
watching the video, he stated that his attention shifted between the handouts and the
teacher depending on how much he understood the teacher’s talk. In other video
recordings, this student’s attention to the teacher and the handouts was equally divided.

Excerpt 11
I:

S23:
I:

S23:
I:

で、今の状態では、Student 23君は、全然先生のほうを注目せず
に、えーと、文面のほうで。
Yet you didn’t pay attention to the teacher at all by looking at him and
umm you referred to the contents of the handouts in this situation...
違います。
No, my reaction was different from what you say.
うん。あと、耳で聞いていると思うんですけど。たまに、先生
のその説明を聞くときに、先生に注目していなくても大丈夫？
Uh huh. And you also listen to him with ears. You sometimes listen to
his explanation, can you understand him all right without looking at
his body language?
大丈夫っちゃ大丈夫です。
It’s okay for me not looking at his body language.
うん。しっかり？ こう、Teacher 1の話を聞いていて。
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S23:
I:
S23:

I:

S23:

I see. Carefully? So you listen to what he says, “
そうですね。ある程度聞きながら。
Yes. While I’m listening to him to some extent…
うん。
Uh huh.
ちょっと難しくなってくると、そっちに。
I’ll shift to his body language, when the explanation becomes a little
difficult.
先生に、集中する。分からない時は集中、先生に注目したほう
が、わかる。
Then you concentrate your attention on the teacher. When you don’t
get it, you can understand more if you focus your attention on the
teacher.
(
)、はい。
(
), yes.

Whereas others said that they preferred to look at the handouts, Student 22, featured in
Excerpt 12, stated that she would look at the teacher. In the other video recordings, this
student was usually attentive to the teacher but she was occasionally unfocused.

Excerpt 12
I:

S22:
I:
S22:
I:
S22:
I:

うーん。例えば、じゃあ、あのー、Student 22 さんがこういう場
面で（（聴いて））いたら、ちゃんとあと先生の説明で書いて
くれた紙を見ながら聞くほうか。
Hmmmm....then, well, if you were [listening to the teacher] in this
situation, would you rather consult the instruction paper while
listening,
うん。
Uh-huh.
それとも先生を見ながら、自分は一生懸命。
Or, would you rather look at the teacher and listen carefully…
ああ、のほうがいい思う。
Ah, that would be better.
(
)
それはもちろん、後者のほうが。
The latter one is better for sure.
うん。
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S22:

Yes.
見たほうがいいと思うんですけど、
I think we’d rather look at the teacher…

In sum, the students’ reactions described in Chapter 5 and what the interviewees
commented on what they focused during the teacher’s explanations match—they mostly
looked at the written materials that were being explained during the lesson. This was
confirmed by my observations of the students.

Are the teacher’s gestures helpful? As shown earlier, Student 14 stated that she
would mostly understand the teacher’s talk only by listening, but she commented that
the teacher’s talk with gestures could be easy to understand; thus, she would rather have
this kind of input. In addition, she perceived such instruction was desirable because it is
more interactive and the teacher was intimate. Interestingly, she could sense the
teacher’s effort to address the class by gestural movements although she rarely looked at
him. According to Student 14, teacher gesture contributed to rapport between the
teacher and the class.

Excerpt 13
I:

Student 23 さんたちのグループで。で、まあ、その、いる人たちを、
あのー、指さしたりとかして、あの、違う人、Men and women.と
いう感じで。えー、それを実際に、ま、言葉と動作ではっきり表
して説明をしたりとか。そういう情報っていうのは、説明のとき
に必要かな？もしくは役に立つか、役に立たないか。
This is Student 23’s group. So, you know, he is pointing at the people
present, like “men and women.” Well, he expresses clearly using words
and gestures to explain. Do you find such information necessary, or
helpful or not?
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S14:
I:
S14:

I:

S14:

I:
S14:

I:
S14:
I:
S14:
I:

いや、分かりやすいですよ。
Easy to understand.
分かりやすい。
Easy.
やっぱり具体例を出して、それを説明してくれてるわけだから。
なんて言うんだろう、やっぱり一方通行じゃない、感じがする
じゃないですか。例えばここ、こういうことができるし。こう
いうふうになるよねとかっていうふうに言ってくれれば、ああ、
そういうことかって分かりますね。
He gives concrete examples and explains about them, so how can I say,
it’s not one-way, SEE? HERE FOR INSTANCE, [he says that] you
can do things like this. If he tells us what is going to come of it, then
we understand what it is he’s talking about.
そういう説明の仕方っていうのが、やっぱり教室の中ではあっ
たほうがいい。
You prefer to have things explained that way in the class.
個人的には、はい。でもたぶん、今、今の説明で、もし今私を((説
明に))使ったところを、省いてもらっても、たぶん分かったろう
し。でも、あるとないのとでは、やっぱり、こういうふうに自
分を指名して使ってくれるとかっていうのも、なんか、信頼？
((笑))
PERSONALLY, yes. But probably, I could have understood even if I
hadn’t seen the part where he used me [for explanation]. THOUGH I
feel it’s a kind of trust that he is showing there when HE APPOINTS
ME like this. ((laughter))
うん。
Right.
なんて言うんだろう。信頼とは違うかな。何か、親密でもない
な。何だろう。
What’s the right word, NOT ‘TRUST,’ would it be something like
‘INTIMACY’? I wonder.
親密かな？
Perhaps it is ‘intimacy’?
うん。親密な感じが。
Yeah, intimacy.
うん。
Uh-huh.
やっぱり自分を知ってくれてるというか。
You see, he knows me.
うん。まあ、あのー、実際にはそういうのを、まあ、ここの場
面では実際には見ていなくても、それを感じたり。
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S14:
I:

S14:
I:
S14:
I:

Yeah, well, we may be not actually witnessing it here in this scene, but
there is a sense of it.
でも、感じ-そう、分かるから、いいなと。
YES, I SENSE IT, and so I like it.
全くそういうものーがない説明だとか教室っていうのは、どう
ですか。
How do you like classes without such rapport?
淡泊ですね。
I find them dry.
淡泊？
Dry?
うん。淡泊な感じがするし、何かちょっと冷たい感じがするし。
Uh-huh. I find them dry and somewhat distant.
冷たい感じ。
Distant？

Student 24 said that the teacher’s gestures observed in the video recording were typical
among teachers, and she was aware of them. According to her, the teacher’s bodily
movements helped keep her awake in the lesson such that the presence or absence of
teacher gesture might have affected her participation in the lesson.

Excerpt 14
I:

S24:

I:

うん。結構、続いた（説明）だったりとか、今の動作だったり
するけれども、こういうのは、例えば、あのー、Student 24 さん
にとっては、先生がこういう動作をするとかっていうのは、説
明の時には、結構必要が、ないかな？
Uh-huh. That was a long [explanation] and the gestures were for the
explanation. You see, for you Student 24, do you find it necessary for
the teacher to make gestures like this when he gives explanation?
こういうのは、誰でも先生は説明する時の動きの気がするから、
通常、気になる、なんか。
I’m aware of something like this; every teacher makes a gesture like
this when they explain, so usually I pay attention.
(
)、例えば、こう、2 タイプの動きをする教師がいたとて、
まあ、Teacher 1 みたいなタイプの先生がやっぱり多いと思うん
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S24:
I:
S24:
I:
S24:

だけども。逆に全くそうじゃなくて、ただ、こう、話す、発話
だけ？言葉だけっていう、こっちが多い先生、というのもある
と思うんだけれども。
(
), Say, if there are two types of teachers: one is a teacher like
T1, though I think most of the teachers are like him; and the other is
completely different, just a talking type, you know a verbal type.
Some teachers are more dependent on verbal expressions.
うん。
Yeah.
それ、その２つ、２人と比べた場合には、どっちのほうが、
Comparing the two, which [is better]…
うん。ただだしゃべっているだけだと眠くなるから、
Yeah. If they are only talking, we get sleepy, so…
眠くなる？
You get sleepy?
動いているほうが、なおいいかも。
Better if they are moving, I guess.

On one hand, Student 24 stated her awareness of the teacher’s gestural presentation but,
on the other hand, Student 16 commented that he did not realize it until he had this
interview. As other students mentioned, Student 16 also said that he thought the
teacher’s gestures were necessary because what the teacher delivered would be easier to
understand for him when it was presented with gestures and facial expressions. Adding
to this point, he mentioned that whether teacher gesture was presented or not might
influence learners’ motivation in learning.

Excerpt 15
I:

S16:

うーん、うん、なるほど。うん、今気が付いたかどうか、 あの
ー、結構 Teacher 1、いろいろ手を動かしたりとか。
Well, I see. Oh, I wonder you noticed right now that Teacher 1 is
making lots of hand gestures.
うーん。
LET ME SEE…
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I:

S16:
I:

S16:
I:

S16:
I:
S16:
I:
S16:

I:

身ぶりでも、いろいろ、こう、伝えようとしているのかなーと
いうふうに思うんだけれども。そういう情報というのは、あの、
学生として？聞き手としては必要ない？＝
I see that he is trying to make him understood by gestures as well, but
do you find it necessary to have such information as a listener?=
＝いや、必要ですね。
=Yes, I do.
必要？ 例えば、でも、まあ、基本的には、こう、ハンドアウ
トを見て聴いているほうが多いよね。
Necessary? But, basically, you tend to look at the handout while
listening.
はい。
True.
うん、で、その場合には Teacher 1 を、こう、ちょっと見ていな
いんだけれど、先生の表情だとか、まあ、身ぶりとかは見てい
ないんだけれども。まあ、それで必要ないと思わないで、必要
だって思うのはどういうところかな。
Yeah, and in that case, you’re not actually looking at T1, not at his
facial expressions nor his gestures. And yet you find them necessary.
Why do you think so?
うん、いや、まあ、気付いていなかったんですけど、
Yeah, I HADN’T REALIZED...
うん。
Uh-huh.
あんまり Teacher 1 が身ぶり手ぶりするなんていうのは。
That Teacher 1 was making gestures.
うんうん。ま、みんな意識ないと。
Right, right. You were not aware.
そうですね。え、でも、やっぱり身ぶり手ぶり、見たほうが分
かりやすいし、表情とかを見ていたほうが、しっかり集中して
聴くから、そういうふうに聴くのは大事ですよ。
No, we were not. WELL, THOUGH, it’s easier to understand if I see
the gestures, and observing facial expression does help me focus on
what he says. It’s important to listen to someone in that way.
うん。じゃ、例えば、ほかの大講義とは-とかだと別だと思うん
だけれども、このくらいの、30 人とか、40 人ぐらいの授業で。
でー、まあ、英語じゃなくてもいいかもしれないけども、先生
が何も、そういうような、表情に、例えば表情が乏しいとか、
あんまりそういう身体動作がないとかっていうような、教師だ
としたら、どんな印象を受けるかな。
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S16:
I:
S16:

Yeah. Then, this may not apply for other large-scale classes, but for a
class of this size, about 30 – 40 students, it can be non-English classes,
if your teacher made fewer facial expressions or fewer bodily actions,
what impressions would you get?
うーん。
Let me see...
学生として＝
As a student=
＝つまんないから、あんまり聴く気が起こらないし、あんまみ
んな聴かないと思います。
=I guess WE WOULD GET LESS MOTIVATED AND LESS
RECEPTIVE because the class would be boring.

Student 22, in the next example, commented that concrete examples presented by visual
information including gestures accompanied by the teacher’s talk were helpful for her to
understand the teacher’s explanations, and it made it easier for her to understand them
due to her limited English ability. In the interview, she said she was not actually looking
at the teacher but it was observed that she sometimes looked at the teacher eagerly, but
other times did not look at him perhaps because she lost her attention for some reason in
lessons. Excerpt 10 in Chapter 5 introduces the case Student 22 showed her positive
listenership by looking at the teacher and nodding while listening to the teacher.

Excerpt 16
I:

S22:
I:

うーん。例えば、じゃあ、あのー、Student 22 さんがこういう場
面で(聴いて)いたら、ちゃんとあと先生の説明で書いてくれた紙
を見ながら聞くほうか。
Hmmmm....then, well, if you were (listening to the teacher) in this
situation, would you rather consult the instruction paper while
listening,
うん。
Uh-huh.
それとも先生を見ながら、自分は一生懸命。
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S22:

I:

S22:

I:
S22:
I:
S22:

I:
S22:

Or, would you rather look at the teacher and listen carefully…
ああ、のほうがいい思う。それはもちろん、後者のほうが。
Ah, that would be better. The latter one is better for sure. I think we’d
rather look at the teacher,
(Thirteen lines on cross-cultural difference of listening behaviors
between Korean and Japanese students were omitted).
うん。で、先生は、あの、ずっと説明している時にいろいろと、
こう、身ぶり動作とか。あとはその学生さんを指している。例
えば今の場合では、Student 14 さんと Student 10 さんと両側を指
さしている。こんなふうに(学生)さん交えて、その場にいる人を
使ったりとか、指したりして話したりもしたけれども、そうい
ったものは、うーん、Student 22 さんの聞き取りに役立つと思い
ます？話したりもしたけれども？
Yeah, and the teacher gestures while explaining things. For instance,
in this case, he is pointing at both Student 14 and Student 10. He used
or pointed at the person on the scene, including (the students) like this
in his talk. Umm. Do you think this helps your listening? Though he
explained verbally, too?
そうですね。やっぱり例えを使う、あの、あの、それは学生に
とっては一番理解……あのー、しやすいものだと思うんです。
あの、絵本とか例えば黒板に書きながら話してくれて、しか、
あの、そういう分かりやすい例を挙げて。
YES, I THINK SO. Using examples, umm, umm, that is the easiest
way for students to understand. Well, he drew [pictures] on the
white-board while talking, an-and used simple examples which were
understandable.
視覚的な情報。
Visual information.
それは理解しやすい。面白かったです。そういうものがないと、
That is easy to understand. It’s interesting. WITHOUT such things…
ないと。
Without them?
あの、ピンとこないし。訳が分からなくなるし。だって、もし、
あのー、先生と話してても、もし私が日本語みたいに、日本語
のレベルに英語が、
Well, it doesn’t click. I get confused. You know, if MY ENGLISH
had reached the same level as my Japanese...
うん。来ていた。
Yeah, (if) it had.
来ていたから、私ほんとに理解できるんです。あの、もし、も
う自分が先生になったつもりで、みんなに話し掛けるようにな
ってほしいんです。だから、あー、英語の授業はもっと積極的
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に、もっと効率よく、あの、まあ、個人的な課題もうまく使い
こなして。あのー。
I CAN TRULY UNDERSTAND HIM IF MY ENGLISH WERE AT
THAT LEVEL. Well, if I want to be able to talk to everyone as if I
were a teacher. So, well, I want to take more initiatives in English
class, like I want to manage personal assignments as well.

Student 23, as shown below, is sensitive to and knowledgeable about the effects of
nonverbal communication, and more articulate than some of the other students. He
stated that the teacher added information onto speech by means of gesture, and listeners’
cognitive load while listening would have been lightened by the use of multiple
communication modes including gestures. In addition to this point, he said that he was
aware of using gestures when giving an oral presentation. He learned the importance of
gestures from his baseball coach who used instructional gestures to players on the team.
Thus he preferred to have teacher gesture input for understandable and interesting
guidance. In addition, he pointed out that the teacher’s use of gestures showed his
enthusiasm in instruction and it affected students’ motivation in learning English
because it prevented their boredom during the lesson. Allen (2000) reported similarly
that the teacher’s gestures were stimulating and fun for learners, attracted learners’
attention, and kept their interest on the lesson. From the video recordings, I could see
that he sometimes focused on the teacher but sometimes did not (i.e., looking down to
read written materials). Similar to Student 14, he also sensed the teacher’s gestures that
he interpreted as the “teacher’s enthusiastic attitude” even when he did not look at the
teacher in class. Sime (2006) reported that the teachers’ gestures and nonverbal
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behaviors were the products of their enthusiasm for teaching. These points are revealed
in the extended excerpt that follows:

Excerpt 17
I:

S23:
I:

S23:
I:
S23:
I:

S23:
I:
S23:

I:

んー、例えば言葉、言葉っていうか、はっきり、あのー、話さ
れたりとか、もしくは、ああいう身ぶりで、いろいろ情報を加
えながらという先生方もいるかもしれないけども。
Umm, for example, words, maybe words, well, some teachers
articulate their words clearly or there are some teachers that speak
with gestures when adding information, like Teacher 1 does.
そうそう。
Right, right.
そういう２つを、まあ、ちょっと今、例はないけれども。そう
いう２つの例を考えると、どっちのほうが、聞き手としては、
学生としてはどっちのほうが分かりやすいですか。
Between these two teaching styles, umm, I don’t have any examples
right now, but which way is more understandable as a listener if you
compare the two?
やっぱり身ぶり手ぶりがあったほうがいいですよね。
It’s certainly better if teachers use gestures, isn’t it?
う～ん。
I see…
僕は、そうするようにしているので。
I try to do that too in English.
うん、ちょっとあとで、あの、発表のビデオも少し触って見よ
うと思うんだけれども。((笑))
Yeah, a little later, umm, I’m thinking about focusing on this in your
presentation video. ((laughs))
((笑))
((laughs))
どうして、そう思います？
Why do you use so much body language?
あのー、要は、一方的な、感じを受けるんですよね、何もして
いないと、
Well, the point is, if a speaker talks only, I feel the talk is one-way,
you know, as if the speaker is doing nothing except give information.
ただ、ただ単に（しゃべっている）感じだと、
If the teacher talks only…
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S23:
I:
S23:

I:
S23:

I:
S23:

I:
S23:

今、僕はしゃべっている。
Hey, it’s my turn to talk.
うん。
Okay.
しゃべっているだけ、だから聞いてください。でも、身ぶり手
ぶりになると、しゃべって、こういうことを、く-言葉と体で表
現しようとする。だから、その耳と目で、それをとらえてくだ
さいみたいな。一点集中じゃなくて、少しパワーを分散させて、
広く、１個１個の負担を減らして、そのほうが分かりやすいか
なーと思って。
I’m in the middle of explaining so please listen to me. However if a
speaker can use gestures, to talk and express things—THROUGH HIS
WORDS AND BODY LANGUAGE so that what he asks us to catch
is more than what he expresses with voice alone. This requires us not
to FOCUS ON ONE THING but rather it spreads the power of his
message a little wider. I think this teaching style lightens listener’s
input-load by distributing it to all for all receptive organs, not just the
ears you know.
うん。
Uh huh.
やっぱり、目で。これも結構、あの、授業とかでもやるんです
けど、目でとらえるのって、人間すごく大きいじゃないですか、
基準が。
Of course, our eyes can also help in the process of comprehension and
this is, as human beings, a very holistic and natural way to learn. The
percentage of receiving information from our eyes alone is large,
right?
７割ぐらい。
About 70%.
そうですよね。だから、そのー、目で見て、退屈そうにしてい
るとやっぱりそれだけで聞く側の気持ちっていうのは薄れてし
まうので、ひとつでも面白く、分かりやすくしようっていう。
なんか、動いているだけでも、やっぱり見ているほうは退屈し
ないし。
You’re right. So then so if I see a teacher isn’t enthusiastic, my
motivational intention to listen to him/her will be lower for sure so if a
teacher tries to make his speech more understandable and interesting
at least a part of it with gestures, well, it has great appeal we won’t get
bored when we both listen and watch simultaneously, you know.
なんかリズムが生まれるから。
It’s as if some kind of rhythm has been created.
うん。
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I:
S23:
I:
S23:

I:

S23:

I:

S23:
I:

S23:
I:

S23:
I:

Yeah.
リズムが無くて、90分間、授業を受けるのは、つらいかな？
It’s hard for you to have a 90 min. lesson without rhythm, right?
つらいですね。
YES, IT IS PAINFULLY HARD.
うん。
Hmm.
だから、その、やっぱり「退屈な授業」っていうふうに言われ
ちゃう授業というのは、先生がずっずっずっと、しゃべり続け
て、ずっずっずっと。
Well, you know, if a teacher talks on and on, and on and on, this kind
of class is dubbed a “boring lesson” by us students.
アクセントが。
Accent…
[
じゃあ終わり、みたいな。えー、みたいな。
Like the teacher goes like, ‘that’s it for today’ at the end of the class,
we react like, ‘REALLY?’
うん。例えば、Teacher 1みたいなこういうタイプの、教え方だ
と、あの、どうだろう。そういうアクセントみたいのが生まれ
る？
Uh huh. For example, if the teacher’ teaching style is like T1’s, umm,
what can it be like? A good learning environment will be created?
生まれます。
It will.
みんなに対して話し掛けているんだよー、話し掛けられている
んだっていう気持ち、はそこでする？
Do you feel that the teacher is addressing you like, ‘I’m talking to you
all’ and that she or he is also talking to you individually, that you’re
being talked to actively by the teacher?
しますね。
I do.
する。うん、みんなのことを目に掛けているんだよっ、ていう
感じはする。うん、仮に、あの、見ていなかったとしても、時々
見るだけだとしても。
You do. You get the feeling that the teacher’s taking care of everyone.
Even though you are not looking at him all the time, you just
occasionally look at him.
((笑)) してますね。
((laughs)) I feel like that.
うん、なるほど。
Uh huh, I see.
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I:

S23:
I:

S23:
I:

S23:
I:
S23:
I:
S23:

I:
S23:

I:

(Video recording part is omitted)
例えば今、Teacher 1がorganizationとかって、こういうふうに示
してましたよね。((Teacher 1の身ぶりをまねる))
For example, at this point, T1 said like ‘organization’ and
demonstrated using gestures like this, didn’t he?
((Interviewer mimicked the teacher’s gestures shown on the video. See
Excerpt 5 in Chapter 5))
うん。
“Yeah.”
まあ、仮に見ていたとして。で、私が見ていると、えー、言葉
と同じ情報を、視覚的に伝えていると思うんですけれども、そ
ういうのも分かりやすいかな？
Well, suppose you watch him. And when I look at him, umm, I think
he delivers the same information that the speech delivers visually. Is
this kind of information delivery easy to understand for you?
分かりやすいですね。
It is easy to understand.
まあ、仮に注目して見ていたとしたら、うん。ただ、ただ、何
も無く、こう、Teacher 1が話しているだけよりは、こういう情
報があったほうが。
Well, suppose you pay attention to him, yeah. Is it easier to understand
if he offers this type of non-verbal information than if he only talks?
そうですね。
It is.
うん、分かりやすいかな。
Umm, is it easy to understand?
僕…
I…
まあ、聞いただけで分かるとして。
Well, even though you understand from listening only.
そうですね。僕、これ野球部の監督から学んだんです、英語と
いうのは。あのー、僕、そんな好きじゃなかったんですけど、
((笑))その先生が。
Yes, it is. I learned this from a coach of a baseball team. English is…
Umm, actually I didn’t like him much, ((laughs)) that teacher.
うん。
Hmm.
でも、あのー、そういう何か教えるときに、やっぱりスポーツ
だから身ぶり手ぶりをこうやってやるんですよね。
But umm, he would do gestures like that when he taught something
because he coached a sport, you see.
うん。
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S23:

I:
S23:

I:
S23:

I:

Uh huh.
例えば、その「狙い球絞れよ」というね、自分が打とうと思っ
ているのを絞れよというときでも、「狙い球絞っていけよ」と
か。
For example, he said and gesticulated things like, ‘focus on the ball
you want to hit.’ He also said and gesticulated other things such as,
“Try to visualize hitting the ball exactly the way you want” when I
was about to hit.
うん。
Uh huh.
あとはこうやって、フライが上がったときでも、ちゃんと、こ
う、取るときはグラブを開かないと駄目だという時でも=Another
thing is he showed a shape of a ball like this with his hand. Then he
did (
) .WHEN THE BATTER HITS A FLYBALL,
This is the time you must open your glove to catch it, you know
carefully=
＝うん、動作をします。
=Yeah, we gesticulate.
象徴的に「フライが上がる」とか。だから、あ、こうやって、
その人の癖だったんですけど、でも、こういった野球の話をす
るときは、（真似…というか）、こう、手が振り切れているん
だよとか、何かそういう動きを足すことで分かりやすさを増す
んだというのは、そこで学んだことかな。
symbolically such as “here comes a fly.” So umm, he did gestures like
this, ahh, it was his habit, but (I perhaps mimicked him) when talking
about these baseball actions like, “your arms have to have a natural
swing.” You know, I learned there that comprehension increases by
adding gestural movements.
うん。
I see.

As reported in the last sections, individual differences were evident for whether the
participants actually looked at the teacher’s gestures or not. Individual differences also
confirmed the extent to which they recognized the teacher’s gestural production itself.
Nevertheless all of them stated that they appreciated the teacher’s gestures for
comprehension, lively instruction, and the positive relationship they created between the
teacher and students. See Table 10 for the key words that I identified from the
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interviews. Note that the words originated with the students. They were identified in the
interview data.

Table 10. Key Concept Words from the Student Interviews on Teacher Gesture
Category
Word
Comprehension/Clarity
easy to understand
Liveliness
rhythmical
Interest/Motivation
interesting, motivated
Communication
two-way
Students' attitude
attentive
Teacher's attitude
enthusiastic

Students’ perceptions of humor. I observed that the teacher frequently
performed comical gestures when giving short stories as examples after focusing on the
procedural explanations on classroom tasks or course assignments (see Excerpts 1 and 2
in Chapter 7). On these occasions, the teacher often included several students who were
easy-going. All the student interviewees stated that such classroom situations were
necessary. Student 22 and Student 24 simply said that they would rather have comical
gestures by the teacher as shown below. Student 22’s comment was very similar to this.

Excerpt 18
I:

S24:
I:
S24:

ああいう、そういう、例えばユーモアとか、笑いとか、何かそ
ういうものというのは、教室の中で必要？もしくは、あったら、
あったほうがいいなっーて。
Things like, say, humor, laughter, do you find them essential in the
class? Or, do you find them preferable?
あったらあったでいいと思う。
I’d rather have them, if possible.
うんうん。別にそれがなくても、
Yeah, yeah. Even without them?
でも、おもしろい。
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But it’s enjoyable.
In addition to the nature of entertainment as she described a “fun atmosphere,” Student
14 said that such interactions created intimacy between the teacher and students and she
perceived the teacher as trustworthy, with a congenial personality. She believed that
these characteristics were important for teachers in terms of her positive engagement in
learning. She emphasized the benefits of teacher gesture in this respect.

Excerpt 19
I:

S14:
I:

S14:

I:
S14:
I:

S14:

でも毎回クラスの中で、なんかちょこっとした笑いが起きる場
面？ま、先生がこういうふうに誘いかけて。さっき Student 14
さんの言葉だと、みんなを、こう、いじるという。
But scenes in the class where a little laughter is evoked? Being
induced by the teacher, as I borrow your word, Student 14, he pokes
fun at everybody.
((笑))
((laughter))
そういう例だと思うんだけども。そういうものって、やっぱり
あったほうがいい？
This shows such examples, I think. Do you like to have such
congeniality in class?
これ…だっ、私は好きですよ。もともとそういうふざけた感じ
が好きな、人間だから、私も。
THIS.... I LIKE IT. I’m the kind of person who likes such a fun
atmosphere.
うん。そういうのが全くない授業だと、やっぱりつまんない？=
Uh-huh. It would be boring without them?=
＝つまんないだろうねぇ。
=I guess so.
うん。やっぱり、なんて言うか、面白…そういう面白さという
のも授業では。
Right. You know, you really like to have fun in the class.
そのほうが、なんかやる気が出るし。その先生のキャラクター
的に、あ、この人だったら心許せるなってのも。
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I:
S14:

It makes me more motivated. I’d also find the teacher more
trustworthy, personality-wise.
ああ。
Oh.
やっぱり、すごい堅苦しくて授業やってる人とかだと、ちょっ
と気が引けちゃうっていうか。あまりかかわりたくないなって
なるけど。先生とだったら、私たぶん、一日中遊べると思うん
ですよ。
I may be less enthusiastic, if the teacher is TOO STIFF, I may feel like
keeping a distance to him. I guess WITH HIM, I CAN PLAY ALONG
ALL DAY LONG.

The next excerpt was taken from an interview with Student 16.

Excerpt 20
I:

S16:

I:
S16:
I:
S16:
I:

クラスでは、あんまりジョークとか、そんなには言っていなか
ったけれども、まあ所々、何かちょっと学生たちはからかいや
すい
ような人をからかったりとか、ちょっとおかしなことを
言ったりとか、あのー、あったと思うんだけど。で、みんなは、
わーって
一瞬笑っていたりとか。ああいうのというのは、
クラスの中で、あの、必要だと思います？
He didn’t joke a lot in the class, but I remember that he was poking
fun at the students who seemed carefree, or he was saying something
funny. Then everybody burst into laughter at it from time to time. Do
you think you need such things in class?
あと、みんな、笑っているほうが、やっぱ雰囲気も良くなるし、
やっぱ、楽しいほうが。みんなの意欲も高まっていくから、
Well, it creates a better atmosphere if everybody’s smiling and
laughing, you know, because enjoyable lessons raise our motivation.
うん、うん。
Yeah, yeah.
大切だと思う。
I think it’s important.
うん。それは学生の同士の話の中でとか ((でも))。
Yeah. Is it [same] in a conversation between students?
そうです。
That’s right.
うん。時々、わーっと何か盛り上がって、笑っているときとか
＝
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S16:

I:

S16:
I:
S16:
I:
S16:
I:

S16:
I:

S16:

I:
S16:

Uh-huh. When you get excited over something and laughing=
＝うん、やっぱそういうのがあったほうが、やっぱり、その、
やっぱりみんなテンションが上がっているから、しっかりほか
の人の話を聴く姿勢というのが、そういうところでやっぱり強
くなるから、
= Yes, our mood can be elevated and this helps us to have a positive
LISTENING ATTITUDE when listening to others, you know. So, I
guess things like that are important. So, I can see it’s important to talk
non-stop about the theme only, but…But, then we may not be able to
keep our attention all the time. So, I find it better to get worked up
about something, because that makes us more willing to LISTEN TO
OTHERS.
これもさっきと同じように、やっぱり教室の中では、こう-こう
いう場面とかもあったほうが？
As we talked earlier, do you prefer having a scene like th-this in the
classroom?
やっぱりいいと思いますね。
I do. IT’S BETTER.
うん。笑いとか？
Yeah. Laughter?
うん。
Yeah.
楽しいとか、いうような＝
Like, something fun=
＝そういうのがないと、やっぱり飽きちゃうから。
= We get bored without.
飽きちゃうから。まあ、英語に、あの、授業にかかわりがなく
はないけれども、
You get bored. [You appreciate teacher’s gestures] although it has
nothing to do with the class.
うん。
Yeah.
ちょっと外れているようなことでも、そういう瞬間とかってい
うのは＝
Even if it’s a bit off the class, such a moment=
＝あとは、やっぱりほかの、部分で、プラスになることがすご
い大きいと思うから。
=And in other parts. I think it’s really beneficial for us.
例えば？
For example?
やっぱり、そうすると、うん、授業が面白いから、やっぱりみ
んな、さ-参加しようと思うし、その、ああいう後のディスカッ
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I:
S16:

ションとかも、みんな結構テンションが上がっているからすご
い、いい意味で盛り上がると思うから、
You know, we will be more eager to par-participate in the class. We
will ease into discussion after having this kind of high-spirited
warm-up. Well that makes the class more enjoyable. I think it boosts
our moods in a positive way.
うん。
Yeah, yeah.
必要じゃないかなーと。
So, I think the teacher’s gestures are essential.

Student 16 also postulated a cause and effect relationship of teacher gesture in
instruction. In summary, having students involved in something amusing (either saying
or doing with gestures) by the teacher a) created students’ smiles and laughs, b)
provided with a good and enjoyable atmosphere, c) prevented boredom and increased
their positive listening attitude and participation, and d) raised their motivation. He
stated that teacher gesture was beneficial for these reasons.
Student 23 stated as below:

Excerpt 21
I:

S23:
I:
S23:

クラスではそうでもないんだけれども。まあ、言葉のジョーク
とか、例えば、うん、ジョークまではいかないけれども、ちょ
っとした、なんかコミカルなしぐさとか、そういうものって授
業の中で、何か機能ってあると思う？
He didn’t do it much in class but well, jokes with words or like the
example, umm, not like real jokes, but do you think there is any
function for these kinds of comical gestures in a lesson?
ああ、重要だと思いますね。
YEAH, I THINK THEY ARE IMPORTANT.
重要？
Important?
何を話すにしても、その。
Whatever you speak, well…
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I:
S23:

I:
S23:

I:
S23:
S23:

I:
S23:
I:
S23:

I:
S23:

I:

何かユーモアというか。
Like humor?
そうです。プレゼンテーションの時にも意識したんですけど。
That’s right. I was concerned about humor when I gave my final
presentation, you know.
楽しかったね。
As a result, your presentation was extremely enjoyable.
((笑))やっぱり、どこかしら聞いていて、プレゼンテーション
というのが頭にあって。
((laughs)) It was because the presentation was in my mind while I was
listening to myself speak.
うん。
Yeah.
みんなずっと、これこれ、こう調査して、こうですって言って。
The teacher repeatedly said that you should research like this, like this.
やっぱり、ただそれだけだと、どうしても勉強しているという
感覚で。
But if the teacher only says it, we feel like we’re only “studying.
うん。
Yeah.
で、聞いている方を楽しませて。
So he entertains the listeners.
うん。
Yeah.
あ、やっぱりこういうことだろうなって、聞く側を、少し前に。
自分たちは、少し一歩引いて、自分たちのところに来てくれる、
というのにおいて、ちょっとしたユーモア、ジョークって大事
だと思うので。
AH, YES, that’s the point. He gets us to engage with him through
humor and joking, then he pushes the LISTENERS forward a little by
withholding information, he waits then he comes to us for our answers
and ideas. I think humor and jokes are important (in regard to this
initial engagement so that we are motivated to seek out our own
answers).
うん。
Yeah.
あのー、やっぱり自己紹介の時にしても何かしらみんなを少し
笑わせるような。
Well, at the start of the lesson, he gives us a bit of laugh, which
actually does something to help us.
うん、それがあるとない、ある授業、ない授業というのは違う
かな。
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S23:
I:
S23:

I:
S23:

I:
S23:

I:
S23:
I:

S23:

Is there a difference between lessons with humor and lessons without?
違いますね。
There is.
参加している側に。
For the students.
やっぱり、そうですね、あのー、ずっと、ただ勉強していると
いう感覚よりかは、どこかしら一瞬の息抜きが。
Well, it does. Let me see, if the teacher uses gestures we have the
feeling that we are having a short break rather than studying
continuously.
息抜きが。((笑))
You can take a rest. ((laughs))
((笑))そうですよね。ちょっと、ハァ～みたいな、そういう瞬
間があるのと無いのとでは、全然違うと思いますね。
((laughs)) Yes, that’s right. I think it makes a real difference if we
have a moment of relaxation, it’s like saying ‘PHEW.’
うん。クラスの雰囲気がよくなる？
Uh huh. Does it improve the atmosphere of the class?
うん。例えば、なんか、その、ちょっと言ったあとに、少しま
じめなことを言ったりすると、全然効果が。引き締め効果じゃ
ないですけれども。なんか、こう、そこで一瞬リラックスした
あとに、そういうことが入ってくると、ずっーとまじめという
か。
Yeah, for example, let me see, umm, it can be very effective if the
teacher says something serious after having a bit of a laugh. It’s not
like a way of tightening up but you know, well, perhaps, we become
much more serious when the teacher explains things after making us
relax for a moment.
うん。
Uh huh.
やっぱりリズムですかね。大事なところですよね。
You know, it’s rhythm, isn’t it? It’s an important point.
うんうん。私がちょっと見学をしていた感じで、時々みんなが、
こう笑って和やかになったり、息抜きになるような時間ってた
まにあって、例えば、Teacher 1 がちょっと、言葉でちょっとお
かしめなことを言う。
Yeah, yeah. When I observed your class, there were moments
sometimes when everyone harmonized by laughing, or moments when
you could take a break. For example, Teacher 1 said something funny
in his opening speech.
うん。((笑))
Right. ((laughs))
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I:

S23:

そんな大したジョークというほどのことでもないんだけれども、
あとは誰かをちょっと、こう、茶化してみたりとか、
That was not really like a joke, and he was kind of making fun of
himself for everyone, you know.
((笑))
((laughs))

Student 23 also found the teacher gesture important. Comical gestures or humor are
good elements of entertainment and the moment when they are presented function as a
short break and create rhythm in a lesson. According to him, he could relax and was
able to concentrate more on the lesson after such occasions. The same as other students,
he also mentioned that these playful interactions provided students with positive
participation and motivation in the classroom environment.
Gestures that created humor in the observed classroom were perceived as
positive by all the interviewees. Similar to their comments on the necessity or
effectiveness of teacher gesture, they commented that gestures used for humor were
related to their attitude, participation, and motivation. See Table 11 for the key concept
words that appeared in the interviews. Note that the words originated with the students
except for alert.
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Table 11. Key Concept Words from the Student Interviews on Teacher Gestures Used
for Humor
Category
Word
Enjoyment
enjoyable, fun, entertaining, high-spirited
Motivation
interested, motivated
Students' reactions
smiling, laughing, relaxed
Students' attitude
focused to listen, alert, engaged, attentive
relaxed, trustworthy, personality-wise,
Teacher's personality
approachable
Psychological distance to the teacher close

Summary of students’ perceptions. As I observed in the site and the video
recordings, although the participants noticed the teacher’s accommodated speech (i.e.,
changing the speed and loudness of speech with exaggerated pronunciation, and
simplifying the language), only a few participants were conscious of the teacher’s
accommodation of gestures (giving complementary information by paraphrasing and
gesturing, and repeating topics with improvised stories with gestures), but they
appreciated such visual information nonetheless. Most of the students preferred
attending to written materials than to the gestural presentation during the teacher’s
explanations. However, all students stated that they prefer instruction with gestural
explanations to instruction without them for obtaining better understanding and learning
environment. They commented on the features such as two-way communication,
liveliness, intimacy, rapport, trust-worthiness, positive engagement, and motivation.
These features are strongly related to learners’ affect. Their positive affective state was
reinforced by the teacher’s comical behaviors involving amusing miming by himself
and students’ gestural actions. The interview results reveal that whether students look at
the teacher or not, they sense the teacher’s enthusiasm or effort of supporting their
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learning in the classroom environment. Teacher gesture is not only the tool for
enhancing learning, but it can be seen as one of the signs of good instruction according
to the participants. The next section presents the results based on the teacher interview.

Teacher’s comments. This section reports some comments made by the teacher
from the primary observation site. The comments are organized into the teacher’s
perceptions of students’ comprehension, students’ engagement, awareness of his gesture
uses, and reflections on his gesture uses.

Teacher’s comments on students’ comprehension. The teacher said that his
teaching style had changed from teacher-fronted to student-centered since he came to
Japan, but because of the different student levels and the different classroom culture
between Japan and the United States of America, he was the person who kept the floor.
Only a few confident students occasionally asked questions on what he explained and
the majority of students remained quiet. He was aware of the students who did not look
at him or the students who did not appear to listen to him during the explanation time.
He perceived those students as rather passive and was concerned about their just waiting
to ask him questions. According to him, he found his guessing of students’
comprehension wrong while visiting them individually after giving an explanation—he
thought some of them understood but in fact they did not. It frustrated him a little. The
teacher tried to confirm their understanding by asking a question like “What are you
gonna do for this?”
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Excerpt 22
I:

T1:

I:
T1:

I:
T1:

I:
T1:

=again, and you are trying to explain clearly in the class, too. And do
you have any, do do you make effort to umm deliver your information
clearly so that they can understand well? Yeah, that’s one thing and
another one is, when you are talking to them, do do you do you
confirm their understanding in the classroom?
Yeah, that’s that’s a good question. In in Japan, when when I first
came here, I used to ask, I used to be more teacher-fronted. Cause
when I was a history teacher, I was more teacher-fronted just because
there were a lot more students and I had, there was more information
to give out. But but here it seems like uh especially intensive with the
different levels of abilities and and also that some students are more
apt apt to ask questions in front, umm when I explain and ask, ask if
they understand or have problems but it seems like only a few students
a few umm, if you umm, actually raise your hands and when I come
around in groups, that’s when I get the questions. So it’s usually like
like in when I did the discussion later or the other other for article
discussions I always go around and pass out the articles and explain
them individually like this is what you have to do, this is what you
have to do, if you have any questions you know on this, and then or I
explain very briefly in front of the class and then go around and try to
ask them questions more in small groups or individually to see if they
have any. It seems to be working.
When you are addressing to the whole group, do you do have a
sense of, do you feel that they understand or not?=
=I I have a sense, when I see what it’s this is a kind of problem on my
part, what when when I stand up in front of the class, and then look at
their faces. Just I see some students are looking away. And I see some
students are not listening or waiting for other people to talk or ask
questions and that’s kind of in a way worries me like, you know, why
aren’t they involved in this, umm, and then later on I think think some
students look like they think they know and and I go around later on
and ask them, they don’t know again that kind of bothers me. I I
always think whether it’s really the ( . ) why I’m tell-why I’m
explaining this to them in this way.
Un.
“Uh huh.”
So I try to you know break up the activities and go around with them
individually if if I can. It wastes a little bit of time I think. It would be
more efficient just just=
=at that, monitoring, I I thought you were monitoring the students but
a-actually, visiting the small group has another purpose.
Oh, yeah definitely. That’s=
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I:
T1:

I:
T1:

I:
T1:

=Un.
=“Uh huh.”
=my, and then I I also ask them questions to, about, I asked them if
they understand, but even still um I’m sure some students don’t
understand when they say yes=
=Un.=
=“Uh huh.”=
=even in small groups. But I I also can check their comprehension by
asking the questions like “What are you gonna do for this?” and then
judging by their answer, I can kind of gauge whether=
=when you are talking to the student individually=
=Yeah. like “What kind of talk do you wanna do you wanna do?” or or
“What kind of, what discussion questions you can add to your to your
paper?” and then “Which questions”, well but that’s-that’s not really a
discussion question. It’s kind of an easier answer.

This excerpt introduced the teacher’s perception of students’ comprehension, and how
they showed their comprehension and incomprehension to the teacher. The teacher was
aware of diverse levels existed among students, and the majority of students did not
show their incomprehension to the teacher either verbally or non-verbally
spontaneously when something was being explained to them. The next section describes
the teacher’s response to students’ engagement in the classroom tasks.

Teacher’s reactions to students’ engagement. By studying what the teacher said
about his awareness of the signs of students’ engagement in group work, I understood
that he was conscious about students’ nonverbal behaviors as observed in the classroom
situation. The nonverbal signs of positive participation the teacher mentioned are (a)
raised voice, (b) gestures, (c) looking at the faces, and (d) leaning in posture. The
teacher considered nonverbal behaviors important and tried to confirm learners’
nonverbal behaviors while making decisions of what to do for his instruction.
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Excerpt 23
T1:

Yeah. Well usually we raised voice-is good in English. Because it
means that their opinions are being thrown around more and and they
kind of get excited. So their voices really you get off, you know,
erased and then students use gestures, um. and also they just look at
the faces, you know, th-they’re usually leaning in, some students were
leaning back which…that like you know there’re a few students in
there, I walked around them and kind of said, ‘You know, let’s, you
know, let’s TRY TO GET involved more.’ So body language, yeah,
it’s still very important.

The teacher was concerned about a particular student (Student 16’s) inactive
engagement in class. What he meant by inactive was that the student leaned back when
seated. It was the same through my observer’s eyes. However, the student said that he
was listening to the teacher very difficult, as evidenced from the excerpt of his
comments presented in the last section.

Excerpt 24
T1:
I:
T1:

Well, he doesn’t looks like he is, sometimes he looks like sad or or
he’s troubled, doesn’t he?
No, but he he’s the quietest student. Isn’t that right? I mean=
=He’s quiet but he he likes to have space. He sits like this. ((Teacher 1
leans back.)) And he thinks he’s just not. You know he’s listening but
maybe he thinks there is a problem. He’s thinking about (
) looks
like his mind is elsewhere a little sometimes for me.

The interview revealed that the teacher was greatly conscious about the signs or
messages that students’ nonverbal behaviors sent, for instance, their voices, gestures,
and posture. The teacher judged if he needed to interject himself into a student group in
order to make every group member engage in a discussion positively.
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Teacher’s awareness of his gesture uses. The teacher was not particularly
conscious about his own use of gestures as reported below. Such lack of awareness by
teachers has been reported before. In Inceoglu’s (2015) report, an Italian language
teacher at an American university also “was not aware of how frequently he gestured
while speaking, and that he did not recall using gesture purposefully to explain word or
a concept” (p. 150).

Excerpt 25
I:

T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:

Jaa, before we watch the video, umm, let’s see, since I’m interested in
nonverbal activities or behaviors plus speech, I want to know this. Do
you do you have any examples like gestures or actions you use
intentionally in classrooms?
Wow,
As a teacher, I think you never thought about it usually
I think I think I use a lot. I probably use a lot.
As a teacher, I have a I have a set of gestures I use
intentionally. And I think some people have those lexical…
Yeah, yeah.
like (
)
I can’t think of, I mean, If I had thought about, uh, I I have no idea
(
) I think, I’m just thinking about it.

As for emblems, the teacher stated that he used American emblems in the classroom. At
the beginning, he was not conscious about gestures, but after confronting the topic he
claimed that gestures were important, saying they transfer thoughts and feelings of the
speaker.
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Excerpt 26
I:

T1:
I:
T1:
T1:

Ah, I cannot show it to you now but um you use English emblems,
emblems are perhaps, some typical culture-culturally, culture specific
gestures like, “This is OK.” ((The interviewer shows “hand ring”
gesture with her right hand by making a round shape by her thumb and
index finger together. Other fingers are extended.))
OH, YEAH.
In Japanese, this is a circle. This is money.
Yeah. I use those American gestures.
=Yeah, gestures are important, aren’t they? I guess, yeah, because
your body language really suggests what you’re thinking or feeling,
transferring. (You know what I mean?) Yes, really…

This excerpt unveiled the teacher’s unconscious use of gestures in his instruction. The
next section provides his retrospective comments on his gestural production.

Teacher’s reflective comments on his gesture uses. The excerpts below show
the teacher’s reflective comments on his talk and nonverbal behaviors including his
gestures after watching short video recordings with me of his instruction. He noticed
that he accommodated his speech for the benefit of students and the features of
accommodation were the same as what has been reported for teacher talk: higher pitch,
loudness, gestures, smiles, facial expressions, and walking around (Chaudron, 1988).
He stated that none of the gestures he used were his regular gestures, but some of them
are culture specific from his own culture. The teacher was not planning to deliver the
gestures he was using because his gestural production was unconscious. He assumed
that he made some gestures to the lower proficiency students in the class. As the student
interviewees said, some of his students told him that his English was easy to understand
and he believes this was achieved due to simple English he used. By answering my
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question, he said that he used more gestures as usual and that some of his behaviors
might have been influenced by my presence as an observer although he believed it was
to a very small degree. What he reported cannot be neglected but I observed that the
teacher produced gestures almost nonstop whenever he uttered something toward the
class in every lesson I observed. Note that I observed fewer gestures the teacher used in
the two interviews and daily conversations that I had with him.

Excerpt 27
T1:

I:
T1:
I:
T1:

I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:

((laughs)) I don’t like it but I… well, I-I knew this already but I raised
my voice, you know, it’s like the teacher talk, so it’s always like the
pitch is higher than, I-I don’t have to yell but I yelled. And uh when
I’m yelling but just it got a little louder than I should be and I’m also
I’m using a lot of gestures, a lot of gestures, yeah. Uh, I mean none of
those I think are typical gestures for me, maybe. You know, a pair, I
Just used like a pair, ((showing the gesture)) that’s-that’s a strange
gesture for me to use, “Both of you,” “You and your partner.” Umm
( . ) I have a lot of facial expressions, that’s for sure. Umm, and I walk
around a little bit when I explain, but I use gest-like smile and gestures
but some of them in a sense in my culture. What is this gesture? Just,
this-I’m extending it doesn’t mean=
=Maybe, emphasizing.
Well, maybe I’m saying the thing culture’s everywhere. I-I
Yeah sure. (
) occasionally.
It’s everywhere. Yeah, culture’s so big. Right? Culture. But I don’t,
( . ) umm, ( . ) I did so step by step, right? Just something like that.
You and you are your partners, you and you, and you and you. Maybe
that’s the pointing and stuff.
coming coming out naturally, right?
Yeah, I am not thinking about anything. Yeah.
So but when when you talk to students, umm do you feel comfortable
doing it?
Yeah,
Usually, you don’t you don’t really you’re not concerned about you
are doing? You’re not careful about what you are doing, right?
We:ll, Just for gestures I-I you know there’s no planning of those. I
think for almost most native speakers or even NON- native speakers I
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I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:

I:
T1:

I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:

I:
T1:

think, it just comes out NATURALLY so that’s not something you
plan. Uh.
But you wouldn’t you wouldn’t talk like that when you’re talking to
your friend
No.
your co-workers or=
=Um. I am probably uh talking to lower level students in the class I
think, when I explain in English but.
Do you think there’s impact?
Many students told me not-not so much in this class, but many
students told me that that they ( . ) they want to enjoy my class. They
said that they like my level of English because it was it was easy to
understand. So I-I think that’s kind of way I talk to them it’s ( . ) it’s
not as high level as I should go maybe, but (( . )) the lower students
can understand me I think.
So I don’t think you=
=I think it’s conceptually when I when I’m saying it it’s not easy. But
I’m saying-my the level of English is easy ( . ) to understand. Because
it is a new project for them. So I just wanted to explain.
I see.
Kinda simple.
Yeah, you’re probably uh you used more gestures like this uh
Oh, yeah.
(
)
I probably also notice this kind of strange thing, but also I think I
know you are watching me. And again that was a SMALL SMALL
SMALL thing.
More (
)?
Yes. Because I tried to slow down and trying to teach really there,
more more so than I do usually.

Regarding whether students focused their gaze on the teacher or not, he learned that the
majority of students were looking at the handouts except Student 14 and Student 10.
The teacher called the handouts a “time saver” and believed that it was up to them to
choose what they focused on (i.e., the teacher or the handouts). Although he said so, the
teacher also commented that he found Student 14's and Student 10's nonverbal reactions
of listening, nodding helpful for his instruction.
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Excerpt 28
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:

T1:

I:
T1:

I:
T1:

I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:

I:

They’re looking they’re looking at the paper maybe.
Yeah. Maybe.
Yeah.
Then you (
) in the room.
(Yeah they’re doing )
Yes.
(Student 10 still the end). They are all looking at the reading. (
).
But you-you don’t really hear
This is this is. This to me is Uh ((big sighs continue while
watching the video))
{video=explaining with an example of teenagers }
((stops the video))
Umm, what was I going to say? I forget. Oh, it I I tried that before.
You know, I you give out before you give out the paper explaining it,
I-then again ( . ) I guess uh ( . ) I still get the same strange questions
after I explain either way.
Hmm.
So kinda as a timesaver, I think. I gave them. If some people wanna
listen to me, they can listen to me. I thought they were just gonna read,
basically they were reading what’s on the paper. Maybe kind of uh a
little bit to it, just=
Sone.
“You’re right.”
But umm basically, some people wanna read, they can read. And other
people want to uh listen they can listen. I think Student 14 wants to
listen. You can see she’s not-not looking down much.
Un.
“Yeah.”
Student 10 wants to listen. I think. So and another student, I, I
don’t know (
) so you know (
)
For example, (
)=
=(
)
S10 was looking at you and he was nodding.
Yeah.
And does it help?
Oh, YEAH. I, I look at Student 10 when he does. Uh I look at S10 in
class a lot and Student 14, too. You look at them and then (
)
them.
And on other occasions, I noticed that some, in this class when you are
talking and they usually don’t raise hands or say something or ask
questions (
). Not many people=
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T1:
I:

T1:
I:

T1:
I:
T1:

I:
T1:

=Well, I don’t give them much time to do that. I don’t really ask
them.=
=They they know the situation. That’s why. Yeah, but they are, not
everyone, I think there are individual differences, too. But very often
some students are nodding (for what you are saying).
Yeah.
Some people don’t. And for me as a teacher, if I get that kind of
reactions, usually I prefer to have verbal reactions like “OK, I
understand.” or “I don’t understand.” and some direct reactions, that
helps me, and also=
Yeah.=
=nonverbal reactions that they are listening or understand, that will
help or not.
Oh, yeah. I, I, in something simpler, I think like uh, you know, in, in
doing reading and then, then doing true-false questions and asking
them like, well, the answer is false. “Do you understand? Why?” It’s,
that is kind of simple for me to ask them. But in, in the case of this to
ask, “Do you understand? Do you understand? Do you understand?”
In this, it’s a little bit difficult because I’m not, you have to finish
explaining everything to kind of, and then when I get to “Do you
understand?,” it’s a kind of a big question, isn’t it?
Un.
“Right.”
And then uh, anyway, I go round and try to help them. I don’t know,
some students probably aren’t listening, (while) some students I
imagine I can’t see all my face when I’m talking, but I try to walk
around a little bit, and see if I could find out most of the students’re in
there. Umm, but I imagine some students are probably just waiting for
others to tell them exactly what, what the projects are about.

As reported earlier, the teacher consciously accommodated the way he talked (i.e., using
teacher talk). He did not realize his gesture use, but during the interview, he tried to
recall his gestural production and stated that he might have accommodated his gestures
according to the learners’ English proficiency levels. He presumed that he used more
gestures for lower-proficiency students to make his speech comprehensible. As an
instructional tool, he considered gesture as an effective and economical tool.
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Teacher’s perception of humor. Regarding humor in his lessons, the teacher
commented that he knew that not everyone but most of the students in the class liked
jokes and that he considered that his style was not teacher-fronted. He also liked to play
with language and used Japanese colloquial expressions that students often use in their
conversations such as Majide, “you’re for real” in Japanese intentionally in order to
create an enjoyable atmosphere once in a while. Agreeing with me, he said that jokes
were made as icebreakers (see Excerpt 1 in Chapter 7 for his use of humor in the
classroom).

Excerpt 29
T1:

I:
T1:
I:
T1:

I:

T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:

I think I think one day I came out to ask and you know like… I said,
“MAJIDE [you’re for real], you know, MAJIDE, YOU DIDN’T
(
)! THAT’S (
),”
((laughs))
something like that. (One of…) it’s kind of get them laughing.
I don’t know. I don’t see=
=Un. And the students do that, too.
=Yeah.
Yeah. Yeah. But in their presentations, if they do that too much. They
used too many like meganedanshi ["the guy with glasses"] words, I’ll
write in their presentation paper, like I got to say, cause I imagine
sometimes I imagine that the audience wasn’t Japanese, and that word
wouldn’t be funny. It would be, it wouldn’t have a meaning so.
As the communication in the classroom,
you intentionally use it as a joke?
[
I intentionally. Yeah, I intentionally use it a lot more. =
=or an icebreaker?
Yeah, icebreaker.
I think, it’s my opinion, I think they are effective to create the fun
atmosphere in the classroom and do you think so too?
They are very
like jokes or they are
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T1:

I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:
I:
T1:

Yeah, I mean it kind of depends on who’s next to or who they are
paired up with like. As a class, I I I I see it happened the time in the
class like kind like relaxed and liked talked in that kind of tone of
voice, listened to them talk, yeah but I think they are very clever for
what they’re all doing that. From what I do know about them they are
very clever and they like to kind of joke around a lot. Not but not
everyone but of course but
Right
Yeah.
They say they like they like that kind of joke, too.
Uh, OK.
It makes the classroom lively only for a short moment but
Yeah, yeah
Umm, I think they we we don’t need to entertain but umm they say
they they don’t like being sleepy or tired.
Yeah, I mean I mean it’s it’s I know because I’m not very
teacher-fronted in that class, I’m not sure it sounds right but when I go
around and in groups I think I sound like a teacher, and then but when
I make little comments, I sound like somebody (
) who has
been (juggling) with Japanese or likes to play around with the
language or make a joke so I guess (less perceive) of myself as-as you
know not a teacher you know.

The teacher considered jokes or humor mood changers and he brought funny personal
episodes into the lower proficiency class. See Excerpts 1-4 in Chapter 7 for his gestural
use of humor in the classroom I observed.

Excerpt 30
T1:
I:
T1:

I:
T1:

=Hmm. Mood changers, then.
(As a teacher do you use this on purpose?)
Oh, definitely, I mean-I use in my the lower level class, I use a lot of
expre-I use jokes like that. I-I use a little thing like, you know,
“Yesterday, you know, I overslept I feel like a student today.” You
know, something like that and students will laugh or something.
And they can relax=
=I-I kind, I-I do that just for that morning for them, one purpose only.
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According to the teacher, unlike the case for his gestural production, he often included
jokes intentionally to make his teaching style less traditional. As a result, bringing in
jokes or humor reduced the authoritarian atmosphere in the classroom (Martin & Baksh,
1995).

Summary. As the interview results indicated, the teacher was aware of his speech
modification (i.e., features of teacher talk) but was much less aware of his gestural use
until he observed his own instruction in the video recording. The teacher’s perception of
students’ reactions to him was very similar to my observations described in Chapters 5,
6, and 7. His perception of students’ comprehension somewhat differed from what the
student interviewees said (see Student 16’s comments). According to this teacher, he
was not planning to gesticulate with speech but reconsidered his gesture use on being
asked about it by me, believing that he used gestures especially for the lower
proficiency students in the class. In contrast, he used jokes or joke-like behaviors
consciously for the lower proficiency students as mood changers. He did that because
he knew that his students liked jokes and because he expected to behave as a less
teacher-fronted teacher than in a traditional instructional style.
This section presented the interview results from the primary observation site.
The interview with Teacher 1 revealed that he was not aware of his gestural uses in his
instruction in general. The next section reports the survey results from the secondary
observation sites.
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Survey Conducted in the Secondary Observation Sites
This section reports the results of the student survey that was conducted in two
absolute beginner and false beginner level English classrooms of two different teachers.
In this section, a “lower class” refers to an absolute beginner class and a “higher class”
refers to a false beginner class (N = 12 in the lower class and N = 21 in the higher class
by Teacher 2 and N = 12 in the lower class and N = 23 in the higher class by Teacher 3),
see the details on the teachers and their classrooms in Chapter 4). In each classroom, I
gave the student participants a post-lesson survey sheet that asked the students about
their perceptions of the teacher’s gestures for instruction and how helpful the teachers’
gestures at the end of the lesson. The questions were written in Japanese in order to
avoid any misunderstanding and to collect information efficiently (see Appendices N
and O for the survey sheet).

Results from Teacher 2’s classrooms. According to the results that are
presented in Table 12, all students in both classes responded that they were aware of the
teacher’s gestural uses. They also responded that the teacher’s gestures enhanced their
understanding of the lessons.
Table 13 indicates the students’ perceptions of when and for what purposes the
teacher used gestures in the classrooms. As the results on classroom management
reported in Chapter 6, the teacher used a great many gestures for the purpose of
directions before doing an activity, mainly a choral practice. All the students in the
lower class responded that the teacher used these types of gestures. On the other hand,
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only 11 students out of 21 students (11/21 students hereafter) in the higher class noticed
such instructional gestures (Q6).
Table 12. Teacher 2: Students’ Perceptions of Teacher Gesture
Lower (n = 12)
Question
Yes
No

Higher (n = 21)
Yes
No

1

Did you notice the teacher used
gestures in this lesson?

12

0

21

0

2

Do you think teacher's gestures helped
your understanding?

12

0

21

0

Table 13. Teacher 2: Students’ Perceptions of the Scenes When the Teacher Used
Gestures
Lower (n = 12)
Higher (n = 21)
Question
Yes
No
Yes
No
I noticed that the teacher used gestures
1 when explaining grammar
4
8
9
12
2 when explaining vocabulary
8
4
10
11
3 when explaining expressions
9
3
17
4
4 when explaining pronunciation
8
4
19
2
5 when correcting student's errors
5
7
8
13
6 when giving directions
12
6
11
10
when using blackboard, textbooks,
7
10
2
5
16
things in the classroom
when talking about the topics of outside
8
2
10
8
13
the classroom
9 when trying to make students relax
4
8
8
13
10 other

0

12

0

21

A similar tendency was observed for some other questions. As for the teacher’s
use of gestures with artifacts in the classroom such as a blackboard and a textbook,
10/12 students in the lower class noticed the gestures, but only 5/21 students in the
higher class noticed such gestures although the teacher frequently used such gestures
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(Q7). In the lower class, 8/12 of the students said that the teacher produced gestures
when the teacher was explaining vocabulary but 10/21 students in the higher class said
that the teacher produced such gestures (Q2). In the lower class, 8/12 students
responded that the teacher used gestures for explaining pronunciation, while 19/21
students in the higher class notice that type of gesture (Q4). In the lower class, 2/12
respondents said that the teacher used gestures when he was talking about the topics of
outside the classroom, but 8/21 of them in the higher class said the teacher used such
gestures (Q8). In the lower class, 4/12 students and 9/21 students in the higher class
answered that gestures were used for grammar explanations (Q1).
Some items had similar results between the two classes. In the lower class, 9/21
students in the lower class and 17/21 students in the higher class said that the teacher
used gestures when explaining English expressions (Q3). In the lower class, 5/12
respondents and 8/21 respondents in the higher class answered that the teacher used
gestures for correction (Q5). In the lower class, 4/12 students and 8/21 students in the
higher class responded that the teacher’s gestures made them relaxed (Q9).
One student in each class chose “other.” The lower-level student said, “The
teacher always speaks to us with gestures.” The higher-level student commented, “I
understand better with gestures, especially vocabulary.”
Table 14 presents students’ perceptions of helpfulness of teacher’s gestures.
Students in the lower class highly welcomed the teacher’s gestures for classroom
management and instruction and all of them said they supported their understanding,
while 11/21students in the higher class said they were helpful (Q6). I interpret this to
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mean that understanding the teacher’s directions without their L1 can be challenging
and the students felt the visual supports helpful. They also welcomed multi-modal
instruction. In the lower class, 8/12 students answered that the teacher’s gestures used
for the blackboard and textbooks were informative (Q7).

Table 14. Teacher 2: Students’ Perceptions of Helpfulness of Teacher Gesture
Lower (n = 12)
Higher (n = 21)
Questions
Yes
No
Yes
No
Teacher's gestures helped my
understanding
1 when explaining grammar
5
7
7
14
2 when explaining vocabulary
5
7
7
14
3 when explaining expressions
7
5
16
5
4 when explaining pronunciation
7
5
15
6
5 when correcting student's errors
6
6
10
11
6 when giving directions
12
6
11
10
when using blackboard, textbooks,
7
8
4
5
16
things in the classroom
when talking about the topics of outside
8
4
8
4
16
the classroom
9 when trying to make students relax
4
8
9
12
10 other
0
12
0
23

As the results in Chapter 6 demonstrated, this type of gesture often occurred for the
purpose of giving directions. In contrast with the lower class, only 5/21 students in the
higher class said this type of gesture was useful.
The students in the lower class valued gestures used for directions by the teacher
more, the students in the higher class rated instructional gestures on language highly. In
the higher class, 16 and 15 students out of 21 students appreciated the teacher’s gestures
for explaining expressions and pronunciation respectively, while 7 /12 students in the
lower class (Q3 and Q4) did. However, 7/21 students of the higher class responded that
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the teacher’s gestures for explaining grammar and vocabulary were helpful in
understanding (Q1 and Q2). For grammar and vocabulary, the students in the lower
class rated them higher; 5/12 students said they were useful (Q1 and Q2).
In the lower class, half of the students (6/12) in the higher class said the
teacher’s gestures for correction were helpful (Q5). For the function of relaxation, one
third (4/12) of the students in the lower class and 9/12 students in the higher class felt
that the teacher’s gestures helped them relax (Q9).
The possible reasons for the mixed results from Teacher 2’s classes are that the
higher class weighed more on learning content than the lower class such as teaching
expressions and pronunciation. On the other hand, the lower class required the teacher
to spend more time for classroom control, for example, giving directions for classroom
activities.
The possible reasons for the mixed survey results of the two classes that were
taught by Teacher 2 could be due to the level difference. The students’ level in the
absolute beginner class was quite low; therefore the institution made a decision to send
a TA who was able to speak the students’ L1 for translating the teacher’s explanations if
necessary. For this reason, the students needed more information or enhancement when
they listened to the teacher’s giving directions in the target language. The teacher also
might have spent more effort in teaching the lower proficiency students. Another way of
looking at these results is that because the TA translated, they did not need to listen as
much to the English.
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Results from Teacher 3’s classrooms. The same as the results of Teacher 2’s
classes, the survey results from Teacher 3's classes showed that all students in both
classes said that they were aware of the teacher’s gestural uses (see Table 15). They also
responded that the teacher’s gestures were helpful for their understanding of the lessons
except one student in the higher class.

Table 15. Teacher 3: Students’ Perceptions of Teacher Gesture
Lower (n = 12)
Question
Yes
No
Did you notice the teacher used
1
12
0
gestures in this lesson?
Do you think teacher's gestures helped
2
12
0
your understanding?

Higher (n = 23)
Yes
No
23

0

22

1

As Table 16 indicates, some items had a similar tendency between the two
classes of Teacher 3 (N = 12 in the lower class, and N = 23 in the higher class) in their
results. Most of the students (all students in the lower class, and 22/23 students in the
higher class) noticed that the teacher produced gestures when she was explaining
expressions (Q3). The majority of students said that the teacher used gestures for
corrections (9/12 students in the lower class, and 19/23 students in the higher class)
(Q5). More than half of the students mentioned that the teacher’s gestures were
produced for relaxing the students (7/12 students in the lower class, and 12/23 students
in the higher class) (Q9). Some students responded that the teacher produced gestures
when she was talking about the topics of outside the lesson (4/12 students in the lower
class, and 9/23 students in the higher class) (Q8).
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Table 16. Teacher 3: Students’ Perceptions of the Scenes When the Teacher Used
Gestures
Lower (n = 12)
Higher (n = 23)
Questions
Yes
No
Yes
No
I noticed that the teacher used gestures
1 when explaining grammar
9
3
14
9
2 when explaining vocabulary
9
3
12
11
3 when explaining expressions
12
0
22
1
4 when explaining pronunciation
12
0
11
12
5 when correcting student's errors
9
3
19
4
6 when giving directions
9
3
17
6
when using blackboard, textbooks,
7
5
7
14
9
things in the classroom
when talking about the topics of outside
8
4
8
9
14
the classroom
9 when trying to make students relax
7
5
12
11
10 other
0
12
2
21

A different tendency resulted between Teacher 3’s two classes for some other
items. All students in the lower class noticed that the teacher used gestures for
pronunciation, but only about half of the students (11/23) in the higher class noticed so
(Q4). In the lower class, 5/12 respondents noticed that the teacher used gestures together
with other materials such as the blackboard and textbooks but 14/23 students in the
higher class said so (Q7). Many students in the lower class (9/12 students) noticed when
the teacher explained vocabulary; however, only 12/23 students in the higher class
noticed such gestures (Q2). In the lower class, 9/12 respondents and 14/23 students of
the higher class said the teacher used gestures for grammar explanations (Q1). Although
the teacher used deictic gestures a great deal when giving directions, not all students
noticed these; 9/12 students in the lower class and 17/23 students in the higher class
noticed the use of teacher’s gestures in the classroom (Q6). Two students in the higher
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class of the beginner’s level chose “other.” They commented that “the teacher explained
everything with gestures” and “the teacher used gestures when she got more excited.”
Table 17 shows the students’ perceptions of helpfulness of the teacher’s gestures.
Similar results were observed among the students in the two classes as follows. Most of
the students in both classes thought that the teacher’s gestures for explaining
expressions helpful (all students in the lower class, and 18/23 students in the higher
class) (Q3). Many students welcomed the teacher’s corrective feedback in the gestural
mode (9/12 students in the lower class, and 15/23 students in the higher class) (Q5).
More than half of the students felt that the teacher’s gestures helped them relax in the
classroom (7/12 students in the lower class, and 12/23 students in the higher class) (Q9).
As for their perceptions of gestural directions, half of the students in the lower class
mentioned they found them helpful, nearly half of the respondents in the higher class
responded similarly (Q6). Some students answered that the teacher’s gestures enhanced
their understanding when she was talking about topics outside the classroom in her
stories (4/12 students in the lower class, and 8/23 students in the higher class) (Q8).
On the other hand, the students in the two classes that were taught by the same
teacher responded differently for some items. For instance, all the students in the lower
class answered that gestural explanations of pronunciation were helpful; however, only
half of the students in the higher class responded that such gestures were helpful (Q4).
The lower proficiency students also regarded the teacher’s gestural explanations on
grammar as helpful 10/12 students but fewer students in the higher class (12/23
students) said so (Q1). For the frequently used gestures of pointing at the blackboard
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and textbooks, 4/12 students in the lower class and 13/23 students in the higher class
answered that such gestures were helpful (Q7). In the lower class, 8/12 students and
10/23 students in the higher class regarded the teacher’s gestures for vocabulary
explanations as helpful (Q2). Two students in the higher class commented that “the
teacher explained everything with gestures” and “the teacher used gestures when she
got more excited.” The mixed results from Teacher 3’s classes might be explained as
below.
These comments pointed out the fact of Teacher 3’s rich use of gestures.
Although the number of excerpts from Teacher 3’s classrooms that were presented in
Chapters 5 and 6 were small due to the limited space of this study, the teacher was
constantly presenting gestures for her students. Interestingly, students’ sensitivity to
observing the teacher’s gestures differs among the students. As the comments show,
some students were more aware of them and favored them more. To take an example,
the teacher frequently produced deictics such as pointing to the blackboard, the textbook,
and students in both level classes; however, only five out of 12 students in the lower
class and 14/21 students in the higher class noticed that the teacher used this type of
gestures when teaching. Furthermore, only 4/12 students in the lower class and 13/21
students in the higher class noticed that such teacher gesture was helpful in their lessons.
The possible reasons for the mixed results of Teacher 3’s two classes were the perhaps
the same as the case of Teacher 2’s because of the similar educational context.
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In this section, I presented the results of post-class student survey that I
conducted in Teacher 2’s and Teacher 3’s classrooms. In the next section, I show some
results on some of the individual differences between the two teachers.

Table 17. Teacher 3: Students’ Perceptions of Helpfulness of Teacher Gesture
Lower (n = 12)
Higher (n = 23)
Questions
Yes
No
Yes
No
Teacher's gestures helped my
understanding
1 when explaining grammar
10
2
12
11
2 when explaining vocabulary
8
4
10
13
3 when explaining expressions
12
0
18
5
4 when explaining pronunciation
12
0
11
12
5 when correcting student's errors
9
3
15
8
6 when giving directions
6
6
11
12
when using blackboard, textbooks,
7
4
8
13
10
things in the classroom
when talking about the topics of outside
8
4
8
8
15
the classroom
9 when trying to make students relax
7
5
12
11
10 other
0
12
0
23

Individual differences between the two teachers in absolute beginner classes.
Table 18 is a comparative table of students’ perceptions of the scenes when the two
teachers used gestures in their classes. In general, Teacher 3 used more gestures when
she explained the language (i.e., grammar, vocabulary, expressions, and pronunciation;
Q1 to Q4) and gave feedback on the learners’ language production (Q5) than did
Teacher 2 according to their students’ self-reports. Teacher 3 used gestures when she
was talking about her story and for relaxation approximately two times more than did
Teacher 2 (Q8 and Q9).
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In contrast, Teacher 2 produced more gestures for giving directions using the
blackboard, textbooks, or things in the classroom environment than did Teacher 3 (Q6
and Q7). A similar tendency is observed for the results on the students’ perceptions of
helpfulness of teachers’ gestures in their learning (see Table 18). See also Table 19 for
the results of Teacher 2’s and Teacher 3’s students’ perceptions of the helpfulness of
teacher gesture.

Table 18. Students’ Perceptions of the Scenes When the Teacher Used Gestures in
Teacher 2 and Teacher 3’s Classes
Teacher 2 (n = 12) Teacher 3 (n = 12)
Questions
Yes
No
Yes
No
I noticed that the teacher used
gestures
1 when explaining grammar
4
8
9
3
2 when explaining vocabulary
8
4
9
3
3 when explaining expressions
9
3
12
0
4 when explaining pronunciation
8
4
12
0
5 when correcting student's errors
5
7
9
3
6 when giving directions
12
6
9
3
when using blackboard, textbooks,
7
10
2
5
7
things in the classroom
when talking about the topics of
8
2
10
4
8
outside the classroom
9 when trying to make students relax
4
8
7
5
10 other
0
12
0
12
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Table 19. Students’ Perceptions of Helpfulness of Teacher Gesture in Teacher 2 and
Teacher 3’s Classes
Teacher 2 (n = 12
Teacher 3 (n = 12)
Questions
Yes
No
Yes
No
Teacher's gestures helped my
understanding
1 when explaining grammar
5
7
10
2
2 when explaining vocabulary
5
7
8
4
5
0
3 when explaining expressions
7
12
4 when explaining pronunciation
5 when correcting student's errors
6 when giving directions
when using blackboard, textbooks,
7
things in the classroom
when talking about the topics of
8
outside the classroom
9 when trying to make students relax
10 other

7
6
12

5
6
6

12
9
6

0
3
6

8

4

4

8

4

8

4
0

8
12

4
7
0

8
5
12

Individual differences between the two teachers in beginner classes.
According to the students’ self-report, the teachers’ gestural production differed quite a
bit between Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 both for the management purpose (Q6) and the
language explanation purpose (Q1-Q4) but not for the affective purpose (Q9) at this
level. As for the results on students’ perceptions of the helpfulness of teacher gesture, a
similar tendency was also observed for the results on the students’ perceptions of
helpfulness of teachers’ gestures in their learning. See Tables 20 and 21 for the results
indicating students’ awareness and perceptions of the helpfulness of gestures used by
Teachers 2 and 3.
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Table 20. Students’ Perceptions of the Scenes When Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 Used
Gestures
Teacher 2 (n = 21) Teacher 3 (n = 23)
Questions
Yes
No
Yes
No
I noticed that the teacher used
gestures
1 when explaining grammar
7
14
14
9
2 when explaining vocabulary
7
14
12
11
3 when explaining expressions
16
5
22
1
4 when explaining pronunciation
15
6
11
12
5 when correcting student's errors
10
11
19
4
6 when giving directions
11
10
17
6
when using blackboard, textbooks,
7
5
16
14
9
things in the classroom
when talking about the topics of
8
4
16
9
14
outside the classroom
9 when trying to make students relax
9
12
12
11
10 other
0
23
2
21

Table 21. Students’ Perceptions of the Helpfulness of Teacher 2’s and Teacher 3’s
Gestures
Teacher 2 (n = 21) Teacher 3 (n = 23)
Questions
Yes
No
Yes
No
Teacher's gestures helped my
understanding
1 when explaining grammar
7
14
12
11
2 when explaining vocabulary
7
14
10
13
3 when explaining expressions
16
5
18
5
4 when explaining pronunciation
15
6
11
12
5 when correcting student's errors
10
11
15
8
6 when giving directions
11
10
11
12
when using blackboard, textbooks,
7
5
16
13
10
things in the classroom
when talking about the topics of
8
4
16
8
15
outside the classroom
9 when trying to make students relax
9
12
12
11
10 other
0
23
0
23

Summary. The post-instruction survey results revealed that the students in all
the classes that were instructed by two different teachers were aware of their teacher’s
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gestural production and they believed that the teachers’ instructional gestures helped
their comprehension in the lessons to a greater or lesser degree.
Although common results were drawn from all the classes, individual
differences existed in terms of the frequency of instructive gestural production between
the teachers, and students’ perceptions of which type of gestures were more useful. The
outcomes perhaps resulted from the slightly different target or contents of the lessons,
and the nature of the classes made by the students’ proficiency levels. In the next
section, I present the results of a teacher survey of the two teachers. I cannot generalize
what I obtained from the results due to the small number of teachers and students, but it
is still possible to speculate about a certain tendency of EFL education and to plan
further research in this area.

Survey Results of Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 from the Secondary Observation Sites
This section reports the results of the teacher survey that two teachers of four
classrooms from the secondary observation sites completed (see the details on the
teachers and their classrooms in Chapter 4). I gave each teacher a short post-class
questionnaire after class that asked about their gestural production in each class that I
had observed (Appendix P and Q). The questionnaire sheets were returned to me by
mail later.

Perceptions of one’s own gesture use. In response to the question, “Did you
use gestures in this lesson?” both Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 answered that they were
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aware of their gesture uses in their classrooms that I had observed unlike Teacher 2.
This result corresponds with teachers who were observed in previous studies (Hudson,
2011; Lazaraton & Ishihara, 2005; Peltier & McCafferty, 2010). For the question,
“When and what context(s) did you use the gestures?” Teacher 2, reported that he used
gestures primarily for classroom management, for example, making students stand up,
making them form lines, and passing them papers in the lower class, and for classroom
management and instructing phonology in the higher class. For the same question,
Teacher 3 responded that she used gestures for classroom management such as pair
organization, demonstrating how to fill in the sheet, concept and meaning explanation,
and instructing phonology in both classrooms. Teacher 3 mentioned that she may also
have used gestures unconsciously as part of rhythm of speech and her “classroom
personality” in her words.

Perceptions of students’ responses to the teacher gestures. For their responses
to the question, “Do you think they [gestures] were received or understood well by the
students?” Teacher 2 said “yes” for both level classes that he had taught but added, “but
not always.” Teacher 3’s responses were the same as those of Teacher 2. For the higher
class, she said, “Yes, I hope so. But of course [when] students don’t establish gaze
direction they are not helpful.” For the lower class, she also said “Maybe yes. I hope so.”
In addition, she wrote, “I’m sorry I can’t remember clearly. The video will show this.”
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Perceptions of helpfulness of teacher’s gestures. In response to the question,
“In general, do you think your gesture will help students understand the language points
better than when presenting only speech information?” Both teachers said “yes” for all
the classes they taught. Teacher 2 consciously used hand/finger gestures for
management of classroom activities and for helping students pronounce English sounds
in both the lower and higher class. He also pointed to the class for the “listen and repeat”
exercises consciously.
Teacher 3 answered that she consciously produced gestures for classroom
management such as nominating students, commanding “start and stop,” and organizing
pair or group work. For phonology, Teacher 3 said that she used gestures to teach
syllables, stress, and intonation. She commented that she used beats for syllables and
stress, and often combined such gestures and the use of the blackboard. As for grammar
instruction, the teacher consciously used gestures for showing the past tense. She stated
that she tried not to use emblems of British English language.

Teacher 2’s and 3’s experience of having received instruction on teacher
gesture. As for the responses to the question, “Have you ever received any instructions
on using gestures in classrooms in the teacher training course(s) you took?” Both
Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 stated “no.” Teacher 2 answered, “No, however, I have
observed many teachers who use gestures as part of their teaching.” Teacher 3
commented, “No, but I consciously teach them as a teacher trainer to trainees—what to
use, what not to use, how to use, when to use, and, etc.” (underlines were added by the
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respondent). She mentioned that she had told the trainees not to use emblems but
believed that they might use emblems unconsciously.

Difference in gestural production in their own teaching between the
different level classes. According to their responses, neither of the teachers was sure
about the difference in gestural production between the two classes that each teacher
instructed, the lower and higher classes. Teacher 2 did not know in which class he
presented more gestures. He commented, “I don’t know. Probably the higher class.”
Teacher 3 responded, “No idea! As the classes were different in terms of materials, aims,
there will be context dependent differences.”

Free comments on teacher gesture. The same as what he said in the earlier
sections and what I reported in earlier chapters, Teacher 2 mainly produced gestures for
classroom management as well as explaining the language, as he commented below:

Teacher 2
Gestures are very important in conversations, classroom management and
engagement for explaining grammar and vocabulary. I find that engaging
unmotivated learners in language activities is mostly a management issue, thus I
focus most of my energy and gestures in this area.

As she provided more information on her perceptions of her own gestural uses,
Teacher 3 offered more statements in the open-ended section of the questionnaire. In
addition to what Teacher 2 suggested, Teacher 3 pointed out the drawbacks of teacher
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gesture: the issue of cross-cultural differences between learners’ mother tongue and the
target language in gesture, the need for mutual understanding of teacher gesture for the
smooth flow of teaching, and the need to manage gaze direction on the part of learners.
She wrote the following:

Teacher 3
-

(Teacher gesture) is very useful for management, phonology, concept
explanation, and vocabulary explanation.
Clearly there are pitfalls with cultural icons—these I believe we should
avoid or better explain why we should avoid or be careful and we use them.
Students and teachers have to mutually learn a set of classroom enabling
gestures.
Students should watch teacher for gestures which unconsciously accompany
speech—head and body movements concerning with stress, etc.
In the advanced classes, teachers and students explore gestures in turn taking
(conversational contexts).
Gestures can be taught as part of conversational behaviour—e.g., with
reacting and displaying emotion, with conversational closings.

Summary. In response to the video observation results reported in Chapters 5, 6,
and 7, and the student survey results, Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 were as aware of their
instructional uses as Teacher 1 was. In terms of their awareness of their own gestural
production in the classroom, I confirmed that individual differences among the three
teachers existed. Teacher 3, who was also a teacher trainer, was more aware of the issue,
while the other two teachers were less aware of the issue. Teacher 2 and Teacher 3
commented that they intentionally used gesture for classroom management and
comprehension aids particularly for classroom activities and the language that was
being taught. The two teachers hoped that their instructional gestures that were
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addressed to students were helpful for them; however, the teachers were not sure about
their effectiveness. The survey revealed that the teachers were conscious about their
gestural production for management and explaining language. Nevertheless, neither of
them commented on their gestural feedback on learners’ language production or their
effects on establishing a relaxing atmosphere in the classroom as the video observations
described in Chapter 7 and the statements that some students made in this chapter.
These issues are discussed in the next chapter.

Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the results of student and teacher interviews from the
main research site, and the results of student and teacher questionnaires from the
additional research sites. In the interviews, only a few students were aware of Teacher
1’s uses of gestures until I asked them; however, all of them appreciated the teacher’s
instructional gestures although they were more dependent on written visual information
(i.e., handouts) than gestural-visual information. They commented on the positive
influence on liveliness, intimacy, rapport, trustworthiness, positive engagement, and
motivation in learning or the learning environment. Teacher 1’s humorous uses of
gestures were also welcomed by the student interviewees. They believed that such
manual and bodily movements were signs of the teacher’s enthusiasm in instruction and
establishment of a good relationship between the teacher and the students.
The interviews with Teacher 1 revealed that the teacher was much less aware of
his gestural accommodation than speech accommodation in his instruction. Unlike
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Teacher 2 and Teacher 3, he did not plan to use any instructional gestures for
management or explaining language, but he intentionally introduced joke-like gestures.
According to the student survey, all students (N=68) from different levels by the
two teachers in the secondary observation sites self-reported that they were aware of
their teacher’s gestural production. All students except one student thought that the
teachers’ gestures enhanced understanding of their lessons. According to students’
self-report, for a general tendency, more gestures were produced for the purpose of
classroom management than for the purpose of teaching language. Less often for these
two purposes, the students observed that the teacher produced gestures for giving
feedback and making students relaxed. They also reported that the teachers presented
multi-modal explanations; that is a combination use of visual aids (a blackboard, a
textbook, and objects) and gestures. According to the students’ responses, the degree of
helpfulness of teachers’ gestural explanations corresponded with the results of their
observations of the teachers’ gestural production. The survey results also showed that
there was commonality among the different levels and teachers, but there were
individual differences among them as well.
The teacher survey indicated that Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 were more aware of
their gestural production in their instructions than Teacher 1. Teacher 3, who was a
teacher trainer, was the most aware of her gestural uses. According to Teacher 2 and
Teacher 3, they both hoped that gestures helped their students’ comprehension but were
not certain about the actual effects of teacher gesture. They did not receive teacher
training on how to use gestures. Thus, they developed their ways of gestural uses by
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themselves, and by observing other teachers’ instruction. How much they used gestures
for management or language depended on each teacher.
As reported, awareness of the teachers’ gestures by the teachers themselves and
the students differed between the primary research site and the secondary research sites.
One possible reason may be that unlike the interviews, the survey sheets clearly targeted
in the questionnaire items the participants’ awareness of the teachers’ gestural
production and its usefulness. Methodologically, it is not possible to ask the respondents
without mentioning the gestural uses. Otherwise, the respondents would be able to offer
me information although they were sub-consciously aware, as they were able to do to
some extent in the interviews.
The results also revealed that individual differences of gestural production
existed among the three teachers whom I observed. This is because teaching is context
dependent as Teacher 3 responded in the questionnaire. Many factors contribute to the
contextual and personality differences, for example, the institutions, aims/objectives,
levels, and materials. On the other hand, a common tendency was observed in the
general sense. Teacher gesture for humor was only observed in Teacher 1’s classrooms.
This type of gesture may be more idiosyncratic than the other types of gestures and be
more closely connected to personality.
As mentioned earlier, I cannot generalize the findings that I obtained due to the
nature of data and research method. Nevertheless, I believe that I was able to identify
something both particular or unique and common about the cases by application of deep
analysis and triangulation. I also believe that the concise type of micro-analysis that I
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used enabled me to describe complex phenomena that illustrate the relationship between
speech and gesture and how multimodal instruction contributes to English teaching in a
holistic and meaningful manner. In the next chapter, I discuss the results that were
reported in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 and use the discussion to respond to the research
questions.
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CHAPTER 9
DISCUSSION: EXPLORING THE MEANINGS OF TEACHER GESTURE

This chapter provides a summary of the primary findings, discussion of
commonality and differences of teacher gesture among the three native
speaking-teachers whom I observed in the five EFL classrooms, commentary on the
teachers’ continuous production of gestures in their instruction, and cross-cultural issues
of teacher gesture. I make links to literature on these topics as appropriate. The chapter
is organized according to my three research questions.

Q1. Kinds of Teacher Gesture
ESL and EEF teachers’ gestures that were reported in previous studies (Hauge,
2000; Hudson, 2011; Kusanagi, 2001, 2003; Sime, 2006, 2008) fall into McNeill’s
(1992, 2005) classification system of gestures (i.e., iconics, metaphorics, beats, deictics),
and emblems. I classify them broadly into four for my analysis: emphatic (beats),
referential (deictics), representational gestures (iconics, metaphorics, and mimes), and
emblems. I confirmed that these gestures were used by all three teachers whom I
observed.
Emphatic gestures were primarily observed in this study. They are called beats.
Beats are quick rhythmic up and down, or back and forth hand or finger actions
(McNeill, 1992). The teachers in my study used these often and also accented their
utterances by opening or revolving their hands. These emphatic gestures were often
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synchronized with vocal emphasis and aligned within the syntax of a sentence or
phrase.
Referential gestures were observed in the form of deictics or pointing gestures.
These gestures were produced by the three teachers on many occasions: when they were
indicating learning points, indicating “here and now,” indicating tenses, differentiating
referents, showing objects or persons being referred to, giving the floor, nominating a
student, disciplining, giving directions, giving commands, and causing students’
physical actions.
The third kind of gestures that were found is representational gestures. They
consisted of iconics, metaphorics, and mimes. Representational gestures were
confirmed when the teachers were complementing a word or an action, showing
something invisible, showing a learning point including instructing phonetic features,
showing negation, giving directions, encouraging, directing, and commanding. Because
these gestures are pictorial, they contributed to coexpresiveness and complementarity.
This nature of gestures also served to create a multi-layered semantic discourse for
language instruction. The last type of gestures that were observed is emblems. Emblems
were used for teaching the language, showing a learning point, giving directions, and
disciplining.
In this section, I briefly reported four different types of gestures that were
observed in my data: Emphatic, referential, representational gestures, and emblems. In
the next section, I discuss the functions of teacher gesture in detail.
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Q2. Functions of Teacher Gesture
Through the observations of three EFL teachers in my study, I have analyzed the
findings and categorized the functions of teacher gesture based on my observations. I
identified three key functions: gestures as comprehension aids, gestures used for
classroom management, and gestures that influence learners’ affect and classroom
atmosphere. Sime’s (2006, 2008) proposed functions of teacher gesture are very similar
to what I have found in this study. According to her, three functions of L2 teacher
gesture are cognitive, organizational, and emotional. Similar to these findings, Kita
(2000a) suggested the three functions of other-directed gestures in an L1 conversation.
They are delivery of content, speech regulation, and affect.
My findings fit with many other studies on L2 and FL teacher gesture that have
noted that teachers use gestures for illustrating vocabulary and structure (Antes, 1996;
Belhiah, 2013; Carels, 1981; Kusanagi, 2003, 2005a; Lazaraton, 2004; Rosborough,
2014; Seaver, 1992; Smotova & Lantolf, 2013), teaching phonetics and intonation
(Antes, 1996; Hudson, 2011), avoiding the use of students’ L1 (Antes, 1996; Carels,
1981), giving directions (Allen, 1999; Barnett, 1983; Carels, 1981; Kusanagi, 2003),
regulating speech and giving feedback (Muramoto, 1999; Sime, 2006), and building
rapport and reducing learners’ anxiety (Allen, 2000; Barnett, 1983; Kusanagi, 2003;
Quinlisk, 2008; Seaver, 1992; Sime, 2006).
These gestural functions might differ according to a teacher's expertise and the
learners’ proficiency. Moskowitz’s (1976, L2 cases), Neill (1991), and Neill and
Caswell’s works (1993, L1 cases) reported that experienced teachers used more
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nonverbal behaviors including gestures as effective teaching tools compared with less
experienced teachers. In L1 subject classrooms, experienced or higher-rated teachers
used a wider variety of gestures in terms of illustrating, amplifying, punctuating, and
showing enthusiasm in instruction. They also used facial expressions and tone of voice
as signals for learners to notice what the teacher is speaking about (Neill, 1991; Neill &
Caswell, 1993). All of the three teachers whom I observed also used various kinds of
gestures and nonverbal behaviors, and tone of voice as reported in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
I discuss the variety of teacher gestures and their functions below.

Gestures as Comprehension Aids
The teachers in my study demonstrated some learning points by gesture in their
instruction (see Chapter 5). Whereas Teacher 1 often paraphrased his verbal
explanations by gesture, Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 mostly presented their gestures for
explaining language, for instance, how to pronounce English sounds by representational
gestures. Teacher 1 also used representational gestures as gestural-visual aids to explain
tasks. For example, his gestural demonstration of speech organization was clear for
students to capture the teacher’s message or intention (see Excerpt 5 in Chapter 5). The
student interviewees favored the teacher’s use of this type of visual explanation in the
classroom (see Chapter 8). Teacher 1 did not mention his purpose of gestural production
because he was unaware of it. Inceoglu (2015) also reported the teacher’s unawareness
of his gestural production. In contrast, Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 commented that
gestures were useful for teaching phonology, grammar, vocabulary, and concept
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explanations, as well as for classroom management (see the next section). In
Lazaraton’s study (2004), too, the ESL teacher commented that her gestures helped her
deliver ideas and helped students understand. The teacher participants in other studies
also were aware of their gesture use (Hudson, 2011; Peltier & McCafferty, 2010).
However, Hudson (2011) said that “language instructors are generally unaware of the
extent of their gesture use. Instructors know that they gesture, but they are so involved
in making meaning that they do not seem to concentrate on their gestures” (2011, p.
255).
Much literature has asserted that gestures can serve as comprehension aids.
Gestural input might thus be an important aid for understanding in a target language
(Allen, 1995, 2000; Hauge, 2000; Kellerman, 1992; Kida, 2008; Lazaraton, 2004;
Lazaraton & Ishihara, 2005; McCafferty, 2002; Sime, 2006, 2008). In their most easily
imagined forms, representational gestures have impact on learners’ comprehension due
to their illustrative nature. It is hypothesized that learners who do not understand the
meaning of the language in an auditory-only explanation might be able to capture the
meaning when visual input is provided simultaneously. In some cases, it is much easier
to understand a visual explanation than a verbal-only explanation. For instance, Teacher
3 demonstrated the tongue positions in the mouth for the /r/ and /ð/ sounds of English
by manual movements (see Excerpt 11 and 12 in Chapter 5). The teacher repeatedly
presented these pedagogical gestures within the lesson. In the case of Teacher 1, he
visually illustrated an outline of a presentation draft in terms of explaining a
presentation organization by moving his left hand high and low (see Excerpt 5 in
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Chapter 5). The teacher produced the same set of gestures when explaining a
presentation organization on the next lesson day. The verbal input was thus reinforced.
In Excerpt 10 in Chapter 5, this set of gestures was shown repeatedly within the
discourse as catchments, which are recurrent gestural features of “handedness, shape,
movement, space, orientation, dynamic, etc.” (McNeill, 2005, pp. 116-117). These
cohesion markers created visual coherence in the discourse and function as visual
markers to listeners. As a result, these cohesive devices establish intersubjectivity
between the speaker and the listeners. Similar phenomena were reported in Smotrova
and Lantolf’s (2013) observation study of an EFL college classroom in Ukraine. They
claim that catchments “are crucial in students’ creative appropriation of L2
understandings” (Smotrova & Lantolf, 2013, p. 397).
Nevertheless, two other types of gestures, emphatic gestures and referential
gestures, also possibly influence learners’ understanding of their teachers’ discourse in
the target language. Emphatic gestures might lead learners’ attention to the important
points that are addressed to the learners in the teacher’s instructive discourse. Emphatic
gestures (i.e., beats) were often accompanied by vocal stress together with nonverbal
behaviors such as head nods, and facial expressions of Teacher 1’s data in my study
(see Excerpts 2, 4, 5, 10 in Chapter 5). Beats marked the verbal information that was
referred to in instruction by the teachers. According to Gullberg (2010, p. 77),
“rhythmic gestures (beats) mark scansion and interactive gestures refer to some aspect
of conversation itself.”
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The findings of Chapter 5 illustrate semantically more layered uses of beats
when the teacher was emphasizing key points in instructional explanations. The forms
of beats look very simple, but beats are used not only for emphasizing the information
or meaning along with speech. They also function within a discourse. According to
McNeill (1992),

Beats reveal the speaker’s conception of the narrative discourse as a whole. The
semantic value of a beat lies in the fact that it indexes the word or phrase it
accompanies as being significant, not for its own semantic content, but for its
discourse pragmatic content. (1992, p. 15)
This quote implies that exposure to the teacher’s use of beats might be useful in
enhancing learners’ discourse competence.
Beats were one of the most frequently produced gestures by the teachers whom I
observed. Repetitive production of beats in a discourse can be considered “cohesive
beats” (McNeill, 1992) that function as catchments. McNeill stated that these gestures
“serve to tie together thematically related but temporally separated parts of the
discourse” (1992, p. 16). In an example of beats from his work, McNeill introduced the
features of political speeches as follows:

What the politician is in effect saying is: Here is a series of points that I am
making, and the crucial thing about them is that each belongs to a consistent
platform (hence the cohesion of beats). (1992, p. 16)
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This example closely resembles the teacher’s explanations. The teacher shows his/her
communicative effort to mark an important point to make it visually comprehensible for
learners. For this purpose, gestures are used as attention-getting devices.
In the instructional situation, possibly speakers produce beats unconsciously.
Beats emerge along with the speech. If listeners look at these gestures, they can
perceive extra visual information together with the speech information with the result
that their comprehension might be enhanced. However, the student interviewees in my
study did not comment on their teacher’s rhythmic gestures or beats (see Chapter 8).
Sime (2008), too, noted that ESL learners did not notice their teachers’ uses of beats in
retrospective video-observation interviews. Sime explained that “as beats are very quick
gestures, it may be the case that learners do not have the time to become fully aware of
them” (p. 269). Learners might be focusing on the semantic content instead.
Nevertheless, it can be speculated that beats enhance listeners’ understanding to
some extent. McCafferty’s (2006) study suggested that teachers’ beats possibly
influence L2 learners’ learning of prosody and phonology in their target language. In
any case, the effect of beats on comprehension has not been examined. It is worthwhile
investigating further if such learners’ subconscious perception of teachers’ gestures has
cognitive influence on learners’ comprehension.
Next, I discuss referential gestures as possible aids to learners’ comprehension.
Referential gestures, or deictics, look simple in their forms and functions in the
instructive discourse at first glance; however, they make the discourse semantically
meaningful as my data illustrate. Deictics are categorized into two kinds: concrete and
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abstract deictics (Kita, 2000a). Concrete deictics show objects or events in the concrete
world (McNeill, 1992). In this study, concrete deictics were observed when teachers
were pointing to students or the space for here and now. For instance, the results
reported in Excerpt 5 in Chapter 5 (i.e., “you” as referents in Teacher 1’s classroom
discourse) indicated that concrete deictics, such as pointing to the students, had
semantically dual functions in terms of representing what was being referred to across
the time of the present and future references.
In addition, concrete deictics pointing to the students as “you” could show
multiple meanings of the referent “you.” For example, you as the listeners of the
teacher’s explanations refers to the physical space as here and now, and you as the
expected-to-be presenters of the presentation tasks refers to the distant time from the
time students were listening to the teacher’s talk. What is interesting was that repeatedly
presented words in the discourse transmitted certain semantic content each time they
were uttered. In other words, the uttered word “you” delivers a literal meaning through
the discourse. On the other hand, repeatedly used gestures of pointing to the students
carried different semantic contents as visual referents in the discourse of explanation.
Excerpt 5 in Chapter 5 is a good example of how gestures are created within, and help
create, a context in a discourse. These contextual cues are possibly useful for language
learners’ understanding when students are listening to the teacher’s explanation. In sum,
this example shows the nature of speech and gesture; speech is semantically
homogenous, but gesture is semantically and pragmatically fluid and dynamic; therefore,
gesture adds a dimension to the interaction by making the context clearer.
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Abstract deictics look the same as concrete deictics in their form. However,
abstract deictics that point to nothing objectively present in the space (McNeill, 1992)
also distinguish different references visually. For example, Teacher 1 pointed to
different sides in the space to indicate two different referents in my data (see Excerpt 2
in Chapter 5). When the teacher was explaining to the class that they had two choices
(i.e., an infomercial or short report) for their video-production project, he pointed to his
left side of the space to refer to an infomercial and his right side of the space to refer to
a short video. Obviously, nothing actually related to an infomercial or short report
existed in the concrete spaces. The teacher used the two different spaces in order to
refer to two different referents to listeners. This is a typical example of abstract deictics.
In my study, when both concrete and abstract deictics were produced repeatedly
in the discourse, they functioned as catchments. These cohesions played a significant
role in the semantic construction of teachers' utterances. This kind of visually presented
coherence created by gestural cohesions may have lightened EFL learners’ cognitive
load in understanding something explained in their target language that they had not yet
mastered; therefore, presumably such gestures functioned as comprehension aids.
Several researchers reported that L2 learners also produced such gestures to
anchor referents in order to manage coherence that is challenging in L2 discourse (Allen,
1995, 2000; Kellerman, 1992; Kida, 2008; Lazaraton, 2004; Lazaraton & Ishihara,
2005; McCafferty, 2002; Sime, 2006, 2008; Smotrova & Lantolf, 2013). In the process
of learning, learners have not fully attained the system of L2/FL discourse. It is
considered that gestural cohesions compensate for their incompetence (partial
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comprehension) in this area. In addition, they are also an indicator of increased
discourse competence.
As discussed in this section, emphatic, representational, referential gestures, and
emblems establish intersubjectivity or common ground for comprehension between the
teacher and students. In the classroom setting, teachers make an immediate and constant
judgment of whether or not they should present extra information or use extra modes for
their students when teaching (Lazaraton, 2004; Lazaraton & Ishihara, 2005). Teachers
make such decisions moment by moment, whether they are aware of or unaware of their
gestural behaviors. Gestural input can be seen as the teacher’s instructive effort to
present meanings more accessibly to students (Antes, 1996; Carels, 1981). In this sense,
the teacher’s gestures create a sense of shared symbolic entities as well as pragmatic
ones. Neill and Caswell explain such teachers’ effort in the following manner, “your
gestures give your class a second chance to receive your message” (1993, p.111).
Listeners can thus identify what is being referred to in the discourse by gestural
scaffolding as a mediational tool when the referent is vaguely presented. Gestures lower
the level of ambiguity of what is being referred to in the discourse (Furuyama, 2002,
2009).
To sum this section on gestures that function as comprehension aids, the
findings of the present study support the likelihood that gestures can enhance learners’
learning by providing multiple sources of input and hence lightening the cognitive load
and potentially leading to improved comprehension (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2001;
Sueyoshi & Hardison, 2005; Roth & Lawless, 2002 in the case of L1; Allen, 1995; Dahl
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& Ludvigsen, 2014; Tellier, 2008 in the case of L2/FL). In this section, I have discussed
one function of gestures that is related to language learners’ comprehension. Next I
discuss another function, gestures as classroom management.

Gestures as Classroom Management
In this study, I have found that teachers’ gestures serve to control the classroom.
In my data, pointing gestures were often used by the teachers whom I observed for
classroom management and organization such as task explanation, commanding, or
disciplining. These instructive actions involved their attention-getting nature. In this
study, classroom management gestures such as gestures associated with task
explanations, commanding, or disciplining were observed more often in the beginner’s
level classrooms than in the intermediate level classroom. Considering their lower
language proficiency, lower-level students were more likely to benefit from clearer
directions with visual enhancement for classroom activities such as choral practice or
drills.
Concrete deictics were the most frequently used for this management function of
teacher gesture. All the teachers in my study used pointing to a student(s) for
nominating, giving the floor, or beginning an activity as well as disciplining and
triggering some kind of performance (see Chapter 6). The nature of multiple-speaker
interaction differs from the one of classroom interaction, but Mondada’s (2007) study
reported that pointing gestures were used not only for referents but were also used for
turn completion and projection of the next speaker. Teacher 3 used a pointing gesture to
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students who were unfocused on the activity as a pragmatic force of commanding as
disciplining. In one case, she had a combination of a concrete deictic and an emblem
that means “Be quiet” (see Excerpts 13 and 14 in Chapter 6 for disciplining). Beats
sometimes co-occurred with deictics to reinforce the message of the teachers. Emblems
or mimes were effectively used to send the teachers’ request to students that they
perform learning activities such as “listen” or “write” (see Excerpts 4, 9 by Teacher 2;
Excerpt 16 by Teacher 3 in Chapter 6). Muramoto’s study (1999) also reported that the
same mime of “listen” was observed in Japanese instruction.
Teacher gesture has an attention-getting function (Neill, 1991; Neill & Caswell,
1993), essential to effective classroom management. In Lazaraton’s report (2004), an
ESL teacher in her retrospective interview commented that one of the purposes of her
gestural production was to attract students’ attention. In my data, beats were also used
to draw students’ attention to the specific information when the teacher was showing a
transition of activities as an opening marker, giving directions, or to nominate the
person to be given the floor as the results show in Chapter 6. This finding accords with
Kita (2000a), who claimed that one of the communicative functions of gesture is to
regulate speech in a conversation (i.e., turn-taking). Although the cases that I observed
in my data are a little different from turn-taking in a regular conversation, beats were
used in the process of regulating turn-taking in a broad sense in the classroom in my
data because the teacher’s nominating a student causes turn-talking.
To summarize, as I have discussed in this section, researchers have asserted that
teachers’ gestures and nonverbal behaviors facilitate more effective instruction in the
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language classroom so that learners can be more engaged in classroom tasks (Allen,
2000; Barnett, 1983). Teachers use gestures for controlling participation, indicating who
is to respond, cuing choral response, and so forth. Similarly, my study shows that the
three teachers whom I observed used gestures for giving directions, indicating who is to
respond, cuing choral response, commanding, and disciplining. All these gestures
caused students to perform physical actions that were related to classroom activities. In
addition, gestures fulfilling this management function were based on the gestural role of
attention-getting. Individual differences were observed for teachers' gestural production
for this function of gesture. This issue is discussed in depth in the later section.

Humorous Gestures That Influence Learners’ Affective State and Classroom
Atmosphere
Teachers use gestures not only for pure instructional purposes. I have found that
a secondary function of teacher gesture is an affective factor. In my study, Teacher 1
provided stimulating and amusing mimes in his unplanned task explanations. The
teacher often acted two roles in an improvised scene to give a further explanation after
giving an explanation with a handout (see Excerpt 1 in Chapter 7). He also nominated
students to perform a gesture in his unplanned task explanations (see Excerpt 2 in
Chapter 7). These gestures were perceived by the students as humorous. In the
retrospective interviews, Teacher 1’s students responded that they favored such gestures
because they were enjoyable. They commented that these gestures were necessary for
creating a positive classroom atmosphere so that their motivation would improve. The
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use of humorous gestures was idiosyncratic in my data (see Chapter 7). Although
Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 did not bring humor into the class by gestures, their students
responded in a post-lesson questionnaire that the teachers’ gestures make them relax in
the classroom.
Researchers have reported that teachers’ gestures can show the teacher’s
enthusiasm, bring a classroom an amusing atmosphere, build rapport between the
teacher and students, and reduce students’ anxiety in an L2/FL classroom (Allen, 2000;
Barnett, 1983; Kusanagi, 2003; Quinlisk, 2008; Sime, 2006). Unlike Teacher 1, Teacher
2 and Teacher 3 did not perform these kinds of gestures. Nevertheless, all the teachers
whom I observed constantly produced gestures for their students. Their constant
instructive efforts that were seen as forms of teacher gesture may have influenced the
class atmosphere. In fact, in most teaching scenes in my study, the three teachers
produced some kind of gestures whenever they spoke. Teachers’ gestures also created a
positive mood when they were delivered with humor. The students favored such
gestures as a sign of the teacher’s enthusiasm in instruction and considered them
important because they added accents to the lesson and created rapport between the
teacher and students (see the student interview results in Chapter 8 for their comments
on this issue). This observation supports Allen’s (2000) study reporting that teacher’s
gestures induced a positive and encouraging atmosphere for learning in the classroom.
Barnett (1983) and Seaver (1992) also stated that teachers’ gestures reduce learners’
anxiety and build rapport in the L2 classroom. The student interviewees in my study
also mentioned this point (see Chapter 8). The five student interviewees in my study
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also identified that their teachers’ gestures functioned as communicative devices
conveying the teachers’ emotion and attitudes. This finding of my study parallels that of
Toyama (1993) and Kita (2000a), who stated that one of the three communicative
functions of gesture is to create affective bonds among the participants of
communication in L1.

Q3. Other Modes of Communication
In my study, as the finding chapters reported, speech and gestures were the most
frequently used communication modes in teaching EFL in my data. Another mode that
was regularly observed was nonverbal actions such as gaze direction, nods, and facial
expressions. The three teachers in my study used gaze direction with a student when
giving the floor or nominating him/her, and acknowledging the student’s utterance or
action. Head nods were also seen in the same situations; thus their function is similar to
the function of gaze direction and gaze. Some researchers have noted that bodily actions
such as posture, nods, gaze, and facial expressions are used in teaching and disciplining
(Neill & Caswell, 1993 in L1 classrooms; Lazaraton, 2004 in the L2 classroom).
In the classroom discourse that I observed, the three teachers emphasized their
speech vocally and gesturally, in conjunction with their facial expressions such as
opening eyes wide and raising eyebrows. They, especially Teacher 1, also used their
facial expressions as part of mimes for delivering humor (see Chapter 7). Not only did
they use their bodies, but they also used objects such as handouts, blackboard, and
persons (i.e., students) that existed in the physical environment in a combination with
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speech and gesture when explaining a learning point or giving directions. Teachers
made full use of what existed and was available in the immediate environment. This
result correspond with Lazaraton’s study (2004). The phenomena that I observed can be
good examples of affordances in the educational setting, in accordance with van Lier
(2000, 2004), who proposed the ecology and semiotics of language learning. In van
Lier's words, an affordance

…means a relationship between an organism (a learner, in our case) and the
environment, that signals an opportunity for or inhibition of action. The
environment includes all physical, social and symbolic affordances that provide
grounds for activity. (van Lier, 2004, pp. 4-5)

As the findings reveal that I reported in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, a variety of affordances
emerged in the educational settings of the EFL classrooms such as using students in the
environment. It means that teachers made a full use of what existed in the immediate
environment.
The empty space was also used with deictic gestures to show references visually
in the discourse. In the observed data, teachers tried to use all the resources (i.e., modes)
available for them when teaching. Lazaraton (2004) and Kress et al. (2001) also
reported the same kind of teaching effort in their study of multimodality in social
communication in the EFL and the L1 subject matter classrooms.
Next I discuss how multimodality as visual instructional tools plays a part in a
semiotic system of instructional interaction in EFL. As my close analyses of the three
teachers’ multimodal instruction revealed, even a very short moment of teaching has a
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multilayered structure at the discourse, pragmatic, and psychological levels. That is, the
findings showed that language teaching is a multimodal art of meaning-making that
possibly influences learners’ comprehension and affective states.
My data illustrate that the information or message that the teacher transmitted
was semantically multilayered. By adding extra visual information, the meaning was
presented multimodally. The use of multimodality by a speaker (i.e., a teacher) created
nonverbal cohesion in addition to the linguistic cohesion made through the audio and
visual modes. Although it is difficult to find concrete evidence of how gestures and
multimodal performances affected listeners, we can speculate based on visual
redundancy. I speculate that the integration of both types of cohesion provided clearer
coherence to listeners. This kind of visual redundancy presumably economized the
teacher’s speaking time in the EFL classroom.
Halliday (1975, 1978, 1985) considered that teaching is a practice that is part of
a semantic-making system that human beings utilize. Studies of L1 subject matter
classrooms by Jewitt, et al. (2000) and Kress, et al. (2001) reported that teaching was
multimodal. That is, we can identify the three modes: verbal, gestural, and others
(images, models, objects, props, body, people, etc.). These modes all contribute to the
meaning-making process in our communication. Multimodality in EFL instruction, as in
other contexts of communication, consists of verbal and non-verbal modes (i.e., gestural
and visual). In other words, the teachers use each mode individually or in combination.
In most of the teaching occasions I recorded in my study, some kind of combination of
more than two modes was observed. For example, the teachers used the learning
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materials and gestures, students and gestures, space and gestures. They sometimes used
the combination of these things. Moreover, they occasionally added other nonverbal
behaviors such as nods, gaze, posture, or facial expression with vocalic features. The
findings indicate that the cases of EFL teachers attempted to utilize affordances in the
environment through different modes. They did that in order to express meaning to
learners in a given context, as the Social Semiotic View and Multimodality of Social
Communication suggest (Halliday, 1985; Kress et al., 2001). Research using this
approach examines how human beings signify practices in particular social and cultural
circumstances and make meaning multimodally in communication and interaction. The
present study illustrated that the idea of a Social Semiotic View and Multimodality
derived from L1 learning (Halliday, 1975, 1978, 1985) and subject matter learning in
L1 (Jewitt, et al., 2000; Kress et al., 2001) is clearly applicable to other classroom
contexts, such as the case of the EFL setting as Candlin and Sarangi (2001) claimed.
As stated earlier, gestures serve to enhance meaning-making in classroom
interaction and communication. In some situations, the speech itself is ideational at the
linguistic level. For instance, the word “you” is a personal pronoun used to refer to the
person or persons being addressed in a dictionary meaning, but it is difficult for us to
distinguish whether the word being used means the singular you or the plural you, or
you of the present state or you of the future state without having context. The example
of the uses of “you” that this study discussed in Chapter 5 shows how gestures provide
the context and contribute to interpretations of the context. In this process of
contextualization, the people and the space in the environment play an important role.
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This example shows that the system of semiotics is mediated by a combination of
multiple modalities. Such an interactive semiotic-processing might facilitate learners’
understanding of what is being explained through having verbal and nonverbal input. In
addition, learners might be able to improve their discourse competence through the
exposure to the input given by the teacher as a byproduct.
The observation results of this study also suggest that the instructional discourse
becomes more redundant when the number of modes that were delivered by the teacher
increases. The semantic content of information or message, and the intention of the
speaker are amplified by coexpressiveness and complementarity through these modes. It
can be argued that such discourse is unauthentic as input; however, it is said that such
discourse is helpful and not harmful for learners (Kida, 2008). In language classroom
discourse, speech information is essential, but none of the teachers whom I observed
taught without presenting visual information. Verbal and nonverbal modes “confirm and
duplicate each other, or provide complementary information” (Neill & Caswell, 1993).
In this section, I discussed the communication modes that were observed in the EFL
classrooms and how they contribute to teaching EFL. I briefly summarize the findings
in Figure 4. The figure illustrates the types of communication modes both verbal and
nonverbal, and the degree of redundancy in input. The teacher uses a single mode or a
combination of modes according to his/her instructive needs. The more modes the
teacher provides, the more redundant the input is. As the findings reported, gestures are
frequently used along with speech. The nature of gestures is coexpressive and
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complementary. Therefore, the use of gestures with speech offers great redundancy to
learners as listeners.

Figure 4 Multimodality observed in the EFL instruction

Commonality and Differences of Teacher Gesture
The observations of five classrooms that were taught by three teachers revealed
that common and different (i.e., idiosyncratic) gesture uses existed for teacher gesture.
As for the functions of gestures, all teachers produced some kind of gestures that were
intended to enhance learners’ comprehension and facilitated the lesson to proceed
smoothly. On one hand some of the gestures that were used for the functions can be
widely used. On the other hand, the tendency of gestural uses for comprehension aids
and classroom management differed among the three teachers. Teacher 1 used more
variety of gestures for gestures serving as comprehension aids, whereas Teacher 2 and
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Teacher 3 used gestures primarily for classroom management. The possible explanation
of the phenomena is the proficiency levels of the different classes. Because the class
level was intermediate, Teacher 1 may have not needed to make so much effort for
detailed and attentive explanations for simple directions such as making pairs. By
contrast, Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 taught absolute and false beginners in their target
language; therefore, they needed to scaffold their explanations with extra
communication modes.
Though Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 taught in a similar educational context, both of
them had personal repertoires in their gestural production. Those personal repertoire
gestures were repeatedly used even within one lesson and it is likely that they became
“class emblems.” Muramoto (1999), who observed Japanese language instruction,
called these types of gestures “pedagogical gestures.” I speculate that these gestures
were used in almost every lesson. Perhaps the frequency of this type of gesture
especially for nomination came from the teachers’ familiarity with their student names.
It is also likely that, because of the frequency, the students may have become
accustomed to those gestures used by a particular teacher and have understood the
intention of the gesture; thus the gesture may have contributed to the smoother
instruction. To sum, teacher gesture variation can be explained by the conditions of
difference in the class level, the class goals and teaching contents, the classroom
atmosphere, and learners’ motivation. However, I should point out that there certainly
are individual differences—some people simply gesture more in general than others, or
more subtly or expansively than others. This issue should be investigated in the future.
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I observed that the use of gestures to present humor was idiosyncratic. Such
gestures were confirmed only in Teacher 1’s classroom in this study. The observations
tell us that his demonstrations of humor were strongly related to nonverbal behaviors. In
his performing scenes, the teacher often inserted an improvised narrative episode into
his explanation. To visualize the narrative, representational gestures consisted of mimes
and iconics that depicted the semantic contents that were both expressed and not
expressed in speech. These narrative examples are similar to the examples that are
reported for iconics that emerged in narratives in McNeill’s work (1992).

Teachers’ Continuous Production of Gestures in Instruction in the Presence and
Absence of Students’ Attentiveness
As the results show, all the teachers whom I observed constantly presented
gestures when they spoke to their classes; however, not all students looked at their
teachers. Even the students who looked at their teacher did not focus on the teacher all
the time. A crucial question arises. Can learners benefit from the teacher’s gestures
whether or not they look at the teacher’s gestures? The research methods I adopted in
the present study cannot confirm if teacher’s gestures enhance learners’ understanding
of the language and the gestures accompanying the language. That is, we can only
speculate about whether students comprehend the input and intake the input. In theory,
students cannot benefit from visual input if they do not look at the teacher’s gestures,
nonverbal behaviors, objects, or the spaces that the teacher uses. Production of
gestures might be meaningless or done in vain if students are not attending to these
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movements. In other words, it is possible that the teachers’ effort of presenting
gestures has little real effect on students. Teacher 3 in my study stated, “Students
should watch teacher for gestures which unconsciously accompany speech—head and
body movements concerning with stress, etc.,” indicating that students do not always
do this.
Kress (2010) stated that it is the listener’s decision no matter what modes are
available whether listeners pay attention. Teacher 1 commented something similar to
Kress’s statement in his interview (see Chapter 8). In the literature, none of the
post-test studies (Allen, 1995; Dahl & Ludvigsen, 2014; Tellier, 2008) that aimed to
examine the input-intake relationship or observation studies (Kellerman, 1992;
Lazaraton, 2004; Kida, 2008; Sime, 2006, 2008; Smotrova & Lantolf, 2013)
mentioned about the meaning and effect of learners’ eye direction to the teacher in the
learning environment.
According to the post-lesson survey, Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 from the
secondary observation sites were more aware of the types of gestures they had provided
and the purposes of using those gestures than was Teacher 1 from the primary
observation site. In the retrospective interview, Teacher 1 stated that he realized that not
many students in the class looked at him. What do his instructional behaviors of
continuous gestural production mean? According to what the teacher said in his
interview, he was not, in fact, aware of his use of gestures until I asked him. As he was
not conscious about his gestural production, he did not plan to use gestures when
teaching. He believed that it is students’ choice what they want to focus on when
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listening to the teacher’s talk, whether it is the teacher, or other materials such as a
handout. In contrast to his lack of awareness of his nonverbal behaviors, for his
instruction, the teacher stated that he always confirmed the students’ nonverbal
reactions (i.e., gaze and gaze direction) in his teaching and their reactions helped him
teach. The teacher was not aware of the impact of his own nonverbal behaviors
including gestures on teaching but was aware of the importance of nonverbal messages
that his students delivered.
How about the learners’ perceptions? The retrospective interviews with five
students of Teacher 1 from the primary observation site suggest that most of the
interviewees were not aware of their teachers’ gesture uses nor their listening behaviors
(they often did not look at the teacher); however, whether they paid attention to the
teacher or not, all of them claimed to favor the teacher’s uses of gestures (see Chapter 8).
It might be argued that learners cannot benefit from the teacher’s gestural input if they
are not looking at the teacher. Nevertheless, even without looking at the teacher, it is
likely that they sensed the teacher was producing gestures when he or she was teaching
in their field of vision. In other words, although they were not focusing on their teachers,
their teachers’ behaviors might be within their peripheral vision. The result indicates
that the teacher’s vocal cues often drew learners’ attention to the teacher. From this
example, we understand that multiple instructional devices should be used in language
instruction. More studies of students’ eye gaze tracking are needed to confirm this
matter as Jungheim (2008) investigated.
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Sime’s (2008) retrospective reflection interview study with EFL intermediate
and advanced students from various cultural backgrounds of five teachers also reported
that “all learners considered teachers’ gestures as conveying meanings in certain
contexts and as contributing to the process of classroom interaction” (p. 264). In my
questionnaire data of the secondary observation sites of four classrooms that were
taught by Teacher 2 and Teacher 3, almost all students responded that they also thought
that the teachers’ gestures were helpful for understanding their teacher’s instruction.
They said that teachers’ gestures were helpful even if they were not constantly looking
at the teachers.
Then what made them focus on the teacher? The observations disclose that the
emphatic vocal and gestural cues seem to attract students’ attention and get them to look
at the teacher rather than their handouts or to look up from their chat with each other in
a group. As a vocal cue, the speech of command, for example, including negation also
drew students’ attention to the teacher’s explanations. By contrast, gestures used for a
humorous expression and the laughter caused by these gestural interactions succeeded
in drawing most of the students’ attention. I observed that peer students’ laughter also
made some students’ attend to the interlocutor to see what was going on in the ongoing
interaction.
As one form of listeners’ reactions, some students displayed head nods while
listening to the teacher’s talk. Maynard (1987) claimed that one of the functions of
nodding in an L1 conversation is to show affirmation. In order to affirm what was being
said by the speaker, the listener presumably (but not necessarily) must have understood
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the speech contents. Therefore, this kind of listeners’ behavior might show their
understanding to some extent. Nevertheless, some people might feign their
comprehension or send a sign in the form of nodding to tell the speaker that s/he can
keep the floor as a continuer. There might be cases when students sometimes nod when
they do not understand in my data. However, the method of video observation cannot
indicate listeners’ intentions of nodding production or the precise influence of the
teacher’s gestures on the listeners’ comprehension.
The most obvious reaction of listeners is their uttering or asking a question
voluntarily to the teacher. On some occasions, learners react to their teacher by
mirroring the teacher’s gestures to show their understanding process (Kusanagi, 2005b
for JSL instruction in Japan, Smotrova & Lantolf, 2013 for EFL instruction in Ukraine).
Little evidence of this was found in my data. The students in all five classes did not
react to their teachers vocally except when they were called on. Thus nonverbal
reactions were the only responses that the students showed to their teachers. These
classes were not unique in Japan. Literature has reported that typically Japanese EFL
learners are silent in the classroom (Harumi, 2010, 2011; LoCastro, 1996). Thus, nods,
or gaze direction are the only signals that the teacher could receive from the students in
the primary classroom observation. This could be a distinctive classroom phenomenon
or culture in Japan and possibly elsewhere.
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Culturally Based Nature of Teacher Gestures
When it comes to cultural comparisons, gestures have two aspects: common and
cross-cultural aspects. The common aspect of gestures across cultures can be well
explained by McNeill’s gestural classifications (1992): iconics, metaphorics, beats, and
deictics. An example of cross-cultural aspects of gestures can be clearly seen in
emblems, as culturally specific gestures (Morris, 1994).
In my data the three native-speaking teachers produced some emblems in their
classrooms. Teacher 1, who was least aware of his use of gestures among the three
teachers, produced more emblems typical of his culture (American-Western) than the
other teachers, such as the OK sign, shrugging shoulders, and raising eyebrows. Teacher
3 stated that she tried not to use her native gestures (British-Western) in order to avoid
confusion. I observed that she did not use British emblems except for counting. Perhaps
the production of these English language emblems posed no problems when teaching in
the EFL setting because the students must have been familiar with them from watching
western cartoons and films. Sime (2008) also gave a similar comment as below:

There were few instances where cross-cultural differences in interpreting certain
gestures came into discussion in the present study. However, when these
instances occurred, learners seemed to rely on their knowledge about cultural
differences in using certain gestures and more on their knowledge about the
target culture than on their own cultural background. It seems that as part of
their process of language learning in a Western environment, learners also
develop a set of beliefs about native speakers’ use of gestures. (2008, p. 277).

On the other hand, Sime (2008) reported a case in which target language gestures that a
teacher presented were interpreted as offensive to Japanese learners, but the learners
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were able to identify the intended message of the gestures by themselves eventually.
Teacher 3 stated that she tried to avoid confusion that might be created by the use of
English language culture emblems. This might be the case that she was cautious about.
Related to this issue, Lazaraton and Ishii (2005) suggested teachers should not mix
emblems of two languages in the classroom in order to avoid confusion.

Chapter Summary
To summarize, the following findings were obtained in this study. First, various
types of gestures were observed in the three EFL teachers’ instruction: Emphatic,
referential, representational, emblematic gestures. Second, three key functions of
teacher gesture were confirmed: gestures as comprehension aids, gestures as classroom
management, and gestures that influence learners’ affective state and classroom
atmosphere. Third, the teachers' instruction was multimodal. Teachers produced a
variety of nonverbal behaviors in relation with speech and gestures such as nodding,
gaze direction, and facial expressions as well as vocalic features. The teachers also used
people or artifacts that existed in the environment or the environment itself. I confirmed
in this study that multimodality is a crucial instructional tool for the semiotic teaching
system.
In this study I observed five classrooms that were taught by three teachers who
were native speakers of English. Both commonality and differences were observed
among them. Teacher 1, who instructed an intermediate class, predominately relied on
the comprehension function of gestures, but Teacher 2 and Teacher 3 heavily depended
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on the classroom management function of gestures because they taught beginners.
Teacher 1 sometimes used humorous mimes in his instruction and this type of gestural
use was more idiosyncratic. Although there were some differences among the three
teachers, all of them used gestures persistently even when their students were not
looking at them or perhaps were only partly looking at them. Logically, learners cannot
have visual input if they do not look at their teachers; however, all of the student
interviewees in Teacher 1’s class preferred the teacher’s gestures, and most of the
respondents to the post-lesson questionnaire from Teacher 2’s and Teacher 3’s classes
favored their teachers’ gestures.
In this chapter, I have summarized and discussed the findings in relation to my
research questions and to other literature. In the next and final chapter, I present the
contributions of the present study to SLA theory, pedagogical implications, theoretical
and methodological limitations, and suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSION

Summary of Findings
Having reached the end of the study, I want to close with a summary of its
background and findings. This study aimed to explore how multimodality of
communication, with the focus on teacher gesture, serves to contribute to teaching in five
Japanese EFL university classrooms that were taught by three teachers who were native
speakers of English. It gives detailed descriptions of lesson videos, and accompanying
analysis of fieldnotes, retrospective interviews, and surveys. This study examined the
following issues: (a) what kinds of gestures teachers use during EFL classroom
instruction, (b) what specific functions teacher gesture plays in EFL instruction, (c) what
communication modes contribute to EFL instruction in relation with gestures.
The following is a summary of findings in this study of my observations of
teacher gesture of three EFL teachers who taught beginner and intermediate level
classes. The findings on gestures are categorized into (a) types: emphatic, referential,
representational, and emblems, (b) functions: helping learners’ comprehension of their
target language, managing the class, and influencing learner’s affect, and (c) a
combination of observed communication modes. The modes are speech and gestures,
other nonverbal behaviors such as nods, facial expressions, gaze direction, space, texts
in textbooks, handouts, blackboard, and people for the subordinated modes. These were
used in an integrated manner. The findings demonstrated that teachers’ speech and
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gestures were intimately connected to the teachers’ ways of presenting knowledge and
information.
Including a perspective of these gestural functions of teacher gesture into
research enables us to understand what teacher gesture can contribute to instruction. The
findings illustrated how teacher gestures work as mediational tools for meaning making
so that what teachers illustrate in their speech and gestures can be more accessible than
speech alone to their learners in the classroom. This study did not investigate the degree
of gestural effect on learning; however, EFL instruction with gestural and speech
interactions might contribute to learning, and gestures are necessary components in
instructional behaviors.
In this chapter, I address contributions to SLA theory and pedagogy, theoretical
and methodological limitations, methodological and ethical reflections, and pedagogical
implications. Lastly, I conclude this study by discussing possible research topics for
future investigation.

Contributions to SLA Theory
The aim of this study was to investigate how speech and gesture together
contribute to teaching, or meaning-creation, in classroom discourse and interaction. By
examining the classroom discourse and interaction multimodality, I could provide a
detailed description of the dynamic processes of FL teaching in a classroom setting. By
including different modes of communication in the analysis, I observed the processes
holistically. This attempt distinguished this study from previously published studies on
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language instruction and classroom discourse. Thus, the findings of this study contribute
to the body of research on gesture studies in education as well as to L2/FL gesture studies
in subject matter education in a FL.
I believe that this study contributes to the research on gesture in language
education, to the pedagogy of language teaching and learning, and possibly to the larger
body of research on gesture. The following implications for SLA/FLA can be made from
the present study I conducted. First, observations of teacher gesture provide insights into
the phenomenon of teacher talk. Teacher gesture offers more input, regulates speech, and
controls the classroom for effective instruction. Observations of teachers’ gestural
scaffolding can provide beneficial information for understanding especially how input
and feedback are given and possibly how they influence learning.
Second, teacher gestures and related nonverbal behaviors might be conducive to
relatedness in the classroom (i.e., establishing positive relationships among students, and
between a teacher and students). The findings of the present study suggest that teacher
gestures with humor that were presented in incidental interactions within the teacher’s
explanations on classroom tasks contribute to relaxing the classroom atmosphere when
communication is successful, thereby providing a better learning environment to the class
(see Holland, 2015, for similar interactions that were observed in EFL classrooms in
Japan).

Contributions to Pedagogy
The above theoretical implications can be adopted into future FL teacher training.
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Previous studies of experiments that investigated the effectiveness of gestures suggested
that visual input provided by gesture has effects on comprehension and memory
retrieval (Allen, 1995; Dahl & Ludvigsen, 2014; Kang, et al., 2013; Sueyoshi &
Hardison, 2005; Tellier, 2008). In addition, observational studies have assumed that
teacher gestures are effective in teaching and learning (Antes, 1996; Barnett, 1983;
Belhigh, 2013; Carels, 1981; Kusanagi, 2003, 2005b; Lazaraton, 2004; Rousborough,
2014; Seaver, 1992; Sime, 2006, 2008; Smotrova & Lantolf, 2013).

The results of this

study confirm the assertions of these previous studies. The findings from this literature
and from my own study suggest ideas for helping teachers-in-training to understand both
effective and ineffective classroom management, teaching skills and techniques, how to
provide effective input and feedback, and how to communicate with students particularly
in the situation of teaching EFL students in “English” without using the students’ L1 as a
medium. This kind of teacher training has become especially important given the current
course of study for senior high school English education (2009) suggested by the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT)—the Japanese
government has mandated that teachers must now conduct lessons in English as the
medium of teaching. Teachers’ gestures can substitute a lot of what a teacher explains
verbally so that input in English can be maintained in the EFL classroom.
As the interview results of Teacher 1 and the results of previous research
(Inceoglu, 2015) showed, some teachers are unaware of their use of gestures, whereas
others are aware of their use gestures for specific purposes in teaching (Teacher 2 and
Teacher 3 in this study; Hudson, 2011; Lazaraton & Ishihara, 2005; Peltier &
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McCafferty, 2010). First, a teacher training course can explain how to present input by
helping teachers know how to select the most appropriate or effective mode of
communication to present information in their explanations. Because some teachers do
not use gestures consciously in many cases, it is necessary to explain the impact of
teacher gesture, what gestures should be used for what purposes and when in such
training. The current teacher training courses especially at the junior high school
education level in Japan include uses of blackboard, posters, and props, but not gestures.
Perhaps, gestural training for trainers, particularly via video recordings (see the next
paragraph), is a helpful teaching component in a teacher education course.
Second, for regular directions before a teacher gives a task, repeatedly used
gestures can help clarify points. Students can understand the teacher’s directions
immediately after seeing them. Thus those directional gestures can save time in giving
directions. It is a good idea to have a short instruction time for introducing students to a
set of basic teacher gestures for giving directions at the beginning of an EFL course
especially when the teacher uses English as a teaching medium and students are
beginners. In training or seminars for teacher trainers, teachers can be asked to observe
their teaching and that of others and reflect on their uses of gestures and other nonverbal
actions by (a) recording their teaching on the videotape, (b) watching the videos, (c)
discussing their uses of gestures and the learners’ reactions in terms of finding what is
successful for instruction and building learners’ cross-cultural awareness, and (d)
selecting the most helpful gestures for instruction. Third, the use of gestures can create a
friendly atmosphere and trust between the teacher and students in a classroom. It is ideal
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if teachers are aware of how gestures influence students’ psychological states and how
the established positive relationship rewards their teaching and perhaps ultimately affects
their students’ attitude to learning so that teachers can use gestures more skillfully than
they might without such awareness. As the finding of the current study reported, the
teachers’ gestures commonly occurred without their awareness; the presentations of
gestures were natural in such cases. Including a focus on awareness in a teacher training
program also benefits future language education. Moreover, as one of the participants
(Teacher 3) stated, teachers who are trained about the uses of gestures in the language
classroom possibly know the most effective gestures to present, and know when, why,
and how to present them. Having training on how to present gestures and nonverbal
behaviors, and how nonverbal behaviors in the classroom can be helpful for EFL
learners, the teachers can objectively see whether or not their gestures influence students’
behaviors, participation, attitude, comprehension, and so forth.
Furthermore, the findings provide hints for student training as well. Teachers can
instruct students how to interpret teachers’ gestures and respond to them. This kind of
training is effective for classroom management and instruction particularly in the lower
level FL classrooms because teachers can limit their uses of students’ L1 and increase
their uses of English in instruction. In this way, the amount of input that students can
absorb is maximized in the classroom. In the circumstances of EFL like in Japan, students’
exposure to the target language, English, outside the classroom is rather limited. Students
can thus benefit from being familiar with these types of pedagogical gestures.
Teachers can also include instruction about “communication” (e.g., introducing
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various modes of communication with simple activities) to raise students’ awareness of
how we communicate when time allows in a course. In addition, teachers might mention
that students have a choice to use strategic gestures, gestures that can compensate to some
extent for their linguistics weaknesses in a FL as part of helping them strategic
competence. Again, having compensation strategies such as gestural strategies is useful
when students communicate with their teachers and classmates, and when they need to
communicate with English speakers outside the classroom or abroad. However, as this
study found, some teachers are unaware of the importance of gestures; they are not aware
of their own gesture production or their students’ gesture production. In this sense,
gestures are often neglected or are treated as unhelpful or of no use in a classroom. I
believe that it is important to inform teachers that the impact of gestures on
meaning-making processes of teaching might improve the quality of language education.
As for introducing gestures of a target language to EFL learners, I believe that
some of the basic emblematic gestures of English can be taught as cultural knowledge as
part of Anglophone culture. Furthermore, to widen students’ awareness of the variety of
“cultures,” a comparative approach of emblematic gestures from different language
cultures can be presented to them, including an awareness of their own uses of gesture. In
this respect, teacher trainees of nonnative speakers of English should learn what gestures
to teach.
In sum, I expect that the findings of this study can contribute to both research and
pedagogy in L2/FL education. The next sections show some limitations in theory and
methods.
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Theoretical Limitations
Some limitations were foreseen this study prior to conducting the research;
therefore, I took steps mentioned as below. The first limitation concerned the issue of
interpretation. Because observation involved the selection of what I saw, I had to
approach the issue of confirmability carefully. With this awareness, I triangulated
multiple types of data (fieldnotes, video-observations, interviews, and surveys) and
considered other researchers’ comments by presenting video data and transcriptions at
study group meetings and conferences multiple times in order to limit possible
misinterpretations I might make and to confirm that my interpretation made sense to the
listeners-readers (Creswell, 2003; Maxwell, 2002).
Another limitation was also expected. In the EFL settings like in Japan, more
nonnative speakers of English teach English than do native speakers, and perhaps it
would have made sense to observe their teaching. However, in spite of their high
proficiency in English, English language is their L2. It would not be possible to
distinguish whether their instructional gestures are self-directed or other-directed. In
other words, some of their gestures could be self-directed to use as strategic gestures for
compensation of their L2. As discussed earlier, the purposes or intentions (though they
are usually unconscious for the interlocutors) of gestural production in interactions can
overlap and methodologically it is not possible to separate them. For this methodological
reason, I decided to observe EFL teachers who were native speakers of English. Note that
it can possibly be said that native speaking teachers also use self-directed gestures to
some extent to compensate for their difficulty in teaching but the degree of the
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possibility is probably much lower than that of nonnative speaking teachers. I included
both male and female teachers for analyses. Because this is a collection of case studies
that investigate particulars in depth (in addition, observing naturalistic data of gesture
required daunting work), I decided to focus on three teachers, one male teacher for the
primary analysis, and another male teacher and a female teacher for the secondary
analyses.
The third limitation was the issue of idiosyncrasy of gestural production. In order
to investigate and describe a teacher’s gestural instruction in depth, first I decided to
focus on one teacher and his classroom. I then decided to add two other teachers and their
classrooms as secondary data. Because this is a qualitative observational study, I did not
obtain evidence of similarities and differences across the teachers’ gestural production
quantitatively (Gullberg, 2010, pointed out that even quantitative research of gestures
encounters difficulty in dealing with a large sample size that suffices for a normal
distribution). The crucial points were presented as results and discussed.
The fourth limitation was the “observer effect.” Some researchers argue that the
presence of an observer or a video camera affects the context so that participants behave
differently from the regular context. To overcome this drawback, first, I visited the class
of the primary observation site regularly for one semester so that the participants could
become familiar with my presence and the video cameras. Second, I eliminated the initial
several minutes of classroom interactions for video recording for analysis from all the
videos in order to reduce the effect of the participants being taped (Duncan & Fiske,
1977). In addition, regular visits to the class and conversations with the teacher of the
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primary observation and collecting lesson materials enabled me to better understand the
instruction, the lesson structure, and the students.
Another limitation expected was that the methods do not identify the
cause-and-effect relationships between the observable behaviors and learning, and how
much influence gestures have on teaching, learning, or the interlocutors’ affective state.
Descriptive and interpretive research with naturalistic, observational, and elicited data
will not be able to verify the relationships or measure the impact on the participants’
behaviors and cognition. My interpretations are therefore necessarily speculative. This
study is not intended to investigate the possible cultural-specificity of gestures in depth,
either. These examinations are beyond the scope of this study. These are some of the
inevitable theoretical and related methodological limitations. In the next section, I present
further methodological limitations and reflections.

Methodological Limitations
This study has further limitations in methods. First, only one group was chosen as
a focus group on each observation day because it was impossible to capture all students in
all groups with a limited number of video cameras. Second, the quality of video
recordings is marginal due to the physical conditions. The classrooms were small and did
not have enough space to set video cameras in the ideal positions. This problem made the
quality of the audio recording on the videotapes unsatisfactory at times because the
classroom often became quite noisy. These problems could have been solved if I had used
higher quality equipment and hired professional cameramen but it was not possible for
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budgetary reasons. Third, this study does not present cause-and-effect results because of
the nature of interpretive research as mentioned above. Fourth, as Gullberg claimed,
“gesture studies lack a standardized transcription system and coding scheme” (2010, p.
87). I myself could not discover an established transcription and coding system to
describe the integrated interactions of speech, gesture, and other nonverbal behaviors.
For this reason, I had to adapt the transcription system that was originally designed for
speech data. Fifth, although this study aimed to picture multimodality used in EFL
classrooms, it focused more on gesture. For this reason, analyses of other nonverbal and
paralinguistic features including facial expressions of interaction and of the
environment were limited. This kind of study is incomplete without a concurrent study
of other nonverbal behaviors such as facial expressions and gaze directions,
paralinguistic features of interactions, and of the environment as well. More research on
these features should be done in the future.
Yet another methodological limitation that I found at the stage of reporting
interview results was the issue of “leading questions” or “posing questions with possible
responses” (Roulston, 2011, p. 78) in the interviews. Leading questions make it difficult
to maintain interviewer’s objective and neutral stance by avoiding the interviewer’s bias.
A neo-positivist perspective on interviewing (Roulston, 2011) that is widely practiced in
interview studies in social sciences considers inclusion of leading questions problematic.
As mentioned in Chapter 8, most of the student interviewees were not cognizant of their
own or their teachers’ gestural production. Due to that fact, I as an interviewer was not
able to draw out their utterances on the teachers’ gestural production unless I
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intentionally asked questions on the matter or related my own observations as a way to
provide the “hook” for elicitation from the interviewees. This act can be seen as asking
leading questions in a neo-positivist perspective on interviewing. Nevertheless, this
seems to be the only way that an interviewer can proceed with an interview when
interviewees do not or cannot provide the information the interviewer seeks. I address
this issue further in the following section.
Regrettably, the survey questions had a similar issue. I listed some closed-ended
questions asking if the respondents were aware of the teacher’s gestures and for what
purposes the teacher used gestures. These questions might be perceived as leading
questions in the way I and the teachers wised because the findings revealed that the
students spent more time for looking at handouts than looking at their teachers.
Nevertheless, the students responded that they thought that their teachers’ gestures
helped them understand their lessons. What it means is that the students were so naïve
that they would not have been able to comment on the issues that I asked about unless I
had told them about my research interests. Moreover, naïve students did not answer the
open-ended questions. This result supports the concern about leading questions. If the
number of participants were small, and if the participants were able to participate in a
video-watching session, I could conduct a stimulated recall interview with respondents
to a survey and confirm what they mention in the survey data. This research procedure
would make research more trustworthy. This survey research activity in interview form
could have been done as a pilot. Then survey questions could be made from the results
that emerged from such a retrospective interview. In addition to eliminating leading
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questions, it is important for an interviewer to be careful with the quality of questions
that s/he poses. For instance, posing a question that asks about more than one topic
confuses interviewees. Interviewees might not be able to interpret the question as the
interviewer intends. All these issues should be considered more carefully, when I
conduct further research.

Reflections on Methods
As I mentioned above, I noticed that unintentionally I did not follow the
assumption of non-inclusion of leading questions in interviews while I was analyzing the
interview and survey data by my advisor’s (an expert on interview research) pointing out
the problem, without knowing at the time I did so because of my lack of experience in
interviewing. Furthermore, my advisor and I realized that the theme of the study itself
contained this problem. As mentioned earlier, people are usually unaware of their
nonverbal behaviors. This was the case of the teacher interviewee and also the case of
student interviewees. What is more, I did not inform them that my primary purpose of the
study was the teacher’s gestures and nonverbal behaviors because I wanted to keep the
observation data as natural as possible.
Moreover, although the student interviewees and I as the interviewer were
speaking in a common language (i.e., Japanese), some of them did not know what I was
talking about or what I wished to learn from them because they did not notice anything
about their teacher’s gestural production as seen in the video data while we were
watching it. I had to ask about their unconscious behaviors directly; otherwise, I could not
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obtain the necessary information for analyses. If I had not mentioned the fact of their
teacher’s gestural production, the interviews would have ended without my having
elicited any comments from them. It was the only choice for me to carry out the
interviews. In the established manner of interviews of the neo-positivist perspective, what
I ended up doing in numerous instances in this study is considered as asking leading
questions.
Novice interviewers can be trained in interviewing skills in order to avoid leading
questions to the extent possible, but what does the interviewer do when interviewees are
naïve and unobservant, and are not providing the information that the interviewer is
looking for? Perhaps interviewers can let interviewees observe the video data repeatedly
in order to learn what is happening in instruction. The interviewer must be patient with
what interviewees provide them. Nevertheless, the interviewer sometimes faces time
constraints during the interview; thus preparation for an interview (i.e., making an
arrangement, predicting what might happen) becomes especially important for this kind
of interview.
This issue should not be neglected, but discussing the issue in further depth is
beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless I believe that it is an important and difficult
issue for this type of study. This issue must be discussed with other researchers of
gesture and nonverbal communication for future improvement.

Reflections on Research Ethics
I have mentioned the need for methodological improvement in conducting
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interviews and surveys. If I do this kind of research again in the future, should I tell my
participants that my research focus is gesture more directly? I believe that it is ideal if
the participants do not need to be unnaturally conscious about their gestural behaviors
for this type of study. The effect of notification can be excluded from data easily.
However, I have found that it is also true that the participants forget about being
videotaped if they experience being videotaped repeatedly. Therefore, if I regularly visit
and observe the same class or participants repeatedly over a certain period, the benefits
of obtaining more meaningful data can be prioritized. By doing so, I can potentially
avoid some of the interview or survey problems (i.e., difficulty of drawing elicitations
from participants without leading them). Perhaps I can conduct research with two
conditions in the future: a) telling the participants the purpose beforehand, and b)
keeping the purpose a little vague to the participants but not deceiving them. I can then
compare to see if any differences in results are observed.
Another ethical issue is what type of visual data to present in a report. Despite
presenting detailed transcriptions, presenting visual data such as illustrations or still
shots is very helpful for readers to follow the description and analysis. I provided
drawings in this study with the consent of the participants. Will I use photographs if I
receive consent? I will certainly consider using them if all the conditions are met for the
rights of participants being photographed and for using the images for publication.
There are pros and cons for both types of visuals. On one hand, still shots are more
economical in terms of time and money. They are considered more “real” in their
presentation. Photographs also offer more information such as environmental features.
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On the other hand, poor quality photographs have disadvantages. If they are not clear
enough, the presentation cannot accomplish the objective.

In some cases, photographs

have “too much information.” If it is the case, readers’ attention might be somewhere
else rather than on the intended object. Well-executed drawings can be simpler and can
draw readers’ attention to the aim more easily. Thus the issue of selecting visual data
depends on the conditions of consent and researchers’ preference for what qualities that
they wish to prioritize.
Recently, some researchers who study interaction have posted their video data
on their websites for the readers’ convenience. Is it ethical to post any visual data
online? The advantage of posting visual data is that the data can be analyzed by multiple
researchers to enhance credibility, confirmability, and transferability, and can be
checked by other researchers. In other words, confirming (a) how believable the
descriptions are, (b) how believable the interpretation is, and (c) the possibility of
applying the results to other groups or contexts. In addition, dependability of the
research or consistency of the research design can be confirmed by other researchers.
However, the issue of privacy must be conserved very carefully. Although the
researchers obtain consent from the participants at the time the research is done, they
might change their mind if the video data are shown to the public. It is difficult to avoid
a third person’s malicious intent and action once videos or photographs are posted
online nowadays. The issue of opening the visual data to the public requires the most
careful consideration and will no doubt be a topic of debate in future research.
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Pedagogical Implications
As discussed in the previous chapter, authentic gestures of the target language
might cause miscommunication in a classroom where teachers and students come from
different cultures and language backgrounds. Then should teachers present or not
present authentic gestures of the target language? What consideration should be taken
for the choice? In my opinion, an EFL teacher should be careful presenting target
language emblems especially for lower proficiency learners so that they can avoid
potential risks of misunderstanding and confusion, and concentrate more on learning the
language itself at the initial learning stage. Then a set of target language gestures can be
introduced as learning items to raise their cross-cultural understanding. It is important
for them to be able to “develop a set of beliefs about native speakers’ use of gestures”
(Sime, 2008, p. 277), reflect on the influence of their own use of gestures to the
interaction, and select an appropriate set of gestures in the context where they are
situated. When the instruction is done, it is crucial to raise the issue of ethnocentricity to
students. There is no language culture superior to others. Rather, it is important to offer
opportunities to know gestures of other cultures and their own culture, and raise
students’ sensitivity and flexibility in their choice of gestural production for smooth
communication. In addition, it benefits language education if we can raise learners’
awareness of spontaneous gestures we use to punctuate-emphasize speech, illustrate an
object or concept, and ones used as self-adapters. It will be effective if learners are
asked to observe several peoples’ gestures including their teacher’s as well as their own
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gestures (i.e., learners can observe each other or watch themselves on the videos). This
kind of gestural instruction can be included in conversation and presentation practice.
As well as the focus on cross-cultural gesture instruction, instruction on general
communication is needed for English learners as part of communicative competence
and social skills. Nowadays, more and more Japanese students have limited experience
in actual face-to-face communication with people from different backgrounds outside
the classroom. Even in the classroom, students tend to interact with the people whom
they know well. Furthermore, instruction on raising awareness of components of
communication can enable students to become aware of their own use of gestures or
nonverbal behaviors as was revealed in an interview with Student 23 (see Chapter 8).
Inclusion of such instruction might also facilitate the classroom atmosphere. If students
demonstrate appropriate gestures or nonverbal behaviors, it might contribute to the
relationship between their peer students and teacher. The teacher can confirm their state
of understanding so that instruction is more successful. Positive circulation of
communication in the classroom is expected when these conditions are met.

Future Research
A number of future projects could be explored with the following themes and
questions. First, comparison studies would be useful to examine teachers’ conversational
and gestural interactions in two settings: inside and outside the classroom. In future
research, I would like to focus on the following research questions:
•

What is best communicated in learning by which mode, speech, gesture, or another in
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each setting?
•

In what ways does the use of gesture make qualitative differences inside and outside
the classroom? Are there any differences observable among native speaking and
non-native speaking teachers?

•

To what extent are teachers aware of their different uses of speech and gestures, if
there are differences in the two settings and when they are interacting with students
or friends and colleagues?

•

Are there any idiosyncratic differences and common types of teacher gestures across
teachers?
The second theme is to investigate effective ways to teach teacher gesture for

EFL learners and teacher trainees. I have the following questions for future study:
•

In what ways do EFL teachers, teacher trainers, teacher trainees, and students
consider that teacher gesture is important or needed for good instruction?

•

What types of teacher gesture should be taught? When and how should they be
taught?

•

What gestures are used most effectively for presentations to accompany intonation,
grammatical features, and so forth when we look at the gestures that organize
discourse for the learners?

I also believe that developing a corpus of pedagogical gestures (especially
representational gestures to illustrate language items such as pronunciation and
grammar, and to deliver directives) is necessary for L2 teacher training and research.
Much gesture production is idiosyncratic, but as this study has shown, there are certain
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kinds of gestures that are shared among EFL teachers. Those common gestures might
have instructional meaning.
Third, I would like to investigate teacher-learner(s) and learner-learner
interactions in dyadic or small group conversations. My earlier study (2005b) reported
that a learner’s gestures possibly indicate his/her interlanguage stage and its processing.
I’ll pose the following question:
•

How can researchers clarify the integrated processes of intrapersonal development
and interpersonal development of learners in language learning by studying their
gestural actions?

•

Can any influence of the teacher’s gestures be found in the learners’ gestural
production?
Fourth, the following research topics can give a new insight for understanding

the results of this study.
•

Seeking more evidence for meaning construction to confirm what a Semiotic Social
View of Multimodality claims.

•

Investigating catchments more closely to demonstrate growth points of utterances
that indicated the thinking process. Analysis of catchments enables us to understand
the process of semiotic construction and the role of multimodality in this process.
Other researchers who are interested in gestures in language education might be

interested in conducting research on the following topics. First, the number of empirical
studies on teacher gesture is still small and thus studies of other cases, including cases in
which students and teachers are from the same language background, are highly
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welcomed. What is more, the small body of teacher gesture studies in existence tends to
focus on experienced and competent teachers. Studying novice teachers could provide
new insight into this line of work.
Second, studies that examine how gestural input influences learners’
understanding or how gestural input lightens learners’ cognitive load when learning
English as L2 or FL are necessary to bring new suggestions for SLA theory. As is the case
with all studies of comprehension and cognition, researchers need to find creative ways to
identify evidence to support both.
Last, an extensive review of the transcription systems and coding schemes that
are used in the existing studies could be done in order to seek and discuss possible
standardized coding systems to be used for future research. This kind of academic effort
will “allow for comparability across studies, explicit description and examples”
(Gullberg, 2010, p. 87).

Final Note
As a final note, through the analysis of teacher gestures in this descriptive
qualitative study I understood more about the complex and dynamic processes of
teaching. I believe that what language teachers actually do in their teaching and the
meaning of their interactions cannot be understood without conducting this type of
analysis. In this way, the findings of this study suggest new insights and directions for
naturalistic observational classroom research.
Despite the increase of interest in and attention to studies of gestures, these
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studies are still considered minor in the mainstream research in the SLA field. As this
study illustrated, teachers’ gestures are not incidental by-products. They offer richness
in meaning and expressions in language teaching in spite of the fact that there are times
some gestures could confuse learners or be misinterpreted by them. Although this kind
of qualitative gesture research involves so much detailed and time-consuming work, I
encourage interested researchers to conduct similar studies in the same and different
level classrooms in both ESL and EFL settings to increase our understanding. By doing
so, we can contribute to knowledge of teaching and learning in the L2 and FL education
field.
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NOTES
1. The student participants had taken various English proficiency tests. TOEIC stands
for Test of English for International Communication and this test measures a test taker’s
proficiency for the business purposes. IELTS stands for International English Language
Testing System. IELTS scores indicate the test taker’s English proficiency to certify
his/her ability to study in English speaking countries. EIKEN stands for Jitsuyō Eigo
Kentei (Test in Practical English Proficiency). This test is one of the most widely
practiced English examinations in Japan and Pre-1st grade or above is used as a bench
mark for English instructors of secondary education in Japan. For readers’ convenience,
I provide a comparison chart below with information on CEFR (the Common European
Framework of Reference). See the comparison of the examinations in Table 22.

Table 22. Comparison of English Proficiency Tests
CEFR
IELTS
TOEIC
C1
Professional user 7
945
B2
Independent user 5, 6
785
B1
Independent user 4
550
A2
Basic user
2, 3
225
A1
Basic user
1
120

EIKEN
1
Pre-1
2
Pre-2
3, 4, 5

Please refer to the following sites for more information:
CEFR

http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/cadre1_en.asp

TOEIC

http://www.toeic.or.jp/toeic/about/result.html

IELTS

http://www.ielts.org/

EIKEN

http://stepeiken.org/
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COURSE SYLLABUS FROM THE PRIMARY OBSERVATION SITE
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EXAMPLE HANDOUTS FROM THE PRIMARY OBSERVATION SITE
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APPENDIX C
THE SEATING ARRANGEMENT OF THE MAIN RESEARCH SITE
(TEACHER 1) MAY 16, 2006, 14:50-16:20
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APPENDIX D
THE SEATING ARRANGEMENT OF THE MAIN RESEARCH SITE
(TEACHER 1) JUNE 20, 2006, 14:50-16:20
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APPENDIX E
THE SEATING ARRANGEMENT OF THE MAIN RESEARCH SITE
(TEACHER 1) JUNE 26, 2006, 14:50-16:20
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APPENDIX F
THE SEATING ARRANGEMENT OF THE ADDITIONAL RESEARCH SITE
(TEACHER 2: ABSOLUTE BEGINNER CLASS) JULY 10, 2001, 18:30-20:00
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APPENDIX G
THE SEATING ARRANGEMENT OF THE ADDITIONAL RESEARCH SITE
(TEACHER 2: BEGINNER CLASS) JULY 14, 2001, 20:10-21:40
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APPENDIX H
THE SEATING ARRANGEMENT OF THE ADDITIONAL RESEARCH SITE
(TEACHER 3: ABSOLUTE BEGINNER CLASS) JULY 10, 2001, 13:00-14:30
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APPENDIX I
THE SEATING ARRANGEMENT OF THE ADDITIONAL RESEARCH SITE
(TEACHER 3: BEGINNER CLASS) JULY 10, 2001, 9:00-10:30
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APPENDIX J
TEACHER CONSENT FORM FOR THE MAIN RESEARCH SITE

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY JAPAN
Doctoral Dissertation
TEACHER CONSENT FORM
For Mr. Teacher One (Pseudonym)
For questions about the research, please contact Yuka Kusanagi of the 7th Cohort at Temple
University Japan doctoral program in education.
Home address: (the researcher’s home address is shown here)
Phone & Fax number: (the researcher’s phone and fax numbers is shown here)
Email Address: (the researcher’s e-mail address is shown here)
This consent form explains the doctoral dissertation research I am conducting (see the topic and the
purposes below). Please read it carefully, and ask questions about anything you do not understand. If
you do not have questions now, you may ask later. I understand that consent is negotiated process
and I am ready to modify this form according to your comments and/or advice.
TOPIC OF THE STUDY:
Classroom Interaction: The Roles and Functions in Language Teaching and Learning
PURPOSES OF THE STUDY:
(a) To investigate how Japanese university students engage in the classroom.
(b) To investigate how a university teacher and students interact verbally and nonverbally in various
tasks in the classroom.
(c) To describe the roles and functions of typical classroom interactions.
RESEARCH PERIOD: Spring Semester, 2006
PROCEDURES (RESEARCH DATA COLLECTION):
I would like to request you
(a) To allow me to observe, take field notes, audio-record and video-record your Intensive class on
Tuesdays at the 4th period.
(b) To allow me to interview you and audio-record the interviews.
(c) To allow me to have a short informal conversation with you after class (whenever possible) and
to audio-record it when needed.
TIME COMMITMENT:
(a) For the observations, I will visit your class on Tuesdays from 2:50 p.m. to 4:20 p.m. during the
spring semester. The schedule will be arranged in advance.
(b) I will interview you once to gain basic understanding of your course and your teaching
background at the beginning of the semester. It will last for about one hour.
(c) I will interview you a few times at the end of the semester. These interviews are what commonly
called “retrospective interviews.” Each interview will last for about one hour.
(d) I will ask you to have a short informal conversation after lessons (whenever possible).
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RISKS AND BENEFITS:
There are no known risks to participate in this research. The benefit that you may reasonably gain
from this study are deeper understanding of teacher-student interactions and student interactions
through the discussions with me, and an opportunity of having raw classroom data
(video-recordings) for your own teaching and research.
CONFIDENTIALITY:
You and your students’ individual privacy will be maintained in all published and written data
resulting from the study. Confidentiality of records identifying the participants under pseudonyms
will be maintained. The data from you will not be used for any other purpose than the research.
COMPENSATION:
I am willing to do whatever I can do for you and your students to improve the lessons upon your
requests despite my “non-participant” role in the classroom. Upon the completion of the study, I will
inform you of the results of the study.
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION:
Participation is voluntary. You can withdraw from the study at any time without penalty by notifying
me, and you have the right to refuse to answer particular questions during interviews.
PARTICIPANT STATEMENT:
I have read the explanation provided to me. I have had all my questions answered to my satisfaction,
and I voluntarily agree to participate in this study.
I HAVE BEEN GIVEN A COPY OF THIS CONSENT FORM.
SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT AND DATE
_____________________________________________ ______________________________
(SIGNATURE)

(DATE)

RESEARCHER STATEMENT:
I certify that I obtained the consent of the participant whose signature is above. I understand that I
must give a signed copy of the informed consent form to the participants, and keep the original copy
in my files for 3 years after the completion of the research project.
SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR AND DATE
_____________________________________________ ______________________________
(SIGNATURE)

(DATE)
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APPENDIX K
STUDENT CONSENT FORM FOR THE MAIN RESEARCH SITE (JAPANESE
VERSION)
2006 年 5 月 16 日
研究参加同意書
テンプル大学
草薙 優加
連絡先：(the researcher’s e-mail address is shown here)
私は現在テンプル大学博士課程（英語教授法専攻）に在籍し、博士論文執筆の為、大学
の英語教室観察を実施する予定です。その研究の主たる目的は、英語教室におけるコミュ
ニケーション（教師～学生間、学生間）を調査報告し、日本の英語教育と英語科教職課程
教育に役立てることです。
今回の研究では、いくつかの教室を見学し、教室での英語教授や学習がどう行われてい
るのかを理解する必要があります。また、どの教室でもよいというわけではなく、Teacher
One 先生（仮名）による、英語コミュニケーション能力を高める教育が実践されている当
授業での皆さんの学習過程を観察する必要があります。したがって、学生の皆さんの協力
が必要です。Teacher One 先生からは、事前に本研究の趣旨を理解して頂き、教室見学の許
可を頂いています。また、別研究となりますが、Teacher One 先生も収集データを使用して
研究を行う計画でおります。
以下の説明は皆さんにとって重要なことですので、よく理解した上で、ぜひご協力をお
願い致します。
協力期間 2006 年度前期授業
協力していただくこと
１）前期、毎週火曜日４時限目の授業を見学します。観察者（草薙）は教室後方に座わり、
授業の様子をノートに取ります。授業に参加することはありません。
２）見学の際、ビデオレコーダーとＭＤレコーダーを使用します（観察ノートのバックア
ップの為）。
３）授業後有志の方々と短いインタビューを実施します（不定期・参加自由）。内容は英
語学習に関することです。ご協力いただける方は、ぜひお願い致します。
４）学期末に有志の方々と学期中の英語学習に関するインタビューを実施します（日程は
現段階では未定・自由参加）。内容は１学期間の英語学習を振り返って、ご自身の学
習について気がついた点を聞かせて頂きます。ご協力頂ける方は、ぜひお願い致しま
す。
研究協力における影響
この研究に協力することで皆さんが被る影響は（リスク等）はありません。授業見学から
私が得た内容が成績評価に及ぼす影響は一切ありません。安心して普段通りに授業に参加
して下さい。
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個人情報の保護
１）私がこの研究で得たデータ（観察ノート、ＭＤ記録、ビデオ記録、インタビューの内
容）は学術・教育目的以外には一切使用しません。個人情報保護には細心の注意を払
います。また、音声・映像記録は、研究者（草薙）がデータ分析にのみ使用します。
２）研究報告では、学校名・個人名を一切使用せず、代わりに仮名を使用します。また、
報告書の読者が学校や個人を特定出来ないよう細心の注意を払います。
自由な意思による協力
この研究協力は自由なものです。
１）教室やインタビューから集めたデータを含めて欲しくないという申し出があった場合
には、その申し出に従います（分析考察からはずします）。
２）研究調査開始後であっても協力を断ることが出来ます。
３）インタビュー中、答えたくない質問があれば答えなくても結構です。
３）研究協力を断ることによって、不利益を被ることはありません。
以上の点を十分に理解した上で、ぜひご協力をお願い致します。１学期間、皆さんから多
くのことを学べることを楽しみにしています。疑問点があれば、下記宛に遠慮なくお尋ね
下さい。
草薙優加 連絡先：(the researcher’s e-mail address is shown here)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------研究協力同意書
[協力者]
上記の件について、内容をよく理解した上で研究協力に同意します。
日付：＿＿＿年＿＿月＿＿日 協力者署名：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿
[研究者]
私は、本研究参加者の署名付研究協力同意書を確かに受け取りました。協力者にこの同意
書の写しを渡す義務があること、および、この同意書原本を研究終了後 3 年間保管する義
務があります。
日付：＿＿＿年＿＿月＿＿日 研究者署名：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿
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APPENDIX L
STUDENT CONSENT FORM FOR THE MAIN RESEARCH SITE
(ENGLISH TRANSLATION)

Yuka Kusanagi
Temple University
Contact me at (the researcher’s e-mail address is shown here)
I am a doctoral student majoring in teaching English as a foreign language at the Graduate
School of Education, Temple University, Japan Campus. I am planning to conduct classroom
observations as a part of my doctoral dissertation project. The primary purposes of my research are
to investigate teacher-student communication and student-student communication in an English
language classroom and to use the results to improve English language education and teacher
training in Japan.
For these purposes, I must visit English classrooms in order to collect observation data as
evidence of actual teaching and learning in the classroom. This does not mean that any type of
English classroom is appropriate. I wish to observe Teacher One’s classroom because he is
practicing a type of English language education that promotes learners’ communication abilities. To
this end, I would like your kind cooperation. Teacher One understood the object of this research and
gave me a permission to visit the classroom for observation. Teacher One is also planning to conduct
his own research with the data I collect from the classroom.
The following explanation is very important for you. Please read it carefully and sign your
name.
RESEARCH PERIOD: Spring Semester, 2006
PROCEDURES AND COOPERATION REQUIRED:
(1) I will observe your 4th period class every Tuesday in Spring Semester. The observer (Yuka
Kusanagi) will sit at the back of the classroom and take notes.
(2) I will videotape the lessons in order to analyze the data and backup observation notes.
(3) I will conduct a short informal interview with students who volunteer after class (irregular
schedule, voluntary participation). The interview will be about learning English.
(4) I will conduct an interview with students who volunteer at the end of the semester (the schedule
is undecided at present, voluntary participation). The interviewees will reflect on their learning in
the class this semester.
RISKS:
There are no known risks to participate in this research. Participation of this research (observations,
interviews) has no influence on your academic grades in the course. Please feel at ease being in the
classroom.
CONFIDENTIALITY:
(1) The data obtained from this research (observation notes, audio and video recordings, and the
contents of interviews) will not be used for any other purpose than research and education. Your
privacy will be maintained in all published and written publications resulting from the study. The
audio and visual data will be analyzed only by the researcher (Yuka Kusanagi) and the teacher
(Mr. Teacher One).
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(2) Confidentiality of records identifying the institution and the participants under pseudonyms will
be maintained. I will pay very careful attention to disclosure of the institution and the
participants so that the readers of the dissertation will not be able to identify them.
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION:
Participation is voluntary.
(1) You may withdraw from the study if you wish. I will eliminate the data obtained from
observations and interviews for analysis.
(2) You may withdraw from the study even after the research begins.
(3) You may refuse to answer particular questions during interviews.
(4) You will not suffer a loss by withdrawing from the study.
Please participate in the study with good understanding of the above request and explanation. I look
forward to learning a great deal from you in this semester. Please do not hesitate to ask me if you
have any questions.
Contact Yuka Kusanagi at: (the researcher’s e-mail address is shown here)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CONSENT FORM OF RESEARCH PARTICIPATION

PARTICIPANT STATEMENT:
I have read the explanation provided to me. I have understood to my satisfaction, and I voluntarily
agree to participate in this study.
_____________________________ _____________________________________________ (DATE)
(SIGNATURE)

RESEARCHER STATEMENT:
I certify that I obtained the consent of the participant whose signature is above. I understand that I
must give a signed copy of the informed consent form to the participants, and keep the original copy
in my files for 3 years after the completion of the research project.
SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR AND DATE
_____________________________ _____________________________________________ (DATE)
(SIGNATURE)
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APPENDIX M
ABBREVIATIONS OF DATA TYPES AND TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS
FOR INTERVIEWS

1. ABBREVIATION OF DATA TYPES AND PARTICIPANT NAMES
I

Interviewer

S14

Student 14 (female)

S16

Student 16 (male)

S22

Student 22 (female) (International student)

S23

Student 24 (male)

S24

Student 24 (female)

T

Teacher (Utterances made by teacher in the video recording)

2. TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS
(

)

Unrecognizable utterances

(add)

Added guessed utterances for unrecognizable utterances

[add]

Added or corrected information by researcher for clarification purpose

(( ))

Nonverbal communication or a description of an event happening

(.)

A short pause

…

Pause

CAPS

Volume, emphasis

太字

Volume, emphasis in Japanese utterances

=

Latching utterances

[

Overlapping utterances

-

Cut off
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“

“

idiomatic translation of Japanese utterances

italics

Japanese words

italics

Utterances from the video recordings
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APPENDIX N
STUDENT CONSENT FORM AND QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH SITES (JAPANESE VERSION)
研究協力同意書
研究名：外国語教室における Teacher Talk の比較研究
研究者名：草薙 優加（明海大学大学院応用言語学研究科）
私は上記の研究者から上記の研究に関する説明を受けて理解し、当研究のためのデータ
をこの教室で収集することを許可します。上記の研究者が収集したデータはプライバシー
に十分配慮した上で、研究目的のみにおいて使用されることを了承します。
署名：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
身振りに関するアンケート（学生用）
日時：2001 年 7 月 (

) 日 （ ）校時

I 部・II 部

身振りとは
コミュニケーションの為に使われる身体の動き。主に手腕の動き（物や動作を表す）や
指差し（その場にある物や人を指さす）など。

Q1. 今日の授業で先生は身振りを使っていましたか。どちらかに○をして下さい。
はい
いいえ
↓
「はい」とお答えした方に伺います。
授業のどのような場面で先生は身振りを使いましたか。（
）内に○をつけて下さい。
いくつでも結構です。
（
）文法を説明していた時
（
）語彙を説明していた時
（
）表現を説明していた時
（
）発音を説明していた時
（
）学生の間違いを知らせたり、直したりしていた時
（
）これから行う教室活動（練習問題のやり方、ペアワーク、グループワークの
やり方など）の説明や指示をしていた時
（
）黒板、カードなど教室内にある物を説明していた時
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（
（
（
Q2.

）学生と直接的な学習内容でない事柄を話していた時（例えば、週末の出来事な
ど）
）学生をリラックスさせようとしていた時
）その他（簡単に記入して下さい）

先生の身振りはあなたの学習理解の助けになりましたか。どちらかに○をして下さ
い。
はい
いいえ
↓
「はい」とお答えした方に伺います。

授業のどのような場面で先生の身振りは学習理解の助けになりましたか。（
）内に
○をつけて下さい。いくつでも結構です。
（
）文法を説明していた時
（
）語彙を説明していた時
（
）表現を説明していた時
（
）発音を説明していた時
（
）学生の間違いを知らせたり、直したりしていた時
（
）これから行う教室活動（練習問題のやり方、ペアワーク、グループワークの
やり方など）の説明や指示をしていた時
（
）黒板、カードなど教室内にある物を説明していた時
（
）学生と直接的な学習内容でない事柄を話していた時（例えば、週末の出来事な
ど）
（
）学生をリラックスさせようとしていた時
（
）その他（簡単に記入して下さい）
「いいえ」とお答えした方に伺います。
先生の身振りは、なぜ学習理解の助けにならなかったか簡単に記して下さい。

ご協力ありがとうございました。
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APPENDIX O
STUDENT CONSENT FORM AND QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH SITES (ENGLISH TRANSLATION)

STUDENT CONSENT FORM
TITLE OF PROJECT: A Comparison Study of Teacher Talk
RESEARCHER: Yuka Kusanagi (Meikai University, Graduate School of Applied Linguistics)
I have been explained about the research from the researcher, have understood the explanation, and
agree with the researcher to collect data in this class. I agree with the researcher on the use of the
collected data only for research purposes with a good care of privacy.
SIGNATURE: ＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE ON GESTURE
Date: (

) July, 2001

(

) Period

Day・Evening

Student Questionnaire

What is Gesture?
Gesture is a movement of body, especially of the arms and hands, used to communicate. In this
questionnaire, gestures refer to hand movements that illustrate objects or movements, and also
pointing at something or someone.

Q1. Did the teacher use any gestures in today’s lesson? Circle yes or no.
Yes
No
↓
If you answered “yes,” answer the following question.
In what situation(s) did he use gestures? Put a circle(s) (○)in the parentheses.
（
）When explaining grammar
（
）When explaining vocabulary
（
）When explaining expressions
（
）When explaining pronunciation
（
）When correcting mistakes
（
）When giving instructions (e.g., how to work on exercises, pair work, group work)
（
）When explaining the information on the blackboard, a flash card, or an object
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（
（
（
Q2.

）When having a conversation irrelevant to a learning topic (e.g., weekend)
）When the teacher was trying to make the students relaxed
）Others (explain briefly)
Did the teacher’s gestures help your understanding of the lesson? Circle yes or no.
Yes
No
↓
If you answered “yes,”answer the following question.

In what situation(s) did he use gestures? Put a circle(s) (○)in the parentheses.
（
）When explaining grammar
（
）When explaining vocabulary
（
）When explaining expressions
（
）When explaining pronunciation
（
）When correcting mistakes
（
）When giving instructions (e.g., how to work on exercises, pair work, group work)
（
）When explaining the information on the blackboard, a flash card, or an object
（
）When having a conversation irrelevant to a learning topic (e.g., weekend)
（
）When the teacher was trying to make the students relaxed
（
）Others (explain briefly)
If you answered “No,” please briefly explain why the teacher’s gestures did not help your
understanding of the lesson.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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APPENDIX P
TEACHER CONSENT FORM FOR THE ADDITIONAL RESEARCH SITES

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

TITLE OF PROJECT: A Comparison Study of Teacher Talk
RESEARCHER: Yuka Kusanagi (Meikai University, Graduate School of Applied Linguistics)

I have been given and have understood and explanation of this research project. I have had an
opportunity to ask questions and have them answered to my satisfaction. I understand that I may
withdraw myself or any information I have provided from this project without having to give reasons
and without penalty. I understand that the video and audiotapes made during this project may be
used by the researcher for research purposes.
I agree to take part in this research, the use of data in academic presentations and in my opinion
consent was given freely and with my understanding.

SIGNATURE: _______________________________________________________________
NAME OF PARTICIPANT:

___________________________________________________
(Please print clearly.)

DATE: ______________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX Q
TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRES FOR THE ADDITIONAL RESEARCH SITE

TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (FOR LOWER PROFICIENCY CLASS)
NAME: __________________________________________________________________
CLASS: __________________________________________________________________
CLASS LEVEL:___________________________________________________________
Q1. Did you use gestures in this lesson? Circle “yes” or “no”.
Yes
No
↓
Answer the following questions, if you circled “Yes”.
a.

When and in what contexts did you use the gestures?

b.

Do you think the gestures were understood well by the students?
Circle “Yes” or “No”
Yes
No

Q2. In general, do you think your gestures will help your students understand language points
better than when presenting only speech information?
Circle “Yes” or “No”.
Yes
No
↓
Answer the following questions, if you circled “Yes”.
Are there any particular types/forms of gestures you use consciously in this class throughout the
course? When and in what contexts do you intend to use them?
Gesture Type(s)/Form(s)
Context(s)
Q3. Have you ever received any instructions on using gestures in classrooms in the teacher training
course(s) you took?
Yes
No
↓
Answer the following questions, if you circled “Yes”.
What types/forms of gestures were you told to use in classrooms? When and in what contexts
were you told to use them?
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Gesture Type(s)/Form(s)
Context(s)

What types/forms of gestures were you told Not to Use in classrooms? When and in what
contexts were you told Not to Use them?
Gesture Type(s)/Form(s)
Context(s)

Q4. Which class did you use gestures more frequently? Circle only one.
the Lower Class
the Higher Class
Q5. Any comments on teacher gesture?
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE (FOR HIGHER PROFICIENCY CLASS)
NAME: ____________________________________________________________________
CLASS: ___________________________________________________________________
CLASS LEVEL:_____________________________________________________________

What is Gesture?
Gesture is a movement of body, especially of the arms and hands, used to communicate. In this
questionnaire, gestures refer to hand movements that illustrate objects or movements, and also
pointing at something or someone.

Q1. Did you use gestures in this lesson? Circle “yes” or “no”.
Yes
No
↓
Answer the following questions, if you circled “Yes”.
c.

When and in what contexts did you use the gestures?

d.

Do you think the gestures were understood well by the students?
Circle “Yes” or “No”
Yes
No

Q2. In general, do you think your gestures will help your students understand language points
better than when presenting only speech information?
Circle “Yes” or “No”.
Yes
No
↓
Answer the following questions, if you circled “Yes”.
Are there any particular types/forms of gestures you use consciously in this class throughout the
course? When and in what contexts do you intend to use them?
Gesture Type(s)/Form(s)
Context(s)
Q3. Have you ever received any instructions on using gestures in classrooms in the teacher training
course(s) you took?
Yes
No
↓
Answer the following questions, if you circled “Yes”.
What types/forms of gestures were you told to use in classrooms? When and in what contexts
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were you told to use them?
Gesture Type(s)/Form(s)
Context(s)

What types/forms of gestures were you told Not to Use in classrooms? When and in what
contexts were you told Not to Use them?
Gesture Type(s)/Form(s)
Context(s)

Q4. Any comments on teacher gesture?
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QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR TEACHING BACKGROUND
Would you please share your educational and teaching backgrounds? The information will only
be used for research and your name will not appear in published reports.
Name: _____________________________________________________________
Q1: What is your nationality?

Q2: What is your mother tongue?

Q3: Please indicate your teaching experiences (countries, number of years, types of
schools/courses/levels you taught, and etc.)

Q4: Please indicate your academic and teaching qualifications.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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APPENDIX R
ABBREVIATIONS OF DATA TYPES AND TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS
FOR VIDEO RECORDINGS
1. ABBREVIATION OF DATA TYPES AND PARTICIPANT NAMES
T1

Teacher 1’s utterances

S1

Student 1’s utterances

Ss

Students’ utterances

S

Unidentified student’s utterance

BH

both hands

RH

right hand

LH

left hand

RH

right hand

BA

both arms

RA

right arm

LA

left arm

RIF

right index finger

LIF

left index finger

2. TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS
[

overlapping talk

-

cut off

=

latched utterances; speech that comes immediately after another speaker’s with no
intervening pause

(.)

a short untimed pause (e.g., less than half a second)

(0.2)

a 2/10 of a second pause
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(2.0)

a two seconds pause

co:lon

extension of the sound or syllable

.

fall intonation (final)

,

continuing intonation (non-final: flat and low rise)

?

rising intonation (final)

¿

a rise stronger than comma but weaker than a question mark

↓

sharp fall

↑

sharp rise

º

º

passage of talk that is quieter than surrounding talk

< >

passage of talk that is slower than surrounding talk

> <

passage of talk that is faster than surrounding talk

CAPITAL

loud talk

(guess)

the words within a single bracket indicate the transcriber’s best guess at an unclear
utterance

(

)

unidentifiable utterance

(( ))

comment by the transcriber

italics

Japanese utterances

“

idiomatic translation of Japanese utterances

”

gesture the presence of a gesture(s) with speaker’s speech
|_____| the presence of a gesture(s) without speech by performer
{

} a description of gestural form(s)

˽

a nod

×2

the same action(s) two times

fig

a illustrative figure describing a gestural form(s)
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The Hepburn system of Romanization is used in transcribing data. These annotation
conventions are based on the modified Jefferson Transcription (1984).
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APPENDIX S
ABBREVIATIONS
FL

foreign language

FLA

foreign language acquisition

L1

first language

L2

second language

SLA

second language acquisition
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